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Chapter 1

Motivation and outline
In many social and economic situations groups of agents, such as people or firms,
face a conflict between their individual self interests and the common interests of
the group as a whole. Such situations are referred to as the social dilemmas and
have long been a theme of research in social sciences (see Dawes, 1980). Agents
are said to cooperate in social dilemmas when their decisions support a common
good of their reference group. If instead they pursue their individual egoistic
interests, in conflict with the common good, then they are said to free-ride, or
defect.
There are many examples of social dilemmas that economists find relevant,
such as arms races or trade negotiations between countries, pollution within
cities, knowledge and innovation sharing between private firms, provision of
freely available scientific knowledge, and use of public resources such as forests
and fisheries (see Hardin, 1968, Dawes, 1980, Axelrod, 1984, and Stiglitz, 1999
for elaboration of these and other examples). Failure to cooperate is usually
associated with a loss of efficiency and the economic profession is interested in
identifying cases of successful cooperation, and the mechanisms through which
cooperation is achieved.
As an example, consider the following social dilemma that often faces a group
of graduate students. On Sunday evenings one of the students invites a limited
number of others for a dinner at her or his house. The guests are asked to
contribute a bottle of a nice wine, while all else is provided by the host. It is
always an enjoyable event, and rarely does anyone decline an invitation. Hosting
a dinner, however, involves substantial costs in terms of money, effort and time,
as well as the risk that the culinary effort would fail. Many, hence, shy away from
hosting while maintaining their presence as guests. In other words, all students
benefit if everyone occasionally hosts a diner, but if each student prefers to
free-ride on the cooperative culinary efforts of other students then there are no
dinners. Hence the dilemma. Interestingly, the student dinners often take place,
but the hosts typically select their guests only among the students that have
hosted a dinner in the recent past.
Standard theory typically predicts no cooperation. The free-riding hypothe-

sis asserts that agents always act in compliance with their individual self interests and therefore fail to achieve any cooperation in social dilemmas. Thomas
Hobbes, for example, argued already in the 17 th century that cooperation must
be externally enforced to avoid societies plunging into universal free-riding and
anarchy (Hobbes, 1651). The free-riding hypothesis is, however, not consistently
supported by empirical evidence. Anthropological literature has documented a
number of cases of cooperation in societies that lack formal institutions of enforcement (Mauss, 1967, Sahlins, 1972). People seem to be especially successful
in overcoming social dilemmas in small groups and in networks of reciprocal
exchange (Lomnitz, 1977, Healey, 1990, Fafchamps and Lund, 2003).
Casual observation is sufficient to realize that people often cooperate. We
all encounter social dilemmas in our daily social interactions with other people.
Information sharing, organization of social events, and exchange of financial and
other help are common instances of social dilemmas that take place in networks
of social relations, referred to as the social networks. If all people only pursued
their immediate private interests we would have little reason to establish friendly
relations. Yet, most people do keep friends and enter willingly with them into
interactions with the character of a social dilemma. In these interactions many
behave cooperatively, sharing advice and valuable information, spending time to
give help, and exchanging financial assistance, all this in absence of an external
enforcing authority. Such is the apparent association of social networks with
cooperation that some social scientists consider them as a sort of capital of
individuals and groups, that is, their "social" capital (Coleman, 1988, Putnam,
2000). Given this evidence it is in order to ask: what drives cooperation in social
networks?
Several answers have been proposed in the theoretical literature. One line
of research investigates the role of reputation. Standard models of economic
action assume that atomized actors interact in anonymous markets. Cooperation may indeed be difficult to achieve in such an anonymous setting. In social
networks, however, interactions are repeated and non-anonymous. Friedman
(1971) and Kreps et al. (1982), for example, show analytically that cooperation
can be achieved within pairs of rational and selfish agents if they repeatedly interact with each other. Another line of research, instigated by Coleman (1984)
and Granovetter (1985), suggests that cooperation may be further enhanced if
interaction is structured. This conjecture is analytically investigated by Nowak
and May (1992) and Eshel et al. (1998b) who compare structured groups, where
agents interact through networks, with unstructured groups in which each agent
interacts with all other agents. Assuming that behavior spreads by means of
imitation they show that cooperation may survive in structured groups but not
in the unstructured ones. However, the results of laboratory experiments do
not support all these claims. Experimental studies by Cooper et al. (1996) and
Huck et al. (2004) provide evidence for the result that pairs of players achieve
high cooperation in repeated interaction, but suggests that it cannot be generalized to groups with three or more agents. Laboratory studies by Kirchkamp
and Nagel (2000) and Cassar (2002) suggest that cooperation is equally hard to
achieve in structured and in unstructured groups.
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A more promising result for explaining cooperation in networks comes from a
third line of research that investigates two-agent social dilemma situations with
voluntary entry. In such a situation each of the agents decides whether or not
to enter with the other into a relationship in which they would face a social
dilemma. The interaction takes place only if both players decide to enter, while
otherwise both players take an outside option. Orbell et al. (1984) argue that
cooperators overestimate the propensity of others to cooperate and, compared
to free-riders, relatively more frequently participate in the social dilemma. They
conjecture that such self-selection leads to high cooperation in established bilateral relations. Experiments by Orbell and Dawes (1993) and Hauk and Nagel
(2001) support this conjecture, both in the two-agent and in the multi-agent
setting.
In this thesis we take the investigation of cooperation in networks one step
further in a natural way. We consider endogenous networks, that emerge as a result of agents' endogenous choices of the partners for interaction, and investigate
the simultaneous evolution of cooperation and of network structures in social
dilemmas. Our main motivation to study cooperation in endogenous networks
is that many real-life situations are better captured by the assumption that the
networks are established by the agents themselves, instead of being imposed on
the agents exogenously. It seems intuitive that people tend to manipulate social
relationships on the basis of observed past behavior. The endogenous choice of
interaction partners may, however, be explanatory for the observed cooperation
in social networks. For example, cooperators may form social ties with other
cooperators and exclude those that cheat. In repeated situations cooperators
can identify each other and establish highly cooperative network clusters. As
the sizes of cooperative clusters increase the tolerance of free-riders may decline.
As a consequence of the threat of exclusion, the free-riding agents may switch
to cooperation.
Our analysis relies on the tools of game theory, which is suitable to study both
cooperation and network formation. We use a non-cooperative game to model a
social dilemma on an endogenous interaction network. We investigate the game
using three different approaches. We begin with a standard equilibrium analysis
of the game. We then set up laboratory experiments to study actual behavior in
this game. Finally, we use computer simulations to investigate the dynamics of
adaptive behavior under the assumption that the game is played by boundedly
rational agents.
Each of our three approaches is motivated, presented and discussed in a separate chapter. In chapter 4 we focus on equilibrium analysis, in chapter 5 on
laboratory experiments, and in chapter 6 on computer simulations. Each of
these chapters is structured as follows. In the introduction to the chapter we
motivate the methodology and discuss our research in view of the related literature. We then describe the details of the approach and specify our results.
We proceed with a critical discussion of our assumptions and wrap up the chapter with a summary of the main conclusions. The mathematical appendices
contain proofs that are not essential to grasp the arguments in the main body
of the chapter. The three lines of literature related to our three approaches
3

are quite distinct and instead of giving a combined overview we discuss each
line separately in the appropriate chapter. Conclusions are also discussed in
the corresponding chapters and we do not restate them in a separate summary
chapter. Therefore, each of the chapters 4-6 can be read in conjunction with
the definition of our model in chapter 3 and independently of the rest of the
thesis. The three chapters are, however, fairly interrelated and are organized in
a logical sequence.
We give next a brief overview of the different chapters and their main conclusions. In chapter 2 we describe the basic concepts of the theory of noncooperative games, the mathematical theory of networks, and the theory of
Markov chains. In chapter 3 we introduce the model of a social dilemma on endogenous networks that we study throughout the thesis: the network dilemma
game. The network dilemma game is, essentially, a multi-player Prisoner's
dilemma game in which the interaction network depends on the player's choices
of their interaction partners. We conclude chapter 3 with a discussion of our
model.
In chapter 4 we study subgame-perfect equilibria of various finitely repeated
network dilemma games. We consider games in which players are constrained
in the number of other players with whom they can interact, and games in
which interaction is costly. Our main conclusion is that for many such games
a subgame-perfect equilibrium exists in which all players cooperate during all
but the final few periods, given that the number of periods is sufficiently large.
A sufficient condition for existence of such a subgame-perfect equilibrium is,
roughly, that the set of Nash equilibrium networks includes several networks
with no isolated players, but not the complete network. These results imply
that it is possible to achieve cooperation in a subgame-perfect equilibrium of
a finitely repeated Prisoner's dilemma game if it is played on an endogenous
network.
In chapter 5 we describe an experimental investigation of behavior in finitely
repeated network dilemma games. We focus on games with no interaction costs
or constraints. Our analysis in chapter 4 predicts no cooperation in such games.
In contrast, in all our experimental games we observe, on average, high and
increasing cooperation during all but the last few periods. Our main conclusions
are that people are willing to enter into risky social dilemma situations, that
they use costly exclusion as a means of retaliation for free-riding, and that
partner selection is a powerful means for promoting cooperation. Our further
analysis suggests that behavior in our experimental games cannot be explained
by altruism (Levine, 1998) or inequity aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999) of our
subjects.
In chapter 6 we investigate the dynamics of cooperation and exclusion of freeriders in groups of fictitious players with "limited forward looking" who repeatedly play the network dilemma game with no interaction costs or constraints.
We assume that players choose simple behavioral rules which maximize their
payoffs across a limited number of future periods. In this sense the players
are non-myopic best-responders. Our main conclusion is that limited forward
looking is sufficient to achieve modest amounts of cooperation in some network
4

dilemma games. We also observe that cooperation is further facilitated if players
are highly altruistic, but only if they are forward looking.
Finally, in this thesis we want to advance a few general messages, in addition
to our specific results in chapters 4-6. First, in the traditional models of social
dilemmas in economics the agents have no other option but to participate in a
dilemma. This may be a fair description of the situation that inspired the use
of the term "Prisoner's dilemma", but there are also many real-life situations in
which social or economic agents have more freedom to select with whom they
are willing to interact. The results of our chapters 4 and 5 suggest that economic
models of such situations are not complete unless they include the endogenous
selection of interaction partners.
Second, in chapter 6 we study a model of agents with limited foresight. People
do not have an unlimited ability of predicting behavior of others, and assuming
this can lead to empirically inaccurate predictions about their behavior in dynamic situations. On the other hand, it also seems unreasonable to think that
people have no ability to predict the consequences of their actions. We therefore suggest that realism of models of human decision-making would improve if
humans were modeled as agents with limited foresight.
All in all, our goal in this thesis is to take our understanding of how individuals
behave in social dilemma-type situations one step further. Our results suggest
that cooperation is much more likely among individuals who are free to decide
with whom they enter in a social dilemma-type situation. The methods that we
develop in this thesis may facilitate analysis of future models of decision-making
on endogenous networks.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries
This chapter introduces the formal concepts that we use in subsequent chapters.
In section 2.2 we describe the elements of the non-cooperative game theory. In
section 2.3 we describe the elements of the mathematical theory of networks. In
section 2.4 we describe the basic concepts and results of the theory of Markov
chains.

2.1

Notation

The following notation is used throughout the thesis. For any set S and any
element s £ S let ^ { s } be the set obtained by removing s from S. For any set
S and any subset R C S let S\R be the set obtained by removing from S all
elements in R. For any two sets S\ and S2 let

S1xS2 = {(si,s2)\ si e Si,s2 e S2}
be their Cartesian product. Let N — {1,..., n}. For any sets Si,..., Sn let

xieNSi = SiX ... xS„ = {(si,...,sn) I «l e Si,...,s„ e Sn}.
For any positive integer t and any set S let
xfS = S x ... x S = {(si,...,st)

I si,...,st e 5}.

t

Finally, let
{s'}ie;v
(PöJiew

2.2

=
=

{fl' 1 ,-,0 n },
(p<)i€Ar = (pi,...,P»),
(Pa,...,Pm), and (i")™=0 =
(t°,...,tm).

Elements of game theory

A non-cooperative game is a description of an interaction between a set of
agents, called players. The most basic class of non-cooperative games is that

of strategic games. A strategic game describes a situation in which each of
the agents chooses his action or a plan of actions once and for all, and these
choices are made simultaneously. Each possible profile of actions, one for each
player, describes one possible outcome of such game. A solution is a systematic
selection criterion over the outcomes.
The definition of a strategic game describes the players, the actions that
players can take, and the players' preferences over the possible outcomes of the
game.
Definition 2.1 A finite strategic game is a triple (N, (Ai)ie^,
• N = {1,2, ...,n} is the finite set of

(>i)igjv) i where

players,

• for every player i, A4 is the finite set of actions

available to i,

• for every player i, >* is a •preference relation on A = xie^Ai,
her preferences over outcomes A.

reflecting

In a strategic game each player i chooses her action o, simultaneously with
all other players. The outcome of the game is given by the profile of all chosen
actions a = (ai, ...,a„) G A. The set A is called the set of action profiles and
can be seen as the set of the outcomes of the game.
Players

N\{i} = {l,...,i-l,i

+ l,...,n}

1

are called opponents of player i. For each action profile a let
o.-i = (fli, ...,04-1,04+1, —,anj

be the profile of actions taken by i's opponents. Let A-i = XjeN\u\Aj
be the
set of all such action profiles. The profile of actions such that player i chooses
a,i and her opponents choose o_j is denoted by {at, a-i).
Often the preference relation >, of player i can be represented by a payoff
function 7T; : A —> R, in the sense that
TTi(a) > TTi{b) <^=> a >i b

for all pairs of outcomes a, b G A.2 The payoffs are meant to represent player's
psychological utilities for various outcomes. Therefore, the payoff function is
also called utility function. Two outcomes a,b £ A are pay off-equivalent if
7Tj(a) = 7Tj(6) for each i.
Throughout the thesis we consider non-cooperative finite games with preferences represented by payoff functions. For simplicity we will refer to a finite
x

This may be an unjust term as it gives an impression that players are necessarily adversaries. In a game the player's interests may be conflicting but need not be.
2
von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) have shown that this is possible under remarkably weak assumptions about consistency and regularity of preferences. For a comprehensive
discussion see also Myerson (1991).
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Player 2
C
5,5
7,1

D
1,7
3,3

Figure 2.1: An example of a payoff matrix representing a two-player strategic
game. This is an instance of a prisoner's dilemma game.
strategic game with set of players N, action sets Ai, and payoff functions 7Tj
simply as game (N,A,ir), where ir = (iri,...,irn).
A game with two players can be described conveniently using a table, called
payoff matrix, like the one illustrated in Figure 2.1. Player 1 is identified with
the rows and player two with the columns. The column to the left of the table
lists the actions available to player 1. The row at the top of the table lists
actions available to player 2. Each cell of the table is associated with an action
of player 1 and an action of player 2 and describes the payoffs that the players
earn when each plays the corresponding action. The first number in a cell is the
payoff to player 1 and the second number the payoff to player 2.
In the game described by the payoff matrix in Figure 2.1 each of the players
has two possible actions, C and D. If, for example, player 1 chooses C and
player 2 chooses D, the payoff to player 1 is 1 and the payoff to player 2 is 7.
This game is an instance of prisoner's dilemma games described below.
A standard assumption in game theory is that players are rational in the sense
that they always select an action that maximizes their psychological utility given
their beliefs about the actions being taken by the other players. Rationality is
embedded in the notion of a best response mapping. For each player i her best
response mapping B, : A-i i—• Ai is defined by
Bj(o_i)

=

{a* e Ai\ TTi(a*, a-i) >iri(a,i, a-i) for all die

=

argmax a i € j 4 i 7Ti(aj,a_i).

Ai}

For each profile a-i G A-i the set £?j(a_j) consists of those actions of player
i which maximize her payoff given that her opponents play a_,. An action
a* G Bi(a-i) is a best response of player i to actions a-i of her opponents.
For notational convenience we define also Bi(a) = Sj(a_,) for a = (aj,a_j). If
a, G Bi(a) we say that player i is playing her best response in a.
The commonly used solution concept for strategic games is that of the Nash
equilibrium (Nash, 1951). It characterizes action profiles which may be seen as
steady states of the game. Each rational player i who knows that her opponents
are playing a-i is willing to play a, if and only if it is a best response to a-i. In
this sense rational players are willing to conform to an outcome a G A if each
of them is playing her best response in a and each knows that a will be chosen.
Definition 2.2 A Nash equilibrium
profile a* e A such that

of a strategic game (N, A, ir) is an action

a* G B*(a) for every player i.
'.)

We may restate the definition as follows: a* G A is a Nash equilibrium if and
only if for each i,
TTi(a*,a*_t) > 7rj(a^,olj) for all a!i e Ai.
Profile a* e A is a strict Nash equilibrium if and only if for each i,
^i{a*,a*-i) > ^i(<4,a*_i) for all a- e At, a- ^ a*.

2.2.1

Finitely repeated games

A non-cooperative game in which not all decisions are made simultaneously can
be described as an extensive game. In this thesis we restrict our attention to
extensive games obtained when a strategic game is repeated finitely many times.
Such games are called finitely repeated games. We assume perfect recall, that
is, at each period of the repeated game, each player is perfectly informed about
all actions taken by all players in all previous periods. In game-theoretic terms,
we assume complete information.
In each period of the repeated game all players simultaneously choose an
action for the constituent strategic game. In each period they may make their
decisions using the information about all past choices. Rational players take
into account the effect of their current actions on the future behavior of the
other players. Repeated games may thus capture phenomena like reputation,
threats, and revenge.
Let A = (N, A, IT) be a strategic game. Let T < oo be the number of repetitions of the game A. We refer to the constituent strategic game A as the stage
game.
For each period t e {1, 2,..., T} the profile of actions at t is denoted by a* G A.
The action of player i in period t is a\ € Ai. A i-period history is a vector of
action profiles in periods 1, 2, ..,t,
hl =

(a\a2,...,at).

The space of all possible i-period histories is H* = X tA. Take t and r such that
t + T < T. For any ^-period history h* = (a1, ...,at) and any r-period history
h

= (a 1 , •••,ar),

let

h* ®~hr = ( o 1 , . . . , ^ , ^ 1 , . . . , ^ )
be the (t + r)-period history given by actions h* during the first t periods and
h during the following r periods.
The sequence of outcomes in each repetition of the stage game constitutes
the outcome path of the repeated game. Let a* be the period t outcome. The
outcome path can be represented by the T-period history hT = (a 1 , ...,o T ). We
assume throughout the thesis that players do not discount the future. The aim
of a rational player i is to maximize her total payoff, given by
T

IL^) = 5>t(a').
t=i
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Definition 2.3 A finitely repeated game is a tuple A T = (N,A,w,T),
resenting a T-fold repetition of the stage game A = (N, A, -rr).

rep-

The behavior of a player in the repeated game is characterized by a strategy,
which is a plan of actions that specifies, at the beginning of each period, how her
action will depend on the most recent history of play. The behavior of players
in repeated games is thus modeled by functions that map histories into actions.
A strategy for player i in the game A T is a function at which selects, for any
history of play, an element of At. Formally,
<Xi = {p\,ol,...,oi

),

where o\ G Ai and for t > 1,
a\ : H*-1 -» At.
Let a1 = (a\, ...,<7^). A profile of strategies a = («xi,^, ...,<xn) inductively
defines an outcome path of the game A T as follows: a1(a) = a1 and for t > 1,
at+1(a) =at+1{ht(a))
where
ht(a) =

(a1(a),...,at(<r)).

Let Si be the space of strategies of player i and let S = xie^Si.
The repeated
game A T = (N,A,n,T)
can be associated with the strategic game (N, S, II),
called the normal form of the repeated game A. The normal form describes
the game in which each player chooses a strategy o~i € Si and earns the payoff,
determined by the corresponding outcome path hT(a),
T

TLi(o-) = ni(hT(c-))

=

^7Ti(at(a)).

t=\

There is a crucial difference between the repeated game and its normal form.
In the repeated game the players may modify their strategy in each period. In
the normal form, however, the strategy is chosen once and for all at the outset
of the game. The normal form is thus not the perfect representation of the
repeated game. However, we can relate its solutions, such as its Nash equilibria,
to the solutions for the repeated game.
In short, a strategy profile a € S is a Nash equilibrium of the repeated game if
and only if it is a Nash equilibrium of the corresponding normal form. Formally,
let (a'i,a-i) denote the strategy profile a but with the ith component replaced
by a'i- A Nash equilibrium of game A T is a profile a* such that for each player
i, and any strategy o~i for i,

n*(0>n<W.^«)T

The outcome path h (o~*) is an equilibrium path if a* is a Nash equilibrium.
We need to distinguish between the Nash equilibria of the repeated game and
those of the stage game. We refer to the latter as the static equilibria. If an
outcome in some period of the repeated game constitutes a static equilibrium,
we say it is an equilibrium outcome.
11

2.2.2

Subgame perfect equilibrium

The concept of Nash equilibrium for repeated games treats the strategies as
choices that are made once and for all at the outset of the first period. As such,
it ignores the sequential structure of the repeated game and the fact that players
can change their strategies between periods. The profile of strategies is a Nash
equilibrium of the repeated game if each player's strategy is optimal against the
strategies of the other players along the equilibrium path. Off this path, that
is, in case of a deviation, strategies do not need to be optimal. In particular,
there is no restriction that in case of a deviation the players should be willing
to continue to use their strategies.
We say that a Nash equilibrium of a repeated game is supported by noncredible threats if, in case of some deviation, some rational player does not
want to follow her strategy. 3 The equilibrium is supported by credible threats
only if, after any history of play, it is in the self-interest of each player to continue
using her original strategy. In a group of rational players the equilibrium path
is sustainable if each player's strategy is the best response not only along the
equilibrium path but also in case of any deviation.
This is the spirit of the notion of subgame perfection introduced by Selten
(1965) to eliminate the Nash equilibria of finite extensive form games which
are sustained only as a result of non-credible threats off the equilibrium path.
Selten suggested the solution concept of subgame perfection, which requires a
strategy profile to be a Nash equilibrium along the equilibrium path, as well as
along all other paths, that is, after any possible history of play.
Consider a finitely repeated game A T = (N,A,ir,T).
Let hl be a t-period
T_t
history after some period t < T and let A
= (N, A,n,T — t) be the game
which consists of the remaining T — t periods of play. If <r, is a strategy for i
in A T ~*, let <7j |^t be its continuation for periods 4 + 1 , ...,T, given the history
/i*. Strategy Oi |/,t may then be seen as a strategy for player i in game A T _ t ,
defined iteratively by: (i) o~i |/,t = <J* +1 (/I*), and (ii) for any m <T — t and any
m-period history h ,
vt\him+1(hm)=at+m+1(ht®hm).
The corresponding strategy profile in game A T _ i is defined by a |^t = {a\ \h* , •••,
0~n \hl ) •

A subgame of a repeated game A T is any pair (ht,AT~t)
with t < T. The
set of all subgames of a repeated game is generated by combining any possible
history with the remaining periods of play.
Definition 2.4 The strategy profile a is a subgame perfect equilibrium of
the game A if (i) it is a Nash equilibrium of A T , and (ii) for all subgames
(ht,AT~t),
<r|/jt is a Nash equilibrium of A T _ t .
3
See van Damme (1987), p. 4, and Pudenberg and Tirole (1991), p. 93, for some simple
examples of Nash equilibria sustained by non-credible threats. See also example 4.3 below.
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Take any, possibly non-equilibrium, strategy profile a e S. Let / i t _ 1 be the
history in period t. If player i follows her strategy in period t she selects the
action erf (/i t _ 1 ). We say that player i deviated from a in period t if her action
at t differs from o-*(/it_1). We say that a deviation from a occurred at t if the
outcome at t differs from the actions selected by er given the history ft*-1.
A threat is an outcome path hT~t{a \h*) for the subgame {hl, A T _ t ) selected
by a if a deviation occurs at t. The threat selected by a in response to a
deviation at t is credible if a |/,< is a subgame perfect equilibrium of (h*, AT~t).
A threat keeps players from deviating if and only if, at the end of the game,
the deviating players earns no more than what they would have earned had there
been no deviation, assuming no other deviations occur. Suppose that player i
deviates at t, and that no more deviations occur at t or in any later period.
The total payoff of i is then IL(/i* © /iT_*(cr |fct)). Had she not deviated her
total payoff would have been n i (/i t ~ 1 ©/i T ~ t + 1 (cr l^t-i )). The threat against her
deviation is effective if
Uiih* © hT-\a

| h i)) < ITX/i4"1 © hT-t+1(a

| f c i-,)).

It can be shown that the profile a is a subgame perfect equilibrium if and
only if all threats against one-player deviations are credible and effective.4 See
Theorem 4.1 in Pudenberg and Tirole (1991) for the proof.
The following Lemma summarizes a few results about subgame perfect equilibria of repeated games that we use in the later chapters. Some illustrative
examples are discussed in section 4.3.2. A thorough discussion is given, e.g., in
Osborne and Rubinstein (1994).
Lemma 2.1 Let Q be the set of Nash equilibria of a stage game A = (JV, A, TT).
Let AT be the game A repeated T-times.
1. A strategy profile that in every period, and regardless of history, selects some
static equilibrium is subgame perfect. That is, if <T*+1(/it) G Q for any t and
hf then a is subgame perfect.
2. If the stage game has a unique static equilibrium then the finitely repeated
game has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium. It selects the static equilibrium in every period, regardless of the history. That is, if Q = {q} then the
unique subgame perfect equilibrium a is defined by o-*+1(/i*) = q for any t
and /i*.
3. If all static equilibria are payoff equivalent then all subgame perfect profiles
are payoff equivalent. Any such profile selects in every period and regardless
of the history one of the static equilibria. That is, if ir(q) = n(q') for any
pair q, q' e Q, then each subgame perfect equilibrium a satisfies <rt+1(/i4) £ Q
for any t and /i*.
4

T h i s is known as the one-stage-deviation principle.
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Sketch of the proof.
(1) If in each period and independently of the
history a static equilibrium is selected, then deviations in any period do not
affect the continuation of the play. If she deviates the player therefore affects
only her payoff in that period. However, since the play in any period is a static
equilibrium the player cannot increase her payoff with any deviation.
(2) This can be verified by the backwards induction argument as follows. In
the last period a static equilibrium will be played. If the static equilibrium is
unique, it is played in the last period regardless of the history. This implies that
players' decisions in the penultimate period have no influence on their decisions
and payoffs in the last period. Players should thus regard the penultimate
period just as the last one and play the unique static equilibrium also in the
penultimate period. By backwards induction, from the last period to the first,
the same argument applies to all periods. This proves that whenever the stage
game has a unique Nash equilibrium, the unique subgame perfect equilibrium
of the finitely repeated game is to play the static equilibrium in each of the
periods.
(3) Consider a repeated game with different static equilibria such that each
player receives the same payoff in all of them. Consider a subgame perfect
equilibrium of the finitely repeated game. In the last period some static equilibrium must be selected. The selection may depend on the history, but the
players are indifferent about which of them is played. Their decisions in the
penultimate period do not affect their payoffs in the last period, and the players regard the penultimate period just as the last one. A static equilibrium
must thus be selected also in the penultimate period, and by backwards induction, in all the periods of the repeated game. Hence, an equilibrium path of any
subgame-perfect equilibrium is characterized by a sequence of static equilibrium
outcomes. •

2.2.3

Trigger strategies

If all static equilibria are payoff-equivalent the subgame perfect equilibrium must
select an equilibrium outcome in each period of the finitely repeated game. In
contrast, Friedman (1985) and Benoit and Krishna (1985) show that if static
equilibria are not payoff-equivalent then a subgame perfect equilibrium may
be constructed whose equilibrium path is not a sequence of static equilibrium
outcomes.
Effective and credible punishment threats may be constructed by making the
selection of the static equilibrium that is played in the last periods conditional
on the history of play in the preceding periods. It may be possible to punish
a deviating player by playing, in the last period, the equilibrium which gives
her the lowest payoff. On the other hand, a player that never deviated can be
rewarded if her preferred equilibrium is selected.
Intuitively, in order to construct a credible threat for each player in each
period, it is necessary that the set of static Nash equilibria consists of
• a rewarding equilibrium which is played (at least in the last period) if all
14

players never deviated, and
• a set of punishment equilibria, one of which is played if some players
deviate.
Each player must strictly prefer the rewarding equilibrium from her punishment equilibrium. Further static equilibria may exist which can be played if a
group of players deviate simultaneously. For example, for each potential group
of deviating players a static equilibrium may exist in which each of the deviating players earns less than in the rewarding equilibrium. 5 However, group
punishment equilibria are not necessary for subgame perfection as long as players cannot coordinate their deviations.
Effective and credible threats may be constructed as follows. If no player
deviates the reward equilibrium is repeated in the last periods. This generates
the reward path. A deviation, however, triggers a repetition of the punishment
equilibrium. This generates the punishment path. A repetition of some static
equilibrium is always subgame perfect, hence the threats are credible. The
effectiveness of a punishment path grows with its length. By repeating the
punishment equilibrium sufficiently many times effective and credible threats
may be constructed against any deviations.
The threats against deviations in the first periods of the game consist of long
punishment paths. Toward the last periods of the game only shorter and therefore less effective punishment paths are possible. Because the effectiveness of
threats decreases with periods, only the outcomes with less profitable deviations
may be sustained in the last periods of the game.
Example 2.1 (Trigger strategies) Let q* and q° be two Nash equilibria of
the stage game A = (N,A,T:)
such that iti(q*) > ^i{q°) for each player i.
Consider also a non-equilibrium outcome a G A such that 7Tj(a) > 7Tj(g*) for
each player i. All players prefer a over any of the two equilibria, and prefer q*
over q°.
Even though a is not a static equilibrium it can be sustained in the subgame
perfect equilibrium of the repeated game AT. Consider, for example, the following strategy profile: "Play a during the early periods 1, ..,T — t*. In case of a
deviation jump immediately into the punishment equilibrium q° and play it until
the last period. If no deviations occur during the early periods, play the reward
equilibrium q* in the remaining periods T — t* + 1,..., T. "
The threats are credible because they consist of a repetition of a static equilibrium. Fix an early period t < T — t* and assume there were no deviations before
t. If player i deviates at t she earns (T — t)wi(q°) in the remaining periods. If
she does not deviate at t or later she earns (T — t — t*)iTi(a) + t*TVi(q*). To
make the threats during early periods effective the length of the reward phase
t* needs to be such that for any player % the smallest payoff loss from punishment, t*{-Ki(q*) — 7Tj(<7°)), exceeds the most profitable one-period deviation from
5
For this, it is sufficient that one equilibrium is strictly preferred by all players to a particular another equilibrium.
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a. Such t* exists and the corresponding strategy profile is subgame perfect for
anyT>t*.
In the above example we outlined the simplest example of a trigger strategy
which can sustain a non-equilibrium outcome in the early periods of a subgame
perfect equilibrium. Any deviation from the non-equilibrium outcome in the
early periods triggers an immediate switch to a punishment equilibrium, hence
the name of the strategy. The following definition is due to Friedman (1985).6
Definition 2.5 Let Q be the set of Nash equilibria of a stage game A = (N, R, IT)
Take q* ,ql, •••,qn S Q, which possibly coincide, and a profile r G R. A trigger
strategy profile for AT, based upon (r,q*, {ql}ieN,t*), 1 < t* < T, is denoted
by a{r, q*, {qz}ieN, T, t*) and is given by
outcome path: play r during the early periods 1, ...,T — t*; play q* during the
remaining periods T — t* + 1,..., T,
threat: if player i deviates early, i.e. in an early period t € {1, ...,T — t*}, play
ql during the remaining periods t + 1,..., T,
simultaneous deviations: if several players deviate in the same early period, exercise the threat for the deviating player with the lowest index.7
If no player ever deviates from the trigger strategy, the (possibly non-equilibrium) outcome r is selected in periods 1,..,T — t*, and the static equilibrium
q* is selected in periods T — t* + 1, ...,T. Any deviation, on the other hand,
triggers an immediate switch to the static equilibrium ql, where i is the deviating
player with the lowest index, selected ever after. A sufficient condition for the
threat of punishment to be effective is that each player i strictly prefers q* over
q1. The following theorem is due to Friedman (1985).8
Theorem 2.1 Let Q be the set of Nash equilibria of a stage game A = (N, R, IT).
Take q*, q1,..., qn E Q and a profile r 6 R such that 7Tj(r) > iTi{ql) for each i. If
7r
»(9*) > ttiil1) for each player i then there exists a positive integer 7 such that
the trigger strategy profile a(r, q*, {ql}ieN, T, t*) is a subgame perfect equilibrium
of AT for all T, t* such that T > t* > 7.
6

Friedman (1985) makes a distinction between trigger strategies and discriminating trigger
strategies. In a trigger strategy profile each deviation triggers the same collective punishment.
In a discriminating trigger strategy profile the punishments can be player specific. We do not
emphasize this distinction and refer to all such profiles as trigger strategy profiles.
7
T h e threat against simultaneous deviations is irrelevant for subgame perfection. Punishing
the defector with the lowest index, however, assures that in any group of potential defectors
one player will not want to participate in a simultaneous defection.
8
T h e original theorem in Friedman (1985) allows for player-specific discount rates.
Throughout this chapter we assume, for simplicity, that players do not discount future. We
thus state a simplified version of the original theorem.
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2.2.4

Prisoner's dilemma

Prisoner's dilemma games stylize situations in which there is a conflict between
individual and common interests. Consider a pair of crime suspects being investigated in separate locations and with no possibility of communication. Each
is given an opportunity to witness against the other. The court considers any
witness favorably. If both confess each receives a sentence of 3 years in prison.
If only one confesses against the other, he is set free and the other receives a
sentence of 4 years. If neither confesses each receives a sentence of 1 year for a
minor offense.
The suspects achieve the mutually optimal outcome if neither confesses. However, each has an incentive to confess regardless of the behavior of the other.
Hence, rational suspects always witness against each other and serve 3 years
each.
Let v, the payoff function of the prisoner's dilemma game ({1, 2}, {C, D}2,v) ,
be described by the following payoff matrix,
Player j
C
c,c

I, e

D
e,/
d,d

where ƒ > c > d > e, and 2c > ƒ + e. We interpret action D as defection and
action C as cooperation. An instance of a prisoner's dilemma game is shown
in Figure 2.1 on page 9. For each player action D is the best response to any
action of the other player. Hence, (D, D) is the unique Nash equilibrium of a
prisoner's dilemma game.
Several generalizations of the prisoner's dilemma game can be made. An
n-player prisoner's dilemma is the game (N, {C, D}n, TT) , where

jeN\{i}

In the n-player prisoner's dilemma each player chooses either cooperation or
defection and plays a 2-player game with each other player in turn. 9
In each of the prisoner's dilemma games above defection is the unique best
response of each player. Hence, each of the games above has a unique Nash
equilibrium in which all players defect. In contrast, the collectively optimal
outcome in each of these games is attained when each player cooperates. The
individual incentives thus conflict with common interest. This conflict is cumulated if any of the prisoner's dilemma games above is finitely repeated: there is
no cooperation in the unique subgame perfect equilibrium (see Lemma 2.1(2)).
A common feature of all these games is the fixed group structure: players
do not choose with whom they play the game. In this thesis we explore the
9
T h i s game can also be described as a linear public goods game with discrete binary choice,
see Palfrey and Rosenthal (1984).
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possibility to attain cooperation if players are free to choose their partners and
establish the group structure endogenously. The corresponding stage game will
be introduced in chapter 3. We outline in the following section the basic concepts
of the mathematical theory of networks.

2.3

Elements of network theory

A network consists of a set of agents and a set of links. Each link connects a pair
of agents. Formally, a network can be described by the mathematical concept
of a graph. The elements of the network theory, introduced in this section,
coincide with several basic concepts of graph theory. For advanced reading in
the mathematical theory of graphs see e.g. Berge (1973).
We consider networks in which interaction is undirected. Whenever two
agents have a mutual link they both interact with each other. We do not discuss
directed networks and thus omit the classifier "undirected".
Definition 2.6 A network is characterized by
• a finite set of agents N = {l,...,n}, and
• a set of links L = {ij \ {i,j} G N x N and i ^ j}.
Following the mathematical convention we denote the link between agents i
and j simply by ij. In the definition of a network we implicitly assume that
links are binary: two agents are either linked or not. Furthermore, a pair of
agents can have at most one link and no agent can have a link with herself.
A network (JV, L) can be represented by an n x n binary adjacency matrix g,
where
gij = 1 if ij G L and g^ = 0 otherwise.
Matrix g is symmetric: if ij G L then ji G L. We refer to g simply as network.
Agents i and j are neighbors in network g if they have a mutual link, that is,
if gij = 1. Set Li = {j \ ij G L} is the neighborhood of agent i. The size of i's
neighborhood is the number of her links Zj = |£»|- 10 Agent i is isolated if it has
no neighbors, i.e. if Z, = 0.
A path of length k between agents i and j is the sequence of agents (t,»i,...,
ik-uj) s u c h that gax = g^
= ... = gik_1j = 1. The (geodesic) distance
between i and j is the length of the shortest path between them. The distance
between i and j is infinite if there is no such path, and 1 if i and j are neighbors.
If i and j are not neighbors but there is a path between them we say that they
are indirectly linked.
A graph is connected if every pair of agents is (indirectly) linked. If a graph
is not connected it has several connected components. A component of g is a
subset of agents N' C N such that (i) all agents in N' are (indirectly) linked
and (ii) agents in N' have no links with agents in N\N'.
An isolated agent,
10

In graph theory this is the degree of node i.
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Figure 2.2: Network with 6 agents.
for example, constitutes a component herself. A subset of agents TV' C N is a
clique if all agents in N' are neighbors, that is, if each agent in N' is linked to
every other agent in N'.
A large body of literature on networks deals with network measures. A network cannot be captured by one unidimensional measure. Analysis of social,
economic or technological networks usually relies on several such measures, each
designed to capture one particular aspect of the network structure of topicspecific significance. Social scientists, for example, study network centrality,
power distribution and cohesion, and have developed several measures of each
(see e.g. Freeman, 1979, or Wasserman and Faust, 1994). Economists are interested in efficiency and equality of networks, and engineers care for network
reliability and throughput. We evoke one simple measure that is used in most
network analyzes. A density of a network is the number of established links
divided by the number of all possible links,
density {g) = —
—.
n(n - 1)
E x a m p l e 2.2 For demonstration of several concepts we discuss the network
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Circles correspond to agents and lines correspond to
links. For example, there is a link between agents 1 and 2. The network has
6 agents and 5 links. The neighborhood of agent 1 consists of agents 2 and
4- Agent 1 is also indirectly linked to agents 3 and 5, but not to agent 6. Two
different paths connect agent 1 with agent 5: (1,4,5) and (1,2,4,5). The shortest
one is of length two, which is then the distance between agents 1 and 5. The
agents {1,2,3,4,5} constitute a connected component, but the network is not
connected. Player 6 is isolated. Players 1, 2 and 4 constitute the largest clique
in the network.
This network can be captured by a 6 x 6 binary matrix g, defined by gi2 =
921 = 9u = 941 = 924 = 942 = 934 = Ö43 = 945 = 954 = 1 and otherwise g^ = 0.
Its density is h.
Several classes of networks, called network architectures, are prominent in the
network literature. Figure 2.3 illustrates the following four architectures.
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EMPTY

COMPLETE

WHEEL

STAR

Figure 2.3: Common network architectures.
Empty network No links are established: g^ = 0 for all i and j .
Complete network All links are established: gtj = 1 for all i and j .
Wheel network Links constitute a cycle spanning all agents. There is an ordering of all agents (*i,»2,...,tn) such that gilin = ginh = 1 and gijij+1 =
9ij+iij = 1 for all j G N\{n} and g^i = 0 otherwise.
Star network There is one central agent, linked to all other agents. There are
no other links. If i is the central agent then gik = 1 for all k G N\{i} and
gjk = 0 for all j , k G N\{i}.
For convenience we introduce the following notation. Given a network g and
a pair of distinct agents ij let
g®ij
be the network established by adding link ij to network g, and let
9 Q ij
be the network established when link ij is removed from network g. If ij is
already present in g then g ® ij = g. Similarly, if ij is not present in g then
gQij = g.

2.4

Markov chains

In the following we shortly describe the elements of the theory of stationary
discrete-time Markov chains. The theory is used in the analysis of dynamic
20

processes in chapter 6. An accessible introduction into Markov chain theory
may be found in Tijms (1994). Further details and proofs may be found in
advanced textbooks on the theory of stochastic processes, e.g. Bhattacharya
and Waymire (1990).
Markov chains are among the simplest stochastic processes. A stochastic
process is, roughly, an infinite sequence of random events. The sequence often
represents the ordering of events in time, in which case we can speak of past and
future events, of a current state, and of a history. Such a stochastic process is
described by a set of possible states, and by a function that assigns a probability
distribution over the future events to any history.
A stochastic process is discrete-time if events occur only at given, discrete
points in time, usually denoted by t = 0,1,2,.... In such a process an event
describes a transition from one possible state to another. At each discrete time
point t, the history of the process describes the sequence of states that the
process went through at times 0, ...,t. A discrete-time stochastic process is described by a set of possible states and, for each possible history, a probability
distribution over possible transitions between the states. The probability distribution over possible transitions between times t and t + 1 may, in general,
depend on the whole history up to t. If, however, at each time point it depends
only on the current state then the process is a Markov chain.
A discrete-time Markov chain is therefore a random sequence of transitions
between states, such that at each time t the probability distribution over transitions between times t and t + 1 is independent of the past states of the system
during times 0, ...,t — 1, but may depend on the current state at t. A Markov
chain is stationary if the distribution over future transitions is independent of
the time index t. For simplicity we omit general definitions and define only the
Markov chains used in this thesis.
Definition 2.7 A finite stationary discrete-time Markov
ized by

chain is character-

• a finite state space S = {si,..., Sk} and
• a k x k stochastic transition

matrix

M.n

The Markov chain starts at time 0 in some initial state s° e S. The choice
of the initial state can be random. The evolution of the process continues as
follows. Let s[t] be the state of Markov chain at time t. If at time t the Markov
chain is in state s then the probability that it will be in state s' at time t +1 is
Mss, = prob[s[t + 1] = s' | s[t] = s\.
The value of Mss> therefore gives the probability of the transition from state s
into state s'. The value of Mss is the probability that the process will not make
any transition from state s.
11
A k x k matrix M is stochastic if each row constitutes a probability vector, that is, if
Mij > 0 for each i,j and J3*=i Mij = 1 for each row i.
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For any non-negative integer r let MT be the r-fold product of the matrix
M, that is
MT = M • M • ... • M.
T

For each t, r e N the value of MJS, gives the probability that the process is in
state s' at time t + T, conditional on being in state s at time t.12 A state s' is
accessible from state s if there exists a finite r > 0 such that MJS, > 0. The
process is aperiodic if for every pair of states s and s' such that MJS, > 0 there
exists a finite t > 0 such that MJS, > 0 for all r > t.
A set of states Z C S i s recurrent, if
1. every state s' € Z is accessible from every other state s G Z, and
2. the states outside Z are not accessible from the states in Z: if s e Z and
s" e S\Z then s" is not accessible from s.
It can be shown that every Markov chain with a finite state space has at least
one recurrent set. A state s G S is an absorbing state if {s} constitutes a
singleton recurrent set. If the process reaches an absorbing state it remains
in that state forever. A state that is not absorbing and does not belong to a
recurrent set is called transient. Every Markov chain eventually leaves transient
states and converges to a recurrent set with probability one. For the analysis of
the long run behavior of a Markov chain it is therefore necessary to characterize
the recurrent sets of the process.
Suppose an initial state s° € S. For each t > 0, let /z*(s | s ) be the relative
frequency with which state s is visited during the first t periods. As t goes to infinity, /x*(s | s°) converges almost surely to a probability distribution /x°°(s | s°),
called the asymptotic frequency distribution of the process conditional on s .
Distribution /x°° can be interpreted as a selection criterion: over the long run,
the process selects only those states on which (i°°(s \ s ) puts positive probability. Which states are selected in this sense may depend on the initial state, s°.
If it does not, that is, if the asymptotic distribution fj,°°(s \ s°) is independent
of s°, we say that the process is ergodic.
Consequently, for every initial state s° the states on which fi°°(s | s°) puts
positive probability constitute a union of recurrent sets. Hence, the process is
ergodic if and only if it has a unique recurrent set.
The asymptotic properties of finite Markov chains can be studied as follows.
Let n = (/x(s)) se s be a probability distribution on S. Consider the system of
linear equations
liM = n, where fj, > 0 and V V ( s ) = 1.
ses

(2.2)

It can be shown that this system always has at least one solution /x, which is
called a stationary distribution of the Markov chain with transition matrix M.
12
In matrix terms, if p is the probability vector over the states at time t, the probability
vector at time t + r is given by pMT.
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Equation (2.2) states that, if the probability distribution over the initial states is
given by fi, the probability distribution over the states of the process at any time
t > 0 is also given by /i. The dynamics of the process is in this sense stationary,
which motivates the use of the term. 13 In general a Markov chain may have
many stationary distributions. If, however, the process is ergodic the stationary
distribution is unique and, furthermore, coincides with the asymptotic frequency
distribution /i°°(s | s°) for any s°. More precisely, for an ergodic process,
lim /SU | s°) = /x°°(s | s°) = n(s) for all s,s°.

(2.3)

The following proposition illustrates these ideas for a Markov chain in which
transition between any pair of states occurs with positive probability. These
results are used in chapter 6. Proofs may be found in Tijms (1994).
Proposition 2.1 Consider a transition matrix M* with only positive entries:
M*s, > 0 for all s, s' e S. The corresponding Markov chain has a number of
properties:
1. the unique recurrent set consists of the whole state space S,
2. the process is aperiodic and ergodic,
3. the stationary distribution fx(s) is unique,
4- regardless of the initial state, for large t the probability that the process is in
state s is approximately ^(s), and
5. regardless of the initial state, the proportion of time that the process spends
in state s is approximately /x(s).

13
Above we also refer to stationary Markov chains, which should not be confused with a
stationary distribution of a Markov chain.
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Chapter 3

The network dilemma game

In this chapter we introduce and discuss our model of a social dilemma with
endogenous choice of partners: the network dilemma game. All subsequent
chapters deal with this game or its variations. In section 3.1 we introduce
notation and define the basic game. In section 3.2 we discuss some related
examples and discuss what real-life features we have omitted in the zeal for
clarity and parsimony. We conclude with a brief review of the related literature.

3.1

Definition

We consider an n-person prisoner's dilemma game with endogenous partner
selection. In this game each of the n players simultaneously makes two decisions:
LINKING DECISION: Each player proposes links between herself and other players. Linking is costless. Each player can propose a link to any other player
in the group. Proposing a link may or may not be sufficient to establish
it. When a link between two players is established we say the players are
neighbors.
CHOICE OF ACTION: Each player chooses an action in a prisoner's dilemma
game. One game is played by each pair of neighbors. Players, however,
cannot discriminate in their action choices. They can either cooperate with
all their neighbors or defect on all of them. A player receives an outside
option for each player she is not linked with.
The payoff to a player is the sum of the earnings from the prisoner's dilemma
games played with her neighbors and of the outside options received for not
playing with the remaining players.
At most one link can be established between each pair of players. We say
that linking is unconstrained when each player is free to propose and establish

any number of links, up to n - 1. Otherwise we say that linking is constrained.
We introduce here, for the game with unconstrained linking, the notation used
throughout all chapters. This game is a special case of the game with linking
constraints, which we define and analyze in chapter 4.
To distinguish between different kinds of choices we use the following notation:
• a linking choice describes the links proposed by a player,
• an action refers to a player's choice between cooperation and defection,
• a move consists of a linking choice and an action and thus describes all
choices made by the player in the game described above.
Let N = {1,..., n} be the set of players. The linking choice of player i can be
captured by a binary vector
V% = (Pij)j€N e {0, l } n , such that pu = 0.
If player i proposed a link to player j then ptj = 1, otherwise py = 0. The
constraint pa = 0 is assumed for convenience, and indicates that a player cannot
establish a link with herself. If ptj = 0 we say that player i refused to link to
player j . Linking choice pi is trivial if p^ = 0 for all j , that is, when no links
are proposed by player i.
For each profile of linking choices p = (jpi,~.,pn) let g(p) denote the corresponding network of established links. We consider two models of link formation.
Each describes how the network is established from a profile of proposed links.
The two models of link formation are formalized as follows:
MUTUAL LINK FORMATION: A link between players i and j is established when
Pij = 1 and pji = 1. That is, g^ = mm{pij,pji}.
UNILATERAL LINK FORMATION: A link between players i and j is established
when p^ = 1 or pjt = 1. That is, g^ = max{;?;.,,p^}.
In the mutual linking model consent of both players is needed to establish
a mutual link. That is, a link between two players is established if and only
if it is proposed by both players. In the unilateral linking model no second
party consent is needed to establish a link. A link between two players is then
established whenever it is proposed by at least one of them.
Whenever a link between two players is established each of them interacts
with the other, regardless of how the link was established and by whom it was
proposed. For each network g let Lj(ff) = {j | g^ = 1} be the set neighbors
of player i and let lt(g) = \Li(g)\ be the size of her neighborhood. We say
that two players without an established link are separated, that is, they are not
neighbors. For convenience we use the shorthand notation L»(p) = Li(g(p)) and
li(p) = li(g(p)) for a profile of linking choices p.
The action of player i in the prisoner's dilemma game is denoted by a^ 6
{C, D}. Let v(üi,aj) denote the payoff to player i choosing action al for playing
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the game with player j choosing action Oj, where the payoff function v is given
by the following payoff matrix,
Player j
C
c,c
ƒ,<

D

e,f
d, d

where f > c > d > e and 2c > e + ƒ. As mentioned above, player i plays a
prisoner's dilemma game with all her neighbors and receives an outside option
for each other player that is not her neighbor. Let o e l b e the value of the
outside option. We distinguish between
high outside option: o > d, the outside option is more valuable than mutual
defection; and
low outside option: o < d, the outside option is less valuable than mutual defection.
A move of player j is a pair (<Zj,Pi), where a^ is her action and pi her linking
choice. Let At = {C, D} be the set of actions and let Pi = {pi e {0, l } n | pa =
0} be the set of linking choices of player i. The set of moves of player i is denoted
by Ji = Ai x Pi. Let J = xieNJi. A profile of moves is the n tuple of pairs
denoted by (a,p) G J. The components of a profile of moves, a and p, are the
action profile and the linking profile, respectively.
Let (a-i,p-i) denote a profile of moves of player i's opponents N\{i}, and
let J-i = xj£N\{i}Jj be the set of all such profiles. For each profile (a,p) e J
the payoff to player i is given by her payoff function 7Tj : J —> K, defined by
TTi(a,p)=
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v(ai,aj)

+ (n~l-li(p))o.

(3.1)

We also define w : J —» R™ as the function whose z-th component is 7Tj.
The set Li(p) and its size U{p) by definition depend only on the links that
are established. By implication, for a given action profile a the payoff 7Ti(a,p)
of player i also depends only on the network of established links g(p). With this
in mind we may slightly abuse notation and define iri(a,g) for any network g by

iti(a,g)=

22

v a a

(. i, i) + {n-l-k{g))o.

(3.2)

We refer to the stage game F = (TV, J, n) as the network dilemma game with
unconstrained linking, or shortly, the basic game.
Two particular profiles of actions are convenient to define. Let D = (D, .-.,D)
and C = (C,...,C) denote the profiles of uniform defection and of uniform
cooperation, respectively.
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An established link between two cooperative players represents a cooperative
relation. An established link between a cooperative and a defective player represents a semi-cooperative relation. An established link between two defective
players represents a defective relation.

3.2

Discussion

The network dilemma game is a simple, abstract, but fundamental model of
a situation where agents are free to select their interaction partners and face
an inherent free-rider problem in their interactions. The game-theoretic models of social dilemmas traditionally assume that participation in the game is
non-voluntary. However, in many real situations, for example in human social
networks, agents are free to choose whether or not and with whom to interact.
It is, therefore, important to develop and study models of interaction in endogenous networks. Of course, our game is an abstraction from reality and might
not be an accurate representation of all related real-life situations. It does, however, capture the essential features of many such situations better than models
of social dilemmas that assume an exogenously imposed interaction structure.
We are aware of only few other game-theoretic models of interactive situations
with endogenous interaction structures. Droste et al. (2000), Jackson and Watts
(2002) and Goyal and Vega-Redondo (2005) describe games of coordination in
endogenous networks which are similar to our network dilemma game except
that interaction is modeled as a coordination game instead of the prisoner's
dilemma game. Corbae and Duffy (2003) consider a slight variation of these
models by assuming that links change relatively less frequently than behavior.
The multiple prisoner's dilemma games with outside option in Orbell and Dawes
(1993) and Hauk and Nagel (2001) differ from our network dilemma game in that
discrimination in actions is possible across neighbors. This essentially reduces
the game to a collection of two-player prisoner's dilemma games with outside
option, with little or no significance of the network structure. Smucker et al.
(1994) and Hauk (2001) consider a further variation of this model by assuming
a two-phase process of link formation: in the first phase each player proposes
one link and then decides which of the proposed links to accept in the second
phase. A related game is studied in an evolutionary setting by Hanaki et al.
(2004). We allude to these models in more detail in subsequent chapters. In
chapter 4, for example, we indicate that our theoretical results hold regardless
of whether or not discrimination in actions across the neighbors is possible.
There are some real-life situations that are captured well by our network
dilemma game, such as for example the exchange networks in Papua New Guinea
and Ghana, described by Lyon (2000) and Healey (1990). These are instances
of voluntary exchange networks with incomplete contracts. For an illustration of such a network consider a village exchange economy that consists of a
number of villagers each uniquely specialized in producing one good. A villager can produce either low or high quality goods and can obtain other goods
through bilateral exchange. Producing goods of different quality requires dif28

ferent tools and investments which makes simultaneous production of goods of
different quality unfeasible for an individual villager. No villager can be forced
to produce goods of high quality but it is possible to refuse bilateral exchange
with another villager. The network dilemma game captures this situation if we
assume that villagers do not know the quality of other villager's goods before
the exchange. Contemporary instances of voluntary exchange networks with
incomplete contracts can be found in production networks among specialized
firms whose production processes require advance investments that permit only
periodic adjustments of quality, and in markets for "experience goods" (Huck
and Tyran, 2004). On a larger scale, the international trade network may be
viewed as another such instance: we may interpret the players as countries,
defection as the decision of a country to subsidize its economy, and exclusion as
the imposition of tariffs or quotas for goods imported from another country.
Peer-to-peer computer file-sharing networks can also be seen as situations that
carry features of a network dilemma game. A file sharing network consists of
a (usually large) number of members, each able to share some of her computer
files with other members by making them freely available for download. A
typical peer-to-peer network faces an inherent free-rider problem: each member
benefits from the increased number of files shared by the other members but
prefers not to share her own files, for example because of the resulting copyright
violation. To counter this problem the file-sharing services typically provide
public classification of its members according to their past or current volume
of shared files and permit each member to use this classification to bar selected
other members from downloading her shared files. Recent research suggests
that selective choice of file-sharing partners based on their reputation increases
the volume of sharing (Ranganathan et al., 2003) and that free-riding may be
reduced even if information about reputation is decentralized and flows through
bilateral links between the file-sharing partners (Morselli et al., 2004). The
volume of sharing may be further increased if exclusion of free-riders is enforced
by the file-sharing service itself (Kung and Wu, 2003).
There are, of course, limits to the applicability of our network dilemma game
for exploration of real-life situations. For example, our game cannot capture the
sequential nature of decisions in human social networks, where the possibilities
to serve or help occur at different times for different persons. Moreover, the
real process of formation of social links is more complex than presumed by our
simple network formation models. Finally, in contrast to many real-life situations, but in common with virtually all similar theoretical models, we assume
that all players are homogeneous (Haller and Sarangi, 2002 and Galeotti et al.,
2005 study formation of networks among heterogeneous players). We intend
to address these points in future research by tailoring the models to capture
specific social networks, such as networks of informal insurance.
We conclude this chapter with a brief overview of models of network formation in the game-theoretic literature (see Jackson, 2004 for a more thorough
discussion). The mutual and unilateral link formation models that we consider
in the previous section were introduced by Myerson (1991) and Bala and Goyal
(2000), respectively. The mutual link formation model seems more realistic and
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is more frequently applied. Unfortunately, it is less suitable for analysis with
off-the-shelf game theoretic tools because it induces a problem of multiplicity of
equilibria. We will discuss this in detail in Chapter 4.
Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) avoid the problem of multiple equilibria by
investigating the stability of established networks rather than the equilibria of
the network formation game. They define a network to be pairwise-stable if no
player can benefit by removing one of her links and there is no pair of separated
players such that each of them benefits if they establish the mutual link. Watts
(2001) shows that the following adaptive dynamic process always converges to
a pairwise-stable network: at each time two players are selected at random and
myopically decide whether to add or remove their link, or to make no changes.
Jackson and Watts (1999) introduce perturbations to this process and use the
criterion of stochastic stability to identify the most robust among the pairwisestable networks. Several related results are reviewed and synthesized in Jackson
(2004). Interesting extensions of the concept of pairwise-stability are discussed
by Gilles and Sarangi (2004).
Aumann and Myerson (1988) model network formation as a finite game in
extensive form. The game is described by an exogenously given sequence over
all possible pairs of players. In order of this sequence two players are selected in
each period who then decide whether or not to establish the mutual link, having
perfect foresight about the links that will be established in subsequent turns.
Variants of this game are analyzed by Curarini and Morelli (2000), Dero'ian
(2003), Watts (2002) and Dutta et al. (2005). The drawbacks of this approach
are that this game is difficult to analyze even in the one-shot setting and that
the set of equilibria is sensitive to the choice of the initial sequence.
A related line of research deals with cooperative games that have communication structures. It originated with coalition formation models of Auman
and Dréze (1974) and Myerson (1977) and assumes that payoffs depend only
on which players are directly or indirectly connected, but not on how they are
connected. This literature is surveyed in van den Nouweland (2004). Such an
approach is not really suitable for modeling network formation because it neglects the effects of the structure of networks (Slikker and van den Nouweland,
2000 introduce such effects through linking costs).
Finally, a distinct approach is taken by Skyrms and Pemantle (2000) who
model network links as continuous rather than binary variables. In their model
a link is characterized with the probability that the two involved players will
interact in any given period. They investigate the network dynamics if the
probability of future interactions depends on the rewards from past interactions.
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Chapter 4

Cooperation in finitely
repeated network dilemma
games
Modeling an interactive situation as a non-cooperative game is perhaps the most
common approach in game theory. The standard assumption is that players are
rational and have a perfect foresight. If they are not perfectly informed about
the situation or about the past behavior of other players they still know all the
relevant chances. In addition, preferences and information of each player are
common knowledge to all of them. These assumptions facilitate a relatively
straightforward analysis that often provides simple and exact results. The conventional task is to find the equilibria of the game. An equilibrium is any
collection of actions, one for each player, such that it is in each player's self
interest to play her action if all other players play theirs.
A well known example is that of a finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma game
which, with rational and perfectly informed players, has a unique equilibrium.
In this equilibrium all players mutually defect in all periods even though they
know that mutual cooperation would have been better for each of them. In this
chapter we contrast this result by showing that cooperation among such players
may yet be achieved when they can choose their partners endogenously. We
do this by exploring the subgame-perfect equilibria of finitely repeated network
dilemma games. Our focus is on the effect of linking constraints and linking
costs for cooperation. Our intuition is that competition for partners, induced
by scarcity or costs of links, may induce rational players to cooperate. This is
confirmed by our results.
In the following section we motivate our approach, outline the results and
discuss our contribution in view of the related literature. In section 2 we introduce and formally define the network dilemma games with linking constraints.
The analysis of these games is separated into two sections: section 3 deals with
mutual link formation and section 4 with unilateral link formation. In section 5

we formally define the network dilemma games with linking costs and analyze
them for both models of link formation. A discussion of our results is given
in section 6, where we also suggest some topics for future investigation. We
summarize the chapter in section 7.

4.1

Introduction

The prisoner's dilemma game is a paradigm used to study the failure to achieve
cooperation in groups of rational and informed players. The finitely repeated
prisoner's dilemma, the multi-player prisoner's dilemma and the prisoner's dilemma played on a fixed network are examples of games where the unique equilibrium consists of strategies that prescribe defection in each of the periods even
though mutual cooperation benefits each of the players. Cooperative equilibria exist only in infinitely repeated prisoner's dilemma games or in those with
random ending (see the Folk theorem and its extensions by Friedman, 1971,
Aumann and Shapley, 1994, and Fudenberg and Maskin, 1986).
To achieve cooperation in the finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma the assumptions about players and their environment must be relaxed (see Kreps
et al., 1982 for relaxation about information and Neyman (1985) for relaxations
about rationality). In this chapter we investigate whether cooperation can be
achieved in equilibrium under standard assumptions, if we change the game by
permitting the players to choose their partners.
We consider network dilemma games with either mutual or unilateral link
formation. Traditional equilibrium concepts from non-cooperative game theory,
such as Nash equilibrium and subgame-perfection, can straightforwardly be applied to network formation games with unilateral linking (see Bala and Goyal,
2000). However, these concepts may be too weak for network dilemma games
with mutual linking. In particular, in such games a large number of unintuitive Nash equilibria exist simply because of mis-coordination where pairs of
players want to establish a link but neither proposes it, because neither expects
the other player to do so. In our investigation of repeated network dilemma
games with mutual linking this multiplicity of Nash equilibria further translates
into the existence of unintuitive subgame-perfect equilibria. To avoid the problem of multiplicity of equilibria in network formation games the requirement of
Nash equilibrium is usually supplemented with that of network stability. This
approach has been formalized by the concept of a pairwise-stable equilibrium
(Goyal and Joshi, 2003) and its variants (Calvó-Armengol, 2004, and Goyal and
Vega-Redondo, 2004). However, these equilibrium concepts are defined only
for network formation games with exogenous linking costs and benefits. They
cannot be applied to network dilemma games, where benefits of links depend
on actions taken by players in the prisoner's dilemma. In this chapter we define
the concept of a linking-proof equilibrium which may be seen as an extension of
the concept of pairwise-stable equilibrium to network formation games with endogenous benefits. For repeated games with mutual linking we define a related
concept of a linking-proof subgame-perfect equilibrium.
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The analysis in this chapter is in two parts. In the first part we investigate network dilemma games with linking constraints. In our network dilemma games,
as defined in the previous chapter, players are free to establish any number of
links. In many real situations, however, agents are strictly constrained in the
maximal number of connections they can maintain. One such example is the
human social network: people select only a few of the other people with whom
they keep regular contacts. The number of contacts is obviously negligible in
comparison to the number of all other people but typically, and more crucially,
it is small also compared to the number of people in some reference group, such
as school class or job environment.
Constraining the number of links that players can propose or establish has
a dramatic effect for cooperation in network dilemma games with low outside
option. We say that a player's linking constraint is strict when she cannot
simultaneously establish links to all other players. In this chapter we show that
cooperation can be achieved in a (linking-proof) subgame-perfect equilibrium
as long as at least two players have a strict linking constraint. This condition is
relatively weak and not satisfied only in a few boundary cases, such as by the
original network dilemma game without any linking constraints. We proceed to
identify network dilemma games in which cooperation can be achieved using only
simple and intuitive trigger strategies that threaten to punish any deviation with
exclusion. Such a strategy profile exists only when there is a sufficient variety
of (linking-proof) equilibrium networks, so that the group can effectively punish
any player by removing some or all of her established links and still structure
into an equilibrium network. We show that this is possible if linking constraints
are relatively severe, that is, if each player's upper bound on the number of
her neighbors is relatively small. The human social network is again a suitable
example.
The intuition behind our results is as follows. When linking is strictly constrained and the outside option is low the players can structure their interaction
into several different equilibrium networks. Because the outside option is low,
each player prefers to establish as many links as possible. In some equilibrium
networks all players establish their maximal number of links, but in others some
players establish less or even no links. We could say that some equilibrium networks are efficient and others are inefficient. Naturally, in the final period of
a finitely repeated network dilemma game all rational players defect. However,
because their interaction in the final period can be structured into a variety of
networks they can condition the structure on the actions taken in the previous
periods. To see this, suppose that players begin by cooperating in an efficient
network. If one of them defects the remaining players can punish her by structuring their final period interactions into an inefficient equilibrium network in
which this player establishes relatively little or no links, earning only the low
outside option. This player is thus punished by exclusion. When trigger strategies fail to sustain cooperation we may still use, slightly less simple, recursive
trigger strategies. For this it is sufficient that at least one player can be excluded
from a connected equilibrium network. This, in turn, is possible with almost
any linking constraints.
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The second part of the chapter focuses on network dilemma games with linking
costs. Consider players endowed with fixed amounts of available time. They
can distribute this time between their social interactions and some alternative
beneficial activities. The opportunity cost of each interaction is the value of the
most valuable of the foregone activities. A rational player decreases this cost
by foregoing only the least valuable of the activities. However, the opportunity
cost increases with the number of established interactions and the rational player
eventually stops adding new interactions.
This motivates the following assumptions behind our network dilemma games
with linking costs. We say that a player sponsors a link if she proposes it and
it is established. Linking is not constrained but sponsored links are costly. For
each player the marginal cost of a link increases with the number of sponsored
links, so that each additional link is costlier than the previous one. The resulting
cost function is then convex. As in other network dilemma games, the benefits
of links are determined by the actions in the prisoner's dilemma. The analysis of
such games is facilitated by the analysis of network dilemma games with linking
constraints. We characterize the following sufficient condition for cooperation
in a (linking-proof) subgame-perfect equilibrium: each player must be willing
to sponsor a few but not all links even if all players defect. Obviously, if all
players cooperate then the benefit of each link is larger and more links may be
sponsored. Hence, the networks among cooperators may be denser than those
among defectors. We demonstrate this in the concluding example, where a
subgame-perfect equilibrium of a two-period network dilemma game with linking
costs is such that in the first period the complete network is established and all
players cooperate, and in the final period a wheel network is established and all
players defect.
Our results hold both for mutual and unilateral link formation models. This
is interesting in view of the considerable differences between the two models.
For example, if linking is mutual then any link can be removed unilaterally. A
player is induced to cooperate through threats of exclusion. On the other hand,
if linking is unilateral then punishment by removing a link is not always possible.
A player in this model cooperates because this attracts free links, sponsored by
the other players.
We can relate our results to the existing literature about subgame-perfect
equilibria in finitely repeated games. Friedman (1985) and Benoit and Krishna
(1985) have proven a limit Folk theorem for finitely repeated games when the
set of static equilibrium payoffs has sufficient dimensionality. Within network
dilemma games, a large variety of equilibrium networks implies high dimensionality of static equilibrium payoffs. It follows from Friedman's result that this
may be sufficient to sustain non-equilibrium outcomes, such as cooperation, in
a subgame-perfect equilibrium. Furthermore, Smith (1995) has proven the limit
Folk theorem for finitely repeated games under relaxed conditions on dimensionality of static equilibrium payoffs. Our characterization of when the recursive
trigger strategies can sustain cooperation in network dilemma games is related
to his condition of recursively distinct Nash payoffs. For a review of related
results in a unified framework see Benoit and Krishna (2000).
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We contribute to this literature by highlighting the possibility that the dimensionality of equilibrium payoffs can be increased by endogenizing the interaction
structure. When the interaction structure is fixed then in some games, such as
the prisoner's dilemma, only the static equilibrium outcomes can be sustained
in a subgame-perfect equilibrium. We demonstrate that this may change if the
interaction network is endogenous: outcomes other than static equilibria may be
achieved in a subgame-perfect equilibrium of the network dilemma game under
any of the two models of link formation. Furthermore, given that the concept of
a subgame-perfect equilibrium may be too weak for games with mutual linking
we show that, when linking is constrained, the above results hold also under the
additional requirement of linking-proofness.
Our study is one of relatively few that consider situations where agents form
the network and also determine its value through behavior in the network interactions. Droste et al. (2000), Jackson and Watts (2002), and Goyal and
Vega-Redondo (2005) study games of coordination in endogenous networks, assuming either unilateral or mutual link formation. These games may be viewed
as equivalent to our network dilemma games for situations where interaction
over the network has a character of a coordination game instead of the prisoner's dilemma game. All three papers consider an adaptive dynamic process
with myopic best-responding players, and study the long-run stability of different conventions in relation to the linking costs. Their somewhat surprising
main conclusion is that high linking costs imply high earnings and efficiency.
Evolutionary dynamics is the preferred approach also in studies of social
dilemmas on endogenous interaction structures. These studies assume that behavior spreads via imitation rather than the best response, ostensibly because
defection is the unique best response in social dilemma situations. We review
this literature in chapter 6, where we also show that cooperation can be sustained in network dilemma games even with myopic best-responding players, if
they use limited forward looking. An equilibrium analysis of an infinitely repeated prisoner's dilemma game, played on an endogenous network by rational
players with perfect foresight, is given in Galeotti and Meléndez-Jimenez (2004).
In this chapter we consider finitely repeated network dilemma games and analyze
whether cooperation can be sustained in a subgame-perfect equilibrium through
strategic linking behavior.
We are aware of only two other studies that study strategic behavior in similar
situations. Hirshleifer and Rasmusen (1989) study a finitely repeated n-player
prisoner's dilemma game with the possibility of ostracism. Each period of the
prisoner's dilemma is followed by a vote whether to ostracize any players from
the group. Hirschleifer and Rasmusen show that cooperation can be achieved
in the initial periods of a subgame-perfect equilibrium if ostracism in the last
period of the game is costless for ostracizers and costly for the ostracized. They
do not deal with individual exclusion but assume that each individual conforms
to the outcome of the vote.
The other related result is about finitely repeated multiple prisoner's dilemma
games with (high) outside option, analyzed in Hauk and Nagel (2001). Hauk
and Nagel show that cooperation can be achieved in a Nash equilibrium of the
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repeated game if link formation is unilateral, but not if link formation is mutual.
They stop short of showing that cooperation can be achieved also in a subgameperfect equilibrium of one of the repeated games. This can be deduced from
results in our section 4.4.
This is how to read this chapter. For each class of games we first characterize
the equilibrium networks of one-shot games and then the subgame-perfect equilibria of the repeated games. A number of proofs use lengthy combinatorics,
mostly to deal with the existence of networks having specific properties. These
proofs are not essential and we gather them in the appendix to the chapter.
The proofs that carry important arguments are placed in the main sections. To
support the intuition we supplement formal analysis with a sequence of examples. Numerical examples are often escorted also by graphical illustrations. A
quick, but not comprehensive, overview of our results can be acquired by reading through descriptions of the models and following our analysis through the
examples.

4.2

Network dilemma game with linking constraints

In the basic game players are free to propose and establish any number of links
to any subset of other players. In this chapter we consider the games in which
players may be constrained in the number of links they can propose.
Let ki be the integer denoting the maximal number of links that player i
can propose. We refer to k = {ki,..., kn) as the vector of linking constraints of
players N = {1, ..,n}. Proposing and establishing links is costless. A player i
can propose a link to any other player in the group and can propose up to ki
links.
Each player also chooses an action in a prisoner's dilemma game. Players
cannot discriminate in their actions. 1 One game is played over each established
link. For simplicity (and with no loss of generality) we assume that the value
of the outside option is o = 0. Hence, following classification from chapter 3 we
say that outside option is low if d > 0, and high if d < 0.
Let Ai = {C, D} be the set of actions and let
Pi(h) = {Pi e {0, l } n | pH = 0 and ^

Pij

< kt}

be the set of linking choices of player i. The set of moves of player i is denoted by
Jj(fcj) = At x Pi(ki). Let J(k) = xi€NJi(ki)
and let J_,(k) =
XjeN\{i}Jj(kj)
be the set of moves of player i's opponents. When we refer to a game with
linking constraints, move refers to a pair (<Zj,Pt) e Jj(fcj) and profile of moves
1
In section 4.6.2 we show that all results of this chapter apply also if players are free to
choose different actions in interactions with different neighbours, as long as information about
past action choices is complete.
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refers to a profile (a,p) G </(k). For each profile of moves (a,p) the payoff to
player i is given by
n(a,p)=

^2

v(ai,aj) = J2v(al,aj)gtj{p).

jeLi(p)

(4.1)

jeN

In line with (3.2), we can also define the payoff to player i, given network g and
a profile of actions a, by
~i(a,g)-

^2

v a a

( i, j)

jeLi(g)

= ^2,v{ai,aj)gij.

(4.2)

JEN

We refer to the stage game T(k) = (N, J(k),7r) as the network dilemma game
with linking constraints, or shortly, the dilemma game.
We do not consider the possibility that players may randomize in their choices.
Randomization can be analytically useful, e.g. to smooth the response functions,
to make the action sets convex and, consequently, to ensure the existence of
Nash equilibria. In our view there is no need for this in the analysis of network
dilemma games, because at least one Nash equilibrium in pure strategies always
exists. Including equilibria in mixed strategies would add little to our results
but significantly complicate the notation and analysis. Furthermore, in repeated
games the mixed strategies are difficult to enforce because deviations from mixed
strategies cannot be detected. This is usually resolved either by assuming that
each randomization process itself can be observed or that players condition their
moves on the outcome of some public randomization mechanism. However, for
the games in this chapter it seems more intuitive to assume that only pure
strategies are used.
Move (a*,p*) G Jj(k) is a best response of player i to the profile of moves
(o_»,j>_i) G J_j(k) if

n(a*,Pi,a-i,p-i)

>

niia'^p'^a-up-i)

for any {a'^p^) G Ji(k). A Nash equilibrium of game T(k) is a profile of moves
(a*,p*) G J(k) such that for each player i,
irt{a*,p*) >Tri(ai,pi,a*_i,pti)

(4.3)

for any (oi,pj) G Ji(/c,). Network g is an equilibrium network if there exists a
Nash equilibrium (a*,p*) such that g = g(p*)The game obtained when a network dilemma game with linking constraints
T(k) is repeated T-times is denoted by r T ( k ) = (N,J(k),n,T).
Recall that
when discussing a repeated game TT the constituent game F is the stage game
and the equilibria of F are the static equilibria. We refer to the repeated game
r T ( k ) as the finitely repeated dilemma game with linking constraints or, shortly,
the repeated dilemma game.
The profile of moves at t is denoted by (a*,p 4 ). The action of player i in
period t is a\ and her linking choice at Hs p\. The history at the end of time t is
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the sequence of moves hl = ((a 1 ,^ 1 ),..., {a1\pT)). The total payoff to player i
at the end of the repeated dilemma game is determined by the terminal history
hT and given by
T

1=1

A strategy for player i in the game T T (k) is a function CTJ which selects,
for any history of play, an element of Jj(k). We say that a strategy profile
is semi-cooperative if at least one semi-cooperative relation (see section 3.1)
is established in an outcome of at least one period. Otherwise, we say it is
defective. We say that a strategy profile is cooperative if, in an outcome of at
least one period, (i) each player has at least one neighbor and (ii) all players
cooperate.
The following proposition describes some obvious properties of subgameperfect equilibria of network dilemma games. It states that in any such equilibrium all players defect in the last period of the game. Therefore, a subgameperfect equilibrium is cooperative only if there is an early period in which all
players cooperate. The cooperative subgame-perfect equilibria that we describe
in this chapter will be such that (i) all players cooperate during all initial periods, (ii) then sequentially or simultaneously turn to defection, until (iii) all
players defect during one or more final periods. As this proposition shows, if
such an equilibrium is possible for a network dilemma game repeated T-times,
then one exists also when the game is repeated more than T-times.

Proposition 4.1 If a cooperative subgame perfect equilibrium exists for TT (k)
then there exists an integer j < T' such that a cooperative subgame perfect
equilibrium for T T (k) exists if and only if T > 7. In any subgame perfect
equilibrium, (i) at least one relation is defective in each of the final 7 — 1 periods,
and (ii) all relations are defective in the final period.
Proof. Assume that a cooperative subgame perfect equilibrium (CSPE) exists for T T (k). Obviously, there exists a smallest 7 such that a CSPE exists for
T 7 (k). In any one-shot dilemma game all relations are defective, hence 7 > 2.
For any T : if a CSPE a exists for T T (k) then one exists also for T i + 1 ( k ) ; for
example, "play a in the first T periods and play a static equilibrium in period
T + l".
A subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) of r T ( k ) must select a SPE for any
subgame r'(k),£ < T and any history. No CSPE exist for T'(k) if t < 7. All
relations are defective in any Nash equilibrium of T(k). Hence, an equilibrium
outcome path for the P T (k) must be such that all relations are defective in the
last period, and in none of the last 7 — 1 periods are all relations cooperative.
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4.3

Mutual link formation

In this section we consider the mutual link formation model. For a profile of
linking choices p the network of established links g(p) is defined by gtj(p) =
uan{pij,pji}.
For each network g and each player i let Pi(g) be the binary vector defined by
Pij (9) = 9ij f° r a u 3- We say that player i supports network g when her linking
choice is Pi(g). The profile p(g) = (pi(g), ...,pn(g)) is the minimal support
for the network g, in the sense that each link proposal in p(g) is necessary to
establish g.
To avoid trivialities we assume that c > 0, that is, the value of mutual cooperation is higher than the outside option. We also assume that 1 < fc, < n — 1
for each player i.2 Let
G(k) = {g I k(g) < kt for each 1}

(4.4)

be the set of feasible networks. For reference we restate the Prisoner's dilemma
payoff matrix:

4.3.1

Player j
C
c,c

e,f

f,e

d, d

D

Stage game equilibria and linking-proof networks

The complete characterization of Nash equilibria for dilemma games is possible
but cumbersome. The following proposition characterizes the actions and the
networks that are established in a Nash equilibrium of a one-shot dilemma game.
The set of equilibrium networks depends only on whether the outside option is
low or high.
Proposition 4.2 Consider the dilemma game T(k).
1. A player cooperates in a Nash equilibrium only if no links to her are proposed.
Hence, in a Nash equilibrium all cooperative players are isolated.
2. If d > 0 then (D,p(g))

is a Nash equilibrium for any network g G <7(k).

3. If d < 0 then the empty network is the unique equilibrium network.
2
Obviously, in a group with n players each of them can establish at most n — 1 links, hence
it makes sense to assume that ki < n — 1 for all i. On the other hand, if a player cannot make
any links (fcj = 0) she will be isolated regardless of the linking behavior of other players. An
isolated player does not affect the dynamics of play. We therefore assume fc, > 1 for all i.
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Proof. (1) Let (a*,p*) be a Nash equilibrium (NE). There cannot be a pair
of players i,j such that a* = C and p*t = 1 as in this case i could strictly
increase her payoff by switching to a* = D and p^ = 1. There also cannot be a
pair of players i,_7 such that a* = C and p*- = 1 and p*j = 0 as in this case j
could strictly increase her payoff choosing some Pj such that pjt = 1.
(2) For any g e C/(k) the p(#) is the minimal support for 3 in the sense that
all proposed links are reciprocated. Hence, no player can increase her payoff
by unilaterally proposing additional links and can only (weakly) decrease her
payoff if she removes some links. Obviously, no player can increase her payoff
by switching to cooperation. The profile (D,p(g)) is therefore a NE.
(3) According to (1), if in NE players i and j are neighbors they should both
defect. However, each could then increase her payoff by removing the link.
Hence, in a NE there are no neighbors. •
Statement (1) asserts that in a Nash equilibrium of a dilemma game all relations are defective. That is, in a Nash equilibrium players with at least one
established link defect but the isolated players may cooperate. Consequently
and as stated in (3), if the mutual defection payoff d is negative no links are
established in a Nash equilibrium. For non-negative d, however, statement (2)
asserts that any feasible network is an equilibrium network. The dilemma game
with d = 0 is rather trivial. In the rest of the section we consider only games
with d ^ 0.
Consider a dilemma game with d > 0. If all players defect each of them
maximizes her payoff by establishing as many links as possible. It may thus be
surprising that networks with relatively little or no links can be established in a
Nash equilibrium. The multiplicity of equilibrium networks is a consequence of
the mutual link formation assumption. A link between two players is established
only if both propose it. If one of the players does not propose the link the other
is indifferent between proposing the link or not. It may therefore happen that
two players prefer to establish a mutual link but none proposes it because each
knows that the other will not propose the link. Hence, in a Nash equilibrium
there may exist a pair of players such that (i) each could beneficially establish
at least one more link but (ii) none proposes a link to the other player. This
appears especially unintuitive given that proposing links is costless (see e.g. the
discussion in Dutta et al., 1998).
Several resolutions have been discussed in the related literature on network
formation (see Goyal and Joshi, 2003, Calvó-Armengol, 2004, and Gilles and
Sarangi, 2004). We follow the common approach in this literature and supplement the idea of the Nash equilibrium with a requirement of network stability.
Roughly speaking, an equilibrium network is said to be stable if no pair of separated players exists such that, by adding the mutual link, each could strictly
increase her payoff.
Our definition of network stability is inspired by the concept of pairwisestability, introduced by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996). It is defined for network formation games with mutual linking, but with exogenously fixed cost and
benefit rules. While it retains some flavor of the non-cooperative equilibrium,
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pairwise-stability is analyzed with the tools of cooperative game theory. 3 It is
not immediately obvious how to appropriately generalize pairwise-stability to
network formation games with endogenous benefit structure, and how to analyze such games with the tools of non-cooperative game theory. Our definition
of linking-proofness below is chosen because it eliminates the unintuitive Nash
equilibria in the dilemma games.
In a dilemma game the value of a link depends on the actions taken by the
linked players. The dilemma game in this section is then a network formation
game with mutual linking, no linking costs, and an endogenous benefit structure. The players are free to deviate by simultaneously changing their action,
removing links, and adding a new link.
A profile of moves is a Nash equilibrium if no player wants to deviate given
the moves of the other players. We say that an equilibrium profile of moves
is linking-proof if no player wants to deviate even if there was a possibility to
establish a new link. In other words, the only multilateral deviation considered
is that of adding a new link. However, a player is free to deviate by adding a
new link in parallel to any other unilateral changes to her move.
For a profile of linking choices p let p © ij be another profile defined as
( ffi "V-

J

- { l
1 pi'j'

if i , j

' = ij
otherwise.

In words, p © ij is a profile of linking choices obtained from p by assuming that
player i proposes a link to j in addition to all the links proposed according to
p. If ptj = 1 then p © ij = p.
Definition 4.1 The profile of moves (a*,p*) e J(k) is a linking-proof
equilibrium (LP equilibrium)
of game T(k) if (i) for each player i her move
(a|,p*) is a best response to (a*,p*), and (ii) for each pair of players i,j either (a*,p*) is a best response to (a*,p* ffi ji) or (a^p*) is a best response to
3
Below we give aslightly simplified definition of pairwise-stability (for the general definition
and discussion see Jackson, 2004). The network formation game in the cooperative form is
characterized by the set of feasible networks Q and by the allocation rule Y : Q —• W1 which
describes how the value generated by the network is shared among the players. The network
g S Q is said to be pairwise stable with respect to the allocation rule Y if

(i) for all ij e <?, Yi(g) >Yi{gQij)

and Yj(g) >Yj(geij),

and

(ii) for all ij £ g such that (g 0 ij) 6 G, Yt(g e ij) > Yt(g) implies Yj(g ® ij) < Yj{g).
It is implicit in the definition of pairwise stability t h a t the termination of a link can be done
unilaterally but that the addition of a link requires mutual consent of both involved players.
A network is pairwise-stable if no player can profit by unilaterally removing a link and no pair
of players can simultaneously profitably deviate by adding a mutual link.
A few extensions of the original definition of pairwise-stability exist. For example, one
may assume that adding a link is plausible if it makes both linked players strictly better off,
or alternatively, if it makes both linked players weakly better off, or yet some intermediate
concept (see D u t t a and Mutuswami, 1997). The original definition does not consider deviations of one player by simultaneous removal of several links or by simultaneous removal of
one link and addition of another link, which would bring the concept closer to the spirit of a
non-cooperative equilibrium (see Calvó-Armengol, 2004, and Gilles and Sarangi, 2004).
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(a*,p* ® ij)- Network g* E G(k) is linking-proof
linking-proof equilibrium.

if it is established in some

Any linking-proof equilibrium is Nash equilibrium, due to (i). Furthermore,
in a linking-proof equilibrium there is no pair of separated players such that
each of them strictly prefers to change her move and establish the mutual link.
In other words, in each pair of separated players at least one of them has no
move that strictly improves her payoff and establishes the mutual link.
Supplementing an equilibrium concept with that of network stability is not
the only route to study strategic form games of network formation with mutual
linking. For example, a stronger equilibrium concept, such as coalition-proof
Nash equilibrium (Bernheim et al., 1987) or Strong Nash equilibrium (Aumann,
1959), may also eliminate unintuitive Nash equilibria, as shown in Dutta and
Mutuswami (1997), Dutta et al. (1998), Slikker and van den Nouweland (2001)
and Jackson and van der Nouweland (2002). The problem with these equilibrium refinements is that they eliminate too many networks because they require
stability against deviations by variously sized coalitions of players. Our concept
of linking-proof equilibrium is much weaker: it supplements the Nash equilibrium only with the requirement that a pair of players is linked whenever it is
possible and in their mutual interest, but does not permit any other coordinated
actions.
We denote the set of linking-proof networks of the game F(k) by 5 ( r ( k ) ) .
The following proposition asserts that, when d > 0, the set <S(r(k)) contains all
networks in which only the linking constraints prohibit any pair of separated
players from adding a mutual link.
Proposition 4.3 Consider dilemma game T(k).
1. Let d > 0. Network g* e <7(k) is a linking-proof network if and only if there
is no pair of separated players i,j such that h(g*) < fcj and lj(g*) < kj.
2. If d < 0 the empty network is the unique linking-proof network.
Proof, (l.a) Let d > 0. Consider g* G <S(r(k)) and let (a*,p*) be the LP
equilibrium such that g(p*) = g*• Assume (Al): there is a pair of distinct
players i and j such that U(g*) < k^ and lj(g*) < kj.
Let p*j = 0. Define p\ as follows: (a) if there is ƒ such that p*-, = 1 and
<?*•, = 0 then let p\ coincide with p* in all values except for setting p\, = 1 and
Pij' = 0 (if i proposed a link which was not reciprocated propose instead the
link to j)
(b) if there is no such j ' then let p\ coincide with p* in all values except for
setting p'ij = 1 (i did not propose the maximal number of links, hence propose
also the link to j). Define p' in a symmetric manner. As p* £ -P(k) then
p'iZPiih)
and p'j ePj(kj).
Because #*• = 0 it must be that either p\^ = 0 or p*^ = 0 or both. If p*^ — 1
then for player i, {D,^) is a better response to (a*,p*) than is (a*,p*), as
thus the link ij is established in addition to all other links of player i and this
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increases the payoff to player i for at least d > 0. But this should not be possible
in a LP equilibrium, hence p*^ = 0. In this case, however, {D,^) is a better
response to (a*,p* ®ji) than is (a*,p*).
Similarly we can show that p*. = 0, in which case (D,p'j) is a better response
to (a*,p* © ij) than is (a*,p*). This, however, is again not possible in a LP
equilibrium. We thus proved that (Al) cannot hold.
(l.b) Let d > 0. Consider network g G (7(k) such that g^ = 1 for each pair of
distinct players i,j such that U(g) < ki and lj(g) < kj. We argue that (D,p(g))
must be a LP equilibrium. By Proposition 4.2 it is a Nash equilibrium which
proves part (i) of the definition of LP equilibrium. We show next that part (ii)
is also fulfilled.
Take a pair of distinct players i and j . If g^ = 1 then (ii) follows from (i).
Assume therefore g^ = 0, implying that either U{g) = ki or lj(g) = kj. W.l.o.g.
let U{g) = ki. Player i cannot increase her payoff by removing or by moving
some of her links. She also cannot add any new links. Hence (D,pi) is a best
response to ( D , p ® ji), and (ii) is satisfied.
(2) Let d < 0. By Proposition 4.2 the empty network is the only equilibrium
network and thus the only candidate to be linking-proof. Let 0j be the vector
denoting that player i proposes no links, and let 0 = (0i,...,0„) be the corresponding profile. To see that (D, 0) is a LP equilibrium, note that for each i,
(D, 0i) is best response both to (D, 0) and to (D, 0 © ij) for any j ^ i. m
Let d > 0. If a pair of players in a linking-proof network are separated it
must be that at least one of them has established her maximal number of links.
The restriction to linking-proof equilibria may considerably reduce the set of
networks established by an equilibrium profile and lead to existence problems.
However, proposition 4.4 below states that a linking-proof network always exists.
When only the empty network is established in a Nash equilibrium (i.e. when
d < 0) this network is the unique linking-proof network. Several linking-proof
networks may exist when d > 0. We demonstrate this in the following examples.
Example 4.1 (no linking constraints) Let d > 0 and let ki = n — 1 for all
i. In this game the linking is not constrained and players may establish any
number of links. This constitutes our basic dilemma game T. Hence, if g^ = 0
then li < ki and Ij < kj for any pair of distinct players i and j and g is
not linking-proof. The complete network is therefore the unique linking-proof
network.
Example 4.2 (uniform linking constraint) Let d > 0 and let n = 4. Let
k = (2,2,2,2). Any of the 64 possible networks can be established in a Nash
equilibrium. However, only seven of them, illustrated in Figure 4-1, are linkingproof. Networks g1',g and g111 constitute the three possible wheel networks in
which each player links to two neighbors. In networks g1, g2, g3 andgA one player
is isolated and each of the other three players has two links. For i = 1,2,3,4
the network gl forms when players N\{i} form a clique, thus leaving player i
without any links.
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Figure 4.1: Linking-proof networks of the dilemma game with n = 4 players,
k = (2,2, 2, 2), and d > 0. Only established links are shown.

The following Proposition asserts that every dilemma game has a linkingproof equilibrium, and consequently, a linking-proof network.
Proposition 4.4 There always exists a linking-proof equilibrium of the game

r(k).
Proof. Let 0j be the vector denoting that player i proposes no links, and let
0 = (0i,..., 0„) be the corresponding profile. The profile (D, 0) is LP equilibrium
for dilemma games with d < 0. For d < 0 this is shown in Proposition 4.3. For
d = 0 this is because if all players defect no player can increase her payoff either
by switching to cooperation, or by removing, moving or adding links.
For d > 0 a LP network can be constructed with the following iterative
procedure. Let g° be an empty network. For x = 1, 2,... let gx be the network
obtained from gx~l by the addition of one link: take a pair of distinct players
i,j such that gx~x = 0, h{gx~1) < k, and lj{gx~l) < kj, and let gfj = 1, and
otherwise let gx,,, = gx~, . Stop the procedure if there is no such pair of players.
This procedure stops after finite number of steps, because a new link is added
in each step and there is a finite number of possible links. It follows from
Proposition 4.3 that the resulting network is an LP equilibrium. •

4.3.2

Subgame perfect equilibrium of t h e repeated game

In the repeated game the players can condition their linking choices on the
behavior of players in previous periods. More specifically, players may punish a
deviation from the agreed outcome path by removing links to any player that
deviated. For example, players may agree to cooperate and punish defectors by
exclusion from the neighborhood of cooperative players.
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In a repeated game we may define exclusion as follows. Let t > 2. We say
that player i excludes player j in period t if i and j were neighbors at t — 1 and
i removes the link with j in period t.
Two players may exclude each other simultaneously. For example, player i
may remove her link with player j if she knows j will also remove it. Recall
that each player is indifferent between proposing a link or not if she knows that
it will not be reciprocated. Two neighbors could therefore exclude each other
even if the resulting network is such that each would prefer to keep the link
established. We call an exclusion mutual if two players exclude each other but
both miss at least one link in the resulting network. 4
On the other hand, a single player may be willing to exclude another regardless
of the other player's linking decision. It is possible, for example, to exclude a
player and yet establish the maximal number of links. This can be done, for
example, by removing the link with one player and establish a new one with
another player, thus excluding the first and including the latter. 5 We say that
player i unilaterally excludes player j if i still establishes her maximal number of
links in the resulting network. We call an exclusion unilateral if each excluding
player establishes her maximal number of links in the ensuing network. There
is no condition on the number of links that the excluded player establishes in
the ensuing network. Unilateral exclusion is defined only for games with mutual
link formation and is not related to unilateral link formation. See Figure 4.2 for
examples of unilateral and mutual exclusion.
We begin with a few examples of the equilibria of repeated dilemma games.
The first example illustrates that not every Nash equilibrium of the repeated
dilemma game is subgame perfect. Recall that in order to distinguish between
the Nash equilibria of the repeated game and those of the stage game we refer
to the latter as the static equilibria.
Example 4.3 Consider the dilemma game F = ({1,2}, J, ir) with two players
and no linking constraints,6 repeated twice. Let the outside option be low, d > 0.
Consider the following strategy &i for player i = 1,2: "Propose the link and
cooperate in the first period. In the second period defect, and propose the link if
and only if the opponent cooperated in the first period."
The pair (o"i,02) constitutes a Nash equilibrium of T2 if f < c + d: given
that player i follows Oi, the best response of player j entails always proposing
the link and defection in the last period; this given, defection in the first period
earns her a total payoff of f, which is less than c + d earned if she cooperates in
the first period.
Assume now that player 2 defects in the first period nevertheless. In response,
the player's strategies require both players to defect, and that only player 2 proposes the link which, consequently, is not established. However, in the absence
4
We say that player i is missing one or more links in network g if she establishes less than
her maximal number of links, that is, if li(g) < hi.
5
If a player i removes a link with player j to establish a link with player j ' we say that i
relocates a link.
6
T h i s game is a variant of the usual two-player prisoner's dilemma game with outside
option.

-ir,

(a) mutual exclusion

(b) unilateral exclusion
Figure 4.2: Two types of exclusion under mutual link formation. Exclusion in
the repeated dilemma game with n = 4 players, k = (2,2,2, 2), and d > 0. (a)
Players 2 and 3 simultaneously exclude each other, each missing one link in the
resulting network, (b) Players 1 and 3 both exclude player 2 and establish a
mutual link, thus missing no links in the resulting network.
of commitment it is not obvious that in the second period player 1 will persist
in playing o~\. In fact, rather than to exercise the threat of removing the link,
player 1 does better in the second period by reneging on her threat and propose
the link anyway. If player 1 is rational she never excludes player 2. If player
2 is rational she anticipates this and defects in both periods. Realizing this, rational players would not even agree on playing {<Ji,a%). The threat of unilateral
exclusion, implicit in the strategy cr\, is in this sense empty and the equilibrium
{o~i,o~i) is n°t subgame perfect.
The above example illustrates the general discussion in section 2.2.2 and motivates our focus on subgame perfect equilibria. For many dilemma games only
trivial subgame-perfect equilibria exist, in the sense that a static equilibrium
must be selected in each period. Recall assertion 2 of Lemma 2.1: if a stage
game has a unique Nash equilibrium, the finitely repeated game has a unique
subgame perfect equilibrium.
Example 4.4 (Exogenous network) The n-player prisoner's dilemma game
can be seen as a dilemma game without the linking choice. Rather, the network
is fixed exogenously to be a complete network. Each player chooses an action
and must play the game with all other players. The payoffs are given by (4-2),
with g being the complete network.
For each player defection strictly dominates cooperation. The stage game
thus has a unique Nash equilibrium in which all players defect. Consequently,
the finitely repeated n-player prisoner's dilemma game has a unique subgame
perfect equilibrium in which all players defect in each of the periods.
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Assertion 3 of Lemma 2.1 states that if static equilibria are payoff-equivalent
the set of the subgame perfect equilibria is characterized by all possible sequences of static equilibrium outcomes. Consequently, a player earns the same
total payoff in each of the subgame perfect equilibria.
Example 4.5 (Endogenous network, high outside option) Consider any
dilemma game and let d < 0. Proposition 4-2 states that the empty network is
established in any static Nash equilibrium of this game. All its static equilibria
are therefore pay off-equivalent because the payoff of each player in the empty
network is 0. regardless of the profile of actions. By implication, each subgame
perfect equilibrium of the repeated dilemma game selects a sequence of static equilibria. To summarize, whenever d < 0 the empty network is established along
the outcome path of any subgame perfect equilibrium of the repeated dilemma
game.
All the subgame-perfect equilibria that we constructed above have a common
feature: they select a static equilibrium in each period. Statement (1) of Lemma
2.1 asserts that any profile of strategies that in each period, and regardless
of the history, selects some static equilibrium is subgame perfect. For any
repeated dilemma game a number of subgame perfect equilibria can therefore
be constructed in this way, from sequences of static equilibria. However, in
each static equilibrium all relations are defective. Hence, all subgame perfect
equilibria constructed from sequences of static equilibria are defective.
No other subgame perfect equilibrium exist for finitely repeated dilemma
games with high outside option, which is shown in the example above. In the
following section we show that cooperative subgame-perfect equilibria may exist
for dilemma games with low outside option.

4.3.3

Cooperation in subgame perfect equilibria of the repeated game

In section 4.3.3 we show that, for any repeated dilemma game with d > 0, cooperative relations may be sustained in a subgame perfect equilibrium via the
threat of mutual exclusion. Mutual exclusion requires that both players simultaneously remove the link with each other. Punishment with mutual exclusion
thus requires the participation of a punished player in her own punishment.
Furthermore, the resulting network is not linking-proof. This may motivate the
players, especially the punished one, to renege on their participation in the punishment. In section 4.3.3 we follow up by discussing the possibility to sustain
cooperation via threats of unilateral exclusion. We show that this is possible
for most vectors of linking constraints.
Cooperation through threats of mutual exclusion
Consider a dilemma game T(k) and let there be a network g* e (7(k) with no
isolated players: h{g*) > 1 for each player i. For each i let g% = gQliQ ... Q ni
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be the network obtained from g* by removing all established links with player i:
k(gl) = 0 . Obviously, g1 e Q(k) for each i. Note that qi is a Nash equilibrium
only if (i) player i proposes no links and (ii) no player proposes a link to i.
Let d > 0. It follows from Proposition 4.2 that g* and all g% can be established
in the Nash equilibria q* = (D,p(g*)) and qi = (D,p(g')). The payoff of player
i in each of these equilibria is proportional to the number of her neighbors. In
particular,
m(q*) = d • h(g*) > 0 and *•*(«*) = d • /,(<?*) = 0.
Consider now the profile of moves r* = (C,p(g*)) where all players cooperate
and establish the network g*. The payoff of player i in this profile is
wi(r*) = c-li(g*)>0

= iri(qi).

Recall Definition 2.5, of a trigger strategy profile. Take two integers T > t* >
0. Consider the trigger strategy profile a(r*,q*,{ql}ieN,T,t*),
which can be
described in words as follows:
"Cooperate in the early periods 1,...,T - t* and defect in the remaining
periods. Establish network g* in each period. If in an early period some
player i defects, establish network gl and defect forever."
Each player i earns strictly more in the equilibrium q* compared to equilibrium q\ If player i defects early, she earns t*7Ti(g') = 0 in the last t* periods.
If there are no early defections she earns i*7Tj(g*). Hence, if she defects early
she looses t*iTi(q*) in the last t* periods. There exists a sufficiently large t* such
that for each player this loss is larger than the benefit from any early deviation.
If t* is such, then no player wants to defect in an early period and cooperation
is sustained.
Proposition 4.5 confirms this conclusion: there exist T, t*, such that a(r*,q*,
{ll}ieN,T, t*) is a subgame perfect equilibrium of T T (k). By definition, a(r*,q*,
{Q%}i€N,T,t*) is cooperative as it induces the cooperative outcome r* in the
early periods of the repeated game.
In the following we focus on the trigger strategy profiles where, similar to the
profile outlined above, an early defection triggers a change of the network. For
reference we use the notation
(a,g) = (a,p(g))
and define, for networks g,g*,gl, ...,gn e Q(k), the following trigger strategy
profile
p(9,9\ WheN,

T, t*) = <r((C, g), (D, g*), {(D, g')}^,

T, t*).

(4.5)

P r o p o s i t i o n 4.5 Consider the dilemma game T T (k) with d > 0 such that there
exists a network g* e Q(k) with no isolated players. For each i let gl be the
network obtained from g* by removing all links with player i. For large enough
T there exists t* such that the trigger strategy profile p(g*,g*, {gi}iEN,T,t*)
for
F T (k) is fully cooperative and subgame perfect.
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Proof. We have outlined the proof in the discussion above. Profiles of moves
(D,p(<7*)) and (D,p(g1)) are Nash equilibria. Furthermore, TVi(C,p(g*)) >
7Tj(D,p((7*)) > TTi(D:p(g1)). The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 2.1
in chapter 2. •
Corollary 4.1 A cooperative trigger strategy profile for TT(k) with d > 0 exists
for sufficiently large T if k, > 1 for each i and, if n is odd, kj > 2 for some j .
Proof. If n is even, a network g* G £(k) with no isolated players may be
established by linking pairs of players: for example, for each x = l , . . , n / 2 ,
players with indices 2x — 1 and 2x are linked. If n is odd a network g* G G(k)
with no isolated players may be established by linking two players to player j
and link pairs of the remaining players: for example, if fci > 2 players 1 and 2,
players 1 and 3, and for each x = 2, ..,n/2, players with indices 2x and 2x + 1
are linked. •
The trigger strategies of proposition 4.5 threaten to punish deviations in the
early periods with mutual exclusion: after a player deviates from the equilibrium path all links with that players are mutually removed and she remains
(mutually) isolated from the network throughout the remaining periods of the
game. 7
Example 4.6 (cooperation via mutual exclusion) Consider again the dilemma game T = ({1, 2}, J, n) of Example 4-3, repeated twice. Let ƒ < c + d so
that, for each player, mutual cooperation in the first and defection in the second
period is better than defection in the first and exclusion in the second period.
Inspired by proposition 4-5 we consider the following strategy: "Propose the link
and cooperate in the first period. In the second period defect, and propose the
link if and only if both players cooperated in the first period."
This strategy differs from the strategy o~i of Example 4.3 in that it requires
second period link removal after deviation of any player, including own deviation. A deviation in the first period is punished by mutual, rather than unilateral
exclusion of strategy Oi. The threat of exclusion is effective. Mutual exclusion
is credible as no player can profit by unilateral abstention from excluding the
other player. A pair of strategies described above is thus subgame perfect. It is
important to note that punishment by mutual exclusion requires participation of
both players.
The finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma game without an outside option
has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which both players defect in all
periods. Example 4.6 demonstrates that the addition of a low outside option to
the prisoner's dilemma game is sufficient to obtain cooperative subgame perfect
7
Not all deviations need to be punished actively. Some deviations may decrease the payoff
of the deviating player and need no subsequent punishment to be deterred. For example,
if the play reaches a static equilibrium there is no deviation that increases the payoff of the
deviating player. In this case proceeding, after some deviation, with the play as if no deviation
occured already constitutes an effective threat.
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equilibria. Cooperation in these equilibria is sustained by the threat of mutual
exclusion.
Mutual exclusion may not be the most intuitive form of punishment, because
it requires participation of a punished player in her own punishment. Following
her deviation the player is expected to remove all of her links and isolate herself
throughout the remaining periods. Her isolation is an equilibrium because other
players never again propose the link to her so that she is indifferent between
proposing any links or not. However, there are several reasons why it may not
be sensible to expect a player to contribute to her own punishment.
A player may be expected to participate in her own punishment only if it is
in her own interest to do so, that is, if doing so constitutes the subgame perfect
equilibrium across the remaining periods of the game. To make a threat credible
it is sufficient that each player weakly prefers to participate in the punishment.
This is the case with the threats in the trigger strategies of Proposition 4.5.
Namely, knowing that she is being excluded by all other players the punished
player is indifferent between participating in the punishment or not, hence she
does participate in equilibrium. Similarly, knowing that the punished player will
participate in the punishment all other players are indifferent between punishing
or not, hence they punish in equilibrium.
However, the punished player never strictly prefers to remove a link in order
to support her punishment. She will keep her links if even a smallest chance
exists that the other players will not exclude her. Given that after the deviation
all players defect, each player strictly prefers to have more links from having
less. Proposing a maximal number of links thus never hurts. Yet, punishments
with mutual exclusion, as described in Proposition 4.5, always requires that
punishing players propose less than their maximal number of links and that the
punished player proposes no links. If there is even a slight doubt about whether
one of the parties will participate in the punishment, or about whether mutual
participation is common knowledge, none of the parties will punish.
In the following section we discuss strategies with threats of unilateral exclusion. Such threats may not always be credible, as we demonstrated in Example
4.3. Nevertheless, we conclude that for almost all dilemma games with linking
constraints it is possible to sustain cooperation in the subgame perfect equilibrium with threats of unilateral exclusion only. In such equilibria the punishing
players are willing to exclude the punished player regardless of her linking behavior.
Cooperation through threats of unilateral exclusion
The ideas in this section may be outlined as follows. Consider an n-player
dilemma game T(k) and let k be such that linking is strictly constrained, that
is, ki < n — 1 for each player i. Each player must thus select at least one other
player to whom she does not propose a link. If the dilemma game is repeated
the choice of which player to exclude may be made contingent on player's past
behavior. For example, players may unilaterally exclude those other players who
defected in the previous period. This in turn may be sufficient to discourage
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of a subgame perfect, cooperative and linking-proof
strategy profile for the repeated game of example 4.7, with n = 4, k = (2, 2, 2, 2),
d > 0 and ƒ < c + d.
early defections.
The following example demonstrates that unilateral exclusion can indeed form
a credible threat when linking is constrained. The example also gives the sketch
of the general analysis.
Example 4.7 (cooperation via unilateral exclusion) Consider the dilemma game of example 4-2 with d > 0, n = 4 and k = (2,2, 2, 2) for each i. Let
the game be repeated twice and let f < c + d. Consider the following strategy for
player i: "Cooperate in the first and defect in the second period. Establish the
network g1 in the first period. In the second period: establish g1 if in the first
period (i) no player defected, or (ii) two or more players defected; establish g*
if another player j ^ i was the only player who has defected; make any linking
choice otherwise (i.e. if i was the only player to have defected)."
If all players follow this strategy the wheel network g1 forms in both periods,
players cooperate in the first period and defect in the second period. If in the
first period player i is the only to defect, she is unilaterally excluded by her
neighbors and network gl is established in the second period. See Figure 4-3 for
an illustration.
Network g% is linking-proof. The opponents of player i are willing to establish
x
g independently of i 's linking choice. The threat of unilateral exclusion is both
credible and effective and the ensuing strategy profile is subgame perfect.
In the example above all threats with exclusion implement unilateral exclusion. A linking-proof network is established in each period along the equilibrium
path, as well as in each period along any punishment path. The following proposition asserts that sequential formation of linking-proof networks implies that
any exclusion is unilateral.
r(l

Proposition 4.6 Consider a repeated dilemma game r T ( k ) with d > 0, and
an arbitrary t <T. If all networks which form along the history hl are linkingproof then each exclusion during hl was unilateral.
Proof. Assume that, for some r < t, player i excludes player j between
periods r — 1 and r but none of them establish their maximal number of links
in the ensuing network gT. Then, li{gT) < kt and lj(gT) < kv while g[. = 0.
Following Proposition 4.3 gT is not a LP network. Hence, gT is a LP network
only if all exclusions between periods r — 1 and r are unilateral. •
To assure that each exclusion is unilateral we thus concentrate on strategies
such that, after any possible history, a linking-proof network is established in
each period along the resulting outcome path. 8
Definition 4.2 Let a be a profile of strategies in the repeated dilemma game
with linking constraints T T (k). Profile a is a linking-proof strategy profile
if, for each period t < T and each possible history hl e H*, g(p{crt+1 {h*))) is a
linking-proof network.
In what follows we restrict our interest to a subset of subgame perfect equilibria, by focusing on linking-proof subgame perfect profiles. Example 4.7 demonstrates that simple linking-proof subgame perfect equilibria can be constructed
using trigger strategies. When trigger strategies fail to sustain cooperation,
non-trigger strategies may be used.
We first characterize in Propositions 4.7 and 4.8 the games for which a
linking-proof subgame perfect equilibrium can be constructed using simple trigger strategies. We then show in Theorem 4.1 that cooperative and linking-proof
subgame perfect equilibria can be constructed for most dilemma games with
d > 0, using recursive trigger strategies.
Trigger strategies
Consider a trigger strategy profile p(g*,g*,{gl}ieN,T,t*),
defined by (4.5).
Along the equilibrium path of p(g*,g*, {gl}ieN, T, t*) network g* is established
in each period, all players cooperate during the early periods 1,...,T — t* and
defect during the remaining periods. Any deviation during the early periods
triggers a change of the network: during the remaining periods all players defect and establish network gl, where i is one of the players which deviated.
Profile p(g*, g*, {gl}ieN,T,t*)
is linking-proof whenever each of the networks
g*,g1,...,gn is linking-proof. In this case all threats are credible because in each
period of each threat the players play a linking-proof equilibrium.
The following proposition asserts that a subgame-perfect and linking-proof
trigger strategy profile exists if and only if there is a linking-proof network from
which each player can be unilaterally excluded.
We do not assume that along the outcome paths a linking-proof outcome is chosen but
only that a linking-proof network is established. Obviously, whenever a pairwise equilibrium
is chosen all relations are defective.
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Proposition 4.7 Consider an n-player dilemma game T(k) with d > 0. Let
g*,gl,...,gn
be linking-proof networks. There exist T,t*, such that p(g*,g*,
{gl}ieN,T, t*) is subgame-perfect for T T (k), if and only if f or each i,

W) < k(g*).
In this case, for any T' > T, p(g*,g*,{gl}ieN,T',t*)

is subgame perfect for

Proof. Let d > 0. Assume that h(g*) > h{gl) for some i. If player i defects in
one of the early periods she thereby looses some of her neighbors. This decreases
all her future per-period earnings,
JTiCD.pto*))

=

d-li(gi)<d-h(g*)

<

c-k(g*)=n(C,p(g*)),

= irl(-D,p(g*))
(4-6)

which makes this threat of unilateral exclusion effective for t* sufficiently small.
If li(g*) > U(g%) holds for each player i then (4.6) holds for each i. The profile
p{g*i9*i {9*}i€N, T, t*) then satisfies conditions of Theorem 2.1 to be subgameperfect for all sufficiently high T and t* such that T > t*.
Assume now that k(g*) < h{gz) for some i. Following
p{g*,g*,{gl}ieN,T,t*)
all players cooperate during periods 1, ...,T — t* and defect in the remaining
periods. In this case player i earns li(g*)((T — t*)c + t*d). If, however, player i
defects already in period T — t*, and follows p otherwise, she earns
i i C ^ ) ( ( r - f - l ) c + / ) + ««(ff*)«*d

>
>

l i ( 0 * ) ( ( T - f ) c ) + li(0i)**«i
k(9*)((T-t*)c)
+ li(<>*)t*d

thus strictly increasing her earning. The threat against her defection in period
T — t* is not effective and p(g*,g*, {gl}i£N,T,t*) is not subgame-perfect. •
When d > 0 the vector of linking constraints k determines the set of linkingproof networks <S(r(k)). It would thus be of interest to know which vectors k
imply the conditions of Proposition 4.7. Providing a full characterization appears to be a difficult combinatorial task and is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Instead, we give below a few partial characterizations and an interpretation of
our results.
Proposition 4.8 Let d > 0. Given a sufficient number of periods, trigger
strategies can be used to construct (i) cooperative, (ii) linking-proof, and (Hi)
subgame perfect equilibrium for a repeated dilemma game with linking constraints
k, in any of the following cases:
1. ki = k for each i, where 2 < k < n — 2,
2. 2 < ki < \/2n - 9 for each i.
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In words, cooperation and linking proofness can be sustained (1) if linking
constraints are uniform, or (2) if the set of all players is large relative to the
maximal possible number of individual links. The proof of Proposition 4.8
follows a sequence of lemmas and is given in the appendix to this chapter.
The conditions derived in Proposition 4.8 exclude some interesting dilemma
games. Consider, for example, the original network dilemma game with unconstrained linking, k = n — 1. In this game the complete network is the unique
linking-proof network, as we demonstrated in Example 4.1. Using backwards
induction we prove below that the unique subgame-perfect selects this equilibrium in each period. This implies that the complete network is established in
each period and all players always defect.
All linking-proof subgame perfect equilibria are defective also when ki = 1 for
each i and n is even, because all linking-proof equilibria are payoff-equivalent.
In contrast, if ki = 1 for each player i but n is odd, linking-proof subgame
perfect equilibrium can be constructed in which all relations are cooperative in
early periods.
Proposition 4.9 Consider an n-player dilemma game T(k) with d > 0 and
ki = k for each i.
1. If k = n — 1, or if k = 1 and n is even, then each linking-proof subgame
perfect equilibrium is defective.
2. If k = 1 and n is odd, there is a linking-proof subgame perfect equilibrium
of T T (k) with sufficiently large T, such that one player is isolated and all
players cooperate in the early periods.
Proof. (1) Consider the dilemma game without the linking constraints, that
is, ki = n — 1 for each player i. A complete network gc is the unique linkingproof equilibrium of this game, and the profile (D,p(gc)) is the unique static
equilibrium establishing gc. Any linking-proof and subgame perfect profile thus
selects (D,p(gc)) in the last period regardless of the history. By backwards
induction, there is a unique such profile and it selects (D,p(gc)) in each period.
A similar conclusion holds for the dilemma game T(k) with an even number
of players n and ki = 1 for each player i. Each linking-proof network consists
of isolated pairs, where each player is linked to one other player. In a linkingproof equilibrium all players defect. This implies that each player earns d in
each linking-proof equilibrium profile. All pairwise-equilibria are thus payoffequivalent. Any linking-proof and subgame perfect profile selects a linkingproof equilibrium in the last period. However, as these are payoff-equivalent,
the penultimate period is treated just as the last one and a linking-proof equilibrium is again selected. Hence, by backwards induction a static linking-proof
equilibrium must be selected in each period along the outcome path of any such
strategy profile. Players defect in all periods along the equilibrium path of any
linking-proof and subgame perfect profile.
(2) Construct a linking-proof network g as follows: link each odd i to i + 1
and leave n unlinked. The profile of the following strategies is linking-proof:
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Figure 4.4: Linking-proof networks of the dilemma game with n = 3, k =
(2,1,1), and d > 0.
"Establish g as long as there have been no deviations or if more than one
player simultaneously deviated. Cooperate in periods 1,...,T — 7 and defect
in the remaining periods. If own neighbor is the only player to deviate then
unilaterally exclude her and link to the previously isolated player. If isolated,
propose link to any player whose neighbor defected."
Take a player i with a neighbor and consider any period r < T — 7. Assume
that all players -/V\{i} cooperate. If player i defects, she gains ƒ immediately and
0 ever after. In contrast, if she cooperates she earns at least c + jd. Punishment
with exclusion is effective if ƒ < c + yd. The strategy profile is subgame perfect
and cooperative if T > 7 > (ƒ — c)/d. •
Non-trigger strategies
The trigger strategies above threaten to punish any early defection with unilateral exclusion. If, however, some player cannot be unilaterally excluded the
trigger strategies fail to achieve complete cooperation. Take, for example, a
player who has the same number of neighbors in all possible linking-proof networks. This player must have the same number of neighbors in each period along
the outcome path of any linking-proof profile and cannot be made to cooperate
using the trigger strategies defined by (4.5).
Example 4.8 Consider the dilemma game T ( 2 , l , l ) with n = 3 players and
vector of linking constraints k = (2,1,1). Let d > 0. There exist only two linkingproof networks, g* and g1, illustrated in Figure 4-4- Players 2 and 3 establish
one link in each of these networks and earn the same per-period payoff in the two
corresponding stable-equilibria. Since h(g) = 1 for each linking-proof network
g G {g*,g1} = <S(r(2,1,1)), conditions of Proposition 4-7 are not satisfied.
Only player 1 can be punished effectively with unilateral exclusion. Therefore,
there exists no cooperative linking-proof equilibrium trigger strategy (4-5) that is
subgame-perfect.
It is interesting that it may nevertheless be possible to design strategy profiles
that are linking-proof, subgame perfect, and cooperative, albeit not of the form
(4.5). We describe the construction of such strategies below.
",

Trigger strategies threaten to retaliate any deviations with the repetition of a
punishment static equilibrium. While such threats are most intuitive, and thus
implemented in simple behavioral strategies of the Tit-for-tat or Grim type (see
e.g. chapter 6), they may not be the most effective ones. Trigger strategies can
not sustain outcomes which yield payoffs that are below the worst equilibrium
payoffs. In contrast, Benoit and Krishna (1985) demonstrated that, if the socalled three phase punishment paths are used, any outcome that yields payoffs
above the minimax levels may be sustained in early periods of a subgame perfect
equilibrium. They proved a limit folk theorem for subgame perfect equilibria
of finitely repeated games 9 , under the sufficient condition that each player has
several distinct equilibrium payoffs and that the dimension of the set of feasible
payoffs is n.
The game is said to have distinct equilibrium payoffs if every player has two or
more different equilibrium payoffs. This implies that every player has a strictly
preferred equilibrium and can be punished by playing her non-preferred one.
Conversely, if only one player has distinct equilibrium payoffs then only she can
be punished in the last period of the repeated game. Nevertheless, other players
may still be induced to play any of their actions, not by threats of punishment
but by promises of rewards.
An informal outline of the idea can be given as follows. Consider a generic
game F = (N, A, ir) in which only player i has distinct equilibrium payoffs.
Because she has distinct equilibrium payoffs player i can be made to play repeatedly any action: only if she complies her preferred equilibrium is played in
the last periods. Let Oj, bi € A* be two possible actions of player i and let F a i
and T^ be games obtained from T by fixing the action of player i to either a^
or bi. Let j be a player who prefers if player i chooses Oj rather than bi, in
the sense that j earns more in his worst equilibrium of Fai than in his worst
equilibrium of T^. Player j may now be induced to play any of her actions if
doing so is rewarded by player i playing o,. Player j may thus also be made
to play any action repeatedly. Hence, both players may be induced to play any
of their actions, given a sufficiently large number of periods. A third player,
whose payoff crucially depends on the actions of player j , may now in the same
fashion be induced to play any of her actions, expecting reward from j . Indeed,
iterative rewarding may induce any feasible outcome in the early periods of the
repeated game if the utilities of all players are appropriately interrelated.
See Smith (1995) for precise definitions and a thorough elaboration of this
idea. Formally, the game is said to have recursively distinct equilibrium payoffs
if there exists an ordering of the players 1,..., n such that
(i) player 1 has at least two distinct equilibrium payoffs, and
(ii) for all i < n, there exist strategy profiles a(i), b{i) 6 A such that
9
T h e folk theorem was initially proven for infinitely repeated games. It states that any
feasible and individually rational payoff vector can be obtained by a long-run undiscounted
average of some subgame perfect equilibrium. See Friedman (1971) and Aumann and Shapley
(1994) for its early formalizations.
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— each player i + 1,..., n plays her best response in both a(i) and b(i),10
and
— the payoff to player i + 1 in a(i) is distinct from her payoff in b(i).
Smith (1995) shows that, if the stage game has recursively distinct equilibrium
payoffs, any feasible and individually rational outcome may be approximated as
an average payoff of the repeated game with sufficiently long horizon. Recursively distinct equilibrium payoffs are thus the necessary and sufficient condition
for the limit folk theorem.
We cannot straightforwardly apply the limit folk theorem of Smith to dilemma
games because of our additional restriction of linking-proofness. For instance,
the strategy profiles designed in Smith (1995) punish an early deviation by
selecting the outcome in which the deviating player earns her minimax payoff.
In the dilemma game with low outside option the player attains her minimax
payoff when she has no neighbors. A network in which player has no links may
not be linking-proof, though. Indeed, there exist linking constraints such that
some players establish a positive number of links in each linking-proof network. 11
Nevertheless, iterative rewarding can be used to design strategy profiles which
are cooperative, subgame-perfect and linking-proof, in dilemma games with linking constraints that do not satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.7. This is
possible under two, albeit weak, conditions: there should exist a player i and
two linking-proof networks g* and gl such that (i) player i has more neighbors
in g* than in gl, and (ii) g* is connected.
The parallel between these conditions and that of the recursively distinct
equilibrium payoffs is apparent: condition (i) implies that player % has distinct
linking-proof equilibrium payoffs, while condition (ii) implies that payoffs of all
players in some linking-proof network are interrelated. The proof of Theorem
4.1, below, is inspired by this parallel. To give the flavor of the proof we construct in the following example an instance of cooperative, subgame-perfect,
and linking-proof strategy profile for the game T(2,1,1).
Example 4.9 (4.8 continued) Consider again the game T(2,1,1) with d > 0,
and linking-proof networks g* and g1, shown by Figure 4-4- Let the game be
repeated T-times and let t° and t1 be integers such that 0 < t° < t1 < T. See
Figure 4-5 for the illustration of the following strategy profile:
• On the outcome path:
— network g* is established in all periods,
— player 1 cooperates during periods {1,.., T — t } , and
— players 2 and 3 cooperate during periods {1, ..,T — t1}.
• If player 1 defects early, network gl is established and all players defect
during the remaining periods.
10
In other words, for each player j £ {i + l , . . . , n } , a(i)j is a best response to a(i)-j
b(i)j is a best response to b{i)-j, see chapter 2.
11
Take, for example, player 2 in the game T(2,1,1) of example 4.8.
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and

• If player 2 or 3 defects early, network g* is kept and all players defect
during the remaining periods.
In words, the threatened loss of links during {T —1° +1, —,T} constitutes an
incentive to player 1 to cooperate during {l,...,T-t0}.
The incentive to players
2 and 3 to cooperate during {1,..., T — t1} is the possibility to free ride on player
1 during {T — t1 + 1, ...,T — t0}. Players will conform to the strategy profile
if one-period profit of any early defection is offset by the loss of profit in the
resulting path. All threats are credible as they consist of a repetition of a static
equilibrium.
More precisely, let A 0 = t° and let A% = t1 —t°. If players 2 and 3 follow the
strategy profile they are rewarded in Ai periods by free riding on player 1, thus
earning Ai ƒ instead of Aid. The reward increases with its length and there
certainly exists a positive integer Ax such that early deviation does not pay.
Similarly, if player 1 deviates early she is punished by exclusion for at least Ao
periods, earning O instead of earning at least Ao2d. The punishment increases
with its length and there exists a positive integer Ao such that early deviation
does not pay. Find such Ao and Ai, and set t° = Ao, t1 = t° + A\ and T > t1.
The resulting strategy profile is subgame perfect, linking-proof and cooperative.
It is interesting to note that "intervals" Ao and A\ need not be very long.
For example, with the prisoner's dilemma game of Figure 2.1 it is sufficient to
set A0 = 2 and Ai = 1. That is, if the game T(2,1,1) is repeated at least 4
times the profile above induces all players to establish g* and cooperate during
all but the last three periods.
In the example above only one iteration of rewarding is needed to sustain
complete cooperation during early periods of the repeated game. More than one
iteration may be necessary for dilemma games with general linking constraints.
The definition of the recursive trigger profile below suggests that the number of
necessary iterations is related to the structure of the initial network structure. 12
Let d > 0 and let g* be a connected linking-proof network for T(k). Define
N° = {i e N I Uig') < k(g*) for some g* e 0(T(k))}
to be the set of players who can be punished (for an early defection) by unilateral
exclusion from g*. Assume that N° is non-empty. Consider now the set TV1 of
their neighbors,

Nl

= ( U W ) J \ ^v°-

Players in N1 can be rewarded for cooperation with the opportunity to free ride
on players in N°. Now define recursively the sets N2,...,Nm
by

JV"=( (J Li(g*)\ \
12

(N^UN*-2)

More precisely, the number of necessary iterations coincides with the maximal distance
between a player who can be excluded from the network and a player who cannot be excluded.
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of a subgame perfect, cooperative and linking-proof
strategy profile for the repeated game of example 4.8, with n = 3, k = (2,1,1),
and d > 0.
and let Nm be the last nonempty set in the sequence.13 By definition, each set
Nn consists of players whose shortest distance to a player from the set N° is
77. Given that g* is connected, any player is at a finite distance from any other
player. Each player thus belongs to some Nv. Hence, the family {TVj^Lo is a
partition of the set of players N. For each player i define r)(i) to be such that

Definition 4.3 Consider an n-player dilemma game T(k) with d > 0. Let
g* be a connected linking-proof network and let {N71}™^ be the corresponding
partition of N. Assume that N° is non-empty. For each i G N let g% be a
linking-proof network such that h(gl) < h(g*)- A recursive trigger
strategy
profile for F r (k), based upon (g*, {gl}i€NOl (*")™=0), 0 < tc <
<tm <T , is
a strategy profile denoted by p(g*,g*, {gl}ieNo,T, (tv)™=1) and given by
outcome path: establish g* in all periods, player i cooperates during {1, ...,T —
tv^} and defects otherwise,
threat for N°: if a player i G ./V0 defects early, i.e. during {1, ...,T — t0}, all
players defect and establish gl during the remaining periods,
threat for N71: if a player i £ N° defects early, i.e. during {1,..., T — tn^},
players defect and establish g* during the remaining periods,

all

13
Such set exists because the number of players is finite and all sets L^ with rj < m are
nonempty.

V.i

simultaneous deviations: if several players simultaneously defect early exercise
the threat for the deviating player with the lowest index.
The recursive trigger profile is clearly linking-proof. It is also cooperative
because all players cooperate in a connected network during {1,..., T — tm}. The
following theorem characterizes sufficient conditions for existence of a subgame
perfect recursive trigger profile.
Theorem 4.1 Consider a dilemma game r(k) with d > 0. Let g* be a connected linking-proof network. If U(gl) < h(g*) for some player i and some
linking-proof network gl then there exists a positive number T* such that for
any integer T > T* a subgame perfect recursive trigger profile for r T ( k ) can be
constructed that is (i) subgame perfect, (ii) linking-proof, and (Hi) cooperative,
selecting the outcome (C,g*) during the periods 1, ...,T — T*.
Proof. The complete proof is given in the appendix to this chapter. However,
we provide here an outline of the proof.
All threats of the recursive trigger profile are credible, because they consist
of a repetition of a static equilibrium. We thus need to verify that there exist
positive integers t°, ...,tm such that all threats are effective.
From the perspective of a player i, such that 0 < n(i) < m, the outcome
path of a recursive trigger strategy profile p(g*,g*, {gl}ieN°,T, ( f ) ^ 0 ) can be
divided into four parts as follows: (pi) during periods {1,..., T — tr,^+1} player i
and all her neighbors cooperate; (p2) during periods {T — t 7 , W+ 1 +l, ...,T—fW}
her neighbors in N,,^+1 defect, but player i and her other neighbors continue
to cooperate; (p3) during periods {T — f W + 1,..., T — f W - 1 } player i defects
and free-rides on her neighbors in Nv^~l
who still cooperate; and finally (p4)
during periods {T — f M - i + 1, ...,T} player i and all her neighbors defect.
If player i defects during (pi) or (p2) then all her neighbors (and all other
players) defect in all subsequent periods, and i thus looses the payoff she would
otherwise have earned by free-riding on some of her neighbors during (p3). This
loss increases with the length of part (p3),
A„ (i) = (T - t"^-1)

- (T - f w ) = f»W - f W - 1 ,

(4.7)

in a linear manner. Hence, player i will not defect during (pi) or (p2) if the
length of part (p3) is so large that no unilateral deviation of player i in part
(pi) or (p2) exceeds the potential loss of payoff during part (p3). We show in
the appendix that, given a finite length of part (p2), a finite minimal length of
period (p3), A*(i), exists for each i such that the threat of punishment for any
her unilateral deviation is effective. No player in Nv can profit from deviating
during her part (pi) if
A„ > m a x A ' ( i ) .
(4.8)
A player j e Nm faces only the parts (pi), (p3) and (p4) but not part
(p2). Therefore, there exists the finite minimal length of period (p3), A*(j),
such that the threat of punishment for any her unilateral deviation is effective,
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independently of T and all f. No player in Nm can profit from deviating during
her part (pi) if (4.8) is satisfied for n = m.
Given that A*(j) for each j e Nm is finite, there exists a finite A m that
satisfies 4.8 for r\ = m. Given a finite A m there exists a finite A*(z) for each
i e iV™-1, and thus a finite A m _ i that satisfies 4.8 for 77 = m — 1. Using
this argument recursively, we prove in the appendix that a sequence (Ar))J!L1 of
finite integers exists such 4.8 is satisfied for each 77 > 1.
A player i e N° faces only the parts (pi), (p2) and (p4) but not part (p3).
If she deviates during (pi) or (p2) she is subsequently punished by exclusion
during the remaining periods. This threat is effective if the number of periods
during her part (p4), Ao = t° is sufficiently long. We prove in the appendix
that, given a finite Ai a finite Ao exists such that no player i e N° can profit
from deviating during her parts (pi) or (p2).
Given this Ao = t° and the finite (Av)™=1 that satisfy (4.8), the sequence
(tv)™=0 c a n n o w be obtained by recursive application of (4.7), such that p{g*,g*,
{9l}iEN°jT, {tn)'T'=0) is subgame perfect for any T > tm. m
Conditions of Theorem 4.1 are much weaker than those of Proposition 4.8.
Those of Proposition 4.8 require that a network is constructed such that each
player can be punished by exclusion. In contrast, conditions of Theorem 4.1
require only a connected network such that at least one player can be punished
by exclusion. Proposition 4.10 below shows that for a vast majority of linking
constraints each connected linking-proof network satisfies conditions of Theorem
4.1.
Proposition 4.10 Consider an n-player dilemma game T(k) with d > 0. If (i)
fc» > 2 for each i and (ii) kj < n — 2 for some j then connected linking-proof
networks exist, and each satisfies conditions of Theorem 4-1Proof. Given in the appendix to this chapter.

•

The condition that network g* be connected is not necessary for the conclusions of Theorem 4.1. If g* is disconnected then the sufficient condition for
existence of a subgame perfect recursive trigger profile is that at least one player
from each connected component of g* belongs to JV°. That is, in each connected
component of g* it must be possible to punish at least one player by exclusion.
To construct a cooperative, linking-proof and subgame perfect profile one may
then apply the construction of a strategy profile, outlined in the proof above,
to each of the connected components.

4.4

Unilateral link formation

fn this section we consider the unilateral link formation model. For a profile
of linking choices p the network of established links g(p) is defined by gij(p) =

max{pij,pji}. Let
Wi(p) = ^2 Pa
JEN
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be the number of links proposed by player i. By the definition of the model, it
is assumed that a player accepts any number of links proposed by other players,
but can herself propose only a limited number of links. In particular, a player
can establish more links than she can herself propose, h{g(jp)) > rrii(p), and
may have any number of neighbors. Let
W(k) = {g{p) | mi(p) < k% for each i}

(4.9)

be the set of feasible networks.
In this section we use directed graphs in illustrations of networks. Links are
illustrated by directed arrows instead of undirected lines. The direction of an
arrow describes which of the linked players proposed the link. It is important
to remember that, in spite of this illustration, the interaction in the network is
two-way. A proposal of only one player is needed to establish a link. However,
once a link is established, both linked players earn their payoffs according to
their actions in the prisoner's dilemma game.
To avoid trivialities we assume that c > 0, that is, the value of cooperation
is higher than the outside option. We also assume that fcj > 1 for at least one
player, and for at least two players if the outside option is high. 14

4.4.1

Stage game equilibria and equilibrium networks

We say that a linking profile p G P(k) is maximal if, for each player i either
h(g(p)) = n - 1, or
mi(p) = ki and PijPji = 0 for all j .
If a linking profile is maximal no player can unilaterally increase the number of
her established links.
We say that linking profile p € .P(k) is redundant if p^j = pji for all i and j ,
that is, if each link is proposed by both players. The following proposition gives
a complete characterization of Nash equilibria of game T(k). Again, whether
the outside option is low or high crucially determines the set of equilibrium
networks.
Proposition 4.11 In each Nash equilibrium (a*,p*) of a game r ( k ) all players
defect, i.e. a* = D.
1. Let d < 0. The profile (D,p) e J(k) is a Nash equilibrium of F(k) if and
only if p is redundant.
2. Let d > 0. The profile (D,p) e ^(k) is a Nash equilibrium of T(k) if and
only if p is maximal.
14

The following are equilibria of a dilemma game with d < 0 and kj = 0 for all but one
player i. Two Nash equilibria exist; in both no links are proposed and all players j ^ i defect
but player i can either cooperate or defect. The two equilibrium profiles are payoff-equivalent
and the empty network is established in all periods of any subgame-perfect equilibrium of the
repeated dilemma game.
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3. If d = 0 then any profile (D,p) € J(k) is a Nash equilibrium of T(k).
Proof. Let (a*,p*) be a Nash equilibrium of T(k) and let Nc = {i \ a* = C}
be the set of cooperative players. Each player i e Nc is isolated as otherwise
defection would strictly increase her payoff. Let d > 0 and let fej > 0. If i € Nc
then this player could strictly increase the payoff by defecting and proposing
the link to any other player. In equilibrium this should not be possible, hence
i £ Nc. Now, i can strictly increase her payoff by proposing the link to any
player in Nc, hence Nc must be empty. Consider now d < 0 and let i G NG
and j ^ i such that kj > 0. Player j could strictly increase her payoff by
defecting, removing all her proposed links and proposing the link to i. Again,
this implies that Nc is empty.
(1) Let d < 0. Consider (D,p) with redundant p. If all links are proposed
by both players then no player can change her payoff by removing some of her
links, while players decrease their payoff by adding links. Hence, (D,p) is a
Nash equilibrium. On the other hand, if some link is proposed only by one of
the two players, this player could increase her payoff by removing the link. If
(D,p) is a Nash equilibrium, p must be redundant.
(2) Let d > 0. Let (D,p) be a Nash equilibrium and let i be such that
h(g(p)) < n — 1. It must be that rrn = ki and PijPji = 0 for all j , as otherwise
i could increase her payoff by proposing more links or moving some of the links
already proposed by another player. Hence, p is maximal. Consider now (D,p)
and let p be maximal. If all players defect then a player can increase her payoff
only by adding links. If p is maximal then no player can unilaterally increase
the number of her links. Hence, (D,p) is Nash equilibrium.
(3) If d = 0 then players earn the same payoff in each (D,p) e J(k). •
If (D,p*) € J(k) is a Nash equilibrium of T(k) we say that g{p*) is an
equilibrium network for d. There are many redundant linking profiles and many
maximal ones. Hence, for any value of d several equilibrium networks can exist. 1
Assume d < 0. Under the mutual link formation model only the empty network is established in a Nash equilibrium. The reason for existence of nonempty
equilibrium networks under unilateral link formation is that unilateral exclusion
is not possible. If two players propose the link to each other each of them is
indifferent between proposing the link or not. Two players separate only if both
mutually exclude each other. However, the equilibrium in which all players
defect and no links are proposed is the unique strict Nash equilibrium.
Example 4.10 Consider dilemma game T(k) with n = 4 and k = (1,1,1,1).
Selected equilibrium networks for the game T(k) are illustrated in Figure ^.6.
The star network gs, the wheel network gw, and the flower network gfn:> are
equilibrium networks when d > 0. The empty network ge and the pairs networks
gp:^ and gp are equilibrium networks when d < 0. Note that each link in <7p:,J
and gp is proposed by both linked players. Other equilibrium networks exist.
In fact, for d < 0 the set of equilibrium networks coincides with <?(k), defined by (4.4).
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Figure 4.6: Selected equilibrium networks for the dilemma game with n = 4
players and k = (1,1,1,1), for positive and negative d. Direction of arrows:
each arrow is directed away from the player who initiates the link. If both
players initiate the mutual link then the line has two arrows. Note that both
players interact even if only one of them initiates the mutual link.

4.4.2

Cooperation in subgame perfect equilibria of t h e rep e a t e d game

Just as in section 4.3 above we can construct cooperative subgame perfect equilibria of the repeated dilemma game with d > 0, using threats with exclusion of
early defectors. Such threats are effective if there exists an equilibrium network
g* in which each player has more links than she has in her specific punishment
equilibrium network gl. In proposition 4.12 below we give sufficient conditions
on the vector of linking constraints k for the existence of networks g* and
{gl}ieN that satisfy this requirement.
Furthermore, cooperative subgame perfect equilibria can be constructed also
for dilemma games with d < 0. This is possible because non-empty equilibrium
networks exist.
Recall Definition 2.5 of the trigger strategy profile a{r, q*, {g*}i6jv, T, t*) and
define
HP,P*APlh€N,T,t*)=cr((C,p),(D,p*),{(B,pt)}ieN,T,t*).

(4.10)

Along the equilibrium path of <j>(p,p*, {pl}ieN,T,t*):
all players cooperate and
establish network g(p) during the early periods 1, ...,T — t*\ and establish network g{p*) and defect during the remaining periods. Any deviation during
the early periods triggers a change of the network: all players defect and establish g(pl) forever, where % is one of the players which deviated. Profile
0(PiP*, {pl}ieNiT,t*) is cooperative by definition, and can be subgame perfect
only if g(jp*) and all g{pl) are equilibrium networks.
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Proposition 4.12 Consider dilemma game T(k) with d > 0 and let 1 < ki <
~ - 1 for each player i. There exist maximal profiles p*,{pi}ieN & -P(k) such
that (i) li(g(p*)) > kit and (ii) p%j4 = 0 for all i and j . Furthermore, for
any maximal profile p e P(k) there exists 7 such that the cooperative strategy
profile <t>(p,P*,{pi}ieN,T,t*) is subgame perfect for TT(k) for allT,t* such that
T > t* > 7.
Proof. Given in the appendix to this chapter.

•

Let d > 0. Proposition 4.12 gives sufficient conditions for the existence of
equilibrium networks g(p*), {g(pf:i)}ieN such that (i) in g{p*) each player i
establishes more than fcj links, and (ii) in g{pfn) player i establishes only the kt
links proposed by herself. If any player j deviates from the equilibrium path of
4>(P,P*,{Pf't}ieN,T,t*) she is punished when other players remove their links
with her. The following example demonstrates a construction of such strategy
profile. Let i =i for i e {1,..., n} and let n + 1 = 1, n + 2 = 2, and 0 = n. 16
Example 4.11 Consider dilemma game T(k) of example J^.10, with n = 4 and
k = (1,1,1,1), and let outside option be low, d > 0. Let the game be repeated
twice and let ƒ < c+d/2. Consider the following strategy for player i: "Cooperate
in the first and defect in the second period. In both periods propose a link to
player i + l, unless i + 1 was the only defector in the first period, in which
case propose the link to player i + 2 in the second period. " If all players follow
this strategy, or if more than one player defects in the first period, the wheel
network gw is established in both periods. If in the first period player i is the
only to defect, player i - 1 relocates her link and the flower network gf'A'l+l is
established. See Figure 4-7 for an illustration.
Conditions of proposition 4.12 are not necessary for existence of a cooperative
and subgame perfect equilibrium for a dilemma game with d > 0. Just as in
section 4.3, recursive trigger strategies may be used to construct cooperative
subgame perfect equilibria even if this is not possible with the trigger strategies
(4.10). The following proposition shows that such construction is possible for
almost all dilemma games.
Theorem 4.2 Consider dilemma game T(k) with d > 0. If (i) 1 < kj for all
j and (ii) ki,kv < n — 1 for some distinct i and i', then there exists a positive
number T* such that for any integer T > T* a cooperative subgame perfect
profile for TT (k) can be constructed.
Proof. It is straightforward to define sets iV°, N1,..., Nm and rewrite definition 4.3 of recursive trigger strategy profiles for the set of equilibrium profiles of
linking choices T{k, d). The proof of Theorem 4.1 can then be applied to show
that a subgame perfect recursive trigger profile for T T (k) with sufficiently large
16
This characterizes a version of the indexing function (•), defined by (4.11) in the appendix
to this chapter.
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Figure 4.7: An illustration of a cooperative and subgame perfect strategy profile
for the repeated game of example 4.10, with n = 4, k = (1,1,1,1), d > 0 and

f <c + d/2.
T exists if li(g(p1)) < h(g(p*)) for some i and some equilibrium profiles p* and
pl such that g(p*) is connected. We show that there exist such p* and p% in the
continuation of this proof, given in the appendix to this chapter. •
Finally, trigger strategies (4.10) can be used to construct cooperative subgame
perfect equilibria for dilemma games with d < 0. Let pe be the profile in which
no links are proposed and an empty network is established, that is, p\, = 0 for
all i,j. Let pv'1 be the redundant profile in which the link between players % and
i +1 is mutually proposed and no other links are proposed, that is, pP'L-, =
p^L

= 1 and pf:* = 0 otherwise.

P r o p o s i t i o n 4.13 Consider dilemma game T(k) with d < 0. If kt > 1 for
each player i, then there exists p 6 -P(k) and 7 such that cooperative trigger
profile 4>(P,PeAPP'1'}i£N,T,t*) is subgame perfect for r T ( k ) for all T,t* such
that T > t* > 7.
Proof. If fej > 1 for each player i there exists a profile p e P(k) such that
the network g(p) is connected. Consider, for example, any profile establishing a
star network g*. Clearly 7r<(C,p) > 0 = ni(D,pe) > •Kl(T>,p<Ki) for each i. The
proposition then follows from Theorem 2.1. •
If linking is unilateral, then exclusion has to be mutual. By consequence nonempty equilibrium networks exist even if d < 0. Hence, cooperative subgame
perfect equilibria may be constructed where any early defection is punished by
(•>(>

inclusion into one of the non-empty equilibrium networks.
Proposition 4.14 Consider dilemma game T(k) with d > 0 and no linking
constraints, i.e. k^ = n — 1 for each i. All subgame perfect equilibria of F T (k),
for any T, are defective.
Proof. If k = n — 1 and d > 0 then a profile is maximal only when k(g{p)) =
n — 1 for each i. Hence, following Proposition 4.11, the complete network is the
unique equilibrium network. All players defect in a static equilibrium. Hence,
all static equilibria are payoff-equivalent. The assertion of the proposition is
now implied by Lemma 2.1. •

4.5

Network dilemma game with linking costs

In the sections above we assumed that linking is exogenously constrained. We
argue in the introduction that such an assumption is not too artificial. Social
relations, for example, have to be nurtured frequently, which requires time. The
amount of time which can be spent on relations is limited and people cannot
support any number of relations. In a sense, we have modeled a world in which
each player has a limited amount of available time to be spent on time-consuming
relations.
In this section we explicitly model the relation between the number of links
and the associated costs. Throughout the section one can think of these costs as
the opportunity costs of devoting a part of available time to exchange relations,
rather than to some other potentially profitable activity. In particular, we assume that players are not constrained in the number of links, but that each link
is costly.
A cost of a link can be incurred by both linked players or only by one of them.
We say that a player sponsors a link if she bears its costs. In particular, we
assume that the player sponsors a link if she proposes and establishes the link.
The cost of a new link increases with the number of links already sponsored but
is otherwise independent of the identities of the players it links. The benefit
of having a new link, however, depends on the behavior of the new neighbors,
captured here by their actions in the prisoner's dilemma game.
In terms of opportunity costs, imagine that by sponsoring a new link the
player forgoes the value of some alternative activity. When deciding whether to
add a link the player compares its expected benefit with the value of the least
profitable activity among those she would undertake if she does not establish
any new links. The larger the number of established links, the smaller the set
of activities pursued in the remaining time, and the more valuable is the cheapest of them. In this sense, the unit of available time becomes more valuable
when available time is scarce. The opportunity cost of sponsoring a new link
is therefore independent of who the link is established with, but increases with
the number of links already sponsored.
17
This, however, crucially relies on the active participation of a punished player in her own
punishment.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of a cost function bi with an increasing marginal cost
A6j. (a) If all players defect, player i earns d from each sponsored link and is
willing to sponsor up to kt links. If, however, all players cooperate, player i
earns c from each sponsored link and is willing to sponsor up to ki > k^ links,
(b) The cost function bi is convex because the marginal cost A6j is increasing.

In general, sponsoring is represented by a function Xj : P —• {l,...,n — 1},
which counts the number of links sponsored by player i given the profile of
proposed links. Assuming that a player sponsors only links which she both
proposed and established, sponsoring for the two models of link formation is
defined as follows:
MUTUAL LINK FORMATION: Player must have proposed each link that she
established. Hence, she sponsors each of her established links: X%{p) =

h(g(p)).
UNILATERAL LINK FORMATION: Player established each link she proposed.
Hence, she sponsors each of her proposed links: Xj(p) = rrnip).
Let bi(xi) be the cost that player i incurs if she sponsors x* links. We assume
that for each player i her cost function bi : {1, ...,n — 1} —> R is non-decreasing
and that 6^(0) = 0. We also assume that for each i the marginal cost of establishing the Xj-th link, A6J(XJ) = bi(xi) — &»(XJ — 1), is not decreasing with
Xi, which implies that 6, is a convex function. For convenience we assume that
there is no i and x^ such that A&J(XJ) G {c, d, e, ƒ}.
Given the link formation model g(-) and the sponsoring model x(-) the payoff
function for player i is defined by
<Pi(a,p)=

X!

v a

( i>aj)

~bi(xi(p))-

We refer to the stage game Q. = (N, J, ip) as the dilemma game with linking
costs.
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4.5.1

Stage game equilibria

The theory developed in the previous sections for dilemma games with linking
constraints is very useful and instrumental in the analysis of the dilemma game
with linking costs. We first characterize the close relation between the Nash
equilibria of dilemma game with linking costs and the Nash equilibria of an
associated dilemma game with linking constraints. Then we show that this
relation extends also to subgame-perfect equilibria of the repeated dilemma
games.
Let
kf = maxfii | Abi(xi) < d}
be the maximal number of links player i is willing to support if all players
defect. We refer to the vector k = (fcj,..., kn) as the minimal linking support.
In a Nash equilibrium of the dilemma game with linking costs each non-isolated
player defects. Hence, no player i is willing to support more than kt links. The
following Proposition shows that, in a Nash equilibrium, players behave as if
their linking was constrained by k.
Proposition 4.15 Fix the prisoner's dilemma game payoffs v. Consider a
dilemma game with linking costs Q. = (N, J, ip), with the minimal linking support
k. Let T(k) = (JV, J(k),7r) be the dilemma game with linking constraints k.
1. Ifd<0 then, for both mutual and unilateral link formation models, only the
empty network is established in Nash equilibria of CI.
2. If d > 0 then, for both mutual and unilateral link formation models, the
set of networks established in Nash equilibria of CI coincides with the set of
networks established in Nash equilibria of T(k). In particular,
a. for the mutual link formation model: the profile (a,p) is a Nash equilibrium of Cl if and only if (a,p') is a Nash equilibrium of T(k) for some
p' £ J(k) such that g(p) = g{p'),
b. for the unilateral link formation model: the profile (a,p) is a Nash equilibrium of CI if and only if it is a Nash equilibrium ofT(k) andpijPji = 0
for each i,j.
Proof. In a Nash equilibrium each player with at least one established link
defects. Furthermore, if link formation is unilateral then proposing a link is
always costly, and thus no player is willing to propose a link to another player
if the other player already proposed that link. In the following we use results of
Propositions 4.2 and 4.11.
(1) Let d < 0. In a Nash equilibrium a player may have proposed a link only
if it is not established. Hence, no links are established.
(2.a) Consider mutual link formation and let d > 0. Let (a*,p*) be a Nash
equilibrium of Cl and let g* = g{p*) be the corresponding network. All linked
players defect, hence no player i has more than fcj links. Therefore, g* e É/(k).
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Then, (a*,p(g*)) is a Nash equilibrium of T(k): g* is feasible and if a* = C for
some i then i is isolated in g*. This proves the "only if" part of the claim.
To prove the "if" part of the claim, let (a*,p*) be a Nash equilibrium of
T(k) and let g* = g(p*)- Because this is a Nash equilibrium no player wants
to remove any links. If a* = C then p*j = p*^ = 0 for all j . For each player i
such that h{g*) < ki: it must be that Pji = 0 or for all j with whom i has no
link, as otherwise j could add a link to i. If U{g*) = hi then i does not want
to establish more links with defective players. Hence, no player can or wants to
establish more links. The (a*,p*) is then also a Nash equilibrium of Q.
It follows from the above that the sets of networks established in Nash equilibria of Cl and, respectively, of T(k), coincide.
(2.b) Consider unilateral link formation and let d > 0. Let (a*,p*) be a Nash
equilibrium of f2 and let g* = g{p*)- li a* = C for some i then she must be
isolated, but then other players can profitably deviate by proposing a link to
i. Hence, a* = D. Consequently, no player proposes more than hi links. No
link is proposed by two players as otherwise each could profitably deviate by
not proposing and still keeping that link. Hence, PijPji = 0 for each i,j. If
h{g*) < n — 1 for some i then it must be that i proposed exactly kt links:
if she proposed less she could profitably add another. This implies that, in
relation to T(k), p is maximal. The profile (a*,p*) = (D,p*) is therefore a Nash
equilibrium of T(k). By implication, any g* established in a Nash equilibrium
of Q. is established in a Nash equilibrium of T(k). This proves the "only if" part
of the claim.
To prove the "if" part of the claim, let (a*,p*) be a Nash equilibrium of F(k)
such that PijPji = 0 for each i, j and let g* = g(p*)- All players defect. No
player i proposes more than k_t links. Player i proposes less than k_{ links only
if h(g*) = n — 1. Hence, in relation to Q,, no player can profitably deviate by
adding, moving or removing links, thus (a*,p*) is a Nash equilibrium of £}.
Finally, we prove now that for any g* established in a Nash equilibrium (D,p*)
of T(k) we can construct a Nash equilibrium (D,p**) of Q supporting g*. Take
an arbitrary Nash equilibrium (D,p*) of F(k) and let g* = g(p*). If p*jP*u = 1
for some i,j then it must be that l%(g*) = lj(g*) = n — 1. Let p** be obtained
from p* by setting p** = 0 for each i < j such that p*jP*i = 1, and p** = p*j
otherwise. The linking profile p** satisfies (i) h(g*) = h(g(p**)) for each player
h (ü) PtjPji = 0 for all i,j, and (iii) g(p**) = g*.
If rriilp**) < mi{P*) f° r some i then it must be that she is one of players
who double-proposed a link in p*, and hence h(g**) = h(g*) = n — 1. If
m
«(P**) = m i(p*) < hi it must also be that h{g*) = n — 1, because (D,p*)
is a Nash equilibrium of r ( k ) . Hence, l%{g**) = h(g*) = n — 1 for all i such
that rrii{p**) < kt. This proves that (D,p**) is a Nash equilibrium of T(k), and
therefore also of ft, such that PijPji = 0 for each i, j . m
For the mutual link formation model there is a similar relation, between the
dilemma games with linking costs and with linking constraints, with regard to
the linking-proof networks. We define linking-proofness for dilemma games with
linking costs in line with Definition 4.1.
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Definition 4.4 Consider a mutual link formation model. A profile of moves
(a*,p*) £ J is a linking-proof equilibrium (LP equilibrium) of the game
Q. = (N,J,ip) if (i) for each player i the move (a*,p*) is a best response to
(a*,p*), and (ii) for each pair of players i,j either (a*,p*) is a best response
to (a*,p* © ji) or (a*,p*) is a best response to (a*,p* © ij). Network g* is
linking-proof if it is established in a linking-proof equilibrium.
Proposition 4.16 Consider a mutual link formation model. Fix the prisoner's
dilemma game payoffs v. The set of linking-proof networks of a dilemma game
with linking costs Q = (N,J,cp), with the minimal linking support k, coincides
with the set of linking-proof networks of the dilemma game with linking constraints T(k) = (AT, J(k), TT).
Proof. In the following we use results of Proposition 4.3. Let d < 0. The
Nash equilibrium (D, 0) of f2 is linking-proof as no player wants to reciprocate
a link proposed by a defector. Hence the empty network is the unique LPN of
Q. It is also the unique LPN of P(k).
Consider now d > 0. Let g* be a LPN for f2. As it is established in a Nash
equilibrium of Q, it is also established in a Nash equilibrium of T(k), and thus
g* G ö(k). Take a pair of players i -fi j such that h(g*) < kt and lj(g*) < ky
They must have an established link: if not, each would strictly prefer to add the
link given that it is reciprocated, and g* would not be LPN for il. Hence, there
is no pair of such separated players, which implies that g* is LPN for T(k).
Let now g* be a LPN for T(k). Consider the profile (D,p(g*)). This profile
is a Nash equilibrium of T(k) and, therefore, of f2. No player can profit from
relocating a link because all players defect and only player i such that h(g*) < kt
wants to add a link. However, there are no separated players i and j such that
h(9*) < hi and lj(g*) < kj (g* is LPN of T(k)), hence {V,p(g*)) is a linkingproof equilibrium of fl. m

4.5.2

Cooperation in subgame perfect equilibria of the repeated game

In sections 4.3 and 4.4 we have shown that, given the sufficient variety of equilibrium networks, it is possible to construct cooperative and subgame perfect
equilibria for finitely repeated dilemma games with linking constraints. Propositions 4.15 and 4.16 assert that the variety of equilibrium networks in dilemma
games with linking costs is related to that in dilemma games with linking constraints. Hence, there should also be a relation between the sets of subgame
perfect equilibria of different dilemma games. We characterize this relation
next.
Proposition 4.17 Fix the prisoner's dilemma game payoffs v. Consider a
dilemma game with linking costs fi = (N, J, if), with the minimal linking support
k. Let F(k) = {N, J(k),7r) be the dilemma game with linking constraints k.
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1. If d < 0 then, for both mutual and unilateral link formation models and for
any T, the empty network is established in each period along the equilibrium
path of any subgame perfect equilibrium of £lT.
2. Let

d>0.

(i) Consider the mutual link formation model. If the cooperative trigger
strategy profile p(g*,g*,{gl}ieN, T', t') is subgame perfect for TT (k) for
some T' > t', then there exists a finite 7 such that a cooperative trigger
strategy profile p(g*,g*, {gl}ieN: T, t*) for QT is subgame perfect for all
T > t* > 7.
(it) Consider the mutual link formation model. If the cooperative trigger
strategy profile p(g*,g*,{gl}ieN,T',t')
is subgame perfect and linkingproof for r T (k) for some T' > t', then there exists a finite 7 such that a
cooperative, linking-proof, trigger strategy profile
p(g*,g*,{gl}ieN,T,t*)
T
for fl is subgame perfect for all T > t* > 7.
(Hi) Consider the unilateral link formation model. If for some T' > t'
there exists a subgame perfect and cooperative trigger strategy profile
4>{p* ,P*, {pl}ieN,T',t')
for T T (k), then there exists a finite 7 such that
a cooperative trigger strategy profile <p(p*,p*, {pl}ieN,T,t*)
for flT is
subgame perfect for all T > t* > 7.
Proof. (1) Let d < 0. Following Lemma 2.1, since all Nash equilibria involve
the empty network and are payoff-equivalent, one must be selected in each period
along the equilibrium path of any subgame perfect equilibrium.
(2.i) Let d > 0. If p(g*,g*, {^} i 6 J V ,r',i') is subgame perfect for r T ' ( k ) , then
(D,p(g*)) and all (D,p(g*)) are Nash equilibria of TT (k) and, consequently,
of Q. Furthermore, if threats are effective, then for each i, TTi(D,p(g*)) >
TXi{Y>,p{g1)), implying h(g*) > hig*). As g* e Q(k) it must be that li(gl) < kf
for each i. Consider now the payoff function with linking costs, ipi. By definition
of kit given that all players defect, player i strictly prefers having x* links from
having x, — 1 as long as Xi < ki. Hence, ipi(D,p(g*)) > <pi(D,p(g1)) for each i.
Following Theorem 2.1, any profile (a,p) such that <pi(a,p) > <Pi(T),p{g1)) can
be sustained in the early periods of the game QT if T is sufficiently large. Profile
(C,p(g*)) is one such profile. Hence, there exists a 7 such that p(g*,g*, {gl}ieN,
T, t*) is subgame perfect for 0 T for all T > t* > 7.
(2.ii) and (2.iii) are proven following the same steps as above. •
Proposition 4.17 can be summarized as follows: a cooperative and subgame
perfect trigger strategy for a dilemma game with linking costs, with the minimal
linking support k, repeated sufficiently many times, exists if it exists for a
finitely repeated dilemma game with linking constraints k. We can now use
results of Propositions 4.8 and 4.12 to describe several classes of cost functions
which permit construction of cooperative subgame perfect equilibria for finitely
repeated dilemma games with linking costs.
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Proposition 4.18 Let Q = (N, J, if) be an n-player dilemma game with linking
costs and d > 0.
1. Consider the mutual link formation model. A (i) cooperative, (ii) linkingproof, and (iii) subgame perfect equilibrium for Q.T with sufficiently large
T exists if A6j(2) < d for each i and d < Abj(n — 2) for some j . If, in
addition, any of the following two conditions holds then such an equilibrium
can be constructed using trigger strategies:
a. bi = b for each i and d < Ab(n — 1), or
b. d < A6;(\/2n - 9) for each i.
2. Consider the unilateral link formation model. A cooperative and subgame
perfect equilibrium for flT with sufficiently large T exists if A6j(l) < d for
each i and d < min{Abj(n — 2),Abf(n — 2)} for some distinct j and j ' .
If, furthermore, d < A6,(§ — 1) for each i then such equilibrium can be
constructed using trigger strategies.
Proof. Conditions in Propositions 4.8, 4.10 and 4.12 and in Theorem 4.2
are given in terms of k. Condition kt < y can be rewritten as Abi(y) > d and
condition ki>yas
Abi(y) < d. Now apply assertions of propositions 4.8, 4.12
and 4.17 to prove the statements about the trigger strategies. Next we prove
the statements about general (no-trigger) strategy profiles.
Combining Proposition 4.17 with either Proposition 4.10 or Theorem 4.2 we
can conclude that for some player i there exists (linking-proof) equilibrium
profiles (D,p*) and {D,pl) such that h{g{p1)) < k{g(p*))- Now we can define
sets AT0,..., Nm given g(p*), in the same way as in section 4.3.3, and construct
recursive trigger strategy profiles in line with constructions in the proofs of
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. •
Cooperation in a finitely repeated dilemma game with linking costs can therefore be sustained whenever the linking costs are such that players are willing to
establish a first few links even with defectors, but want to add more links only
if other players begin to cooperate. We conclude this section with a couple of
examples.
Example 4.12 Let bk be the linking cost function such that bk(x) = 0 for
x = 0,1,..., A; and bk{x) = oo for x > k. It is an extreme example of a cost
function, as the first k links are costless, but all subsequent links are costlier than
any potential benefit. The n-player dilemma game with linking constraints k is
similar to the n-player dilemma game with linking costs bi = bki: in the latter
no rational player i, optimizing her total payoff, would ever establish more than
ki links. In fact, both the one-shot and the repeated game equilibrium payoffs
coincide between the two games.
Consider an arbitrary dilemma game with linking costs. If all players cooperate they may be willing to establish more than k links. Namely, by the
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equilibrium path

if pi. i defects
in period 1
• cooperate

defect

Figure 4.9: An illustration of a cooperative and subgame perfect strategy profile
for the dilemma game with linking costs and mutual linking formation of example 4.13a, with n = 4, cost functions 6j(0) = 0; bj(l) = 1; &*(2) = 3; bi(3) = 7,
and (f,c,d,e) = (7,5,3,1), repeated twice.

definition of the prisoner's dilemma game, the benefit of mutual cooperation c
is higher than the benefit of mutual defection d. Hence, given that all players
cooperate, some player i may find that the benefit of cooperation exceeds the
cost of the (fcj + l)-st link. Consequently, networks among cooperative players
may have more links than the networks among defective players. Figure 4.8,
discussed earlier, illustrates an instance of a cost function of player i such that
when all players cooperate she is willing to support more than fc^ links.

Example 4.13 In this example we demonstrate that there exist subgame perfect
equilibria of the repeated dilemma game with linking costs such that in the early
periods all players cooperate and establish a network with more links than in any
equilibrium network. We consider n = 4 and the prisoner's dilemma game of
Figure 2.1.
(a) Let Q be the dilemma game with mutual link formation and the following
cost function for each player i: 6^(0) = 0; 6^(1) = 1; 6^(2) = 3; 6,(3) = 7. The
minimal linking support is k = (2, 2, 2, 2). The marginal cost of supporting the
third link is 4 and a player is willing to support it if all other players cooperate.
The linking-proof networks for f2 are the same as given in Figure 4-1 for the
game T(2,2,2,2). However, if all players cooperate a complete network could be
established. Consider the twice repeated game f2 and take the following strategy:
"Cooperate in the first and defect in the second period. Support the complete
network in the first period. If in the first period there was no defection, support
network g1 in the second period; otherwise support network g%, where i is the
defector with the lowest index." See Figure 4-9 for an illustration. The profile of
these strategies is subgame perfect for Q?. In each period, no pair of separated
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period

1

2,3

equilibrium path

if pi. i defects
in period 1
• cooperate

o defect

Figure 4.10: An illustration of a cooperative and subgame perfect strategy profile for the dilemma game with linking costs and unilateral linking formation
of example 4.13b, with n = 4, cost functions 6,(0) = 0; 6,(1) = 2; fe,(2) = 6;
6;(3) = 10, and (f,c,d,e) = (7,5,3,1), repeated three times.
players is willing to establish a new link, if taking the profile of actions as fixed.18
In the first period all players cooperate and establish the complete network.
(b) Consider now the dilemma game Q, with unilateral link formation and
the following cost function for each player i: 6,(0) = 0; 6,(1) = 2; 6^(2) = 6;
6i(3) = 10. The minimal linking support is k = (1,1,1,1), thus the equilibrium
networks for £1 coincide with those for the game T(l, 1,1,1). Some equilibrium
networks are shown in the upper row of Figure 4-6- If all players cooperate the
complete networkgc, shown in Figure 4-10, can also be supported,. Let the game
fi be repeated three times and take the following strategy: "Cooperate in the first
and defect in the remaining periods. Support the network gc in the first period.
If in the first period there was no defection, support network gw in the remaining
periods; otherwise support network gf'%3, where i is the defector with the lowest
index." See Figure 4-10 for an illustration. The profile of these strategies is
cooperative and subgame perfect.

4.6

Discussion

4.6.1

Summary of the results

In this chapter we consider finitely repeated n-player games in which each player
in each period selects her interaction partners and chooses whether to cooperate
One could say that in each period the network is linking-proof given the profile of actions.
An elaboration of this concept is a scope for further research.

ir>

or to defect. By means of individual partner selection an interaction network
is established in each period. A player interacts with her immediate neighbors:
she plays a prisoner's dilemma game with each of them. We call this game a
network dilemma game.
Players may be constrained in the number of partners they can select, in which
case we refer to a game with linking constraints. Interaction can be costly, in
which case we refer to a game with linking costs. If no reference to linking
constraints or costs is made we refer to general network dilemma games, with
or without linking costs or constraints.
We consider two link formation models. Under unilateral link formation a
pair of players interact whenever at least one selects the other. Under mutual
link formation a pair of players interact only if both select each other.
We say that cooperation can be sustained if there exists a subgame perfect
equilibrium such that in one or more periods: (i) no player is isolated and (ii) all
players cooperate. We say that a network dilemma game A permits cooperation
if cooperation can be sustained in AT for some finite T.
Result 4.1 COOPERATION AND ENDOGENOUS NETWORK FORMATION
Cooperation can be sustained in many finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma games
with endogenous formation of the interaction network. In contrast, there is no
cooperation in finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma games played on an exogenously fixed network.
An n-player prisoner's dilemma game played on a fixed network has a unique
Nash equilibrium (see section 2.2.4): each player defects. Following Lemma
2.1-2, if the game is repeated finitely many times this implies a unique subgame
perfect equilibrium: all players always defect. On the other hand, if players have
the possibility to modify the network the stage game may have different Nash
equilibria. This is a necessary condition to sustain non-equilibrium outcomes,
such as cooperation, in the repeated game. To demonstrate that cooperation can
be sustained if partner selection and, consequently, the interaction network are
endogenous, we have given in this chapter a number of examples of cooperative
subgame perfect equilibria for the finitely repeated network dilemma games.
The possibility for endogenous partner selection is, however, not sufficient to
sustain cooperation. To begin with, a network dilemma game must be repeated
sufficiently many times. For example, there are no cooperative relations in
any one-shot dilemma game, or in the last period of any repeated dilemma
game. Next, the payoff for mutual defection should be sufficiently high: players
should be willing to establish some links even if they all defect. Finally, linking
constraints or costs may be crucial. For example, a network dilemma game with
unconstrained and costless linking may not permit cooperation. Alternatively,
if linking constraints are too strict, or if linking costs are too high, cooperation
may be limited only to subgroups of players.
Result 4.2 OUTSIDE OPTION

It is difficult, and in most games impossible, to sustain cooperation when the
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outside option is high. If linking is mutual and d < o, then in any Nash equilibrium the empty network is established in each period of the repeated network
dilemma game.
We have shown that the set of subgame perfect equilibria crucially depends
on whether the outside option is low or high. Namely, all relations in a oneshot network dilemma game are defective. If d < O then each player prefers
to opt out from all defective relations. The one-shot game may thus have only
one equilibrium network: no links are established. By backwards induction,
the empty network is established in each period of any finitely repeated game.
This is the case for all network dilemma games considered, except for the games
with unilateral linking and no linking costs, for which non-empty equilibrium
networks exist. These non-empty equilibrium networks exist because exclusion
has to be mutual when linking is unilateral (see the bottom row of Figure 4.6).
By consequence, cooperative subgame perfect equilibria can be constructed for
finitely repeated network dilemma games with unilateral linking, no linking
costs, and high outside option. However, in these cooperative equilibria the
punishments crucially rely on active participation of punished players.
In the results 4.3-4.5 we assume that the outside option is low, d > o. Let
k = (fci,..., kn) be the vector of linking constraints.
Result 4.3 LINKING CONSTRAINTS
Let d > 0 and let linking be costless. A network dilemma game with linking
constraints permits cooperation if constraints are neither extremely severe nor
extremely lax. In particular, given a sufficient number of periods,
1. for mutual link formation: a linking-proof cooperative, subgame perfect equilibrium exists if2<ki for all i and kj < n — 1 for some j ; (matching model)
if ki = 1 for each i then such equilibrium exists if and only if n is odd;
(unconstrained linking) no such equilibrium exists if ki = n — 1 for each i;
2. for unilateral link formation: a cooperative subgame perfect equilibrium exists
ifl<ki
for all i and kj, kj' < n — 1 for some j ^ j ' ; (unconstrained linking)
no such equilibrium exists if ki = n — 1 for each i.
Support for this result is given by Propositions 4.10, 4.9, and 4.14, and by
Theorem 4.2. To assure, for network dilemma games with mutual linking, that
punishments never rely on active participation of the punished player we require
that strategy profiles are linking-proof (see section 4.3.3). In absence of linkingproofness condition cooperation is permitted also in games with mutual linking
and no linking constraints (see section 4.3.3).
Result 4.4 LINKING COSTS

Let d > 0 and let linking be unconstrained. Assume that marginal linking costs,
given by functions Abi, are non-decreasing. A network dilemma game with
linking costs permits cooperation unless linking is extremely cheap or extremely
expensive. In particular, given a sufficient number of periods,
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1. for mutual link formation: a linking-proof cooperative, subgame perfect equilibrium exists if A6j(2) < d for all i and d < Abj(n - 2) for some j .
2. for unilateral link formation: a cooperative subgame perfect equilibrium exists if A6j(l) < d for all i and d < min{Abj(n - 2),Abj'(n - 2)} for some

To permit cooperation, the cost of adding a new link must increase with the
number of already established links. The first few links should be relatively
cheap, so that players are willing to establish the first links even with defectors.
However, once a player sponsors many links the new links should be relatively
costly, so that the player is willing to add them only if her neighbors cooperate.
By consequence, networks of cooperative players may be denser than networks
of defective players.
A network dilemma game with linking costs can be directly related to a game
with linking constraints. In fact, result 4.3 about games with linking constraints
is instrumental in proving result 4.4 about games with linking costs. See Propositions 4.15 and 4.17 for details of the relation between linking costs and linking
constraints.
The final result explains when cooperation can be sustained solely by threats
of exclusion. For this we can use trigger strategies: any deviation by defection
triggers partial or complete exclusion of defectors from the network. For the
mutual link formation model the trigger strategy profiles are defined by (4.5).
For the unilateral link formation model they are defined by (4.10). The following
is a summary of Propositions 4.8, 4.12 and 4.18.
Result 4.5 PUNISHMENT WITH EXCLUSION
Let d > 0. If the number of players is relatively large compared to the number
of links that players can establish, or if linking costs quickly exceed the mutual
defection payoff d, then each player can be punished by exclusion using trigger
strategies. Trigger strategy profiles can sustain cooperation:
1. for mutual link formation, and satisfying linking-proof ness,
- for games with linking constraints but no costs:
if 2 < ki < \/2n — 9 for each i;
- for games with linking costs but no constraints:
ifAbi(2) <d< Abt(y/2n-9)
for each i;
2. for unilateral link formation,
- for games with linking constraints but no costs:
if 1 < ki < n/2 — 1 for each i;
- for games with linking costs but no constraints:
if Abi(l) <d< Abi(n/2 - 1) for each i.
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It is important to note that the conditions in results 4.3-4.5 are sufficient, but
most likely not necessary. We have thus characterized only a part of network
dilemma games that permit cooperation. The complete characterization seems
to be a challenging combinatorial task and the ideas in this chapter may find
use in future search for an improved characterization. Our results nevertheless
serve to advance the following main conclusions:
• cooperation can be part of a subgame perfect equilibrium of a finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma game if it is played on an endogenous network,
• to achieve cooperation it may be necessary that there is some competition
for partners: either players are strictly constrained in the number of links,
or linking is costly and the cost function is convex,
• cooperation can be sustained solely via exclusion of defectors if the number
of all players is substantially larger than the number of links that players
can or are willing to support.

4.6.2

Beyond t h e network dilemma game

When real-world situations are modeled by simple games this typically leads
to crude approximations of the richness and complexity of analyzed situations.
A typical game is a stylized model of interaction emphasizing some particular
real phenomenon. Obviously, when abstracting from a real situation one should
seek to avoid over-simplifications, especially if there is the danger that they drive
the results. Unavoidably, more realism often leads to increased complexity and
may compromise analytical tractability. To address this concern we discuss
the assumptions made in the course of the design and analysis of the network
dilemma games in this chapter.
Through the design of the game we assume that discrimination in the action
choice across different neighbors is not permitted, and that information about
past actions of all players, and of the whole network structure, are common
knowledge. In our analysis we assume that players are rational, that the payoffs
represent their preferences, and that this is also common knowledge.
In addition, we consider in this chapter only the equilibria in pure strategies.
The reason is that deviations from mixed strategies cannot always be detected
and so equilibria in mixed strategies are difficult to enforce.19 In this chapter,
in fact, we suggest to restrict, rather than relax, the set of strategies in repeated
network dilemma games. In particular, we consider restriction to linking-proof
strategy profiles and to trigger strategy profiles. Our results suggest that in
most of the games either there are no cooperative subgame perfect equilibria or
there exists a linking-proof one. In this sense the restriction of linking-proofness
is mild. The restriction to trigger strategies may, however, substantially reduce
possibilities for cooperation.
19
Smith (1995) proposes a workaround by assuming a public randomization device: in every
period players can condition their moves on the outcome of some publicly observed exogenous
random variable.
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Trigger strategy profiles were considered because they seem more intuitive
than recursive trigger strategies: if a player defects too early, she is excluded
from the network. However, even trigger strategies may be unrealistic if they
require global transformations of the network, that is, if players need to transform the whole existing network in order to exclude one player. Future research
may identify network dilemma games in which cooperation is sustained only
via local transformation of the network: to exclude a player only her neighbors
change their links.
In chapter 3 we give some examples of real-world situations that may be
modeled by the network dilemma game. In each example the agents must either
act cooperatively in all their interactions or in none. However, there are also
many situations where agents are free to simultaneously cooperate with one
interaction partner, defect with another, and refuse to interact with a third
agent. This seems especially true for social interaction between people. It
would thus be interesting to analyze an alternative model, in which players
may discriminate in the action choice across their interaction partners. A few
conclusions about such an alternative model can be made using our results.
Suppose that players in a network dilemma game are free to discriminate in their
action choice across their neighbors, and that information about past moves,
including the actions of each player in interactions with each of her neighbors,
is complete. Defection of any player on any of her neighbors is then observed
by everyone and can trigger exclusion, just as in games without discrimination
in actions. The only addition to strategies described in this chapter is that
defection in any relation counts as deviation. This implies that, given complete
information, the set of network dilemma games that support cooperation is the
same whether or not discrimination across neighbors in respect to actions is
permitted.
Relaxations of the complete information assumption are more difficult to address. In order to exclude a player that defected, her defection should be known
among players that are supposed to adjust their links. The information condition thus limits the possibilities for exclusion by permitting only the transformations of the network that involve players which are aware of the defection.
For example, if a player knows only the actions of her neighbors, exclusion can
take place only via local transformation of the network.
Special cases of information conditions may be particularly interesting for
future research. One such condition is that the actions of a player are known
only by her neighbors. Another condition, in which a network structure may
play an important role, is that actions of a player are known also by neighbors
of her neighbors, that is, there is a limited flow of information through the
network, e.g. through gossip.
Information about the network structure could also be limited, which certainly is the case for social networks. Previous research has shown that, in
spite of understanding only their local neighborhood, people are surprisingly
successful in guessing network characteristics, such as the direction of the closest path between themselves and a random other person (see Milgram, 1976,
Kleinberg, 2000, Newman et al., 2003, and Watts, 2003). In relation to the net80

work dilemma games, a local knowledge of a network may be sufficient to induce
exclusion of defectors. For example, if a player is aware of the links of her neighbor she may be able to make conjectures about her cooperation: if the neighbor
suddenly looses links it may be that she defected with another player, is hence
unreliable, and should be excluded. Again, further research should look into
the effects for cooperation of various relaxations of the complete information
assumption.
Finally, our assumptions about common knowledge of rationality and preferences are in tradition with standard non-cooperative game theory. However,
previous research has shown that, especially in social dilemma games, theoretical results may change if any of these assumptions is relaxed even slightly. See
e.g. Kreps et al. (1982) for relaxation of the common knowledge assumption,
Axelrod (1987) and Anderson et al. (1998) for models with boundedly rational
players, and Fehr and Schmidt (1999) for a model with other-regarding players.
In particular, it is unlikely that these traditional assumptions are satisfied
in experiments. For example, in experiments the game is imposed upon the
subjects using monetary payoffs, which may not correctly represent player's
preferences. Therefore, in order to discuss our experimental results, we analyze
in chapter 5 the solutions of the repeated network dilemma game played by
other-regarding players. Furthermore, in chapter 6 we discuss an alternative
model of behavior in repeated network dilemma game, assuming boundedly
rational players.

4.7

Conclusions

It is well known that a finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma game has a unique
subgame perfect equilibrium: players defect in each period. The same holds for
n-player prisoner's dilemma games played in fixed groups or on a fixed network.
In this chapter, however, we prove that a different result holds if the network is
endogenously generated by the players. In particular, we show that cooperation
can be sustained in a subgame perfect equilibrium of a finitely repeated prisoner's
dilemma game played on an endogenous network.
We construct such equilibria under the traditional assumptions of common
knowledge of rationality, complete information and selfishness. The main rationale behind our result is that players can be discouraged from defection if they
fear to be punished by exclusion from the interaction network. In particular,
threats with exclusion can be credible if players are constrained in the number
of links, or if linking is costly. In such cases players can organize themselves into
different equilibrium networks. For example, the equilibrium network may be
such that some player is isolated, thus foregoing payoffs from playing the game.
We identify sufficient conditions for the existence of cooperative subgame
perfect equilibria for finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma games on endogenous
networks. These depend on the game length, the outside option value, the
linking constraints and the linking costs. It is interesting that introducing endogenous network formation itself is not sufficient for cooperation, but that
•si

assuming, in addition, very weak constraints on the number of links or linking
costs may be sufficient. This assumption is satisfied in many real situations, for
example in social networks where people are constrained in the number of their
acquaintances.

4.8

Appendix: Proofs

For convenience we introduce the indexing function (•) : {—n + l,...,2n} —>
{1,2,..., n}, defined by

{

i —n
i

if i € {n + l,...,2n}
ift€{l,...,n}
.

(4.11)

i + n if i e {-n + 1,...,0}
The application of this function is as follows. Place players on the circle such
that player i follows player i — 1 and that player 1 follows player n, clockwise.
For any i the indices of her m immediate neighbors, going in one direction along
< > <
>
< > < >
the circle, are given by i — 1,..., i — m, and by % + 1,.... i + m, going in the other
<
>
direction. For even n the players i and i + n/2 are directly opposite on the
circle.
The proof of Proposition 4.8 relies on the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.1 Take k such that 2 < k < n. Consider F(k) with d > 0 and fcj = k
for each i.
a. If k and n are odd, there exists a linking-proof network g such that lj (g) =
k — 1 for some j and h(g) = k for all i ^ j .
b. Otherwise, there exists a linking-proof network g such that U{g) = k for all
players i.
Proof, (b.1) If k is even then g is constructed by linking each player i to
< > <
->
< >
<
-»
players i — 1,..., i — fc/2 and i + 1, ...,i + fe/2. All players thus establish k links,
hence network is linking-proof.
(b.2) If k is odd but n is even then g is constructed by linking each player
<
>
i to players i — 1,..., i — (k — l)/2, to players i + 1,..., i + (k — l)/2, and to the
«
>
player i + n/2. All players thus establish k links, hence network is linking-proof.
(a) If k and n are both odd then a network g' is constructed by linking each
player i to players i — 1,..., i — (k — l)/2 and « + 1,..., i + (k — l)/2. All players
thus establish fc — 1 links. Network 5 is constructed from g' by linking each of
the (n — l ) / 2 disjoint pairs of separated players{(i, (n — l ) / 2 + i)}-™7
• Player
n was not assigned to any pair and thus establishes k — 1 links in g, while all
other players establish k links, hence network g is linking-proof. •
<

>

•

<

>

<

<

•

<

>

<

>

<

>

Lemma 4.2 Consider T(k) itó/i d > 0 and 2 < fej < \/2n — 7 /or eac/i i. Tofce
any stable-equilibrium network g e <S(r(k)). For any pair of players i and j
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there exists another pair of players i' and j ' such that ga* = 0, gjy = 0, and
9i'j' = 1Proof.
The proof proceeds as follows. Let k = maxie N ki. Fix i and j .
We characterize the set of players Mij that cannot be in the role of i'or j ' . We
show that the size of this set depends on k. We characterize this dependence
and prove that the size of My is less or equal to n — 2 if k < y/2n — 7. If the size
of Mij is less or equal to n — 2 then there must be two players i'and j ' satisfying
the conditions of the Lemma.
We say that a pair of linked players i' and j ' complement ij if gn> = 0 and
gjj' = 0. If xy is not separated from ij it must be that either (a) giX = giy = 1,
or (b) gjx = gjy = 1, or (c) gix = gjx = 1, or (d) giy = gjy = 1, that is, either
one of i,j is linked to both x, y, or both i,j are linked to one of x,y. Define
sets Oij,Nij,Ni, and Nj as follows: Ny = Li(g)C\Lj(g), iVj = £»(ff)\iVy, Nj =
Lj(g)\Nij, and Oij = N\(Li(g)L)Lj(g)).
Nij is the set of players linked to both
i and j , JVj and Nj are sets of players linked to one of i, j , and O^ is the set of
remaining players, separated from both i and j . Let My = {i,
j}ULi(g)l)Lj(g).
If a pair of linked players x, y does not complement ij, then either (i) both
of them belong to Nt or both to Nj, or (ii) at least one of them belongs to Nj.
Let
Nj = {x\y £ Nj for each y s.t. gxy = l } \ M y
be the set of players, separated from i and j , but whose neighbors all belong
to Nj. Let Mij = M^ U Nj be the set of players whose neighbors are either i
or j or belong all to Nj, including players i and j . If a pair of neighbors x, y,
gxy = 1 does not complement ij, both x and y belong to My.
All but at most one player in Nj establish their maximal number of links in
g. To see this assume x,y e Nj such that lx(g) < kx and ly{g) < ky. Because
g is a linking-proof network, Proposition 4.3 implies that gxy = 1. Then, by
definition of Nj, both x, y should belong to Ny. This, however, is not possible,
since they both belong to Nj.
Since kx > 2 for all x G Nj and since at most one of them does not establish
all her links, all but at most one of them is linked to at least two players in Nj.
This restricts the maximal possible number of players in Nj- Let n^ = |iV<,-|,
n* = \N\, and rij = \Nj\. Each player in Nj is already linked to two players,
i and j , and can have at most k — 2 more links. Number n^ is maximized if
each player in Nj makes k — 2 links with players in Nj, each of whom makes
two links, apart from one who makes one link. The joint number of links made
by players in Nj is thus riij(k - 2) and each player in Nj shares two of these,
aside from at most one who shares only one link. The number of players in Nj
is therefore bounded above by
\Wj\ < (riij(k-2)

- l ) / 2 + l.

Note that My = Nj U iVy U N U Nj U {i, j} with no overlap between pairs of
sets. This implies
|My| < (mj(k-2)

- l ) / 2 + l +mj + n i + n j + 2 < (ny(fc - 2) - l ) / 2 + 3 +fc,
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since n^ + n» + Uj < k. This bound is maximized when rnj = k, in which case
it becomes
\W~j\ < (fc2 + 5)/2
By assumption, k < \j2n — 7, which implies that My < n — 2. At least
two players do not belong to M^. Following Proposition 4.3 at least one of
them makes at least one link. There must then be a pair of neighbors which
complement ij. •
Lemma 4.3 Consider T(k) with d > 0 and 2 < fcj < \/2n — 7 for each i. There
exists a linking-proof network g such that 2 < L (g) < kj for some player j and
h{g) = ki for all other players i ^ j .
Proof.
The proof proceeds constructively as follows. We create, by an
iterative procedure, an initial linking-proof network (LPN) g° in which each
player establishes at least two links. In this network there may be several
players that miss one or more links. We then use Lemma 4.2 iteratively to
create a finite sequence of LPN g 1 ,...,^* such that the total number of links
strictly increases. At most one player is missing links in g®.
Let g° be the network generated by the following procedure:
1. establish links between each pair {i,i + 1} and between the pair {n, 1}.
2. repeat: if there exists a pair of separated players i and j such that Zj < fcj,
lj < kj, establish the link ij; until no such pair exists.
Because the number of established links in the above procedure strictly increases, but the maximal possible number of links is finite, the procedure stops
in a finite number of steps. By Proposition 4.3, the network g° is LPN as there
exists no pair of separated players i and j such that li(g°) < ki, lj(g°) < kj.
Let networks g1, g2,... be generated by the following procedure for <j> = 0,1,... :
As long as in g^ there exist two players i and j such that li(g^) < ki, Ij(g^) <
kj, then
1. take a pair of neighbors i'j', gf,j, = 1 which complement ij, that is,
gfir = 0 and gfj, = 0 (we show in Lemma 4.2 that such pair exists),
2. let g^+l coincide in all links with g^, aside from gfj'1 = 1, g^t
and g*+} = 0.

= 1,

The procedure ends when at most one player is still missing links. Again, the
number of established links strictly increases with steps and the procedure stops
in finite number $ of steps. In g® all players establish their maximal number
of links, aside from at most one player who has at least two links.
To see that each g^+l is LPN, proceed again iteratively. Let g^ be LPN
and satisfy the linking constraints. Let ij and i'j' be the two pairs of players
chosen by the above procedure in the corresponding step. Then, g^+1 also
satisfies linking constraints. Furthermore, by Proposition 4.3, gf, = 1, and
S4

thus gf3+1 = 1. Also by Proposition 4.3, because g^ is LPN and U{g^) < kx
and gt, = 0, then /*'(#*) = k\>. Similarly, lj'{g^) = kj>. The only link that is
removed is i'j', but as players i' and j ' establish the same number of links in
both g^ and g^+1, the g^1 is a LPN. Hence, network 5* is also LPN. •
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 4.8.
(1) Assume that ki = k for each i. Let
2 < k < n — 2. In the following we apply Lemma 4.1.
(a) Let k be even. For every i the remaining players N\{i} can form a linkingproof network (LPN) gl such that lj{g%) = k for each j ^ i and U(gl) = 0.
Furthermore, a LPN g can be established such that U{g) = k for each i, see
Lemma 4.1 (b). (b) Let k be odd and n even. For every i the remaining n — 1
players A r \{i} can form a LPN <?J such that lj{g%) = k for each j ^ i and
h{gl) = 1, see Lemma 4.1 (a). A LPN g can also be established such that
l%{g) = k for each i. (c) Let k and n both be odd. For every i the remaining
n — 1 players A r \{i} can form a LPN gl such that Zj(g') = k for each j 7^ i and
't(# l ) = 0. A LPN g can also be established such that h(g) > fc — 1 for each i.
In all three cases (a), (b), and (c), li(g%) < h(g) for each i. This fulfills the
conditions of Proposition 4.7.
(2) Let 2 < ki < y/2n — 9 = \j2{n — 1) — 7 for each i. According to Lemma
4.3, for any subgroup of players N\{i} of size (n — 1) there exists a network
gN^ such that lj(gNV) < kó for some j e N\{i} and lx(gNXi) = fcx for all other
x G A^\{t,j}. Let gl be the network among players .ZV which is obtained from
gN\l by adding player i and (i) adding the link ij if lj{gNX~l) < kj or (ii) adding
no links if lj(gN\l) = kj. Aside from player i who establishes at most one link,
all other players establish their maximal number of links in gl, hence, following
Proposition 4.3, gl is a linking-proof network (LPN).
We have shown that for each player i there exists a LPN gl such that k(gl) <
1. Furthermore, according to Lemma 4.3, there also exists a network g such
that U{g) > 2 for each i. The conditions of Proposition 4.7 are thus satisfied. •

Proof of Theorem 4.1.
All threats of the recursive trigger profile are
credible, because they consist of a repetition of a static equilibrium. We thus
need to verify that there exist positive integers t°,...,tm such that all threats
are effective.
A threat against an early defection of player i € ./V0 is effective if the oneperiod profit from the defection is offset by the loss incurred through subsequent
exclusion. A threat against an early deviation of player i £ N° in period
t G {1, ...,T — tv^1'} is effective if the profit from the deviation collected during
{ t , . . . , T - f W } is offset by the loss of reward during {T-f»W + l , . . . , T - f K i > - 1 } .
By an early defection a player may avoid that other players free-ride on her,
and may thus gain for more than one period. Namely, if some player defects
early then all players defect in all subsequent periods. Player i G N71^ may
thus avoid being free-rided upon by her neighbors from JV^')"1"1 during {T —
f?(*)+i _|_ ]_) __; j 1 _ t71^}. We need to take this potential profit into account to
determine the effectiveness of threats.
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Let 7, be the per-period difference in payoff to player i for avoiding being freeridden upon during {T - f > « + 1 + 1,..., T - f « } . This value_depends on the
number of neighbors of i in sets L±= Lin(NTKi')\jNr>(i')-1) and Lj = LinNr>(-i)+1.
If there were no deviations then all players in Li cooperate and all players in Li
defect during the above mentioned periods. However, if i deviated early then all
players defect during these periods. Player i thus looses because her neighbors
in Lj. do not cooperate, and gains because her neighbors in Li do not free-ride
on her. Hence, 7^ can be positive, negative or 0. Let j i = max{0,7,}.
Let a, be the maximal potential one-period profit to player i from an early
defection. Let ft be the per-period loss to player i from an exercised threat
in any of the periods {2, ...,T - f W } (the first deviation can take place in
period 1 and the first threat is then exercised in period 2). Finally, let Si be
the per-period loss to player i when foregoing the reward of free-riding during
{T — f1"' + 1, ...,T — t ™ - 1 } , or when i G iV° is punished by exclusion during
{T - t° + 1,..., T}. The following holds for each i: ah ft, 5t > 0, while j t > 0.
Define A 0 = t° and A^ = tf1-tv~l for rj = 1,..., m. Let A(i, t) be the difference
in the total payoff to player i for an early defection in period t G {1, ..,T —fW}.
Then,
A(M) < OH - {T- t"W+i - l)(3i + Av+1% - AvSi
<a>i+ A^+17, - A ^ ^ .
All threats are surely effective if o.i + A ^ + i ^ — A,,^ < 0 for each i.
Players in Nm do not award any player by letting her free ride. Hence, 7, = 0
for i e Nm. The threats for these players are thus effective if t*j — AmSi < 0,
which rewrites as
A m > max - i .
(4.12)
i€Nm Si

There exists a finite positive integer ATO which satisfies (4.12). Similarly, for
rj G {0,..., m — 1}, the threats for players in N11 are effective if
A,, > max
' ie/v

ai

+

f v+ll\
Si

(4.13)

Given a finite A^ + i, there exists a finite positive integer A,, which satisfies
(4.13). Starting with ATO it is now possible to recursively determine the minimal
A,, such that (4.12) and (4.13) are satisfied for all 77. Setting t71 = Ec=o AC
we get positive integers £°,...,£ m such that all threats are effective. Setting
T* = tm we conclude that p(g*,g*, {gl}ieN°,T, ( f 7 ) ^ ) is subgame perfect for
any T > T* + 1. •

Proof of Proposition 4.10.
Consider the following construction of a
connected LPN. Begin with a wheel network connecting all players. Now recursively add links between pairs of separated players who can still add links. By
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Proposition 4.3 the network is LPN when there is no such pair of players. This
construction stops in finite time as there is a finite number of possible links.
The complete network is not feasible because kj < n—2. Let g* be a connected
LPN. There exist separated players i' and i". There also exists a shortest path
(i' = i°,i*, •••,ili = i") between each such pair. Define a partition of TV into
players M1 who establish all their links and players M° who do not,
M° = {ie N\ k(g*) < ki} and
M 1 = {ieN\

h(g*)=ki}.

By Proposition 4.3 all players in M° are linked. Set M 1 cannot be empty as
otherwise all players would be linked and the network complete. In the rest of
the proof we consider all possible cases of how pairs of separated players are
distributed between M° and M 1 . For each case we construct another LPN in
which one player has less neighbors than in g*.
a) Assume that M° is empty. Take separated players i' and i" and a shortest
path (i' = i°,il,...,iK
= i"), A network g1 can be constructed from g* by
removing links r% and ili2 and adding the link i°i2. By Proposition 4.3 g1, is
LPN because i 1 is the only player who does not establish all her links.
b) Assume that both M° and M1 are non-empty. Assume also that g*t, = 1
for all i G M° and i' 6 M . Then there exist separated players i°,i2 € M 1 and
a shortest path (i°,» , i2) with i1 € M°. A network gl can be constructed from
g* by removing links i°il and %l%2 and adding the link i°i2. The sets M° and
M 1 thus remain the same and no links between players in M° change. In g1
all players in M° are still linked. By Proposition 4.3 g% is LPN.
c) Assume now that both M° and M1 are non-empty and take separated
players i e M° and i' 6 M 1 with a shortest path (i = i°, i1,..., iK = i'). Because
players i and i2 are not linked, but all players in M° must be linked, it must be
that i2 £ M1. W.l.o.g. let i2 = i'.
c.1) Assume that il € M°. Player i° has no link to i2 and can add links to
those she has in g*. A network g1 can be constructed from g* by removing link
ili2 and adding the link i°i2. The new set M°(gl ) is a subset of M° and no
links between players in M° change. All players in M°(gl ) are still linked. By
Proposition 4.3 g% is LPN.
c.2) Assume that i 1 e M 1 and that g*,H1 = 1 for all i" £ M°. Hence, all
players in set M° U {i1} are linked. Again, a network gl can be constructed
from g* by removing the link ili2 and adding the link i°i2. The new set M°(gt )
is a subset of M° U {i1} and no links between players in M° U {i1} change. All
players in M°(gl ) are linked. By Proposition 4.3 gl is LPN.
c.3) Finally, assume that i1 e M1 and let g*,,^ = 0 for some i" e M°. Set
J° = *"i J1 = i a n d j 2 = i1 and construct a LPN gi as in (c.1).
In cases a) - c.2) above we constructed a LPN gl such that lti {gl ) < lti (g*).
In (c.2) we constructed a LPN gi such that Zji(<7J ) < lii(g*). In all cases
above the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are thus satisfied. •
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Proof of Proposition 4.12.
The construction of equilibrium profiles
p*, {pf:i}i£N satisfying (i) and (ii) is as follows. Recall the indexing function (•)
defined in (4.11). Place players on a circle such that each player i follows player
i — 1 and player 1 follows player n, clockwise. Let p* be the linking profile
obtained when each player i proposes links with her immediate fc, neighbors
clockwise. That is, p*. = 1 if and only if j G {i + 1, ...,i + ki}. Let pf/i be
the flower network obtained from p* when all players that proposed a link to i
remove it and propose a link to another player as follows: for each j such that
p*H = 1 let p\\x = 0 and pf'i
, = 1. Let of/,*, = p*,.-, otherwise.
m

To see that p* is an equilibrium profile note that p* is maximal. Namely,
«(P*) = &i f° r e a c h * a n d no link is proposed mutually: if p*. = p*H = 1 then
t

• .

<

•

'

*•

-^—>

i = j + x for x < kj and j = i + y for y < ki, and since i = i + x + y it must
be that n = x + y<kj+ki<n
— 2, which is impossible. Now consider pf:l for
some fixed i and note that rrij{p^:l) = kj for each j . In pf'1 no link is proposed
mutually: if p*,- = p*-, = 1 then each i' ^ i has a link proposed either by j or
j ' , which implies that j and ƒ together proposed at least n — \ links, which is
impossible. Hence, pf'1 is an equilibrium profile.
Each player i has at least A;, + 1 neighbors in g(p*): she proposes links to
<

•

<

•

<

>

players {i + 1,..., i + fci} and player i — 1 proposes a link to i On the other
hand, under p* no links to player i are proposed, hence players {i + 1, ...,i + ki}
are her only neighbors. Properties (i) and (ii) are therefore satisfied.
The payoff to each player i in a Nash equilibrium is proportional to the number
of her neighbors. In particular, 7Tj(D,p*) > d(ki + 1) > dkz = 7r,(D,p /: *). Furthermore, 7Tj(C,p) > cki > dki = 7Tj(D,p^:i). The conditions of Theorem 2.1 are
therefore satisfied and a cooperative trigger strategy profile <fr(p,p*, {p^:l}ieN, T,
t*) is subgame perfect for sufficiently large T and t*. •
Proof of Theorem 4.2, continued.
For a profile p° G f ( k ) with no
mutually proposed links, i.e. P°JJ>P°J>J = 0 for all j,j', let p°* be the profile
obtained from p° via the following iterative procedure. Let p 0 0 = p°. For
x > 1 let p°'x be obtained from p°<x~l by an addition of one link: set p°'x =
pO,x-i. ^.gjjg ^ g pi a y e r vvith the smallest index j such that m(p°'x) < kj and
lj{9(p°'x)) < n — 1 and then find a player with the smallest index j ' ^ j such
that g(p°'x)jj' = 0 and set p,'p = 1. Stop the procedure when no such j exists
and let p°* be the resulting profile. (D,p 0 *) is an equilibrium profile: clearly
p°* G -P(k), no link is proposed mutually, and for each j either m(p°'x) = kj or
lj{g(po>*)) =
n-l.
Now construct p* and pl as follows. Define p° by setting p°t = 1, p ^ = 0 and
p°j/ = 0 for each j,j' G N\{i} and p^ = 0. No link in p° is proposed mutually.
Let p* be the profile obtained from p° via the above procedure. Define pt0
by setting p8-?- = p*P = 1 for fc*/ players with smallest index j G A^\{i,i'}
and pfj, = 0 otherwise. Let p* be the profile obtained from p t 0 via the above
procedure.
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Both (D,p*) and (D,p l ) are equilibrium profiles. Players i and i' are separated in g(pl). In g(p*), however, i is linked to each other player and g(p*) is
connected. Hence, h(g(p1)) < n — 1 = h{g{p*))- •
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Chapter 5

Exclusion and cooperation
in experiments
Laboratory experiments are a useful way of gathering observations about human decision-making in controlled environments. A careful experimental design
can give valuable indications about human decision-making in economic environments outside the laboratory. Experimental data is in general replicable
and is less prone to problems of missing observations and measurement errors,
compared to empirical data collected in the field. The experimental method is
especially useful to explore dynamics of behavior in situations for which empirical observations are otherwise difficult to collect, for example, the dynamics of
behavior in social and economic networks.
In this chapter we use the experimental method to study the co-evolution of
cooperation and exclusion, the network structure, and norms of behavior, in
various network dilemma games. We study games with mutual link formation,
no linking constraints and no linking costs. We vary the value of the outside
option and the information flow through the network. Our main conclusions
are that subjects establish cooperative networks and exclude defectors under all
outside option values, and that information affects the spread of cooperation.
A benchmark experiment where a prisoner's dilemma is played on a fixed network confirms that cooperation dramatically increases when subjects are free to
choose their interaction partners. In one treatment with endogenous network
formation the average frequency of cooperation is 93 percent.
In the following section we outline our approach and the position of our experiment in view of the related experimental literature. The details of our
experimental design and our research questions are given in section 5.2. Experimental procedures are given in section 5.3. In section 5.4 we list the theoretical
equilibrium predictions using the analysis in the previous chapter, as well as
our alternative hypotheses that are based on the results of other related experiments. We list, motivate and discuss our results in section 5.5. In section
5.6 we apply two models of social preferences to characterize equilibria of the

games in our experiment when played by other-regarding players. We measure the other-regarding preferences of the participants in our experiment and
investigate whether their cooperation can be related to their preferences. We
summarize in section 5.7.

5.1

Introduction

The experimental evidence about behavior in social dilemma games is rather
mixed. On the one hand, experiments with prisoner's dilemma games typically
report substantial levels of cooperation, with averages significantly above the
theoretical prediction of no cooperation. Similarly, the average contributions
in experimental public goods game often significantly exceed the theoretically
predicted level of uniform free-riding. These observations encourage the view
that the free-rider problem can be overcome without the exogenous support of
institutional enforcements.
On the other hand, the evidence from experiments with repeated social dilemma games does not support this view. In repeated multi-player prisoner's
dilemma games most subjects eventually defect, and contributions in repeated
public goods games steadily decrease toward the theoretically predicted level of
free-riding. One exception is the repeated two-player prisoner's dilemma game
in which cooperation is often sustained by subjects who using tit-for-tat types
of strategies (Cooper et al., 1996).
As a consequence of the diverse evidence the social dilemmas remain among
the most investigated topics in experimental economics. A recent major advance
came with the experimental study by Fehr and Gachter (2000) who demonstrate
that contributions in the experimental public good game can be sustained at
high levels if subjects have the possibility to punish other players. In contrast
with the theoretical prediction they observe a widespread willingness among
subjects to incur costs to punish free-riders. Crucially, they also report that
this willingness does not disappear over periods, which is necessary for the
observed steady increase in contributions. This observation matches the general
experimental evidence that many subjects behave reciprocally (Güth et al., 1982;
Fehr et al., 1993; Berg et al., 1995; Brandts and Schram, 2000; Fischbacher et al.,
2001; Seinen and Schram, 2001), and that frequency and strength of reciprocal
behavior do not decline over time (Roth et al., 1991; Fehr et al., 1993; Fehr and
Gachter, 1998).
Punishment is a mechanism that gives reciprocal types of people an opportunity to retaliate, and thus reduces free-riding. We show in this chapter that
exclusion is another such mechanism. This is important because direct punishment may not be possible in all situations. For example, inflicting physical
harm or destroying another person's property is generally against the law. In
contrast, avoiding unwelcome interaction may quite often be possible and is
socially acceptable.
Exclusion can be seen as a sort of punishment albeit quite different from the
direct punishment studied by Fehr and Gachter (2000). Direct punishment is
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assumed to have an immediate effect and a sure loss for both the punisher and
the punished player. It has no direct effect for future interaction and for the flow
of information. In contrast, the loss associated with exclusion is uncertain because it implies a loss of future interaction, the value of which depends on future
behavior. Further, if interaction links also serve to exchange information then
a loss of interaction also implies a loss of information. This indicates an important relation between information, exclusion, the resulting network structure,
and the spread of norms of behavior. For example, if cooperators consistently
exclude defectors society may segregate into isolated subgroups of cooperators
and defectors. If information sharing between the groups is restricted due to the
missing links then behavior in each group evolves independently. Consequently,
free-riding may never disappear, partly because of the lack of information and
partly because the transition of an individual from a defective into a cooperative
group is inhibited, since cooperative intentions cannot be signaled.
The effect of exclusion of defectors depends on the loss associated with exclusion from the interaction network which, further, depends on the value of
the outside option. The outside option may therefore determine the success of
cooperation. In an experiment with public goods games with punishment Egas
and Riedl (2004) demonstrate that contributions increase only when punishing
is cheaper than being punished. In the setting of our network dilemma games,
if outside options are the same for all players then defectors always lose more
from exclusion than cooperators. In this sense, cooperators are encouraged to
exclude defectors.
We consider mutual link formation because this seems to be the natural case.
We do not impose any linking costs or linking constraints, but we conjecture
that some reciprocal subjects are willing to exclude defectors even at a cost of
the reduced number of interactions. We consider four experimental treatments
which differ in the value of the outside option and in the relation between the
network structure and the flow of information. In addition, to investigate the
effect of endogenous choice of links we compare the experimental treatments
with a control treatment in which we fix the interaction network exogenously.
Our results can be summarized as follows. Cooperation increases in all experimental treatments, compared to the control treatment in which cooperation
declines. The magnitude of this increase and the structures of networks depend,
however, on the value of the outside option and on the information condition.
For example, when outside option is high and the flow of information is independent of the network structure the majority of experimental groups establish
complete networks and unanimously cooperate, in all but the initial and the
final periods. In contrast, if outside option is high but information is exchanged
only through links of the network then most groups segregate into connected
subnetworks of cooperators and isolated defectors. Nonetheless, cooperation
in each experimental treatment significantly exceeds cooperation in the control
treatment.
Our experiment is one of the first to investigate the simultaneous dynamics
of networks and behavior. In fact, the literature on experiments with network
formation began to emerge only recently and only one paper has been published
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(Callander and Plott, 2004). A review of this literature is given by Kosfeld
(2004). In line with the theoretical literature, most of the existing experiments
in economics focus only on network formation without any parallel dynamics
of behavior on the network (see e.g. the review by Jackson, 2004). Network
experiments have a longer tradition in sociology and social psychology, but focus
primarily on the relation between network position and bargaining power (see
e.g. Cook and Emerson, 1978; Cook et al., 1983; Lawler and Yoon, 1996). The
most similar to ours is the experiment of Corbae and Duffy (2003) who study
the evolution of coordination in endogenous networks. They study repeated
coordination games on networks that can be periodically modified by the players
and observe that networks usually converge to a collection of isolated pairs. The
remaining directly related experiments are those of Orbell and Dawes (1993),
Hauk (1999) and Hauk and Nagel (2001) on multiple prisoner's dilemma games
with outside option. Orbell and Dawes study one-shot prisoner's dilemma games
with high outside option and report increased cooperation between players who
chose to play the game. Hauk confirms this observation in the repeated setting
but reports decreased cooperation in the game with intermediate outside option.
Hauk and Nagel report that cooperation in games with high outside option can
be further increased if linking is unilateral. None of these three papers, however,
investigates the dynamics of interaction structures.
Some evidence that the possibility of migration increases cooperation is given
by Brown et al. (2004) and Page et al. (2002). Brown et al. report that commitment in a buyer-seller environment sustains cooperation in presence of incomplete contracts and that termination of a relationship is used as a disciplining
device. Page et al. report that contributions to a public good can be increased
through endogenous reorganization of groups. Interestingly, Gunnthorsdottir
et al. (2000) and Swope (2002) report an increase in cooperation also with
an exogenously imposed exclusion or reorganization of groups. The results of
Ehrhart and Keser (1999), on the other hand, suggest that efficiency is not
increased if cooperators cannot prohibit defectors from infiltrating their groups.
Finally Kirchkamp and Nagel (2000), and Cassar (2002) show that the structure of interaction itself influences the dynamics of cooperation in experiments
with prisoner's dilemma games on exogenously imposed networks. Kirchkamp
and Nagel report lower cooperation on circles than in fully connected groups.
Cassar observes that cooperation increases with segregation, but remains difficult to achieve. Both studies report decreasing cooperation levels with averages
below 50 percent.
In contrast to the above literature we explicitly study the dynamics of the
network structures and its relation to the dynamics of cooperation. Furthermore, we identify the effects for this relation of environmental variables such
as the value of the outside option and the information flow. We demonstrate
that these effects can be large and may determine whether groups segregate or
integrate. We also conclude that, regardless of the other environmental effects,
the endogenous choice of partners may be sufficient to sustain cooperation.
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5.2

Experimental design

Our design consists of four experimental and one control treatment. In each
treatment we study groups of 6 subjects playing 60 periods of an experimental
game. The composition of groups and the identities of subjects in a group do
not change across periods.
In each of the experimental treatments I, II, III and IV we consider a network
dilemma game with
• mutual link formation,
• no linking constraints, and
• no linking costs.
In the control treatment V we consider a 6-player prisoner's dilemma game
played on an exogenously fixed network.
The experimental games in all five treatments are based on the same prisoner's
dilemma game, with the following payoff matrix:
cooperate
defect

cooperate
50,50
70,10

defect
10,70
30,30

The four experimental treatments differ only in the outside option value and in
the information about the history of play that is given to the subjects in each
period. We consider two values of the outside option:
1. HIGH: o = 40, and
2. LOW: o = 0.
In addition, we consider two information conditions:
1. MAXIMAL: all subjects observe all past moves of all other subjects in their
group. The information that a subject receives at the start of each period
includes both the linking choices and the actions of all other subjects in their
group in the previous period.
2. MINIMAL: a subject observes only the actions of her neighbors. At the start
of each period a subject observes which of the links that she proposed in
the previous period were established, and which actions her neighbors then
chose, but has otherwise no information about the linking and action choices
of other subjects.
Each subject can access all information she received in all past periods. Under the maximal information condition each subject sees the complete history
of play. Under the minimal information condition each subject knows only the
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information:
o= 0
o = 40

maximal
I - LowMax
III - HighMax

minimal
I I - LowMin
I V - HighMin

Table 5.1: Information condition and outside option value for experimental
treatments I - IV.
decisions that affect her payoff: her current neighbors and their current actions.
We consider mutual link formation, which means that a proposed link is established only if it is reciprocated. Hence, under the minimal information condition
each subject knows which of the links that she proposed were not reciprocated,
but knows otherwise nothing about the linking choices of the other subjects. To
compare the effects of the outside option value and of the information condition
we adopt a two by two design for our experimental treatments, shown in Table
5.1. The experimental games in treatments I and III (II and IV) differ only in
the value of the outside option. The experimental games in treatments I and
II (III and IV) use exactly the same parameters, but differ in the information
condition.
The motivation for our choice of treatments is as follows. First, the theoretical
considerations in chapter 4 suggest that the set of subgame-perfect equilibria of
a network dilemma game depends crucially on whether the outside option is low
or high. We therefore consider one low and one high outside option. Second, as
we show in section 5.4, under standard theoretical assumptions the set of linkingproof subgame-perfect equilibria of our experimental games is independent of the
information condition. However, we nevertheless expect that in experimental
network dilemma games the dynamics of behavior may be affected by the way
that information spreads through the network. We conjecture that differences
are largest when we contrast the case of maximal possible information to the
case of minimal necessary information.
In the control treatment V the complete network is exogenously imposed,
and subjects cannot choose or modify their links. In each period each subject
plays a prisoner's dilemma game with all five other subjects in her group. If
we remove the possibility to endogenously choose the links in any of the four
experimental games and fix the network to the complete network, then the resulting game coincides with the experimental game in control treatment V. This
holds regardless of the original outside option value and information condition.
Hence, the experimental game in treatment V is directly comparable to any of
the four other experimental games.

5.2.1

Research questions

Our first research question concerns the effect endogenous linking has on cooperation. We conjecture that cooperation is easier to sustain when partner
choice is endogenous. In the control treatment a subject can retaliate defection
by another subject only by defecting herself. This, however, may trigger retal96

iation by even more players and lead to uniform defection. In contrast, in the
experimental treatment a subject can retaliate also by removing her links with
defectors. The subject can signal cooperative intentions and at the same time
punish defectors. This may sustain cooperation and even induce defectors to
cooperate. By comparing behavior in each of the experimental treatments with
behavior in the control treatment we therefore investigate whether endogenizing
the network structure promotes cooperation.
To investigate how the value of the outside option affects the dynamics of
interaction structures and cooperation we compare behavior across experimental treatments with the same information condition (I vs. Ill and II vs. IV).
A low outside option makes exclusion costly, in the sense that all payoffs in
the prisoner's dilemma game strictly exceed the low outside option value. In
contrast, a high outside option makes exclusion of defectors cheap because the
high outside option is strictly more valuable than a defective neighbor. Consequently, if the outside option value is high two players establish a link only
when they trust each other to cooperate. The standard equilibrium analysis
predicts no exclusion in treatments with a low outside option and no trust and
interactions in treatments with a high outside option. However, evidence from
related experiments, described in section 5.4, suggests that subjects may trust
even unknown other subjects and do incur costs to punish defectors. Hence, our
second research question is do subjects exclude when exclusion is costly and do
they establish links when linking requires trust.
Similarly, we investigate the effect of the information conditions on the dynamics of behavior by comparing behavior across experimental treatments with
the same outside option (I vs. II and III vs. IV). The information that subjects
receive may affect their learning about the behavior of other subjects. With
maximal information the subjects may quickly adapt, for example by identifying the optimal response, or by imitating other subjects in their group. The
resulting dynamics may lead to homogeneity of behavior in the groups. In contrast, with minimal information subjects can learn only from the behavior of
their neighbors and may never adapt to the behavior outside of their neighborhood. If, for example the group segregates into disconnected subnetworks then
the dynamics of behavior in each is independent. This contrast is the scope of
our third research question, dealing with how information conditions affect the
spread of norms of behavior.
Finally, by analyzing behavior in each group we can study the relation between the social structure and cooperation. For instance, if linking behavior
of cooperators substantially differs from that of defectors then cooperators and
defectors should have different neighborhood structures. Further, if cooperators
are more likely to have cooperative neighbors than defectors then cooperation
may turn out to be profitable. Our fourth research question is how neighborhoods
and earnings differ between cooperators and defectors.
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Session
Treatment
Number of groups

1
I
3

2
I
3

3 4 5
II II III
3 3 3

6
III
4

7
IV
2

8 9
10
IV V V
3 2 3

11
IV
3

Table 5.2: Distribution of treatments and number of independent groups across
sessions.

5.3

Experimental procedures

All sessions of the experiment were conducted in the CREED laboratory at the
University of Amsterdam. In total 192 subjects participated. Each experimental
session lasted between 90 and 120 minutes. Average earnings were 24.4 euros.
Subjects were students of various disciplines but mainly economics and business
administration undergraduates. They were recruited through notices on bulletin
boards in the faculties and through email announcements. Each subject participated in only one session and none had participated in a similar experiment
before. To ensure anonymity at least twelve subjects were recruited for every
session, and were randomly divided into at least two independent groups. See
Table 5.2 for the distribution of treatments and number of independent groups
per session. All sessions ran as planned and without any problems. As shown
in the following table we had between 5 and 8 groups for each treatment. Each
group is one independent observation.
Treatment
Number of groups

I
6

II
6

III
7

IV
8

V
5

Each session consisted of two parts. The first part consisted of a test of the
subject's other-regarding preferences. In the second part the subjects played 60
periods of the experimental game. To minimize the influence between the two
parts the subjects received no information about the decisions of other subjects
in the first part until the end of the experiment. Furthermore, the decision of
subjects in the first part did not affect their earnings in the second part. We
therefore consider the results from the two parts as independent.
Before the first part of the experiment subjects were explained the rules of
conduct and the structure of the whole experiment, followed by the detailed
instructions for this part. They were told that another part of the experiment
will follow, that their decisions in the first part will not be revealed until the
end of the whole experiment and that these decisions have no effect for the
payoffs in the second part. Only after all subjects finished the first part did
they received instructions for the second part of the experiment. After reading
the instructions each subject had to answer a number of questions, designed to
test their understanding of the network game, the payoff calculations and the
computer screen. After all subjects correctly answered all questions there was a
single practice period allowing subjects to ask questions about making decisions
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via the computer screen, at the end of which no information about the choices
of other subjects was revealed. The second part of the experiment started only
after all subjects confirmed they had no more questions.
The experiment was computerized using software developed in CREED by
Jos Theelen as a general tool for network experiments. All instructions were
read aloud and shown on the computer screen. Each participant also received a
printed summary of instructions immediately before each part of the experiment
began. The test questions and the practice period for the second part were
computerized as well.
A detailed description of the first part of the experiment is given in section
5.6.4, where we discuss the relation between the observations in the two parts.
In sections 5.4-5.5 we focus on the second part of the experiment. We next
describe the procedures for this part.
No communication other than through decision-making was permitted. To
increase anonymity and avoid suggestive framing each subject referred to herself
as "Me" and to the other five members of her group with the letters "A", "B",
"C", "D", and "E". Each letter referred to the same other subject throughout
all periods, and this was common knowledge. The network dilemma game was
neutrally framed: subjects were forming "connections" and choosing between
the actions "green" and "blue". Care was taken to minimize differences in
the instructions for different treatments. In all treatments the subjects were
informed about the size of their group, procedures to propose and establish
links, the payoff function, the information condition, and the number of periods.
Two computer screens, seen by the subjects in all 60 periods of the second
part of the experiment, are shown in Figure 5.1. Each screen is divided into a
left and a right side. Subjects make decisions on the right side of the screen and
receive information about the history of play on its left side. Linking choices
are made by clicking on the buttons "A", "B", "C", "D", and "E" in the window "decision: connections". An action is chosen by selecting either the color
"blue" (cooperate) or "green" (defect) in the window "decision: color". When
the subject is satisfied with her decision she clicks on the "confirm" button.
After all subjects made their decisions the information about the proposed and
established links and the chosen colors is revealed in the window "round # " .
Established links are shown as thick black lines. Links that were proposed but
not reciprocated are shown as thin gray lines, broken on the side of the subject that did not propose the link. Under the maximal information condition
all proposed and established links are visible and each letter is colored with
the color chosen by the corresponding subject. Under the minimal information
condition only the subject's own proposed and established links are shown, the
letters of the neighbors are colored with their chosen color and the remaining
letters are colored gray See Figure 5.1 for an illustration of the information
given to a subject about the same previous period profile of moves under the
two information conditions. The buttons "previous" and "next" could be used
to browse through the information that the subject received in previous periods.
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Figure 5.1: Computer screen for the experimental network dilemma game.
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Treatment
I
II
III

rv
V

Payoff in SPE
18
18
24
24
18

Min payment
11.5
10.1
24.7
23.5
16.8

Max payment
29.8
29.8
30
27.8
27.5

Average payment
21.5
22.7
28.8
25.4
22.2

Table 5.3: Payoff per subject in the subgame perfect equilibrium. Actual minimum, maximum, and average payoffs across the treatments.

In accordance with the tradition of experimental economics the payoffs earned
in both experimental parts translate into monetary earnings, paid individually
to each subject in cash at the end of the experimental session. The payoff of
a subject was determined by the sum of the points earned over all the periods.
The conversion rate was 1 euro for 500 points. In all treatments the joint group
earning in the second part of the experiment is maximized if all subjects in
all periods cooperated and established the complete network. In this case the
payoff per subject would equal 30 euro. The payoff per subject when all subjects
play the (linking-proof) subgame perfect equilibrium differs across treatments
and is given in Table 5.3, together with the minimum, maximum, and average of
the actually earned payoffs. The average payoff in each treatment exceeded the
(linking-proof) subgame perfect equilibrium payoff. The maximal payoff in each
treatment was close to 30 euro. Except in treatment III, the minimal payoff
in each treatment was below the (linking-proof) subgame perfect equilibrium
payoff.

5.4

Predictions

The standard way to analyze experimental games in economics is to assume
that subjects are selfish and rational money maximizers and that this is common knowledge. This assumption is analytically convenient because it justifies
the equilibrium analysis of experimental games, equalizing payoffs in terms of
utilities with monetary earnings. However, numerous studies have shown that
this assumption is violated in experiments (see e.g. Kagel and Roth, 1995 or Goeree and Holt, 2001). We therefore discuss, later in this thesis, the predictions
about the behavior in our experimental games given by three different models of
behavior that rely on alternative assumptions about the subjects: predictions of
two models of non-selfish preferences are analyzed in section 5.6 below, and in
chapter 6 we look at the dynamics of behavior in network dilemma games played
by boundedly rational players. In this section, however, we discuss predictions
based on standard equilibrium analysis, and alternative predictions that are
based on previous experimental evidence and intuition.
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5.4.1

Measures of cooperation and network structure

We shall distinguish between the level of cooperation and the level of cooperative
play. The level of cooperation is the number of cooperative actions in a group in
one period and does not take the network structure into account. The level of
cooperative play, on the other hand, measures cooperation in games that were
actually played and thus weights each subject's action with the number of her
links.
Take any profile of moves (a,p) of the 6 subjects in one group. Let Si be 1 if
subject i cooperates and 0 otherwise and let l(p) be the number of all established
links. The level of cooperation is the normalized number of subjects who choose
to cooperate, regardless of their linking decisions:
level of cooperation = - \^

^,

If all subjects in the group cooperate the level of cooperation is 1; if all subjects defect this level is 0. The level of cooperative play measures the rate of
cooperation in the games that were actually played: it is calculated as the number of cooperative actions over all links, normalized by double the number of
established links:
level of coop, play = ——
[P>

^

(Si + Sj),

9(P)«=1

This measure is not affected by actions of subjects that are isolated from other
subjects in the established network. Further, the weight of a subject's action
increases with the number of games she plays, that is, with the number of
her neighbors. The level of cooperative play is 1 if all non-isolated subjects
cooperate and 0 if they all defect. The two measures coincide if the network is
complete (as e.g. in the control treatment).
The density of the network, g(p) = l(p)/15, gives the number of established
links normalized by 15 (the number of all possible links between 6 agents is 15).
The density is thus 1 when the network is complete and 0 when the network is
empty. The number of links proposed by subject i, ^2j€NPij, is her outdegree.
The indegree of subject i is the number of other subjects that propose a link to
We say that a subgroup of subjects J V ' c J V exhibits homogeneous behavior
if their actions and linking choices coincide, that is, if for each i,j € N', (i)
<Zj = cij, and (ii) piz = pjZ for each z e N'\{i,j}.
Subjects with homogeneous behavior choose the same actions and exclude the same other subjects.
We define group homogeneity as the size of the largest subgroup that exhibits
homogeneous behavior. Group homogeneity is 1 when no two subjects exhibit
homogeneous behavior, and 6 when all subjects choose exactly the same actions
and with each subject a link is proposed either by all or by none of the other
five subjects.
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5.4.2

Standard equilibrium predictions

Assume that the utility of each subject coincides with her individual monetary
earnings, that each subject is rational and that this is common knowledge. Let
N = {1, 2, 3, 4,5,6} and let the prisoner's dilemma payoff function v° be defined
by (5.1). The experimental games then coincide with the following network
dilemma games:
Treatments I and II: r ' = (JV, J,7r') , where 7r\(a,p) =

Y2

Treatment III and IV: Th = (N,J,TTh) , where 7if (a,p) =

v

°(di,cLj),

J2

v0(ai,aj)

+

40(5 - h(p)),
Treatment V: Tc = (N,J,wc),

where irf(a,p) =

Yl

v

°(aiiaj)-

jeN\{i}

Using the theory developed in chapter 4 we get the following characterization
of equilibria of our finitely repeated experimental games. The extensive forms
of these games depend on the information condition (see van Damme, 1987
or Osborne and Rubinstein, 1994 for elaboration on games with incomplete
information). However, the theoretical predictions turn out to be independent
of the information condition.
I (LowMax): In each period all players establish all links and defect, in the unique linking-proof subgame perfect equilibrium. However,
cooperation can be sustained in a non-linking-proof subgame perfect equilibrium, for example with strategies "Cooperate until period 59 and defect
in period 60. Remove the links with all other players that defected in the
previous period and propose all other links. If you deviated in the previous
period then remove all your own links.". Cooperation can also be sustained
in a non-subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, for example with strategies
"Propose all links in period 1. Cooperate until period 59 and defect in
period 60. Remove the links with all other players that defected in the
previous period and propose all other links.".

TREATMENT

II (LowMin): In each period all players defect and establish all
links, in the unique linking-proof subgame perfect equilibrium. However,
similar to the maximal information case, cooperation can be sustained in
a non-linking-proof subgame perfect equilibrium or a non-subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium.

TREATMENT

III (HighMax) In any Nash equilibrium the empty network with
no links is established and any profile of actions is chosen, in each period.

TREATMENT

IV (HighMin): In any Nash equilibrium the empty network with
no links is established and any profile of actions is chosen, in each period.

TREATMENT
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V (Control): In the unique Nash equilibrium all players defect in
each period.

TREATMENT

See Results 4.1 and 4.3 in chapter 4. The results about the uniqueness of linkingproof subgame-perfect equilibria for minimal information treatments can be derived as follows. In treatment II, the complete network is the unique linking
proof network of the stage game. By definition of a linking-proof subgame perfect equilibrium in chapter 4, this uniqueness implies that the complete network
is established in each period, along and off the equilibrium path, of any such
equilibrium. All players defect in the last period of the finitely repeated game
independently of the history. Hence, both the actions and the linking choices
of all players in the last period are independent of the history. All players then
defect also in the penultimate period. We can now repeat the argument and use
backwards induction to show that, along the outcome path of the linking-proof
subgame-perfect equilibrium of the finitely repeated game, all players establish
the complete network and defect in each period. Similarly, in treatment IV the
empty network is the unique Nash equilibrium of the stage game and we can
use backwards induction to show that, along the equilibrium path of the finitely
repeated game, the empty network should be established in each period.
Based on the equilibrium analysis above we can formulate the following predictions. In the control treatment all subjects will defect in each period. In
treatments I and II all links will be established and all players will defect in
each period. In treatments III and IV no links will ever be established and,
consequently, no games will be played.

5.4.3

Alternative predictions

The experimental game in the control treatment V can be interpreted as a public goods game with a binary choice (Palfrey and Rosenthal, 1984; Bergstrom,
2002). Previous experimental evidence shows that contributions in repeated
public goods games initially substantially exceed those predicted by the standard
equilibrium analysis, but that in subsequent periods the contributions gradually
decrease toward the predicted uniform free-riding (see e.g. Isaac et al., 1984; Andreoni, 1988; Isaac et al., 1994). A similar downward trend from positive initial
levels of cooperation can, therefore, be expected in our control treatment.
Fehr and Gachter (2000) have shown that this downward trend can be reversed into an upward trend if each period of the public goods game is supplemented by a "punishment" phase in which subjects can reduce the payoffs of
other subjects at some cost to themselves. Based on their recent experiment
Egas and Riedl (2004) report that many subjects are willing to incur costs to
punish defectors but that contributions increase across periods only if the effect
of punishment, i.e. the reduction in payoff of the punished subject, exceeds the
cost of punishing. The games in our experimental treatments are different from
public goods games with punishment. However, there is some analogy between
the two when our experimental games have low outside option. First, individual
exclusion may be used to punish defectors in prisoner's dilemma games. This
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may have a similar positive effect for cooperation that individual punishment
has for contributions in public goods games. Second, exclusion of defectors by
cooperators is costly both for the excluding and for the excluded subjects, because they both forego a sure positive payoff from mutual interaction. However,
the cooperator's cost of excluding another player is never higher than the cost
of the excluded player. Third, the standard equilibrium predictions coincide in
our experimental games with low outside option and those on a fixed network,
just as they coincide in public goods games with and without punishment. Motivated by this analogy we predict, for our experimental treatments I and II,
that some cooperators will punish defectors with exclusion and that cooperation
rates will increase across periods.
In experimental games with high outside option, treatments III and IV, a link
is profitable only if it is with a cooperative neighbor. Hence, in order to establish a profitable link the subject needs to believe that the other subject is likely
to cooperate. In other words, linking in treatments III and IV requires trust.
On the other hand, exclusion of defectors is costless in the sense that playing
with a defectors always earns less than the outside option. This suggests that
all subjects exclude all other subjects they believe will defect. When the game
is repeated we may therefore expect a separation between linked cooperators
and isolated defectors. Orbell and Dawes (1993) and Hauk (1999) have demonstrated that this separation to some extent occurs even in a one-shot setting in
the related experiments with multiple two-player prisoner's dilemma game with
high outside option. Their main observation is that intending cooperators are
relatively more willing to play than intending defectors. Consequently, cooperation rates in games that were actually played (cooperative play) exceeded the
cooperation rates in standard prisoner's dilemma games without the outside option. For our treatments III and IV we therefore predict that cooperative play
and exclusion of defectors will increase with periods until all defectors are isolated, and that the network density in groups with many defectors will remain
low.
We can not straightforwardly predict the effect of the information condition on
the dynamics of exclusion and cooperation. If information spreads only through
links of the network, as is the case in our minimal information condition, then
exclusion implies not only a loss of interaction, but also a loss of information
exchange. On the one hand this may make exclusion less likely, thus increasing
defection. On the other hand, however, the subjects may become more averse
to being excluded which may increase cooperation and reduce the need for
exclusion. Less ambiguous is the effect of the information condition on learning
about the behavior of other subjects. In treatments with minimal information
learning depends on the established links and can be severely limited. In an
extreme case, the subjects may separate into disconnected subnetworks, each
with a completely independent dynamics of behavior. On the other hand, in
treatments with maximal information, each subject observes the behavior in all
subnetworks and can observe and learn from a successful strategy of another
subject even if separated. We predict that behavior is more homogeneous in
groups with maximal information than in groups with minimal information.
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Figure 5.2: DYNAMICS OF COOPERATION RATES. Treatment averages per clusters of 10 periods.
To summarize, we predict a downward trend in cooperation in treatment V,
an upward trend in cooperation in treatments I and II, high frequency of cooperative play but sparse networks in treatment III and IV, and more homogeneity
in treatment I (III) than in treatment II (IV). In all treatments the players
earn more from a cooperative than from a defective neighbor. Hence, subjects
in treatments with endogenous link formation may be more likely to propose
links to those other subjects that they believes will cooperate. Therefore, our
final prediction is that cooperators have a higher indegree and, consequently,
establish more links than defectors.

5.5

Experimental Results

Before we discuss the details of our results we outline our main observations.
Figure 5.2 shows condensed illustrations of the evolutions of cooperation and
of cooperative play for the different treatments. As expected, in none of the
treatments the theoretically predicted equilibrium play is observed right from
the beginning. However, there are remarkable differences in the dynamics of
cooperation, in particular between the control treatment with an exogenously
fixed network and the four experimental treatments with endogenous linking.
Cooperation exhibits a downward trend in the control treatment and, with the
exception of the final periods, an upward trend in each of the experimental
treatments. Cooperation, in both measures, is highest in treatment III (high
outside option and maximal information), where it rapidly rises to almost uniform cooperation and remains there during all but the final few periods. There
is less overall cooperation in treatment IV (high outside option and minimal in106

formation), although the subjects achieve very high cooperative play within the
established links (see Figure 5.2 b). The information condition appears to have
little or no effect on the evolution of cooperation in treatments with low outside
option (the development in treatments I and II is similar in both measures).
An impression about our subject's linking behavior and cooperation can be
gained from the illustrations of average cooperation and average network structures, shown in appendix A to this chapter. Again as expected, the networks
in the four experimental treatments differ from the theoretically predicted networks, which are the complete network in treatments I and II and empty network
in treatments III and IV. Surprisingly and in stark contrast with our predictions, complete networks most frequently occur in treatment III where we also
observe the highest rate of cooperation. However, in line with our alternative
predictions, the networks in treatment IV are sparse, with many isolated subjects and links mostly established between cooperators. This suggests that the
information condition has a strong effect for the spread of trust when the outside option is high. There are no obvious effects of the information condition
when the outside option is low. There seems to be a relation in all experimental
treatments between individual cooperation and the number of established links:
individuals that cooperate relatively more have relatively more neighbors.
We now proceed with our detailed results using various measures of cooperation, linking behavior and the network structure, and of their dynamics.
Result 5.1. COOPERATION IN EXOGENOUS AND ENDOGENOUS NETWORKS
First-period cooperation rates are around or above 0.5 in all five treatments.
During periods 1-55 the cooperation rates converge to uniform defection only in
the control treatment V with the exogenous network. There is no such tendency
during periods 1-55 in the experimental treatments with endogenous networks:
in treatments I, II and IV the cooperation rates increase to around 0.7, and in
treatment III to almost 1. Especially in periods 31-59 the cooperation rates in the
four experimental treatments with endogenous link formation are significantly
higher than in the control treatment. There is a substantial end-game effect in
all experimental treatments: cooperation rates drop to between 0.1 and 0.4 in
period 60.
The first support for this result comes from Figure 5.3(a)-(b) which depicts,
for each treatment, the dynamics (a) of cooperative choices and (b) of cooperative plays, for all sixty periods. Observe that in the first period, there is a
substantial amount of cooperation in all treatments (see also Table 5.4). What
these figures also show is that the dynamics of cooperative choices differ significantly between experimental treatments I-IV and the control treatment V.
Interestingly, in treatment V there are frequent attempts to increase cooperation (see the 'hills' in Figure 5.3(a)-(b)) which are, however, not successful.
Although the levels of cooperation differ between the four experimental treatments (see also Result 5.2) the dynamics are similar. In particular, all four
treatments exhibit very high and stable cooperation rates across periods, on
both measures. The cooperation rates increase till they reach a maximum in
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Figure 5.3: DYNAMICS OF COOPERATION RATES. Treatment averages per period.
periods 41 to 50 (except for treatment I where the maximum is reached in periods 31-40). Thereafter, due to the end-game effect, cooperation rates decrease
again.
To get further support for this result we ran non-parametric Mann-Whitney
tests for the first period, periods 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, and the
last period, with group averages in each treatment as units of observation. These
statistics corroborate the observations drawn from the figures. In the first period
only the actions taken by subjects in treatment III differ significantly from those
taken in treatment V (p = 0.090 for "choices", p = 0.042 for "plays"; all test
statistics are one-sided). In later periods, however, cooperation is higher in
all four experimental treatments I-IV compared to treatment V. In particular,
in periods 31-40, 41-50, and 51-60 the differences are significant at least at
the 5 percent significance level and mostly (in nine out of 12 cases) at the 2.5
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C o o p e r a t i v e choices:
first period
periods 1-60
periods 1-55
0.721
0.611
0.693
(0.188)
(0.140)
II - LowMin
0.752
0.774
0.722
(0.151)
(0.111)
0.934
0.947
III - HighMax
0.786
(0.113)
(0.071)
IV - HighMin
0.658
0.673
0.479
(0.159)
(0.140)
V - Control
0.346
0.600
0.375
(0.269)
(0.262)
Treatment
I - LowMax

Treatment
I - LowMax

first p e r i o d
0.626

II - LowMin

0.734

III - HighMax

0.817

IV - HighMin

0.519

V - Control

0.600

C o o p e r a t i v e plays:
periods 1-60 periods 1-55
0.686
0.715
(0.198)
(0.150)
0.750
0.771
(0.110)
(0.150)
0.93
0.957
(0.134)
(0.079)
0.786
0.809
(0.247)
(0.206)
0.346
0.375
(0.262)
(0.269)

Table 5.4: COOPERATION RATES. Treatment averages across all periods and
across periods 1-55.

percent level (all tests one-sided). This holds for both measures of cooperation.
Interestingly, even in the very last period cooperative choices in treatments
III and IV significantly exceed those in treatment V (p < 0.005, one-sided).
Cooperative play in the last period is significantly higher in treatment III than
in treatment V (p < 0.025, one-sided). The same results are found when we look
at the aggregated cooperation levels across all periods or (to control for the endperiod effect) across periods 1-55 (see also Table 5.4). A Mann-Whitney test
shows that aggregated cooperative choices and cooperative plays in treatments
I-IV significantly exceed those in treatment V (at the 5 percent level, one-sided).
An examination of Figure 5.3 also suggests that the dynamics of behavior in
experimental treatments exhibit much more stability than in the control treatment. To find statistical support for this impression we calculate the standard
deviation of cooperative choices and plays across the periods for each group.
Table 5.4 shows in parentheses the averages of these standard deviations per
treatment for periods 1-60 and for periods 1-55. For cooperative choices a MannWhitney test shows that standard deviations in treatments I-IV are significantly
smaller compared to treatment V (p < 0.01 for all pair-wise comparisons, one109
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Figure 5.4:

DISTRIBUTION OF COOPERATIVE CHOICES IN A GROUP PER PERIOD.

sided test) for both ranges of periods. For cooperative plays the results are less
pronounced but qualitatively the same as for the choices (p < 0.025 for all comparisons but the one between treatments IV and V, for which the significance
for periods 1-55 is p = 0.095; one-sided tests).
Result 5.2. STABILITY OF COOPERATIVE BEHAVIOR
The action choices in treatments with endogenous network formation exhibit
significantly more stability compared to the control treatment.
Together with Result 5.1 this shows that the possibility to form the network
endogenously, i.e. to choose with whom to play, serves as a powerful mean
for promoting and stabilizing cooperation at a high level. However, the figures
indicate that some differences exist between our four experimental treatments,
at least with respect to cooperation.
Result 5.3.
In treatment III (HighMax) significantly more cooperation is observed than in all
other treatments. Cooperation rates in the other three experimental treatments
I, II and IV do not differ significantly.
Support for this result comes again from Figure 5.3. Cooperation rates
(choices as well as plays) are highest in treatment III with high outside option
and maximal information. In fact, cooperation rates in this treatment reach 1
in several periods, which means that all subjects in all groups cooperate. For
an alternative perspective, Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of periods in which
there were 0,1,...,6 cooperative actions in the same group, aggregated per treatment. The left-most column depicts the frequency of periods in which all six
subjects in a group defect, and the right-most column depicts the frequency of
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periods in which all six subjects in a group cooperate. The figure indicates that
uniform cooperation is most frequently observed in treatment III. In contrast,
in treatment IV, with the same outside option but minimal information, the
modal distribution of actions in a group is four cooperators and two defectors.
In control treatment V the most frequent outcome is uniform defection.
These visual impressions are corroborated by a Mann-Whitney test applied
to cooperative choices and plays for all periods and for periods 1-55. In pairwise
comparisons of cooperation rates between the experimental treatments we find
that behavior in treatment III is significantly different from behavior in each
other treatment at least at the 5 percent level (one-sided test) when looking at
periods 1-55. When taking all periods into account the differences are significant
at least at the 2.5 percent level when treatment III is compared to treatments
I and IV and marginally significant (p = 0.057) when compared to treatment II
(one-sided tests). Pairwise comparisons of cooperation rates between the other
three experimental treatments do not reveal any significant differences (p > 0.12
in all cases, one-sided tests).
We now turn to the evolution of network structures. We begin with the
analysis of the dynamics of the network density. Recall that the (linking-proof)
equilibrium prediction is a density of 1 in treatments I and II with low outside
option, and a density of 0 in treatments III and IV with high outside option.
R e s u l t 5.4. N E T W O R K DENSITIES
In experimental treatments I (LowMax) and II (LowMin) the network density
is rather high in all periods (around 0.8), although below 1. In stark contrast
with our predictions, the network density in most periods is equally high also
in treatment III (HighMax). In treatment IV (HighMin), however, the network
density is relatively low (around 0.3 in most periods).
Support for this result comes from Figure 5.5, showing the dynamics of network densities over time. The average network density (across all periods) in
the two treatments with the low outside option is constantly around 0.8. For
reference, the density of 0.8 means that 12 links out of 15 are established. The
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average density across all periods is 0.82 in treatment I and 0.84 in treatment II.
Surprisingly, a similar density is observed for treatment III, with high outside
option and maximal information. Actually, the average density in this treatment is 0.86, the highest among all experimental treatments. In contrast, in
treatment IV, also with high outside option but with minimal information, the
average network density is only 0.35. For reference, the network density is 0.4 if
four players establish all links among themselves and two players are isolated. In
fact, illustrations in appendix A indicate that this is what happened in several
groups in treatment IV: four subjects often linked among themselves and two
subjects had relatively few or no links.
The large and significant (p < 0.01, two-sided Mann-Whitney test) difference
in network density between treatments III and IV indicates the importance of
information about previous play in games with high outside option. A further indication for the importance of information comes from the fact that the
densities in treatments III and IV start out at a similar level (0.51 and 0.57,
respectively), but develop in completely opposite directions. In treatment III
the network density steadily increases during periods 1-20 and stay at a high
level until period 55. In contrast, in treatment IV the density drops strongly in
the beginning and remains at the low level during all remaining periods.
Having observed high cooperation rates in all experimental treatments, as well
as distinct network densities, it is natural to ask for the driving force behind this
result. The most natural candidate is (fear of) exclusion. To study the linking
and exclusion behavior of subjects we proceed as follows. For each period t > 2
we look at links proposed by subjects that cooperate in period t (Ct). We
count how frequently they propose a link to other subjects that cooperated in
the previous period {Ct-\) and to those that defected in the previous period
(£> t _i). This indicates, for example, how often they exclude previous-period
defectors or previous-period cooperators. In the same way we calculate how
frequently the links to past cooperators and defectors are proposed by current
defectors (Dt). The resulting frequencies, aggregated for each experimental
treatment across all subjects and all periods, are depicted in Figure 5.6.
The figure shows that in all treatments cooperators are relatively unlikely to
link to previous period defectors. In treatments I and II the current cooperators propose links to past defectors only in 46 and 64 percent, respectively, of all
possible cases. Recall that in these treatments any interaction with a neighbor
is better than the outside option. Hence, in 54 (treatment I) and 36 (treatment II) percent of all cases cooperators are willing to incur costs to exclude
previous-period defectors. The reason for less exclusion in treatment II may
be that exclusion also implies a loss of information, in addition to the loss in
earnings, and subjects are less willing to exclude. Moreover, if they were not
neighbors a cooperator does not know whether or not another player defected
in the previous period, and may propose a link to obtain information about her
actions. However, lower exclusion rates do not seem to diminish cooperation,
compared to treatment I. This may be because the subjects cooperate in order
to avoid being excluded and lose information.
Exclusion of defectors is intensified in treatments III and IV, where cooper112
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Figure 5.6: PROPOSED LINKS. Ratios of numbers of links proposed by currentperiod cooperators and defectors to previous-period cooperators and defectors,
relative to numbers of all possible such links.

ators propose a link to previous period defectors only in 23 and 24 percent of
all possible cases. It is intuitively clear that exclusion of past defectors is more
frequent in treatments with high outside option, as having defective neighbors
always earns less than taking the outside option. It is interesting that in treatment IV cooperators propose links to other cooperators in only 60 percent of
all cases. This is due to the minimal information condition: two cooperators
may never realize that they both cooperate if they are not linked; if one of them
thinks that the other is defecting she may never propose the link to the other.
The linking behavior of current-period defectors also depends on the outside
option. In treatments I and II they almost always propose all links. In treatment
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Ill they propose most links to past cooperators and slightly fewer links to past
defectors. In treatment IV they propose even fewer links, although more often
with past cooperators.
Result 5.5. PROPOSED LINKS

In all four treatments cooperators are much more likely to propose links with
previous-period cooperators than with defectors. Cooperators do not hesitate to
exclude previous-period defectors even if this is costly (in treatments I and II
with the low outside option). The tendency to exclude defectors is reinforced in
treatments III and IV (with the high outside option).
When the outside option is low defectors try to link to everybody. When the
outside option is high they propose fewer links, and are more likely to propose
links to previous-period cooperators than with defectors.
This tells us that intending cooperators are more likely to link to past cooperators than to past defectors. Excluding past defectors does not ensure, however,
that present defectors are excluded. There is the possibility that past cooperators change to actual defectors and vice versa. To examine whether cooperators
were able to exclude defectors we need to look at actions in established networks.
Result 5.6. ESTABLISHED LINKS

In all experimental treatments there is a tendency toward segregation between
cooperators and defectors: cooperators are more likely to have cooperative neighbors and defectors are more likely to have defective neighbors. The segregation
is more pronounced when the outside option is high (treatments III and IV). In
particular, in treatment IV (HighMin) the defectors are often left isolated.
Support for this result comes from Figure 5.7. To obtain this figure we calculate, from all established networks per treatment, how frequently two cooperators or two defectors established a link, and how frequently was the link
established between a cooperator and defector. The diameters of the circles
around Ct (cooperator in period t) and Dt (defector in t) are proportional to
the average rates of cooperators and defectors in the corresponding treatments.
For treatments I and II with low outside option the figure shows that cooperators establish links with almost all other cooperators (in 85 and 87 percent of all
possible cases, respectively) and defectors establish links with almost all other
defectors (96 and 89 percent, respectively). In both treatments a link between
a cooperator and defector is least likely to be established (67 and 74 percent,
respectively). This shows that cooperators are not only trying to exclude defectors (see Result 5.5) but are also, at least to a certain level, successful in doing
so. In treatment II the link between cooperators and defectors is not much less
likely than any other link. This is the consequence of lower rates of exclusion
in this treatment (see Result 5.5).
High rates of exclusion of defectors in games with high outside option are
reflected by the low frequencies of established links between cooperators and
defectors in treatments III and IV. In particular, in treatment IV defectors are
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Figure 5.7: ESTABLISHED LINKS. Ratios of the number of links established
between two cooperators, between two defectors, and between cooperator and
defector, relative to the number of all possible such links.

almost completely excluded. We suggest the following explanation for the difference in the dynamics of network structure and cooperation between t r e a t m e n t s
III and IV. Cooperation rates in t h e first period are similar between t h e two
treatments. In the second period all first-period defectors are excluded and
earn less t h a n the first-period cooperators. Under the maximal information
condition in t r e a t m e n t III t h e isolated defectors now see t h a t a subnetwork of
cooperators exists and t h a t cooperators earn more t h a n t h e isolated defectors.
To increase their earnings t h e y switch to cooperation. Other cooperators now
see their switch and include t h e m into their subnetwork. This learning process
leads to the complete network in which all players t r u s t each other to cooperate, which is w h a t we regularly observe in t r e a t m e n t III. On t h e other hand,
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under the minimal information condition in treatment IV the isolated defectors
do not realize that interlinked cooperators earn more. And even if they decide
to cooperate they have no means to signal their intentions to the other cooperators. In the worst case, an intending cooperator may isolate herself, falsely
believing that all other subjects defect. This process leads to a rapid decrease
in the number of established links, and little subsequent dynamics due to the
lack of learning. Additional evidence that cooperators in treatment IV fail to
link among themselves can be found in the illustrations in appendix A.
The segregation between cooperators and defectors reduces the possibility for
free-riding. A subject who frequently defects may lose her links with cooperative
neighbors and earn less than a subject who persistently cooperates. On the
other hand, no segregation is possible in treatment V with a fixed network,
which makes defection more profitable than cooperation. To investigate the
differences in earnings between cooperators and defectors we plot in Figure 5.8,
for each treatment, the average cooperation of each subject against her total
earnings. For treatment V the plot reveals a clear negative relation between
cooperation and earnings. The fact that defectors in this treatment consistently
earn more than cooperators is supported by the highly negative Spearman rank
order coefficient (r = — 0.84, p < 0.0001) of correlation between cooperation
and earnings. In contrast, the plots for experimental treatments I-IV reveal no
such negative relation. If anything, the positive and significant (p < 0.01 for
all treatments) Spearman rank order correlation coefficients (0.40 < r < 0.61)
suggest that highly cooperative subjects, on average, earn more than highly
defective subjects.
Result 5.7. COOPERATION AND EARNINGS

In treatment V there is a substantial negative correlation between cooperation
and earnings. In contrast, this correlation is positive in each of the experimental
treatments I-IV.
Our final result deals with convergence in behavior in different treatments.
Recall the definition of group homogeneity, given in section 5.4.1. Figure 5.9
displays the evolution of average group homogeneity in the different treatments.
There are no significant differences in the dynamics of homogeneity between
the two treatments with the low outside option (p > 0.1 in each period with
exception of period 17 when p = 0.0973, Mann-Whitney two-sided test). Homogeneity in both treatments is in the vicinity of 4 in all periods, which means
that, on average, 4 subjects per group behave exactly the same. This is quite
high in view of all possible linking choices, but could be explained if all subjects
choose their strategies from a set of simple rules, such as for example "propose all links" or "exclude all previous-period defective neighbors". There is
even more convergence of behavior in treatment III with high outside option
and maximal information. Homogeneity in the first period is not higher than
in other experimental treatments but steadily increases in subsequent periods,
reaching almost complete uniformity of behavior in almost all groups. In this
sense, we can say that all groups in treatment III eventually establish its behavioral norm. In most groups this norm is "cooperate and link to all other
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Figure 5.9: EVOLUTION OF GROUP HOMOGENEITY. Treatment averages.
(cooperative) members of the group". A completely different dynamics of behavior is seen in treatment IV, also with high outside option but with minimal
information. From an initially similar level to that in treatment III homogeneity
in treatment IV develops in the opposite direction, decreasing below 2 and exceeding 3 in only one later period. The Mann-Whitney test confirms significant
difference in homogeneity between treatments III and IV in each of the periods
2-58 (p < 0.05, two-sided test).
Result 5.8. EVOLUTION OF HOMOGENEOUS BEHAVIOR
The Information conditions have little or no effect for convergence in behavior
in treatments with low outside option: average homogeneity in treatments I
(LowMax) and II (LowMin) is relatively high in all periods. In contrast, the
information condition has a significant effect on the spread of behavioral norms
in treatments with high outside option. While in all groups of treatment III
(HighMax) behavior converges to uniformity, a variety of behaviors appears and
remains in groups of treatment IV (HighMin).

5.6

Social preferences

In the theoretical equilibrium analysis of network dilemma games in section 5.4
we assume that the game payoffs correspond to player's utilities. 1 In experimental games, however, the payoffs correspond to monetary earnings and these may
not correctly represent the utilities of subjects. More specific, some experimental subjects may be "other-regarding" rather than "selfish" and may care about
the monetary earnings of other subjects as well as about their own. Alternatively, subjects may reward other subjects for good intentions and punish them
for selfish or aggressive behavior. In terms of their preferences, experimental
' I n game theory it is always assumed that the ordering of payoffs in games correctly
represent the preferences of hypothetical players: a player always prefers a higher own payoff
over a lower one.
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subjects may thus perceive the game quite differently from the game described
by monetary payoffs (Weibull, 2000).
Many recent models of human decision-making assume that a substantial
number of people are motivated by concerns for fairness and reciprocity. Some
of these models assume that fair-minded people dislike outcomes with unfair
distribution of monetary earnings (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000). Another class of models assign a major role to fair intentions
(Rabin, 1993; Falk and Fischbacher, 1999; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 1999;
Cox, Friedman and Gjerstad, 2004). Both types of models are commonly called
models of social preferences. In this section we apply two models of social preferences to analyze whether assuming fair-minded players would better explain
the behavior in our experimental network dilemma games.
We consider the outcome-based model of inequity aversion by Fehr and Schmidt
(1999) and the model of altruistic preferences of Levine (1998) that may be
viewed as a simple intentions-based model. The models were shown to be successful in predicting behavior in public goods games with or without punishment, which are closely related to our network dilemma games. The authors
of both papers consider their models as static and do not intend to explain the
dynamics of behavior in repeated games. Rather, they aim at predicting the
convergence of behavior in experimental games that were repeated many times,
such that players have a fair knowledge about preferences of the other players.
We, therefore, study only one-shot games with fair-minded players and compare
their equilibria to the last period behavior in the experimental games. 2
For each of the two models we proceed as follows. We consider games obtained when our experimental games are played either by altruistic or by inequity averse hypothetical players under common knowledge of preferences. We
study the equilibria of such games and identify the necessary conditions for cooperation. For each underlying experimental game we show that if altruism and
inequity aversion are distributed as described by the original author's empirical
application of their models then no cooperation is possible in equilibrium. We
then use the results from the first part of our experiments to elicit the distribution of altruism and inequity aversion among our own experimental subjects.
In the final section 5.6.5 we compare these results to our experimental data and
argue that we cannot explain the observed cooperation in the last period of our
experimental games using either the model of altruism or the model of inequity
aversion.

5.6.1

Notation

Consider a game in which outcomes yield monetary earnings to the players.
Each of the two models of social preferences that we study below assumes that
2
Given the strong end-game effect in our experimental games we also considered to compare
the predictions of the two models with behavior in some earlier period, rather than with
behavior in the final period. We decided to remain consistent with the approach of the
authors who test their models using the d a t a from the final period of the repeated public
goods game.
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each player's preferences over outcomes can be captured by her utility function
which assigns utility, valued in real numbers, to each possible profile of monetary
earnings. Each also assumes that players are rational and maximize their utility.
We therefore distinguish between the monetary earnings and the utilities that
players gain as the result of an outcome of a game. In particular, we define the
relevant game theoretic concepts in terms of utility functions. For each profile
of moves (a,p) G J let 7Tj(a,p) G K be the monetary earning of player i. We
refer to iTi(a,p) as her direct value. For each i let
ut : Mn -> K
be her utility function. For each profile of direct values n = (7ri,...,7Tn) the
utility of player i is given by Wj(7r). For convenience we denote the utility of
player i given a profile of moves (a,p) by
ut(a,p) = Ui(Tr(a,p)),
where ir(a,p) = (7Ti(a,p), ...,irn(a,p)).
Move (a*,p*) G Jj is a best response of player i to the profile of moves {a,p) e
J if
Ui(a*,p*,a-i,p^%)

>

Ui^p'^a-i^-i)

for all (a^p'A G Jj. Profile (a*,p*) e J is a Nash equilibrium if (a*,p*) is a
best response to (a*,p*) for each player i. Profile (a*,p*) e J is a linking-proof
equilibrium if it is a Nash equilibrium and if for each pair of distinct players i
and j either {a*,p*) is a best response to (a*,p*®ji), or (a*,p*) is best response
to (a*,p* ®ij).3
We restrict our analysis to games Tl (treatments I and II), Th (treatments III
and IV), and game Tc (treatment V), defined in section 5.4. In all three games
the prisoner's dilemma payoffs are given by the payoff function v°, defined in
(5.1). In game Tl the outside option value is o = 0, in game Th it is o = 40.
In game T c players cannot take the outside option and have to interact with all
other players.
For convenience we introduce the following notation. For a profile of actions
a e A let
Nc(a) = {ieN\
<n =C}
be the set of cooperative players and let nG(a) = \Nc(a)\

5.6.2

be their number.

Altruistic preferences

This model was proposed by Levine (1998). Let each player i be associated with
her coefficient of altruism ji, satisfying
- K 7« < 1-

(5-2)

3
See chapter 4 for an extensive discussion of the concept of linking-proofness. In short, a
linking-proof equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium in which there is no pair of separated players
that would both like to establish the mutual link.
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Player's coefficient of altruism describes her concern for other players. It affects
how the direct values of all players are translated into her utility. Levine refers to
the player with 7$ < 0 as spiteful, to the player with 7$ = 0 as selfish, and to the
player with 7* > 0 as altruistic. For each vector of direct values n = (w\,..., nn)
the utility of player i is given by
"i = 7T, + J2

\

3
+ x

(5-3)

*3>

where the parameter A, constrained by
0 < A < 1,

(5.4)

reflects the fact that players have a higher regard for altruistic opponents than
spiteful ones.
When A = 0 the model is one of pure altruism of the type discussed by
Ledyard (1995). Levine, however, estimates that A = 0.45 is more consistent
with data from ultimatum game experiments of Roth et al. (1991). We call
coefficients and corresponding utility functions feasible when conditions (5.2)
and (5.4) are satisfied. Levine (1998) shows that the averages of contributions
observed in the final period of the repeated public goods game experiments of
Isaac and Walker (1988) are roughly consistent with the following distribution
of coefficients of altruism: 4
-0.9
-0.22
0.133
0.243
0.453

li

;
;
;
;
;

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

=
=
=
=
=

0.20
0.52
0.04 .
0.17
0.07

(5.5)

Network dilemma game with altruistic players
Consider a network dilemma game T = (N,J,TT), where 7Tj(a,p) is the direct
value earned by player i given the profile of moves (o, p) S J. Let
7 = (7li->7n)

be the vector of the player's coefficients of altruism, each satisfying condition
(5.2). Let the utility of player i, given the outcome (a,p) G J, be
Ar

\

/

Ui [a,p) = n(a,p)

\

V ^ li + ^li

+ 2^

1 + A

/

J

\

^j{a,p).

We refer to the game 1^(7) = (iV, J,uA) as the network game with altruism.
Below, we discuss the equilibria of network games with altruism based on
experimental games Fh, Tl, and T c . The corresponding network games with
altruism are denoted by 1^(7), 1^(7), and 1^(7).
4

We use pr as an abbreviation for probability.
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Proposition 5.1 characterizes the Nash equilibria of the game 1^(7) with the
fixed network, and linking-proof equilibria of games with endogenous linking
1^(7) and 1^(7). The equilibria are characterized for general distributions of
coefficients of altruism and for any number of players. Corollary 5.1 then characterizes specifically the equilibria when coefficients of altruism are distributed
by (5.5).
For a non-isolated player i in network g let

be the average coefficient of altruism of her neighbors in g. For a profile of
actions a e A let
V

'

i£Nc(a)

be the average coefficient of altruism among cooperative players. Recall the
definition of a clique in section 2.3 of chapter 2.
Proposition 5.1 Assume 0 < A < 1 and — 1 < 7* < 1 for each i.
1. In any Nash equilibrium (a*,p*) ofTcA(-y), TlA(j) or FA(-y) with g* = g(p*)
a non-isolated player i cooperates only if
l%>l-^-\l-i{g*)

(5.6)

and defects only if the inequality sign is rotated.
2. In any Nash equilibrium (a*,p*) ofTcA{~j), and in any linking-proof equilibrium o / r ^ ( 7 ) orT^(7) the average coefficient of altruism among cooperators
must satisfy 7 C (a*) > 0.5.
3. Assume A < 0.47. In any linking-proof equilibrium (a*,p*) ofYA{~{) there is
no exclusion: the complete network gc is the unique linking-proof network.
4. In any linking-proof equilibrium (a*,p*) ofT^-y) the network consists of a
clique between all cooperators Nc(a*) and isolated defectors.
5. Assume that 7$ > 0.5 for each player i. All players cooperate in the unique
Nash equilibrium of VA (7). Similarly, any non-isolated player cooperates in
each Nash equilibrium ofTlA(j)
andYA{~{).
The proof is given in appendix B to this chapter. Note that the assertions
of Proposition 5.1 are valid for any n > 2. If the coefficients of altruism were
constrained, as suggested by Levine's estimates (5.5), by — 1 < 7» < 0.5, then it
can be shown that the third assertion of the proposition is valid for A < 0.75.5
The following corollary describes the equilibria of the three games if utility
functions are distributed as estimated by Levine (1998).
5

This can be seen from the proof of Proposition 5.1 in appendix B. Use -ji > 4 p —
Xj-.i(g*} > i t ^ _ 1 = è m place of (5.18) in part 3 of the proof.
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Corollary 5.1 Assume A = 0.45 and let coefficients of altruism be distributed
according to (5.5). In the unique Nash equilibrium ofTA(-f) all players defect.
In any Nash equilibrium of TlA (7) each player with an established link defects,
and the complete network with all players defecting is the unique linking-proof
equilibrium. In any Nash equilibrium ofTA{i) players establish no links.
Proof. Let coefficients of altruism be distributed as in (5.5), which implies
that 7j < 0.5 for each j . Take a Nash equilibrium of 1^(7) and let i be a player
with an established link. It follows from the first statement of Lemma 5.1 in
appendix B that this player defects. Namely, if she cooperates her coefficient of
altruism must satisfy
H > ~ ^

~ A7-i(3*) > ~ ^

- A • 0.5 = 0.5,

which is impossible. The remaining claims follow from Proposition 5.1. •

5.6.3

Inequity aversion

The following model was proposed by Fehr and Schmidt (1999). Let each player
i be associated with two coefficients of inequality aversion cti and Pi, satisfying
0 < fa < 1 and fa < on.

(5.7)

Coefficient a% describes player i's aversion to disadvantageous inequality, such
as envy. Coefficient pi describes her aversion to advantageous inequality, such
as benevolence. For each vector of direct values IT = (TTI, ...,7Tn) the utility of
player i is given by
Ui(n) = -Ki

— 2 J max{7Tj - 7T», 0}

— J j max{7r, — TTJ,0}.

3

(5.8)

j

This model assumes that people may suffer from inequality: if inequality
among players increases then the utility of a player with positive coefficients
of inequality aversion decreases. The second of conditions (5.7) captures the
idea that people suffer less from inequality if it is to their advantage. We
call coefficients and corresponding utility functions feasible when they satisfy
conditions (5.7). Fehr and Schmidt (1999) use experimental data to estimate
the distribution of coefficients of inequity aversion by

a,

0
0.5
1
4

;
;
;
;

pr
pr
pr
pr

= 0.3
= 0.3
= 0.3
= 0.1

Pi= < 0.25

; pr = 0.3 .

(5.9)

Fehr and Schmidt show that for this distribution the model of inequity aversion
is roughly consistent with the experimental data from the public goods game
with punishment, reported in Fehr and Gachter (2000).
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Network dilemma game with inequity averse players
Consider a network dilemma game F = (N,J,TT), where 7Tj(a,p) is the direct
value earned by player i given the profile of moves (a, p) € J. Let
a = ( a i , . . . , a n ) and /? = (f3u ...,/?„)
be the vectors of the player's coefficients of inequity aversion, satisfying conditions (5.7). Given the outcome (a,p) e J let the utility of player i be
u

[(a,P)

=Ki(a,p)

- j - ^max{7Tj(a,;j) -7Ti(a,p),0}
^ j - ^ m a x { 7 T i ( a , p ) - TTj(a,p),0}.
3

We refer to the game Tp(a,/3) = (N, J,uF) as the network game with inequity
aversion.
Below, we discuss the equilibria of network games with inequity aversion based
on experimental games Fh, Fl, and Fc. The corresponding network games with
inequity aversion are denoted by FF(a,f3), FlF(a,/3), and FcF(a,/3).
Proposition 5.2 characterizes the Nash equilibria of the game FcF{a,(3) with
the fixed network, and linking-proof equilibria of games with endogenous linking
FF(a,P) and FlF(a, /3), for all feasible vectors of coefficients a and (3. Corollary
5.2 specifically characterizes their equilibria if coefficients of inequity aversion
are distributed by (5.5).
Proposition 5.2 Assume 0 < /3j < 1 and Pi < cti for each i.
1. In any Nash equilibrium of FcF(a,/3), FF(a,P)
player i cooperates only if /3j > ^ j .

or FlF(a,(3) a non-isolated

2. In any Nash equilibrium ofFF(a, /?) either all players cooperate or all players
defect.
3. In any linking proof equilibrium (a*,p*) ofFlF{a,(3) there is a clique of all
cooperators Nc(a*), a clique between all defectors N\Nc(a*),
and some but
not all possible links between cooperators and defectors.
4- In any linking proof equilibrium (a*,p*) of FF(a, ft) there is a clique of all
cooperators N (a*) but no links between defectors, while a link between a
cooperative player i and a defective player j is established only if /3j > ^—!-.
5. Complete defection is always a Nash equilibrium ofFF(a,/3), complete defection in a complete network is always a linking-proof equilibrium ofFlF{a,f3),
and an empty network is always linking-proof in FF{a,(3).
The proof is given in appendix B to this chapter. The following corollary
describes the equilibria of the three games if utility functions are distributed
according to estimations in Fehr and Schmidt (1999).
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Corollary 5.2 Assume n = 6 and distribution (5.9) of coefficients of inequity
aversion. In the unique Nash equilibrium of TcF(a, 0) all players defect. In
any Nash equilibrium of TF(a,P) each player with an established link defects,
and the complete network with all players defecting is the unique linking-proof
equilibrium. Players establish no links in any Nash equilibrium
ofTF(a,(3).
Proof. Following Proposition 5.2 condition f3t > j*Jj = | > 0.7 is necessary to establish a link and cooperate. Given that the maximal coefficient /3j
permitted by distribution (5.9) is 0.6 there can be no cooperation in a Nash
equilibrium of a network dilemma game with inequity aversion. Hence, following Proposition 5.2, the complete network is the unique linking-proof network of
FlF(a,(3). The empty network is the unique Nash network of rF(a,/3) because
Pi < 0.6 < | = 2^1 for any i. m

5.6.4

Other-regarding preferences of our experimental subjects

In the first part of each of our experimental session the subjects were anonymously paired and participated in the following task, called the circle test. Each
subject had to choose, simultaneously and without any interaction with other
subjects, an angle from the interval [—7r,7r]. By choosing an angle T\ subject i
earned 500 * cos Tj points and the other subject in her pair earned 500 * sin Tj
points. After both parts of the experiment have been completed the points
earned in the circle test were converted into monetary earnings, at the exchange
rate of 1 euro for 500 points. Subject i maximized her own earning with Tj = 0.
Selecting TÏ = \ = 45° maximized the joint earning of the players in the pair.
In addition to the points that the subject allocated to herself she also earned
the points that were allocated to her by the subject she was paired with.
The angle chosen by a subject is an indicator of her attitude toward an anonymous other subject. A subject who cares only about her own earning should
choose Tj = 0. If, however, she is willing to forego a fraction of her own earning
in order to increase the earning of another subject then the subject should select
an angle from the interval (0, 5]. A subject may also gain utility by reducing the
earning of another subject, in which case she selects an angle from the interval

[-f,o).
Higher angles within the interval [—§,§] are, therefore, associated with higher
concern for the other player. The circle test differs from usual dictator games,
in which a player simply divides a certain amount of money between herself
and another player, in that "monetary" efficiency continuously changes with
the angle and is maximized for r = J. 6 With the help of this circle test it
is possible to infer the distribution of individual coefficients of altruism, or
of coefficients of inequality aversion, from the observed distribution of chosen
angles. In particular, we show below that if subjects make decisions according
6
See, for instance, Forsythe et al. (1991) and Eckel and Grossman (1996) for description
and discussion of experimental dictator games.
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F i g u r e 5.10: COMPUTER SCREEN DURING THE CIRCLE-TEST.

to the models of altruism or inequity aversion, most of the chosen angles reveal
their coefficients of altruism or inequality aversion.
Figure 5.10 shows the computer screen for this task. Subjects make their
decision by clicking on the circle in the left part of the screen. A vector is
drawn with each click, pointing to where the subject has clicked. Two buttons
below the circle can be used for fine adjustments of the vector. The angle r
between the horizontal line next to the "Me" sign and the vector, clockwise,
determines the point earnings of the decision-making subject (cos r) and of the
other subject in her pair (sinr). Any choice on the right side of the circle yields
positive own earning for the subject. A choice on the upper side of the circle
yields positive earning for the other, paired subject. Each time the vector is
moved the point earnings are re-calculated and shown on the bottom right part
of the screen. When the subject is satisfied with her decision she clicks on the
"confirm" button.
Crucially, during the circle-test the subjects did not have any information
about the subsequent experimental treatment. They were told only that another
part of the experiment would follow their current task. The subjects were not
informed about the angles chosen by the other subjects until the end of the
whole experiment. They also knew that their choices in the circle-test would
not be made public during the experiment. We therefore analyze the data from
the circle-test as independent from the subsequent experimental treatments.
A thorough discussion of the circle-test is given by Sonnemans et al. (2004)
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and Brandts et al. (2004). The circle-test is an adaptation of another test,
called the ring-test, which is used by social psychologists to measure attitude
toward an unknown, generalized other (see e.g. Griesinger and Livingston, 1973;
Liebrand, 1984). In the ring-test the subject is asked to make 24 choices between
different pairs of earnings for herself and a random other. From these choices
an angle on a circle can be computed, which represents the value orientation
of the subject. See Offerman et al. (1996) and Offerman (1997) for a detailed
description of the ring-test. For applications of the ring-test in experimental
economics see also van Dijk et al. (2002). The circle-test significantly simplifies
the ring-test, because the angle is chosen by the subject directly. 7 A common
observation in the literature mentioned above is that both tests have predictive
power: the value orientation, represented by the angle, correlates highly and
positively with contributions in the initial periods of a repeated public good
game.
The distribution of angles chosen in the circle-test, across all 192 subjects
in our experimental treatments I - V, is shown in Figure 5.11. There are two
modes of choices: the angle 0 = 0°, chosen by 74 subjects (38.5 percent), and
the angle j = 45°, chosen by 19 subjects (9.9 percent). Most of the remaining
choices are rather uniformly distributed across (0, ?)• Only 4.7 percent of all
subjects chose an angle outside the interval [0, ?].
In the following subsections we describe how coefficients of altruism or inequality aversion can be computed from an angle chosen in the circle-test. We
are able to calculate these coefficients for most of our subjects 8 , and thus estimate the distributions of altruism and inequity aversion among them. In section
5.6.5 we discuss whether we can explain the observed last-period cooperation
levels in our treatments with other-regarding preferences of our subjects.
Coefficients of altruism
Assume that the preferences of subject i comply with utility function (5.3) for
some (unknown) coefficients A and 7*. Assume that i believes that the coefficient
of altruism of the other player in her pair is j i . We need to estimate the value
of 7j in order to infer the value of i's coefficient of altruism 7^ from her choice
of angle in the circle test.
Our assumption about how subjects form beliefs about preferences of others
is based on a prominent hypothesis in psychology, concerning expectations and
behavior in social dilemma type of games. The false consensus hypothesis conjectures that, in absence of any information, people tend to expect that unknown
others are similar to them, with regard to value orientations. The hypothesis
was formulated by Kuhlman and Wimberley (1976) and an extensive literature
7
However, consistency of the value orientation cannot be estimated by the circle-test. This
is possible only by repeating the decision, as in the ring-test.
8
Some subjects chose an angle that, according to the corresponding model, should never be
chosen. Consequently, we cannot cannot make any inferences about their coefficients. Only a
small proportion of subjects chose such an angle, however: 3 subjects (1.6%) for the model of
altruism and 9 subjects (4.7%) for the model of inequity aversion.
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Figure 5.11:

T H E DISTRIBUTION OF ANGLES CHOSEN IN THE CIRCLE-TEST BY

OUR SUBJECTS. The left-most column gives the proportion of subjects that chose
a negative angle. The dark column "0°" gives the proportion of subjects that
chose the angle 0 (0°). The dark column "45°" gives the proportion of subjects
that chose the angle j (45°). The right-most column gives the proportion of
subjects that chose an angle strictly above ?. Each remaining column gives
the proportion of subjects that chose an angle between the two corresponding
values.
has since documented the propensity of people to expect other people to be like
them (see e.g. Dawes et al., 1977; Dawes, 1989). 9
Hence, we assume that
fi = 7«.

(5-10)

for each subject i, that is, subjects expect that the coefficient of altruism of the
unknown other player coincides with their own. 10 The preferences of subject i
over the angles in the circle-test are then described by the utility function
Ui(Ti) = COST; -I- 7 ; s i n r » .

(5.11)

Proposition 5.3, given in appendix B, describes the relation between chosen
angles and coefficients of altruism. To summarize, if the utility is maximized by
an angle r* then

7 = ^4=tanr*.
COST*

l

(5.12)
^

'

9
We could have considered many alternative assumptions about subject's beliefs, such as
that all subjects know the average coefficient of altruism in the subject population and respond
to that when faced with an unknown other subject. However, because of the empirical support
for the false consensus hypothesis, this is the only case that we consider.
10
With this assumption the model (5.3) is equivalent to one of pure altruism, of the type
discussed by Ledyard (1995), characterized also by A = 0.
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Figure 5.12: T H E DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS OF ALTRUISM
AMONG OUR EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS. Dark colored columns "0" and " 1 "
represent the proportions of subjects with 7* = 0 or 7* = 1. The first column
represents the proportion of subjects with 7^ € ( — 1,0). The patterned column
"?" represents the proportion of subject whose choice can be explained only
by 7t > 1. The remaining columns represent the proportions of subjects whose
estimated coefficient is between the corresponding two values.

Angles should be in the interval ( - } , ? ) , and there is a one-to-one relation with
coefficients of altruism.
Using equation (5.12) we estimate the coefficients of altruism of our subjects.
The distribution of estimated coefficients is shown in Figure 5.12. ft is evident
that our distribution differs substantially and significantly (p < 0.01, two-sided
Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test) from the one given by (5.5). Around 10
percent of our subjects chose the angle f = 45° which is consistent with 7* = 1,
and is at the boundary of the feasibility set. The average estimated coefficient
among our subjects is 7 = 0.29, which is substantially higher than —0.21, the
average of distribution (5.5).
We doubt that the difference between our distribution and Levine's distribution is due to differences between subject pools. Rather, this suggests that the
model of altruism is not suitable to explain behavior in experimental dictatortype games. 11 For example, it cannot account for subjects who maximize only
their own monetary value regardless of the behavior of the others. Experiments
have shown that such subjects, often referred to as selfish, constitute a large
proportion of all subjects (see e.g. Fischbacher et al., 2001). It would be most
appropriate to model such players with A = 0 and 7 = 0. Indeed, the choices of
38 percent of our subjects are consistent with A = 0 and 7 = 0.

11

This is acknowledged by Levine (1998).
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Figure 5.13:

T H E DISTRIBUTION O F ESTIMATED ^-COEFFICIENTS O F INEQUITY
AVERSION AMONG OUR EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS. Dark colored column "0"

represents the proportion of subjects with ft = 0. Dark colored column "0.5<"
represents the proportion of subjects with 0.5 < ft < 1. The patterned column
" ?" represents the proportion of subjects whose choice can not be explained as
maximization of utility function (5.13). The remaining columns represent the
proportions of subjects whose estimated coefficient is between the corresponding
two values.
Coefficients of inequity aversion
Assume that the preferences of subject i comply with utility function (5.8) for
some (unknown) coefficients a, and ft. The preferences of subject % over the
angles in the circle-test are then described by the utility function
W»(TJ) = COSTJ — o.i max{sinTj - COSTJ, 0} — ft maxjcosTj - sin Ti, 0}.

(5.13)

Proposition 5.4, given in appendix B, asserts that for all feasible coefficients a,
and ft this utility is maximized only if r^ € [0, J ] . In this interval the own payoff
(COSTV) always exceeds the payoff of the other (sinr»). Consequently,
W»(T») = COSTJ - ft (cos Ti - sin Tj),

which implies that the coefficient a, does not affect player i's choice of the angle
in the circle-test.
A selfish player with ft = 0 maximizes her utility by choosing rt = 0. Any
player with ft > 0.5 maximizes her utility by choosing r» = \ . If a player
maximizes her utility by an angle r* G (0, j) then12
«in T *

3t =
2

cos T* + sin r*

See Proposition 5.4 in appendix B to this chapter.
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(5.14)

There is a one-to-one correspondence between angles in the interval [0, f )
and coefficients j3 in the interval [0,0.5). Using equation (5.14) we estimate
the /3-coefficients of our subjects. The distribution of estimated coefficients is
shown in Figure 5.13. Our distribution puts larger weight on low /3-coefficients,
compared to distribution (5.9). Over 35 percent of our subjects appear selfish,
with /% = 0. Further 24 percent of our subject's estimated /3-coefficients are
below 0.3. Only 10 percent of the estimated coefficients is in the interval [0.5,1),
which is much less than the estimate of Fehr and Schmidt that /3-coefficients of
40 percent of their subjects are 0.6. However, we cannot reject that Pi > 0.71
for these 10 percent of our subjects, which would imply that they cooperate in
the Nash equilibrium of our experimental games. About 5 percent of decisions
cannot be explained by the model (5.13).

5.6.5

Summary

The experimental games Fl (treatment I), Th (treatment III), and Fc (treatment
V) , were not played as suggested by the theory in chapter 4. If monetary payoffs
in experimental games, as assumed in chapter 4, correctly describe preferences
of rational players, and if this is common knowledge, then we should observe
no cooperation. This is not what we see in our experiments: in each of the
treatments we observe, on average, substantial cooperation. Furthermore, in
games with endogenous network formation, cooperation was sustained at a high
level during all but the last few periods. As described below, in each treatment
we observe positive average levels of cooperation even in the very last period.
The inconsistency between the theoretical predictions and the experimental
evidence is not surprising in view of many accounts of similar discrepancies for
public goods games and other social dilemma games. It is frequently suggested
that we may need to model our subjects different than as rational own monetary
earning maximizers. In this section we therefore study whether behavior in
our experiments can be explained by assuming that our subjects are rational
utility maximizers, but that their utility functions depend not just on their own
monetary earnings but on monetary earnings of all players in their reference
group.
Such subjects are called other-regarding. Several models have been proposed
in the literature to account for heterogeneity among the subjects in their regard
for others. In this section we study two such models, one put forward by Levine
(1998) and one put forward by Fehr and Schmidt (1999). For each model we
discuss the equilibria of the three network dilemma games of section 5.4.2. Our
conclusions can be summarized as follows.
R e s u l t 5.9

EQUILIBRIA OF GAMES

Fl, Th

AND T C WITH OTHER-REGARDING

PLAYERS

Under each of the two models and for each of the three games there exist Nash
equilibria in which some or all players cooperate. This, however, is possible only
when coefficients of altruism or inequity aversion are close to the boundary of
the feasible sets. If the coefficients are distributed as described by the models
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of altruism and inequity aversion then there is no cooperative play in any Nash
equilibrium.
The last statement in the above result follows from Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2.
It is interesting to contrast the theoretical prediction, that in the last period of
the experimental game no player with an established link will cooperate, with
experimental evidence. The following table shows, for each treatment, the ratio
of subjects that establish a link and cooperate in the last period. In our view the
inconsistency between the prediction and the last period behavior is substantial,
in particular in treatments II and III.
Treatment
ratio

I
11%

II
22%

III
38%

IV
6%

V
7%

In order to estimate the other-regarding preferences of our own subjects, given
by their social value orientation, we ran a circle-test before each experimental
session. We can couple the decision of each subject in the circle-test with her
behavior in the last period of the subsequent experimental game. This permits
us to study the relation between our subjects' regard for others and the lastperiod cooperative play. Proposition 5.1 asserts that, in a Nash equilibrium,
condition (5.6) must be satisfied for each player that cooperates and establishes
at least one link. In regard to inequity aversion, Proposition 5.2 asserts that
Pi > ;JXJ (> 0-7 for n = 6) must be satisfied for each such player in a Nash
equilibrium. The experimental evidence, however, is not consistent with these
predictions. Among the 33 subjects that in the last period establish at least
one link and cooperate, there are 17 (52 percent) whose coefficients of altruism
violate (5.6) and 25 (76 percent) whose coefficient of inequity aversion is below
0.5.
Result 5.10 SOCIAL PREFERENCES OF OUR SUBJECTS
The observed last period cooperation in our treatments cannot be consistently
explained by the social preferences of our subjects.
In chapter 6 below we explore a model of behavioral dynamics in network
dilemma games when played by boundedly rational, and possibly other-regarding,
players. We report there some success in capturing the actual dynamics in our
experimental games.

5.7

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented an experimental investigation of the dynamics
of behavior in repeated network dilemma games. We implement an environment
with mutual link formation, no linking constraints and no linking costs. We
report on four experimental treatments, which differ in the value of the outside
option and in the flow of information between the agents. We also compare the
dynamics of behavior in experimental treatments with the dynamics of behavior
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in a control treatment where the network structure is exogenously imposed. The
theoretical equilibrium analysis predicts no cooperation for all five treatments,
no exclusion when the outside option is low and no established links when the
outside option is high. It also predicts no effect of the information condition.
The following are our main conclusions: (i) Free choice of social links drastically increases cooperation. In all four experimental treatments cooperation
is significantly higher compared to the control treatment. Cooperation levels
in the experimental treatments appear to be constant or even increasing, (ii)
Contrary to the subgame perfect predictions, subjects use the option of not
playing with some of their neighbors and costly exclude those who tend to defect. In particular, when exclusion is relatively cheap our subjects keep forming
links and cooperate. In all experimental treatments cooperators that refuse
linking to defectors account for most of social exclusion, (iii) Cooperation appears to be affected by both the cost of exclusion and the information flow.
When exclusion is costly, subjects reach high, but rarely complete cooperation,
independently of the information flow. When exclusion is cheap, however, information about past behavior appears to be a major determinant of behavior.
Namely, under maximal information cooperation levels reach 93 percent and
five out of seven groups unanimously cooperate and fully connect for at least 30
consecutive periods. In contrast, when information is minimal, "only" 66 percent of the actions are cooperative. This may be attributed to different belief
updating potential, as defectors under the minimal information, being isolated,
never realize that connected subnetworks of cooperators exist and therefore
never adjust their behavior, (iv) This also accounts for the large differences
in network structures between the treatment with maximal and the treatment
with minimal information, when exclusion is cheap. The groups under maximal
information completely integrate while groups under minimal information disintegrate into cooperative subnetworks and isolated defectors. Such a difference
is not observed in treatments with costly exclusion. We hope to explore the
influence of information in more detail in future research, for example by studying intermediate information conditions, (v) Other-regarding preferences of our
subjects cannot explain the levels of cooperation observed in the last-period. In
addition, the equilibrium analysis of our experimental games using models of
altruism and inequity aversion agree with our standard equilibrium prediction
and fail to explain the observed last-period behavior.
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5.8

Appendix A: Average cooperation and network structures

Figures in this appendix illustrate t h e frequencies of cooperation and of established links in each group of each t r e a t m e n t . Each illustration corresponds t o
one group. Each circle represents one subject in the group. T h e ratio of cooperative actions of t h a t subject is represented by the colored fraction of t h e
circle. T h e style of the line connecting any two circles represents t h e incidence
of an established link between the corresponding two subjects. T h e line style is
assigned using the following regime:
Number of periods in which
t h e link was established
• >51
41 < • < 50
21 < • < 40
11 < • < 20
• < 10

Line style
thick line
thin line
dashed line
dotted line
no line
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5.9

Appendix B: Proofs

The proof of Proposition 5.1 makes use of the following Lemma. Let Vij(a) =
v°(ai,a,j) — o be the increase in the direct value of player i, playing action <ij, if
she establishes the link with player j playing action a,j.
Lemma 5.1 Let (a*,p*) be a Nash equilibrium of the network game with altruism TA(J) based on v°, and let g* = g{p*)1. Players i and j are separated in g* if
Vij(a*) + ^ ^ y ^ i O O < o.
2. Let (a*,p*) be a linking-proof equilibrium of 1^(7). Players i and j are
neighbors in g* if
««(«*) +

7< + A 3

,
1

7 '«j«(a*) > 0 and

T" A

+ 1±r^~vlj{a")
1 ~r A

Vji(a*)

> 0.

(5.15)

Proof. 1.) If a link between players i and j is established the direct value of
player i increases by Ujj(o*), and that of player j by Vji(a*). The difference in
the utility of player i, AljUi = uf(a*,g* © ij) - uf(a*,g*), is

In the Nash equilibrium: if A'^tij < 0 then i and j must be separated.
2.) By definition, a profile (a*,p*) is not a linking-proof equilibrium if there
is a pair of separated players i and j such that Al;,Uj > 0 and A}tUj > 0. •
Proof of Proposition 5.1. For convenience we use the shorthand notation:
Nc = Nc(a*), nc = nc(a*), and 7 ° = jc(a*).
We refer to a coefficient of
altruism of player i simply as her altruism.
1.) For each player i and for any profile of actions of her opponents a l j :
compared to defection, cooperation decreases her direct value by 20 per neighbor
and increases the direct values of each neighbor by 40. The direct values of the
remaining players are not affected. Hence, the difference in the utility between
cooperation and defection, AcUi = uf{C,a*_i,p*) — uf(D,a*_i,p*), is
Acut

=
=

-20-;,(<?*)+40

£

^ ± ^

40-^(g«)7i+iA^(g*)-20-;i(g*)
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In the Nash equilibrium, if Acui > 0 then it must be that player i cooperates.
Alternatively, if A c Uj < 0 it must be that player i defects. Note that AcWj > 0
is equivalent to (5.6) and that A c Uj < 0 is equivalent to inequality (5.6) with
rotated sign.
2.) Let (a*,p*) be a Nash equilibrium of YCA{^). For any player i let 7_, =
j-i(gc) be the average altruism of all other players (in game 1^(7) the network
is always complete gc). Let
7

z

—'1
nn *—'ieN

.li

be the overall average altruism. Hence,
(5.16)

7-i = ( » 7 - 7 i ) / ( » ~ !)
for each i. Combine (5.6) and (5.16) to conclude that
1
1-A

7i>

(1 + A ) ( n - 1 )

(5.17)

— Xrrf

must hold for any cooperator i e Nc, and the rotated inequality for any defector. Therefore, the altruism of any cooperator is higher or equal to the altruism
of any defector. Consequently, the average altruism of cooperators must be
higher or equal to the overall average altruism: 7 ° > 7. Using this in (5.17)
yields
(1 + A ) ( n - 1 )
1
Xn-y
7*>
1-A
and therefore
1
(1 + A ) ( n - 1 )
A717c
7C>
1-A
which simplifies to j c > 0.5. T h e related claims about games 1^(7) and 1 ^ ( 7 )
are proven below.
3.) Let (o*,p*) be a linking-proof (LP) equilibrium of 1^(7) with o = 0. If
Vij(a*) = Vji(a*) > 0 t h e n (5.15) is satisfied regardless of the altruism of i and

JVij(a*) +

v
1 + A

ji(a

) > Vij(a ) - Vji{a )

0.

because 7^,7^ > —1 for each i,j. It follows from Lemma 5.1:2 that in a LP
equilibrium a defector neighbors all other defectors and a cooperator neighbors
all other cooperators.
Let now i e Nc be a cooperator and let j £ Nc be a defector: Uy(o*) = 10
and Vji(a*) = 70. Hence,
Vij(a*) +

""-'

'

it +

ATJ

1+ A

Vji(a*) > Vij(a*) — Vji(a*) = 60 > 0.

Furthermore, as i cooperates, (5.6) implies that
1+A
li > -^

,
1
A 7 _i( 5 *) > 140

(5.18)

because 7_i(<7*) < 1. Thus,
, M) H, 7 » + A 7 -Vjifa
j
, *) w> i10
, ^~X™ :—70 = 9° ~ 190A
n H
Uj,-(a
—,
yv
;
1+A 3 V '
1+A
20 + 20A '
which is greater than 0 if A < 0.47 < jg. It follows from Lemma 5.1:2 that in a
LP equilibrium any cooperator neighbors all defectors. Hence, the LP network
must be complete. We have proven in part 2) of the proof that j c > 0.5 in a
complete network, which now implies that the same holds also for 1^(7).
4.) Let (a*,p*) be a linking-proof equilibrium of 1^(7) with o = 40. We
have shown in part 3) of the proof that players i and j are neighbors in a LP
equilibrium if Vij(a*) = Vji(a*) > 0. For this game this is the case only if both
are cooperators. To see that defectors have no neighbors: consider a defector
j <£ Nc and note that Wy(o*) + Vji(a*) < 0 and %(o*) — Vji(a*) < 0, hence
J

Vij(a*) + -

Vji(a*) < Vij(a*) +ma,x{vji(a*),-vji(a*)}

< 0.

The LP network thus consists of isolated defectors, while cooperators neighbor
all other cooperators.
Condition (5.6) holds for all i € Nc, hence

n S C = £ c7 i > ^ ( l + A)-ncA7C,
ieN

c

which reduces to j > 0.5. This completes the proof of part 2) for 1^(7).
5.) If 7» > 0.5 for all players then condition (5.6) holds for any non-isolated
player. •
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Consider a profile of moves (a,p) € J and a
player i that contemplates whether she should deviate by playing (a^p1^ G Jj.
Let (aJ,Pi) strictly increase the direct value of player i,
AVj = 7Tj(a-,p-,a_j,p_,) - 7r,(a,p) > 0.
The corresponding change in utility of player i, A*Uj = uf (a£,p£,a_j,p_j) —
uf(a,p), depends also on the effect her deviation has on the direct values of
other players,
A V j = 7Tj(Oi,^,fl_i,p_j)

~TTj(a,p).

a) Assume that by deviation of i the direct value of no other player increases
by more than A*7r<,
AVj < AVj.
Then there are three possibilities for each player j j^ i: (i) irj(a,p) < iTi(a,p) and
^j(a'i,Pi,a-i,P-i)
<n{a'i,Pfi,a-i,P-i),
(ii)Trj(a.P) > ^i{a,p) and 7r,-(a<,p<,a_i,
P-i) > iri(a'i,Pi,a-i,P-i),
or (iii) 7Tj(a,p) > n(a,p) and ^ ( a J . ^ . O - i . p - i ) <
7Ti(a^,pJ, a-i,p-i). The difference in direct values between i and j changes when
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i deviates and this affects the change in the utility of player i: if (i) then the
difference in direct values strictly increases by A V , — AV,-, which decreases i's
utility by •^^(3i{Al-Ki — A*7Tj); if (ii) then the difference in direct values strictly
decreases by AVj — A1TTJ, which increases i's utility by ^ j a ^ A V j — AVj);
if (iii) then the difference may increase or decrease, by at most A'TTJ — A V j ,
which changes i's utility between at least — ^ - r / ^ A V * — AVj) and at most

The utility of player i increases least if all her opponents are in (i) and most
if all her opponents are in (ii). Hence,

AVi - —!— ^ YiA1^

- AV,) < AlUl < AV< + -^—ai V(AVi - A \ ) .
(5.19)

b) Assume, in addition, that the deviation of i weakly increases each other
player's direct value:

0 < AVj < A V , for each j .

Inequality (5.19) now implies

AlUi

>

AVj -

- ^-/^(AVi-AV,-)
n
3^1

> AV, - -^—A V
AV, = AV, - ftAV* >
z
n—1

—'

jyti

1.) Take a player i that cooperates in (a*,p*), a* = C. Let rf0 be her direct
earning in (a*,p*). Say that i contemplates whether to defect and let (D, a^p*)
be the profile of moves that coincides with (a*,p*) in all choices with exception
of a* = D. Let 7rJ:D be the direct earning of i in (D, a^t,p*). Further, for each
player j let TT*-: and 7r!:£> be their direct values in (a*,p*) and (D,a*_t,p*). Let
<?* = g(p*)-

Let Al:DTTj = TTj:D — TTj-c be the difference in direct values of player j if player
i switches from cooperation to defection. By defection player i increases her own
direct value by A*:£)7Tj = 20li(g*), decreases the value of each of her neighbors
j G Li(g*) by AI:DTTJ = —40, and does not affect the direct values of other
players.
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Assume that i has at least one neighbor, h(g*) > 1. Part a) of the proof now
implies

^DUi

=

uf(D,aU,P*)-uf(a*,p*)
n- 1

> 20k(g*) -

jL J

-

j¥=i

-L-fit
n— 1

J2

(2(W)+40)+

jeLi(g')

J]

20Zi(g*)

3<tLi(g')U{i}

=

20li(g*) - -*—& [(n - l)20ii( 5 *) - f<(ff*)40]
n— 1

=

20/l(5*)(i-A(i-^I))-

Given that (a*,p*) is a Nash equilibrium in which player i cooperates it must
be that 0 > AufD, which implies /?» > ^ j 2.) Consider a Nash equilibrium of Vp(a, ft) with nc cooperative and nD =
n — nG defective players. Assume that both rtF and nD are positive, 1 <
nc, nP < n — 1. The direct values of a cooperator and of a defector are wc =
50(n c - 1) + 10n c and -nD = 70nc + 30(n D - 1). The difference between these
values is nD — irc = 20(n + 1), independently of n°. Take a cooperative player
i. If i defects she earns 20(n — 1), increases the inequity towards the remaining
cooperative players by 20 (n + 1) and decreases the inequity towards the current
defective players by 20(n + 1). In particular,
A^DUi

=

u((D,aU)-u((a*)
nc - 1
nD
Pi20(n + 1) +
c*j20(n + 1)
n —1
n— 1

=

20(n-l)

>

2 0 ( n - l ) - & 2 0 ( n + l ) — — ( n c - 1 - nD) .

Given that the action profile is a Nash equilibrium, it must be that 0 > Al:DUi,
which implies
v
c

Because n — 1 — n
A

D

'

n +1

> n — 3 this implies

(n-1)2
_n2-2n +l
" (n+l)(n-3)
n2-2n-3

which violates condition (5.7). Hence, either nc = 0 or nD = 0.
3.) Consider a linking proof equilibrium (a*,p*) of rlF(a,(3). If i and j both
defect, or if they both cooperate, they are neighbors: if they were not neighbors
each would strictly increase her utility by adding the link, which follows from
part b) of the proof.
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Let nc and n be the numbers of cooperators and defectors according to
a*. We have shown in part 2) of the proof that in the complete network either
n = 0 or nD — 0 must hold. Hence, the network cannot be complete when
both nc,nD > 1.
4.) Consider a linking proof equilibrium (a*,p*) of T^(a,P). Hi and j both
defect they cannot be neighbors: if they were each would strictly increase her
utility by removing the link, which follows from part b) of the proof. If i and j
both cooperate they are neighbors: if they were not each would strictly increase
her utility by adding the link, which again follows from b).
Finally, assume that a cooperator i and a defector j are neighbors. By removing the link i increases her direct value by 30, decreases the direct value of j
by 30, and does not change the direct values of other players. Hence, following
part a) of the proof, she thus changes her utility by

A^Ui

=
>

uf(a*,p*)-uf(a*)P*-ij)
30

~ ft(60 + V 30) = 30(1 - - 2 - A )
71—1

*—'

71 — 1

Given that (a*,p*) is a Nash equilibrium in which i and j are neighbors it must
be that 0 > Auf3, which implies A > 2 ^ i 5.) Assume a complete network in which all players defect. If player i deviates
by cooperation she decreases her own value and increases inequity, thus strictly
reducing her utility. Furthermore, in TlF(a,(3) the same argument proves that
she decreases her utility if she removes one or more of her links.
Consider Vp(a,/3), let the network be empty and let all players defect. If
player i establishes a link with a defective player she decreases her own value
and increases inequity, thus strictly reducing her utility. •
Proposition 5.3 Consider utility function (5.11) and let -ji satisfy (5.2). If
T* = max r i 6 (_„,„.] Ui(Ti) then r* G (-f, f ) . If 7 i = 0 then T* = 0 . If -y, = 1
then T* = f • If — 1 < Ji < 1 then ji = tanrj.
Proof. An angle r G (f ,7r] (or r 6 [—7T, - § ) ) should never be chosen because
the angle ir — T (or —7r — r ) strictly increases utility (5.11): it maintains the
earning of the other player and strictly increases own earning. To see this note
that for any r, sin(7r - r) = sin(-7r - r) = sinr. Furthermore, if r e (f,7r]
then (TT - T) G [0, f ) , hence cos(7r — r) > 0 > COST, and if r G [—K, —?) then
(—7T — T) e (—f ,0], hence cos(—7r — r) > 0 > COST. It is easy to see that any
player strictly prefers angle 0 from angles — ? and 5.
If angle r* maximizes the utility the first order condition must be satisfied:
-^(Ti)

= ~smTi

+7»cosr i = 0 .

This implies ji = tanrj. Given constraint (5.2), angles should thus be chosen
from the interval ( —f, f )• •
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P r o p o s i t i o n 5.4 Consider utility function
(5.13) and let cti and Pi satisfy
(5.7). Ifr* = m a x ^ . , ^ ] Uifo) then r* e [ 0 , f ] . If ft = 0 then T* = 0.
If Pi > 0.5 then T* = | . ƒƒ 0 < ft < 0.5 i/ien ft (sin r, + COST,) = s i n r j .
P r o o f . Let r* = max T i £ (_ 7 r i 7 r ] Wj(Ti).
1.) Take an angle Tt £ [-f, 2f ], i.e., r* G ( - ^ , - f ) . We show t h a t « i ( - f r<) > Uifa), for the angle - f - r< G [-f, ^ ] . Hence, no angle r 4 £ [ - f , % ]
can maximize Ui and rt* G [— j , ^f ].
Elementary trigonometric equations imply
cos( —— — Ti) = — sinTj and sin( — — — r,) = — COSTJ,

hence
s m ( - - - Tj) - c o s ( - - - Ti) = smTj - COSTV
and
c o s ( - - -Ti)

- C O S T J = - 2 s i n ( T j + - ) > 0 for T* G ( — 2 ~ » _ T ) -

Therefore, for each angle Tj G (—x> — ?) t n e a n g l e ~~ § ~" Ti induces t h e same
inequality between own and other's payoffs and strictly increases own payoff.
Utility is thus strictly increased.
2.) Note next t h a t Uj(f) > Ui(Tj) for any angle Tj G (f, 2f]: at | t h e
inequality is minimized to 0, because cos f = s i n ^ , and cos Ti < cos ? for
'« *= \ 4 ) 4 J-

3.) Finally, we show t h a t U J ( - T , ) > Mi(Tj) for any TÏ G [—f, 0), which together
with 1.) and 2.) implies t h a t r* G [0, f ] . For r 8 G [ - f ,0):
COS(TJ) = cos(—Ti) > sin(—Tj) = — sin(Tj) > 0,
hence
COS(T,) — sin(7j) > COS(TJ) + sin(r,) = cos(—r,) — sin(—r,) > 0.
Again, the angle —Ti induces t h e same own payoff as Tj, but strictly decreases
t h e loss of utility due to inequality. Utility is strictly higher with — r*.
4.) Obviously, if ft = 0, function Ui(Ti) = COST, is maximized with T, = 0.
For Ti G [0, j), sin Ti + COST, > 2 s i n 7 j , hence
du •
T ~ ( r i ) = - sin Ti + ft(sinT; + COSTJ) > sin 7,(2/3* - 1).
dTi

If ft > 0.5 then ^r(Ti) > 0 for all Tj G [0, j), and t h e continuous function UJ(TJ)
reaches its maximum over [0, | ] at Tt = j . If 0 < ft < 0.5 then ^r{n)
= 0
implies ft (sin r* + COST*) = sinr*. •
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5.10

A p p e n d i x C: E x p e r i m e n t a l instructions

Introduction
Welcome to this experiment on decision-making. In this experiment you can
earn money. How much you earn depends on your decisions and the decisions
of other participants.
The experiment consists of two completely independent parts. In each part
you can earn points. Your earnings in each part are independent of your earnings
in the other part. At the end of the experiment you get paid your earned points
privately in cash, according to the exchange rate:
5 points = 1 eurocent.
Now you will receive the instructions for the first part. You will get the
instructions for the second part only after the first part is finished. At the end
of the experiment you will be asked to fill in a short questionnaire. Thereafter
you will be paid your earnings.
During the whole experiment, you are not allowed to communicate
with other participants in whatever way.
If you have a question, please raise your hand. We will then come to you to
answer it.

Instructions part I
In part I of the experiment you are asked to make one decision. This decision
is about assigning an amount (of points) to yourself and an amount to another,
randomly chosen participant.
You received a print-out of the computer screen for part I from us. Please
take it in front of you now. We shall explain your choice options with the help
of this print-out.
On the screen you see a circle. By choosing a point on this circle you decide
about the assignment of an amount to yourself and of another amount to one
other participant in this experiment. This other participant will be chosen
completely randomly by the computer.
Each point on the circle represents an amount that is added to your earnings
(+) or is subtracted from your earnings (-) and an amount that is added to the
earnings of the other participant (+) or is subtracted from his or her earnings
(-). Hence, with your decision you can increase or decrease your earnings and
the earnings of the other participant.
You can click on any point of the circle with the help of your mouse. You
will then see an arrow that shows the decision you made. Additionally, you will
see the corresponding amounts (points) in the window 'decision', at the right
of the circle. In the For me field you will see the amount that you assigned
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to yourself, and in the For the other field the amount you assigned to the
other participant. To change your decision you can click on another point of the
circle. You may also use the buttons below the circle. With these buttons you
can refine your decision: you can move the arrow a little bit in the clockwise
direction (left button) or in the counter-clockwise direction (right button). If
you are satisfied with your decision you have to confirm it by clicking on the
button 'Confirm'. A 'last chance' window will then appear. Click on 'yes' if
you do not want to change your choice anymore.
Your earnings will depend on your own decision and the decision of the other,
randomly chosen, participant you are paired with. This other participant has
to make a similar decision. Your earnings in this part of the experiment are
therefore equal to the sum of the amount you assign to yourself and the amount
that the other participant assigns to you. Note: these amounts can be positive
but also negative. In the latter case the amount will be subtracted from the
earnings of the respective recipient.
During the whole experiment, you will receive no information about
the decision of the other participant you are paired with. Only after
the end of the experiment you will get informed about the amount
this other participant has assigned to you. The other participant will
also get informed about the amount you assign to her or him only
after the end of the experiment.
If you have any questions now, please raise your hand. If you do not have
any questions, please click on 'READY'.
Part I of the experiment will begin shortly. There is no practice round.
[Part I of the experiment started after all subjects clicked on 'READY'. Instructions for part II were given only after all subjects completed part I]

Instructions part II
In this part of the experiment every participant is in a group of six with
five other participants. Before part II begins, these groups of six will be formed
arbitrarily with the help of the computer. The group you are in will not change
during the experiment. You will get no information about the identity of the
persons in your group, nor during the experiment, neither after the experiment .
Neither will the other participants receive any information about your identity.
Each person in your group is indicated by a letter. The other five persons in
your group will be indicated by the letters A, B , C, D and E. You will receive
the name M e . The same letter always refers to the same person.
This part of the experiment consists of 60 rounds. In each round you can
earn points. Your total earnings in this part of the experiment is the sum of
your earnings in each of the 60 rounds.
In each round, you - and each other person in your group - has to make two
decisions. You have to make a decision: connections and a decision: color,
explained in detail below.
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Note: during all 60 rounds the other participants in your group will stay the
same persons.

Decisions (in one single round)
decision: connections
You have to decide with whom you want to make a connection. You can
choose any other person in your group and you can make as many connections
as you want. These choices - together with choices of the other persons in
your group - determine with whom you interact (in the respective round) as
explained below:
• You will interact with a person in your group only if you make a connection
with him or her and this person also makes a connection with you.
• You will not interact with persons with whom you do not make connections.
• You will not interact with persons who do not make connections with you.
For your convenience we will call those persons in your group with whom you
interact: your neighbors. Your neighbors are therefore those persons with
whom you made a connection and who made a connection with you.
decision: color
Each person in your group has to choose between two colors: blue and green.
As explained above, you interact with each of your neighbors. In these interactions you can earn points. The color chosen by you and the color chosen
by your neighbors determine how much you and your neighbors earn in these
interactions.
Your earnings and the earnings of a neighbor of you are determined as follows:
,
your color

color of your
. ,,
neighbor

blue
blue
green
green

blue
green
blue
green

.
your earning
50
10
70
30

points
points
points
points

earning of
. ,.
your neighbor
50
70
10
30

points
points
points
points

In each round you will interact with all your neighbors. Therefore, your total
earnings in a round from interactions with your neighbors is the sum of all points
you earn in each of the interactions. For each person in your group with whom
you do not interact (i.e. all persons who are not your neighbors) you earn 0
[in the high outside option treatments III and IV this number was 40) points.
For example, if you have no neighbors in a round, then you earn 0 [in the high
outside option treatments III and IV this number was 200} points in this round.
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Note: you can not choose different colors for different neighbors. You can
change, however, the color as well as your connections between the rounds.
You get now information about the computer screen that you will see soon.
You received a print-out of the computer screen (Example screen 1) from us.
Take this print-out in front of you. You see now also the color version of it as
an overhead projection. The screen consists of five windows: round, decision:
connections, decision: color, information and special explanation.
• round: This window holds information about past round(s). At the beginning of a new round you will receive information about decisions in the
previous round, automatically there (In the example, this is round 2; see
upper left.). In the window there are 6 little squares, named M e , A, B,
C, D and E. M e always refers to you. The letters refer to the other five
persons in your group.
— A thick black line between two persons (letters or 'Me') indicate that
these two persons were neighbors in the previous round, that is, they
had interaction with each other (see the line between M e and E on
the example screen).
— A thin gray line between two persons indicates that only one of them
made a connection: such a gray line is full on the side where the connection was made, and broken on the side where connection was not
made. (See, e.g., the line between M e and B on the example screen:
M e made a connection with B, but B did not make a connection
with Me.)
— The squares are either blue or green. This gives you information
about the color choices of the persons in your group. (In the example:
persons B, C and E have chosen the color green, while the persons
Me, A and D have chosen the color blue.)
— At the bottom of this window you find two buttons called previous
and next. You can use these buttons to look at the decisions in all
previous rounds. Between the buttons you can find your earnings
(in points) in the corresponding round.
[in the minimal information treatments II and IV a slightly different example screen was given and the second and the third item in the description
of this window were as follows:}
— A thin gray line between M e and another person in your group indicates that only you made a connection. Such a gray line is full on
the side of M e (you made the connection), and broken on the side
of the person who did not make a connection. (See the line between
M e and B on the example screen: M e made a connection with B,
but B did not make a connection with Me.)
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— The squares are either blue or green or gray. This gives you information about the color choices of the persons in your group. You
can see only the colors chosen by your neighbors. This means, you
can not see the colors chosen by the persons with whom you did not
make a connection, and you can not see the colors chosen by the
persons who did not make a connection with you. The squares of
the persons that are not your neighbors are therefore gray. (In the
example: you (Me) know only that person E has chosen the color
green. You cannot see the colors chosen by other persons.)
• decision: connections In this window you can choose with whom you
want to make a connection. Again, there are five squares named A, B, C,
D and E and the square Me. You can make a connection with another
person in your group by clicking on the corresponding square. A thin
gray line will appear to indicate that you made a connection. To remove
a connection you made, click on the corresponding square again. (On the
example screen: M e made a connection with persons B and E.)
Note: At the beginning of each round you will always see the connections
that you made in the previous round. If you want, you can remove these
connections in the way described above.
• decision: color This window is located precisely underneath the window
just described. In this window you choose between the two colors blue
and green. You make your decision by clicking in the empty button to
the left of blue or green.
When you are satisfied with all your decisions (that is, with both: the
connections you made and the chosen color), you have to confirm these
decisions by clicking on the button 'Confirm'. You will then see a 'last
chance' screen.
• information In this window you find information about the current round
and about your total earnings up to this round.
• special explanation If this window becomes yellow you have to make
your decisions. After you have made and confirmed your decisions this
window will turn gray. You then have to wait until all participants are
ready. Only then a new round will begin.

Information: After the round is over you will receive information about all
the choices (that is, all connections made and all color choices) of all persons in
your group. Similarly, all other persons in your group will receive information
about all your decisions.
This is the end of the instructions. When all participants are ready you
will have to answer a few questions, to make sure that you understood the
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instructions properly. Thereafter, there will be one practice round in which
you cannot yet earn any money. Your decisions in this practice round will not
be revealed to other participants. Only after the practice round is over part II
of the experiment will begin.
If you have any questions please raise your hand. If you have no questions,
press 'ready'.
[After all subjects clicked on 'READY' each had to answer, individually at
her computer terminal, a set of questions designed to test her comprehension
of the instructions. The practice round began only after each subject correctly
answered all the questions. Part II of the experiment started after all subjects
finished with the practice round.}
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Chapter 6

Dynamics of exclusion and
cooperation
Ever since Robert Axelrod initiated his computer tournament aimed at finding
the winning strategy in a repeated prisoner's dilemma game (see Axelrod, 1984)
have simulations and tournaments been the preferred methodology of social scientists investigating the phenomena of reciprocity and cooperation. Simulations
are attractive because they can often be applied when theoretical deduction is
not possible. Even simple models of social interaction often produce complex
dynamics that are hard to characterize with mathematical analysis. This is
especially likely when the system under study has many elements that interact
with each other in many different ways. The dynamics of such a system usually
depends on the emerging interaction pattern as well as on the private experiences of each agent. Simulations may yield paths of system dynamics given
by any set of behavioral rules and thus provide an insight into effects of any
particular modelling assumption. Approaching the same task mathematically
is often much more difficult.
In this chapter we use computer simulations to study the dynamics of social
exclusion among agents that follow simple behavioral rules in a stylized model
of a social dilemma embedded in an endogenous network. We identify the
conditions under which a norm can emerge that prescribes individual exclusion
of players that do not cooperate, and the consequences of this norm for social
cooperation. The modelling variables are the inclination to fairness among
the players and their comprehension of the behavioral strategies used by other
players. Even though our model considers only basic behavioral rules it produces
rich dynamics that vary to a great extent across distinct simulation conditions.
In the following section we discuss how an evolutionary view to behavior may
give an important alternative approach to that of modelling rational agents
in economics. We then shortly describe our dynamic model and discuss some
related approaches in the literature, and our contribution. The model is formally
introduced and analyzed in section 6.2. Medium and long-run simulations are

described in detail in section 6.4, and their application is demonstrated for the
case of selfish players. In section 6.5 we use simulations to study the dynamics
of behavior among non-selfish players. In section 6.6 we discuss the results of
our simulations and some possible extensions of our dynamic model. We briefly
summarize the chapter in section 6.7.

6.1

Introduction

In his seminal tournament Axelrod asked a selection of researchers to submit
strategies that would compete against each other in a finitely repeated prisoner's
dilemma game. Even though many sophisticated strategies were submitted the
winning one was simple. Called tit-for-tat, it was characterized by cooperating
in the first period and subsequently repeating the action that the opponent
played in the previous period. The strengths of this strategy were unconditional
reciprocation and simplicity, so that other strategies were quickly able to learn
to cooperate with it. Reciprocity and simplicity also characterized the winner
of a computer simulation of the evolution of strategies in which strategies were
not submitted but randomly generated by the computer (see Axelrod, 1987).
Two kinds of evolutionary approaches are most prominent among the numerous simulation studies that have since been implemented by social scientists,
computer scientists, mathematicians, economists and others. The first approach
is to consider a limited set of strategies, usually a convex hull of those that
describe intuitive modes of behavior. The dynamics of proportions of agents
playing different strategies is then analyzed in a simulated environment under
the assumption that the change in proportion of each strategy is a function of
its relative success. In particular, the use of successful strategies is assumed to
grow and of unsuccessful ones to decline, although they never quite disappear.
This assumption can be motivated by conjecturing that successful strategies are
imitated more often than unsuccessful ones, or that agents playing successful
strategies have more offspring than those playing unsuccessful ones. See Friedman (1991) and Nowak and Sigmund (1998) for examples of this approach.
The second approach is to set complexity bounds on prospective strategies and
specify the rules by which new strategies evolve from previous ones. Strategies
may, for example, be structured as cellular automata in which case complexity
can be bounded by limiting the maximal number of automata states. Only a
small subset of strategies is present in the population at any certain time but
new strategies may appear by way of random mutations of the most successful
past strategies. This potentially permits a very large set of prospective strategies
that is not limited by the intuition of the researcher. Evolutionary simulations
of this kind may yield unexpected strategies and are useful exploratory studies
but may be difficult to interpret. A number of recent papers using various evolutionary approaches for the study of the emergence of cooperation are surveyed
in Axelrod (2000).
The main reason to adopt computer simulations as a methodology of research
in economics is to facilitate the study of models that reach beyond the tradi154

tional assumption of fully rational, informed, computationally capable and selfish economic agents. This assumption gives rise to accurate predictions about
aggregate market behavior (Friedman, 1953) but it offers an oversimplified view
of human behavior and its predictions at the micro-level often dramatically fail.
One example is its failure to explain high levels of cooperation in experimental
finitely repeated two-player prisoner's dilemma games. Many other examples
can be found in laboratory experiments in game theory (see e.g. Goeree and
Holt, 2001). Empirical evidence as well as casual experience yield further phenomena that the standard theory cannot explain, such as altruism, reciprocity,
and conformism with social norms (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003).
The postulates about rationality, perfect foresight and selfishness are contested by the models of bounded rationality. Although people may try to act
rationally the requirements of information and computational abilities that standard models assume are rarely met (Simon, 1955). Customers have strong
feelings about the perceived fairness of firms and worker's perception of what
constitutes a fair wage constrains the wage setting of firms (Kahneman et al.,
1986; Fehr et al., 1993). It is striking that when people have incomplete information or use behavioral rules that are constrained in complexity they may
reach far higher levels of cooperation than suggested by standard theory (Kreps
et al., 1982; Neyman, 1985).
A common approach to modelling bounded rationality is to consider agents
that follow simple behavioral rules. By way of learning and adaptation they
occasionally change their heuristics. The updating dynamics may lead to a
stable constellation of rules in the population of such agents. Rather than being
the consequence of rational deliberation the emerging behavior constitutes the
outcome of adaptation of agents to a complex environment. Using this approach
one can contribute to an explanation of reciprocity, conformism with social
norms, and cooperation. Because of analytical constraints these models are
often analyzed with the help of computer simulations.
We introduce in this chapter such a model to study conditions under which
a norm that prescribes exclusion of defective players can survive, and the consequences of this norm for the dynamics of cooperation. Social exclusion of
defectors may be seen as a form of punishment. It may, however, have additional effects on the evolution of behavior, especially because it affects the social
structure and the pattern of future interactions. We therefore discuss our approach in relation to the literature on the evolution of norms and punishment
behavior as well as the literature on spatial evolution of cooperation.
That cooperation may be supported by reciprocation was already demonstrated by the success of the tit-for-tat strategy in Axelrod's tournament (although some evolutionary support for this conjecture already existed in the biological literature, see e.g. Trivers, 1971). This strategy, however, is much less
successful in multi-player games and some kind of retaliation that is directed
solely at non-cooperators is needed to sustain cooperation. Boyd and Richerson (1992, 1988) refer to such directed retaliation as retribution and study
its evolutionary success. Retribution, if costly, can be seen as an altruistic
act. Punishment is beneficial to the group, but costly to the individual, and
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selection favors individuals that do not punish. This is commonly referred to
as the "second order" free riding problem (Oliver, 1980). Several solutions to
this problem have been suggested. One may, for example, consider punishers
who punish any order free riders, thus following a metanorm (Axelrod, 1986),
cooperators who always retaliate (Yamagishi and Hayashi, 1994), higher order
punishments (Henrich and Boyd, 2001), and inter-group competition (Bowles
and Gintis, 2003).
The structure of social interaction, on the other hand, may also crucially affect
the evolution of cooperation. This has first been demonstrated by Nowak and
May (1992). Large number of models of adaptive play on different interaction
structures, in what became known as models of local interaction, have since been
analyzed using simulations (Eshel et al., 1998a; Cohen et al., 2001), tournaments
(Burt, 1999) and theoretical analysis (Eshel et al., 1998b; Outkin, 2003; Tieman
et al., 2000). A particularly thorough investigation is reported by Cohen et al.
(1998) who use simulations to compare dynamics of cooperation across different
structures of interaction, adaptive processes and strategy spaces.
A common assumption in models of the evolution of retaliation and local
interaction is that successful strategies grow by way of imitation or conformism.
In particular, best response dynamics are not considered. Eshel et al. (1998b)
claim that " altruism has no hope in the world of best responders", as defection
is the unique best response. This, however, is true only in the world of myopic
best responders, that is, players who look for strategies that maximize only their
immediate payoff. We demonstrate in this chapter that to sustain cooperation
under best response dynamics it is sufficient to assume that players understand
the reactions of other players and take them into account when calculating their
payoff.
Players that are sufficiently sophisticated to include their knowledge about
strategies used by other players when calculating their best response are usually
referred to as level-2 players (see Stahl and Wilson, 1995), as opposed to level-1
players who play best response to previous period actions and level-0 players who
play randomly. That many people exhibit what is called strategic sophistication
was demonstrated in experiments by Stahl and Wilson (1994) and Costa-Gomez
et al. (2001) who classify between 45% and 53% of their subjects as level-2
players. Such players may have significant impact on the dynamics of play, but
have so far been largely neglected in dynamic models of adaptive behavior. Only
the simplest modes of behavior, such as imitation or myopic best response, or
most sophisticated ones, such as perfect foresight, are usually considered. We
propose in this chapter a simple way of modelling level-2 players via limited
forward looking.
Players with forward looking of limited scope r > 0 choose strategies that
maximize their utility across r periods. Players with r = 2 consider reactions
of other players to their own behavior in their utility calculations in accordance
with level-2 sophistication. Players with r = 1 choose myopic best response
in accordance with level-1 sophistication. Players with r = 0 do not maximize
their future payoff but make random actions, in accordance with level-0 sophistication. To study the effect of increased forward looking we also study players
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with r = 4, although not with level-4 sophistication. A suggestion on how higher
strategic sophistication may be simulated is given in section 6.6.2. As far as we
know models of players with limited forward looking and limited, but not trivial,
strategic sophistication have not been studied before. A reference to a few possible models of limited foresight, with a short discussion of their shortcomings,
is given by Rubinstein (1998). Jehiel (1995) proposes an intricate notion of an
equilibrium with limited foresight, which we discuss in section 6.6.2.
Consideration of best response dynamics permits us to make another contribution, by modelling the dynamics of behavior among players with non-selfish
preferences. That people may have sentiments for the well-being of other people, and may not necessarily be selfish, has been debated by philosophers as
well as economists (a historical reference is Adam Smith, e.g. Smith, 1975, see
also Binmore, 2000). It has been observed empirically and demonstrated via
laboratory experiments (see e.g. the dictator game experiments by Eckel and
Grossman, 1996). Recently a number of approaches to model non-selfish players
have been suggested (e.g. Rabin, 1993; Levine, 1998; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999;
Cox et al., 2004). In this chapter we consider two simple models from this literature, the model of altruism by Levine (1998) and the model of inequality
aversion by Fehr and Schmidt (1999), and study the dynamics of norms and
cooperation among altruistic or inequity averse players. Because these models
require comparisons of prospective payoffs they are incompatible with assumptions of imitation or conformism made in other evolutionary studies. In our
model, in which we assume best-response behavior, they can be implemented in
a straightforward manner.
Best response has previously been used in the framework of the dynamics
of conventions. Ellison (1993) and Blume (1993) both studied the evolution
of coordination among myopic best responders embedded in a local interaction
network. They noted that non-perturbed dynamics may converge to several
equilibria, but if the process is perturbed by small errors the risk dominant
equilibrium is most likely to be selected. Their approach is based on observations
made by Fudenberg and Maskin (1990) and Young and Foster (1991) that the
dynamics in games with noise may drastically differ from that in games without
noise. Small perturbations may result in a process that, in the long run, spends
considerably more time in some states than in the others. In this sense we may
say that the dynamics select among the equilibria in the long run. We adopt
the approach of Young and Foster (1991) to detect the long-run equilibria in
our model.
This is how we set up our model. We assume that a relatively small group
of players is playing the prisoner's dilemma game embedded in an endogenous
network. In each period players simultaneously choose with whom to play and
what action to play. Each pair of players play the prisoner's dilemma game when
both mutually chose each other, and earn the outside option otherwise. Our aim
is to study the dynamics of the norm that prescribes cooperation and exclusion of
players that defected in the previous period. We conjecture that full cooperation
will emerge if sufficient number of players follows such a norm. Whether such a
situation can be sustained in the long run may depend on forward looking and
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social preferences of the players as well as on the outside option value. We run
computer simulation across different scopes of forward looking, different outside
options, and different constellations of social preferences in the group. Our main
conclusions are that (i) sufficient forward looking is as important for sustaining
cooperation as is sufficient regard for others, (ii) cooperation may be sustained
among sufficiently forward looking selfish players, and (iii) even though assuming
other-regarding preferences increases the set of cooperative equilibria, there are
no qualitative differences in the long-run dynamics between groups of otherregarding and groups of selfish players. Cooperation increases considerably only
when extremely high altruism or inequality aversion is assumed.
A few other studies exist that discuss the evolution of cooperation when one's
interaction partners may be endogenously chosen or refused. Schuessler (1989)
and Vanberg and Congleton (1992) explore the replicator dynamics within a
small set of simple strategies in repeated two person prisoner's dilemma game
with options of exit or partner change. Batali and Kitcher (1995) and Hauert
et al. (2002) study the evolution of altruism in Public Goods games with exit
possibility. Morikawa et al. (1995) and Orbell et al. (1996) look at the evolutionary success of optimistic cooperators who often play the game, facing pessimistic
defectors who are more likely to take the outside option. Mailath et al. (2001),
Skyrms and Pemantle (2000) and Outkin (2003) describe probabilistic models in which players are matched according to endogenously chosen probability
distribution. Flache (2001) studies the effects of risk preferences on migration
and cooperation in a model with heterogeneous players. Vega-Redondo (2002)
describes a model of network formation with exogenously defined linking rules.
Yamagishi et al. (1994) and Hayashi and Yamagishi (1998) use computer tournaments to study the success of various strategies in a finitely repeated prisoner's
dilemma with endogenous matching. Smucker et al. (1994) and Ashlock et al.
(1996) use genetic algorithms to study the evolution of cellular automata playing prisoner's dilemma in a partner choice and refusal environment and Hauk
(2001) and Hanaki et al. (2004) consider a similar environment to study adaptive
dynamics within a small set of intuitive strategies.
All of these studies assume that behavior spreads via imitation or a related
adaptive model and that players are constrained in the number of partners
they may choose. In chapter 4 we show that if linking is constrained then
cooperation can be achieved in subgame-perfect equilibria of finitely repeated
network dilemma games even among rational and selfish players with perfect
foresight. In contrast, we study in this chapter a repeated network dilemma
game with costless and unconstrained linking. Our intuition that boundedly
rational players may achieve cooperation in such setting is confirmed in our
dynamic model.
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6.2

Adaptive play

In this chapter we consider network dilemma games with unconstrained and
costless linking, introduced in chapter 3. We refer to such games as basic games.
Given a basic game F = (N, J, w) with n players, the following dynamic
model is considered. Let t = 0,1,2,... denote successive time periods. The
basic game is played once each period. Let a^t) be the action and let Pi(t)
be the linking choice of player i at time t. The profile of moves at time t is
{a(t),p(t)) = ((ai(t),..,an(t)),(pi(t),...,pn(t)))
G J. The history of moves up
to time t is the sequence h(t) = (a(0),p(0), a(l),p(l), ...,a(t),p(t)). The set
H[t] = J1 consists of all possible time t histories.
At each time t player i is characterized by a strategy, defined as a mapping
8i[t)

: H[t - 1] -» Ai x Pi

assigning a move (ai(t),pi(t)) = Si[t](h(t — 1)) to each possible history h(t — 1).
For convenience we omit the time parameter [t] whenever we refer to generic
moves, strategies, and histories. We denote by Pi{si \ h) the linking choices and
by aj(Sj | h) the action chosen by the strategy Sj given history h.
We assume that players exhibit a fair amount of inertia in choice of their
strategies. With high probability they keep the same strategy across several
periods. Only occasionally a player realizes what strategies are played by the
other players and updates her own strategy by choosing one that maximizes her
utility given the strategies of the other players. An updating player assumes
that the other players will continue to play the same strategies for a few more
periods, and that she herself will be playing her new strategy for a few following
periods. These assumptions may be viewed as a boundedly rational behavior
of the players facing the difficult task of predicting the future behavior of the
other players.
When maximizing her future payoffs the player may consider only the payoffs
in the coming period, in which case we say that player chooses a myopic best
response. A standard result is that defection is the unique myopic best response
in a multi player prisoner's dilemma game. We show here that in our basic
game a player following the myopic best response never cooperates over an
established link. The aim of this chapter is to extend the analysis by considering
players which, to a limited extent, understand the future consequences of their
actions. This is modelled by assuming that players behave in order to maximize
their payoff across several periods of play. We discuss when cooperation among
players with such "limited forward looking" can be sustained.

6.2.1

Strategy set

Below we introduce the set of strategies considered in the simulations. Rather
than allowing for all feasible strategies at each time t we consider a fixed set
of possible strategies. The strategies are independent of the time period. This
is because we assume that players have a limited memory and consider only
the most recent part of history, even though the length of history increases with
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time. In particular, we assume for simplicity that the strategies are independent
of all past periods except the most recent one. We also assume that strategies
depend only on past actions, but are independent of past linking choices.
Further, we assume action consistency and linking consistency. Action consistency requires that strategies are either fully cooperative or fully defective.
That is, a player cooperates in each period she is playing a cooperative strategy
and defects in each period she is playing a defective strategy. Linking consistency requires that a player proposes a link to another player playing strategy
s if and only if she also proposes links with all other players playing strategy s.
We do not consider mixed strategies.
The resulting set consists of four intuitively plausible strategies. The benefit
of a small set of feasible strategies is the tractability and clarity of interpretation
of the simulation dynamics.
We assume that each player is of one of the following types:
(CA) (Non-exclusive) cooperator. If player i is of this type she proposes links
to all other players and cooperates in the prisoner's dilemma game. For any
time t the corresponding strategy sfA is defined by

and the vector of proposed links pfA

by

vCA = I l0
P%

3

if j ^ i
if j = i

\ 0

(CE) Exclusive cooperator. If player i is of this type she proposes links only to
those other players that cooperated in the previous period, and cooperates
in the prisoner's dilemma game. For any time t the corresponding strategy
sfE is defined by

s?E(h(t-l))
and the vector of proposed links pfE
CE _ ƒ 1

= (C,p?E),
by

ifo,(t-l) = C
i f o j - ^ - l ) = Dori=

j

(DA) (Non-exclusive) defector. If player i is of this type she proposes links to
all other players and defects in the prisoner's dilemma game. For any time
t the corresponding strategy sfA is defined by
A

SP

{h{t-l))

= {D,pfA),

and the vector of proposed links p®A by

Hi

' \ o
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if j = i

cooperate
defect

always link
sCA

exclude defectors

SDA

Table 6.1: Classification of strategies according to cooperation and exclusiveness.
(DE) Exclusive defector. If player i is of this type she proposes links only to
those other players that cooperated in the past period, but herself defects
in the prisoner's dilemma game. For any time t the corresponding strategy
sfE is defined by

s?E(h(t-l))

= (D,p?E),

and the vector of proposed links p^DE by

ovDE = {\1

l

0

if aj(t- 1) =C
iiaj(t - I) =D or

i=j

We refer to a player of type CA or CE as cooperative, and to a player of type
DA or DE as defective. We refer to a player of type CE or DE as exclusive,
and to a player of type CA or DA as non-exclusive. In Table 6.1 we use the
same nominations to classify the corresponding strategies. The non-exclusive
strategies are independent of the history, while the exclusive strategies depend
on the most recent actions only. Let Si = {sfA,sfE,sf>A,sf>E}
and let S =
{(si,..., s„) | Si e Si} be the space of strategy vectors.
We are interested in the long run dynamics of norms prescribing exclusion of
defectors, and the impact of the exclusion in the long run success of cooperation.
The four strategies defined above represent the modal types of behavior for
our analysis. A notable omission is the absence of tit-for-tat type strategies,
that is, strategies which prescribe cooperation as long as certain number of
other players cooperate, and defection otherwise. In n-player prisoner's dilemma
games defection of a single player negatively affects all other players, those who
defect as well as those who cooperate. Even if the intent of defection is to punish
a subgroup of defectors it may induce only more defections by the remaining
cooperators, and the play may slide into the uniform defection. Exclusion of
defectors, on the other hand, is a form of retaliation and does not risk being
misinterpreted for defection by the remaining players. Rather than tit-for-tat
strategy, we study in this chapter the success of the out-for-tat strategy sfE.

6.2.2

U p d a t i n g rule

We describe next the strategy updating rule. Players use the same rule in all
periods in which they update their strategy. For convenience we omit the time
index "[£]" whenever it is not essential. Let a be the vector of actions at time
t — 1 and let s= (si, . . . , S „ ) G 5 be the vector of strategies that players use at
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time t. The profile of moves at time t is then determined by s and a. Let
a,i(si) = a,i(si | h(t — 1)) be the action, and let Pi(si \ a) = Pi(si \ h(t — l)) be the
linking choice induced at time t by strategy s,, given actions a at time t — 1. Let
a-i(s) = (ai(si),...,aj_i(sj_i),Oj + i(s i + i), ...,an(sn)) be the vector of actions
and let P-i(s\ a) = (pi(si | a),...,pi_i(si_i | a), pi+1(si+i \ a),..., pn(sn | a)) be
the vector of linking choices of players N/i induced by s. The vector of strategies
that players use at time t is denoted by s[t] = [si[t],..., s n [t]).
Players begin with an initial vector of strategies s[l]e5 at time t = l. 1 At
each time t > 2, before making her move, player i with some fixed probability
qi € (0,1) updates her own strategy, by observing the vector of strategies at
time t — 1 and maximizing her payoff across the next r» periods, under the
assumption that the strategies of the other players do not change in that time
span. Formally, let s= (sj,..., sn)eS be the vector of strategies at time t — 1,
and let

be the vector of strategies during time periods [t, t + rt] assuming that player
i changes her strategy from s^ to s£ at t, keeps it during [t,t + r j , and that
players N/i do not change their strategies during [t — l,t + r»]. Under these
assumptions, the payoff of player i across the r, periods following her update is
Xi(s'i\ s) =-Ki{ai{s'l),pi(s'l\

a(s)),a_i(s),p_i(s| a(s)))

+ (r, - 1) • *ï(Oi(*{),ft(«{ | a ( s ' ) ) , a _ l ( s ' ) , p - l ( s ' | o(s'))).

(6.1)

The first row of equation (6.1) is the payoff player i receives at time t, that is,
when the remaining players believe she is playing the old strategy s* = Sj [t — 1],
but in fact she is playing the new strategy s^. The second row of equation (6.1)
is the payoff player i receives during the subsequent r» — 1 time periods, that
is, when the remaining players realize she is playing the new strategy s't. This
calculation is correct if no updates take place during [t — l,t + r<], aside from
the initial update by player i.
If player i is updating at time t she chooses a strategy Si[t] such that
Si[t] e

argmax
s'ie{sCA

,SCE ,SDA

,SDE}

xl(s'l | s[t -1]).

(6.2)

If this payoff is maximized by the current strategy of the player, the player keeps
her current strategy. If not, she randomly selects one of the optimal strategies.
The parameter r; is called the scope of forward looking of player i. If player i
does not update her strategy, which happens with probability (1 — <&), we say
that she exhibits 'inertia', i.e. she maintains her current strategy.
The assumption that strategies of other players can be observed is not very
restrictive. To see this, note that (i) actions of all players are always observable
1
In our simulations we will consider different initial strategy profiles. We specify them
later.
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and (ii) whenever at least two players defect the linking behavior of all players in the next period reveals their type. 2 This means that whenever at least
two players defect strategies of all players are revealed in the following period.
For simplicity we assume that a player observes all strategies whenever she is
updating her strategy.

6.3

T h e basic process

When at some time t > 2 a player updates her strategy her choice depends
only on the vector of strategies played a time t — l. 3 The probability that
players will play strategies s[t] at time t depends therefore only on the vector
of strategies s[t — 1] played at time t — 1, and not on the strategies played
during the previous time periods. Furthermore this probability is stationary,
that is, it is independent of t. The updating rule outlined above thus generates
a Markov chain with the finite state space S. This Markov chain is completely
characterized by its transition matrix M in which for each s,s' e S the entry
Mss, = prob[s[t] = s' | s[t - 1] = s]

(6.3)

gives the probability that the process is in state s' at time t, given that it was in
state s at time t — l. 4 The value of MSS' is also called the probability of transition
from state s into state s'. The value of Mss is the probability that the process
will not make any transition from state s. For each state s the corresponding
row of the matrix represents the probability distribution over transitions from
state s, and satisfies

Y^ M*s' = 1-

(6-4)

s'es

We refer to this particular discrete-time Markov process as the basic process.

6.3.1

Absorbing states of t h e basic process

Let s= (si,..., sn) be an absorbing state. By definition the set {s} is recurrent,
which implies that MSTS, = 0 for every state s' ^s and all r G N. It then follows
from (6.4) that Mss = 1, from (6.3) that s[t] =s implies s[t + l] =s, and, indeed,
that s[t + r] =s for all r G N. This may hold only when
st e

argmax
Slie{sCA,SCE,8nA,SDE}

x(s'i | s),

(6.5)

2
If no player defects then in the following period all players propose all links and do not
reveal whether they are exclusive or not. If only one player defects then this player, regardless
of her type, proposes all links in the following period.
3
We assume that time starts with t =, 1, but the first update may take place only after
the first round, that is at t = 2. This is because players need to observe at least one period of
play before they can update their strategies.
4
T h e definition (6.3) requires t > 2. Because of the stationarity of the process this probability is well defined, that is, it is independent of t.
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for each player i. It is easy to verify that the opposite argument is also true,
which proves the following Proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o n 6.1 State s is absorbing if and only if (6.5) holds for each player
In other words, in an absorbing state, each player is playing a strategy that
is a best response with limited forward looking to the strategies played by the
other players. In this sense we may say that the process is in equilibrium when
it reaches an absorbing state.
In each state the set of possible transitions depends only on the numbers
of players of each type. This is shown in the proof of Proposition 6.2, below.
An intuitive explanation is that the strategies do not discriminate among the
players on the basis of their identities. If players j and k play the same strategy
at time t — 1, then each player i ^ j , k, using one of the strategies outlined
above, will react to players j and k in the same way at time t. Formally, for
any type T G {CA, CE, DA, DE} let
nT(s) = \{ieN\Sl

= sf}\

be the number of players of type T given the vector of strategies s. 5 For each
sES we refer to the 4-tuple
CA/ \

„CE/ \

„DA/^

DEi

Z(B) = ( n ^ C( s ) , n ^ C( s ) , n ^ ( s ) , nm^ ( s ) )
as the type distribution in state s. Let
{{nGA,nCE,nDA,nDE)\

Z =

n

CA

| „C£

+n

B E = n , n1 > 0 for each type T}
+, „nfUAl i +| n„ UE

be a set of possible type distributions. For each type distribution z e Z let
Sz = {s G S | z(s) =z}
be the set of all states with type distribution z. Sets Sz partition S into groups
of states with equal type distribution.
Let us introduce a short notation for the states in which all players play the
same strategy. For a type T 6 {CA, CE, DA, DE) let sT = (sf,...,s^)
be
the state in which each player i plays the strategy sf. The corresponding type
distributions are
(CA) z(sCA)

= (n, 0,0,0),

(DA) z(SCE)

=

(0,n,0,0),

DA

(CE) z(s )

= (0,0, n,0),

DE

= (0,0,0,n).

(DE) z{s )
5

Cardinality \A\ gives the number of elements in the set A.
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The following proposition states that for each z e Z either all or none of the
states with type distribution z are absorbing. The proof is given in the appendix
to this chapter.
Proposition 6.2 Let z e Z be a type distribution. State se Sz is absorbing if
and only if each of the states in Sz is absorbing. State s£ Sz is transient if and
only if each of the states in Sz is transient.
Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 facilitate characterization of absorbing states of the
basic process. To prove that states with type distribution z are absorbing it
suffices to show that in some state se Sz strategies of all players satisfy condition
(6.5). To prove that states with type distribution z are not absorbing it suffices
to show that the strategy of some player in some state s€ Sz violates condition
(6.5), that is, her strategy is not a best response with limited forward looking
to strategies played by the other players.
A non-absorbing state is either transient or belongs to a recurrent set. If
the absorbing states are known, characterization of recurrent sets reduces to
the characterization of the set of transient states. For this we use the following
result.
Proposition 6.3 A state s is transient if some transient or absorbing state
is accessible from s. In particular, a state s is transient if MSS' > 0 for some
transient or absorbing state s' j^s.
Proof. By definition, state s belongs to a recurrent set if all states accessible
from s also belong to the same recurrent set. Also by definition, a transient or
absorbing state never belongs to a (non-singleton) recurrent set. If a transient
or absorbing state is accessible from s, this implies that s does not belong to
any recurrent set, and is therefore transient. •
We implement the assertion of Proposition 6.3 to detect the transient states
of the basic process via the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1
1. Calculate the transition matrix M.
2. Determine the absorbing states SA of the process.
3. Let S° be the set of states sG S° such that Mss> > 0 for some absorbing
state s' j^s.
4. For T = 1, 2,... repeat:
- let ST be the set of states sS ST such that M ss / > 0 for some s' € ST~1,
until ST = ST~1.
Proposition 6.4 Let, for r = 0,1, ...,r, the sets ST be yielded by the Algorithm
1. The process has no recurrent sets, aside from the absorbing states, if and only
ifS°UST
= S.
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Proof. An iterative application of Proposition 6.3 implies that for each r all
states in ST are transient. By the definition of the updating process, regardless
of the state, the event that no player is updating has positive probability. This
is to say, M s s > 0 for each state s. Consequently, ST~1 C ST for each r > 2.
The algorithm thus makes at most \S\ iterations. Since the set S is finite, the
algorithm stops in finite time.
Clearly, if S° U ST = S there are no recurrent sets aside from the absorbing
states in S°. To prove the opposite argument, assume that there are no recurrent
sets aside from the absorbing states in 5°. At least one such absorbing state
must be accessible from each state s. Therefore, for some T < T and some
absorbing state s', MJS, > 0, which implies that sS ST, and thus se ST. •
As it turns out every implementation of Algorithm 1 in this chapter yields the
sets of absorbing states 5"° and of transient states ST, which satisfy S° U ST = S.
Using proposition 6.4 we conclude that, across all the processes considered, the
recurrent sets consist solely of absorbing states.
Throughout this chapter we assume that q% = q and r, = r for all i. For
reference we include the payoff matrix of the prisoner's dilemma below.
Player j
C
c,c

eJ

f,e

d, d

D

Without the loss of generality we may assume that all payoffs in the prisoner's
dilemma game are positive, / > c > d > e > 0 . Using Proposition 6.2 it is
straightforward to verify that the state s , in which all links are established, all
players cooperate, and threaten to exclude any defective player, is an absorbing
state of the basic process whenever
r c > / + (r-l)o,

(6.6)

i.e. whenever the payoff from r periods of mutual cooperation exceeds the payoff
from one period of free-riding followed by r—1 periods of isolation. The complete
characterization of absorbing states is, however, less straightforward. Below we
analytically characterize absorbing states of the basic process with o = 0. In
general, however, we use Algorithm 1 to characterize absorbing states of other
processes considered in this chapter.
Let the value of the outside option be o = 0. For each player i the choice profile
sfA constitutes the unique dominant strategy in the basic game. Similarly, with
any scope of forward looking r the state sDA, in which all links are established
and all players defect, is an absorbing state of the basic process. For r = 1
absorbing states consist only of defective players. Proposition 6.5 below states
that there might, however, exist absorbing states with cooperative players, when
their scope of forward looking is sufficiently long. Note that in any state with
type distribution (p, n—p, 0,0), such that 0 < p < n, all n players are cooperative
and n—p are exclusive.
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P r o p o s i t i o n 6.5 Consider the basic process with o = 0. State sDA is absorbing
for all r. State sDE is absorbing for r = 1. States s with type distribution
z(s) = (n — 1,0,0,1) are absorbing if and only if

States s with type distribution z(s) = (p,n — p, 0,0) are absorbing if and only if

In particular, state sDE is absorbing if and only if r satisfies (6.6). There are
no other absorbing states.
The proof is given in the appendix to this chapter. Several general implications may be drawn from Proposition 6.5. Condition (6.6) with o = 0 is
necessary for (6.8) and thus for the existence of any fully cooperative absorbing
state. Condition
c > f - ^
(6.9)
n — 2,
is necessary for the existence of absorbing states with type distribution (n —
1,0,0,1). There is always an r such that (6.6) is satisfied, but this is not the
case with (6.9). To summarize, when their scope of foresight is short (e.g. r = 1,
myopic best response) all players are defecting in an absorbing state. Only when
players have a sufficiently long scope of foresight do there exist absorbing states
in which all players cooperate.

6.3.2

Stability of absorbing states

The dynamics of the process may crucially depend on the initial conditions.
In general, if a Markov chain starts in an absorbing state it will never leave
that state. On the other hand, if it starts in a non-absorbing state it will leave
that state and, in the long run, reach a recurrent set (or an absorbing state).
The probability that the Markov chain is in a state that does not belong to
a recurrent set is thus asymptotically zero. In this sense only the states in
recurrent sets can be selected by the process in the long run.
It turns out that our basic process may have several absorbing sates but
no other recurrent sets. The basic process reaches, with probability one, one
of its absorbing states in a finite time and remains in that state forever. To
get an indication about which of the absorbing states are most likely to be
reached we introduce the notion of their stability. In short, some absorbing
states may be more persistent than others, when the process is subject to small
perturbations. If the players occasionally violate the updating rule, e.g. due to
mistakes or experimentation, the process is most likely to spend most periods
in an absorbing state that is robust against these violations.
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This notion of stability has been formalized in concepts of stochastic stability
and the long-run equilibrium by Young (1993) and Kandori et al. (1993), respectively. Both concepts have been invoked as solution criteria in evolutionary
models with best response dynamics, e.g. in Samuelson (1994) and Kandori and
Rob (1995). Here, we use stochastic stability as the selection mechanism among
the absorbing states of the basic process. An introduction to the concept of
stochastic stability and discussion on the relation with concepts of asymptotic
stability and evolutionary stability may be found in Foster and Young (1990).
Essentially, stochastic stability requires robustness against persistent or regular
mistakes, while evolutionary stability requires only robustness against isolated
mutations. Young (1998) argues in favor of its implementation in the studies of
social phenomena and provides a series of applications of the concept.
Consider again the Markov chain defined by the best response dynamics introduced in section 6.2. Assume also that the players occasionally make mistakes
in the choice of their strategy. Let e e (0,1) be the probability that an updating
player chooses her new strategy at random. The player otherwise follows the
best response rule (6.2). This modified updating rule generates a perturbed
Markov process with state space S and transition matrix Me. Because of random error there is a positive probability Ms£s, > 0 of a transition between any
pair of states s, s' S S, which implies that all entries in the transition matrix
M£ are positive. Proposition 2.1 describes a number of properties of a process
with such transition matrix. In particular, the perturbed process is ergodic for
each e > 0, and has a unique stationary distribution fie(s). This distribution
fully characterizes the asymptotic properties of the process: independently of
the initial state s , the asymptotic proportion of time that the state spends in
state s is given by fie(s), and the probability that the process is in state s at
time t approaches /xe(s) as t grows large.
Definition 6.1 A state s is stochastically stable if
lim u£(s) > 0.
e-»0

The following Theorem is due to Young (1993).
Theorem 6.1 For each s e S, fi (s) = lim £ ^oAt e (s) exists and the limiting
distribution fi is a stationary distribution of the non-perturbed process.
It follows, in particular, that the basic process has at least one stochastically
stable state. Intuitively, these are the states that are most likely to be observed
over the long run when random mistakes are rare. The distribution fjt° is one
of solutions of the system (2.2). The stochastically stable sets therefore form
a union of recurrent sets. However, it may not put positive probability on all
recurrent sets. For the basic process this means that no other states than some
of the absorbing states are stochastically stable.
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C
c = 50
ƒ = 70

D
e = 10
d = 30

probability of updating
scope of forward looking
number of players

outside option o e {0,40}
(a)

q = 0.2
r e {1, 2, 4}
n = 6

(b)

Table 6.2: The parameters considered in the simulations of the basic dynamic
process: (a) the prisoner's dilemma game, and (b) the updating rule.

6.4

Simulations of the basic process

To study dynamics of the process we employ two classes of computer simulations.
Simulations of the first class are an implementation of Algorithm 1 and designed
to detect the direction of transitions between the states of the Markov chain.
Simulations of the second class are designed to study the asymptotic properties
of the process, such as the stabilities of different absorbing states. The first class
considers the non-perturbed basic process, while the second class considers its
perturbed form. We consider two basic games that coincide with the experimental games Tl and Th in chapter 5. The corresponding prisoner's dilemma game
and the updating parameters considered in the simulations are shown in Table
6.2. We provide the details of each class of simulations, and demonstrate their
application, for the basic process with low outside option o = 0. We proceed by
using the simulations to detect the dynamics and asymptotic properties of the
basic process with high outside option o = 40.

6.4.1

Low outside option, o = 0

Consider o = 0. The parameters given in Table 6.2 do not comply with (6.9),
but do comply with (6.6) for any r > 2. That is, there is no r € N such that
states with type distribution (n— 1,0,0,1) are absorbing, while fully cooperative
absorbing states, such as sCE, do exist for r > 2. According to Proposition 6.5
the absorbing states of the basic process, under these parameters, are
•r = 1:

sDA and

sDE,

• r G { 2 , 3 } : SDA, SCE, and s such that z(s) e {(1, 5, 0,0), (2,4,0, 0)},
• r >4 :

sDA,sCE,

and s such that z(s) e {(1,5,0,0), (2,4,0,0), (3, 3, 0,0)}.

Below we discuss the dynamics of the basic process with scope of forward
looking of 1, 2, or 4. These values of r were chosen because they are the
smallest values representing all different sets of absorbing states.

6.4.2

Detecting dynamics of t h e process

The direct application of Algorithm 1 requires calculation of the transition matrix M of the non-perturbed process. In the worst case it will have \S\ iterations.
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With n — 6 and with 4 possible types the state space S consists of 4 6 = 4096
states and the transition matrix M of 40962 > 16.000.000 entries. Algorithm 1
would in the worst case require 4096 operations on the matrix M.
A simplification of Algorithm 1 is possible, however. According to Proposition 6.2 it is sufficient to classify one of the states with type distribution z G Z
as absorbing (transient) to prove that every state with type distribution z is
absorbing (transient). Further, to prove that a state sG 5 is transient it is
sufficient to simulate the updating process, initiated with s[l] =s, until an absorbing state or another transient state is reached. If, on the other hand, the
process makes no transitions for many periods from the state s, it is likely to
be absorbing.
We employ these observations and use computer simulations for detection
of the absorbing states and of the direction of transitions from the transient
states. For each possible initial distribution z E Z we choose a state sz 6 Sz
and simulate 100 iterations of the non-perturbed basic process initiated with
s[l] =sz. Additionally, for each sz we repeat the simulation 100 times.
If no transition from the initial state is observed during the 100 periods then
we classify it as absorbing. The probability of misclassification is below 10~ 4 .
To see this, note that in a non-absorbing state at least one player would change
her type when updating. For the process to remain in the non-absorbing state,
such player should never update. The probability that a player never updates
during 100 periods is (1 — q)100 = 0.9 100 < 10~ 4 . Further, by repeating each
such simulation 100 times, we assure observations of many transitions from
every non-absorbing state. The probability that we observe less than 100 such
transitions is (1 - 10~ 4 ) 100 < 0.01.
In the course of simulations we progressively classify the states as follows. We
begin by classification of absorbing states. We classify any remaining state as
transient whenever the process initiated in that state reaches an absorbing state.
We proceed by iteration and classify any state as transient whenever the process
initiated in that state reaches another transient state. If, after a number of such
iterations, all states are classified as either absorbing or transient we conclude
that there are no recurrent sets other than absorbing states.
By following the transitions of the processes across all initial states sz we can
also get an impression of the dynamics of cooperation and exclusion in the basic
process. To turn this impression into a two-dimensional graphical presentation
we must aggregate the information about the observed transitions. For each
state s e S let yi(s) = nCA(s) + nCE(s) be the number of cooperative players
and let j/2(s) = nCE(s) +nDE(s) be the number of exclusive players in the state
s. Each realization of the basic process s[t] implies a realization of the truncated
process
»[*] = (»i (•[*]), !&(s[t]))
representing the corresponding evolution of cooperation and exclusion. The
process y[t] is the projection of the basic process onto the two dimensional state
s p a c e r = {0,1,..., 6} 2 .
For each y € Y we characterize how cooperation and exclusion change in one
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period, starting from a state with yy cooperative and j/2 exclusive players. For
this we estimate, for each y, the average value of y[t + 1] — y[t] conditional on
y[t] = y. Let this value be given for each y G Y by the mapping \ : Y —> M2. For
each y G Y the value of x(y) gives the average observed direction of transitions
from y. Specifically, the value of Xi{v) gives the average increase in cooperation,
and the value of X2(y) the average increase in exclusion, observed between a
period in which there are y\ cooperative and t/2 exclusive players and the next
period. In other words, the states with y\ cooperative and j/2 exclusive players
induce an average increase in cooperation of Xi{y) and an average increase in
exclusion of X2{y)For completeness we include the formal definition of the mapping x- Let \&
be the set of observed realizations of the basic process. For each y € Y and
realization s[t]}^{ £ *, let

/*(y | •[*]££) = |{* < 100| fot(s[t]),»(•[*])) = y } |
be the number of periods t during which the realization s[t]*£° was in a state
with j/1 cooperative and j/2 exclusive players. The mapping x is then defined
for each y £ Y by

x(y)=

£

(vM* + i])-»(•[*]))/ E

My|s[C°i)-

v(s[t])=v

The mapping x does not accurately describe the basic process. The main
shortcoming of using a projection of the process is that it might aggregate over
states with very different dynamic properties. It does, however, offer a fair idea
of the dynamics within the process.
Results of this class of simulation are presented in Figure 6.1 for r = 1,2,4.
The dark spots represent absorbing states of the process. The arrows represent
the mapping x- F° r each y £ Y, Xi(y) determines the vertical dimension and
X2 (y) the horizontal dimension of the corresponding arrow. In this respect the
length and the direction of the vectors represent the " speed" and " direction" of
the dynamics. If for some y G Y all corresponding states are absorbing, only a
dark spot is shown but no arrow.
For all values of r = 1, 2,4 the sets of absorbing states yielded by the simulations coincide with those given by Proposition 6.5. All the remaining states are
transient which implies that there are no recurrent sets, other than absorbing
states. An inspection of Figure 6.1 suggests that the dynamics in the basic
process overwhelmingly favors state sDA over alternative absorbing states. The
figure also gives an indication about the dynamics of the perturbed process that
we discuss in detail in the following section. For r = 2 and r = 4 a single mistake in the choice of best response may lead the process away from absorbing
states with full cooperation and into the state sDA with full defection. In contrast, once in sDA, the process returns to sDA even after several simultaneous
mistakes. In this sense the state sDA is the only stable among the absorbing
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Figure 6.1: BASIC PROCESS WITH o = 0 . In this and subsequent figures dynamics
in simulations of various non-perturbed processes are shown for r = 1,2,4. The
interpretation of the vector plots is given in the text. Roughly, given a state
with t/1 cooperative and y^ exclusive players the arrow that originates at the
corresponding location shows the relative likelihood and the average direction
of the transition from this state. The dark spots illustrate the absorbing states.
states. The direction of the dynamics suggests that, starting from a random
initial state, sDA is the most likely absorbing state to be selected by the process
over the long run, for all considered values of r.

6.4.3

Detecting the asymptotic behavior of the process

Using the first class of simulations we characterized the absorbing states of the
basic process, and the dynamics between the remaining states. The process considered was non-perturbed and assumed that players always follow the updating
rule (6.2) precisely. This assumption allows us to obtain a useful benchmark for
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the asymptotic properties of the process, such as its absorbing states. To select
among the absorbing states, and to study the basic process in the presence of
perturbations, we consider the second class of simulations. We still assume that
players follow their best response most of the time, but allow occasional deviations from the updating rule (6.2). That is, when updating a player chooses a
random strategy with small probability e, and follows the rule (6.2) otherwise.
The asymptotic properties of the slightly perturbed process may be of interest for various reasons. Firstly, human players are often prone to errors in
their decision making. Deviations may be unintentional, e.g. due to imperfect
information or limited computing abilities, or intentional, such as when players
choose to play a non-optimal strategy hoping to induce a transition from one
equilibrium to another. In the setting of the repeated basic game, human players may, for example, realize that the absorbing state sDA is payoff dominated
by the absorbing state sCE and choose to cooperate and exclude defectors with
intention to induce a transition between the two absorbing states. The perturbed process may give us an impression on how successful players can be in
inducing such transitions.
Secondly, even though the recurrent sets are the only candidates for the long
run selection by the non-perturbed process, the perturbed process may spend
only a small fraction of time in those sets. For instance, we see below that the
perturbed basic process with o = 0 spends most of the periods in the absorbing
state sDA. It spends most of the remaining periods in the states with type
distributions {(1,0,5,0), (0,1,5,0), (0,0, 5,1)}, which arise by a single deviation
from the absorbing state sDA and have a high number of defective players. We
denote a set of these states by {sDA — 1}.
However, in some instances even a small perturbation of the process results
in dynamics that only rarely stabilizes in an absorbing state. In section 6.4.4,
for example, we show that the perturbed basic process with o = 40 and r = 2
spends a significant number of periods in states with many cooperative players,
even though all absorbing states are fully defective.
Finally, because the considered error probability is small, the stationary distribution // £ (s) gives us an indication about the limit distribution fjP(s) =
lim £ ^oA t£ (s) and the stochastically stable states. In section 6.3.2 we argue that
only the absorbing states of the non-perturbed process may be stochastically
stable. The comparison of the values of // £ (s) between the absorbing states of
the non-perturbed process thus allows us to speculate about their stability.
In section 6.3.2 we argue that the perturbed basic process is ergodic, with a
unique stationary distribution /i £ (s). Analytical computation of/i £ (s) requires
computation of matrix M£ and finding the solution of system (2.2), given this
matrix. If the process is observed for a large number of periods r, however, the
observed frequency distribution /xj(s| 8°) gives with high probability a close approximation of fJ,£(s), independently of the initial state s°. Instead of computing
// £ (s) analytically we may therefore follow the perturbed process, initiated in
an arbitrary initial state, and, after some large number of periods T, consider
Hl(s\ s°) as a good approximation of /z£(s). The calculation of the convergence
rate of the frequency distribution toward the stationary distribution requires
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states
6 coop.
sDA

{s^-1}

r:

1

2

4

type

.01
.65
.29

.01
.65
.28

.01
.61
.29

CA
CE
DA
DE

(a)

r:

1

2

4

.02
.02
.93
.03

.02
.02
.93
.03

.02
.02
.93
.03

(b)

Table 6.3: BASIC PROCESS WITH o = 0 . In this and subsequent tables the relative
frequencies (a) of absorbing and most frequent other states, (b) of different
types, obtained from long-run simulations of various perturbed processes, are
shown for r = 1,2,4. In this table "6 coop." stands for all states with 6
cooperative players.
equal computing capacity as the analytical calculation of /z £ (s). 6 Here, we rely
rather on an intuitive criterion to decide how long to follow the process.
We simulate the process sufficiently long to observe a sufficient number of
transitions between the most distant states. The states which, between them,
require the maximal number of transitions are the corner states {sCA,sCE
,sDA,
DE
s }. The criterion we implement is to continue the simulations until at least 5
transitions are detected into each of the corner states, from another corner state.
The process is initiated in the state s° =sCA. We consider e = 0.1. 7 The values
of /i T (s| s°) for the most frequent states of the non-perturbed basic process, as
well as the frequencies of different types, are reported in Table 6.3. For any value
of r the process spends around 65 percent of periods in state sDA and around
29 percent of periods in states {sDA — 1} that can be reached from state sDA
by a deviation of a single player. We conclude that for all considered values of
r the state sDA appears to be unique stochastically stable state. Consequently,
DA is by far the most frequently observed type.

6.4.4

High outside option, o = 40

To study the dynamics and the long run behavior of the basic process with
o = 40 we employ the same classes of simulations as in the case with o = 0. We
do not provide an analytical characterization of the absorbing states for o = 40.
Rather, we rely on the simulations of the first class to accurately classify the
6

Convergence in probability may be evaluated as follows, see Bhattacharya and Way mire
(1990) for details. For any two distributions p and a over the states of the process consider
||p — cr|f = m a x x g x \px — &x\ j the maximal difference in probabilities between two distributions. For an ergodic Markov chain on a finite state space, with transition matrix M and
stationary distribution p, the convergence of p M ' awards /x is at an exponential rate for any
initial distribution p, that is, ||pM* — p\\ < c(ö') for some 0 < 9 < 1 and c > 0. To find 6 one
needs to calculate the largest non-unit eigenvalue of M, calculation of which is comparable to
solving the system pM = p.. Ellison (1993) uses this property to compare rates of convergence
between local and global interaction processes.
7
Smaller error probability may give a better indication about stochastic stability of absorbing states but also substantially increases the duration of simulations.
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Figure 6.2: BASIC PROCESS WITH O = 4 0 .

sets of absorbing and transient states. We have argued above t h a t an inaccurate
classification of t h e states is very unlikely.
Again, we consider parameters given in Table 6.2, with o = 40. T h e absorbing
states of t h e basic process, as classified by t h e first class of simulations under
these parameters (see also Figure 6.2), are
• r = 1 : sDE,
.

r

= 2 •

and s such t h a t z{s) G { ( 0 , 0 , 1 , 5), ( 0 , 1 , 0 , 5), ( 0 , 1 , 1 , 4 ) } ,

°DE
' " , and s such t h a t z(s) = ( 0 , 0 , 1 , 5 ) ,

• r - 4 : s C i \ sDh,

and s such t h a t z(s) = ( 0 , 0 , 1 , 5 ) .

All the remaining states were classified as transient, which implies t h a t there
are no recurrent sets, other t h a n absorbing states. In the state sDE all players
defect and exclude other defective players, which results in an empty network
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states
SCE
SDE

{sDE + 1}
other: 6 excl.

r:

1
.01
.09
.69
.02
(a)

2
.01
.10
.20
.45

4
.27
.03
.07
.21

type
CA
CE
DA
DE

r :

1

2

.02
.11
.12
.75

.02
.34
.06
.58

4
.05
.64
.07
.25

(b)

Table 6.4: BASIC PROCESS WITH O=40. "other: 6. excl." stands for states
with 6 exclusive players not mentioned in other categories.
with isolated defective players. For convenience we denote by {sDE + 1} the set
of states with type distributions in {(0,0,1,5), (0,1,0,5), (0,1,1,4)}.
Results of this class of simulation are presented in Figure 6.2 for r = 1, 2, 4.
The direction of the dynamics for r = 1 suggests that, starting from a random
initial state, the process quickly reaches an absorbing state. For r = 2 only fully
defective absorbing states exist but the dynamics suggests that the process may
need a large number of periods to reach one of them (state (0, 3,0, 3) is not
absorbing). More interesting, the illustration suggests that small perturbations
may lead the process to spend a substantial proportion of periods in states
with 2, 3 or 4 cooperative players. For r = 4 Figure 6.2(c) does not obviously
suggest which of the absorbing states is most likely to be selected by the process.
Judging by the dynamics close to the absorbing states, state sCE seems to be
most attractive.
The observations above can be verified using the second class of simulations.
Again, the perturbed process with e = 0.1 is initiated in the state s° =sCA.
For convenience we refer to the absorbing states of the non-perturbed process
simply as absorbing states. The values of /j,T(s\s°) for absorbing states and
most frequent transient states, as well as the frequencies of different types, are
reported in Table 6.4. The statistics about the asymptotic behavior of the
process confirm our conjectures inferred from Figure 6.2. For all considered
values of r exclusion is very high. For r = 1 the perturbed process spends most
of the time in the absorbing states implying low frequency of cooperation and
low density of links. For r = 2, however, the perturbed process spends almost
half of the time in the non-absorbing states with all players exclusive and some
of them cooperative. For r = 4 the absorbing state sCE in which all players
cooperate and threaten to exclude defectors, appears the unique stochastically
stable state.
It is interesting to conclude that with o = 0 the process remains in state sDA
with full defection for most of the time even when there is a small probability
that players experiment with sub-optimal strategies. This contrasts with the
behavior of the process with o = 40 where some cooperation appears as long
as the players have a non-trivial scope of forward looking r > 2. In this case
a single cooperator may disturb the defective absorbing state sDE by inducing
even more players to cooperate. When their scope of forward looking is r = 4
players remain in fully cooperative and exclusive state sCE for much of the time.
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6.5

Social preferences

In the previous section players were assumed to consider only their own payoff
when choosing their strategy. In this sense we may say they were selfish for not
considering the consequences of their choices for the payoffs of the remaining
players in the group. When shortsighted such players do not fare well in terms
of cooperation. With scope of forward looking r = 1, and players choosing their
strategy by maximizing their own immediate payoff, cooperation could not be
sustained in the long run.
This is not surprising in view of the theoretical results that cooperation in
social dilemma games is unlikely if selfish players behave according to the myopic
best response. In chapter 4, for example, we argue that there should be no
cooperation in the finitely repeated basic game if it is (common knowledge that
it is) played by fully rational selfish players. Under these assumptions the same
holds also for general public goods games with or without punishment, see e.g.
Fehr and Schmidt (1999).
These predictions, however, are in stark contrast with experimental evidence.
In chapter 5 we discuss an experimental study of the finitely repeated basic
game. The observed average cooperation rates were above 80% for low and
high outside options. Similarly, positive contributions are commonly observed
in experiments with public goods games (see e.g. Davis and Holt, 1993). If
a costly punishment possibility is included with the public goods game the
contribution rates even increase, may be sustained until the last periods, and
may reach 100% (see Fehr and Gachter, 2000).
One explanation provided by several authors is that a non-negligible proportion of people are not really selfish. The utility of people may depend on their
own payoff as well as on the payoff of other players in their reference group.
We say that people with such utilities are other-regarding and exhibit social
preferences rather than selfish ones. In this section we look at two models of
social preferences: the model of altruism by Levine (1998) and the model of
inequity aversion by Fehr and Schmidt (1999). Each has been shown to explain
positive contributions in public goods games with punishment, even when assuming myopic best response behavior. In chapter 5 we study equilibria of our
basic game if played by other-regarding, but rational players. In this section we
look at the dynamics of cooperation and exclusion in the repeated basic game,
played by other-regarding players with limited forward looking. For each set
of parameters considered we characterize dynamic and asymptotic properties of
the corresponding processes using the simulations introduced in section 6.4. For
convenience we repeat the essential definitions from chapter 5.
In Tables 6.5-6.8 below we use the following notation:
• "6 (5) coop." stands for the set of all states with 6 (or 5) cooperative
players;
• "other: 6 (5) excl." denotes the set of states with 6 (or 5) exclusive players
(not already included in other categories);
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• {sDA - 1} is the set of states with type distribution (1,0,5,0), (0,1,5,0)
or (0,0,5, l); 8
• {sDE + 1} is the set of states with type distribution (0,1,0,5), (0,0,1,5),
or(0,l,l,4).9

6.5.1

Process with altruism

To explain, i.a., positive contributions in public goods games Levine (1998)
proposes a model of altruism, which assumes that players gain additional utility
from payoffs to those other players they consider nice, and lose utility from
payoffs to those other players they consider aggressive. Each player is associated
with a coefficient of altruism ji € ( — 1,1) which determines her other-regarding
inclination. If payoffs of players are given by the vector (xi,...,xn),
player i
receives the (adjusted) utility
A
, V ^ 7» + ^ 7 j
Uf = Xi + > —
-±x
3T*

where the coefficient A G [0,1] reflects the fact that players have a higher regard
for altruistic opponents than for the spiteful ones.
In the basic process all players were assumed to consider only their own payoff,
which is the special case of the model with altruism with trivial coefficients
7» = 0 for all i. Levine (1998), however, estimates that data from ultimatum
game experiments of Roth et al. (1991) are better explained if A = 0.45. Levine
shows that the data from the public goods game experiments of Isaac and Walker
(1988) are roughly consistent with the following distribution of coefficients of
altruism:
-0.9 ; pr = 0.20
-0.22 ; pr = 0.52
0.133 ; pr = 0.04 .
(6.10)
0.243 ; pr = 0.17
0.453 ; pr = 0.07
In the following we study the adaptation of the basic process by considering
players, whose coefficients of altruism are non-trivial. We consider a group of
n other-regarding players with a uniform scope of forward looking r repeatedly
playing the basic game. At each time t each player i plays one of the strategies
{sfA,sfE,sf)A,s^)E}.
As in the basic process, at each time t > 2, before
making her move, player i with some fixed probability & e (0,1) updates her
own strategy, by observing the vector s[t — 1] of strategies at time t — 1. A player
updates by choosing a strategy which maximizes her utility across the next r*
periods, under the assumption that the strategies of the other players do not
change in those periods.
8

{ s D A - 1 } represents states that can be reached from state sDA = (0, 0, 6,0) by a deviation
of one player.
9
{s D B -|-l} represents absorbing states of the processes with high outside option and r = 1.
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Formally, let s= (si, ...,sn)&S be the vector of strategies at time t — 1, and
let s' = (si,..., Sj_i, s^, Si+i,..., s„) be the vector of strategies at time t. Player
% changes her strategy from Sj to s\ at t and assumes no other updates in the
group during [t — l,t + r<]. Let Xi(s'% \s), defined as in (6.1), be the payoff of
player i across the r, periods following her update, and let
Xij(s'i | s) = iTjidjts^^jisj

I a ( s ) ) , a ^ ( s ' ) , p - j ( s ' | a(s)))
| o(s')),ffl- J (s'),P-i(s / | a(s'))),

+ {n - 1) ••Kj{aj{sj),pj{sj

(6.11)

be the payoff to player j across the same periods. The utility of player i, for
changing her strategy Si to strategy sj is then given by
u?(s't | s) = xtM I s) + £

2 ^ 2 ^ , ( 4 I s).

(6.12)

If player i is updating at the start of period t she chooses a strategy s* [£] such
that
Si[£] G
argmax
wf(«i | s[t — 1]).
s'ie{sGA,sDA,sCE,sDE}

If this payoff is maximized by the current strategy of the player, the player keeps
her current strategy. If not, she randomly selects one of the optimal strategies.
The updating rule outlined above generates a Markov chain with the finite
state space S and transition matrix MA. We refer to this Markov chain the
process with altruism. The basic process can be seen as a special case of the
process with altruism when all coefficients of altruism are trivial. Using the
same argument that proved Proposition 6.1 it can be shown that in the process
with altruism a state s is absorbing if and only if
Si e

argmax

s'ie{sCA,sDA,sGE,sDE]

uf(s't\s),

(6.13)

for each player i. Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 hold for any Markov chain and thus
for the process with altruism. The following proposition is a generalization of
Proposition 6.2 for the process with altruism. Its proof is given in the appendix
to this chapter.
P r o p o s i t i o n 6.6 Consider the process with altruism and let there be 7 such
that 7i = 7 for each player i. Let z e Z be a type distribution. State sG Sz
is absorbing if and only if each of the states in Sz is absorbing. State s€ Sz is
transient if and only if each of the states in Sz is transient.
In section 6.4.2 we argue that Proposition 6.2 permits us to use the first class
of simulations, instead of Algorithm 1, to detect the absorbing and transient
states of the basic process. With Proposition 6.6 we can argue in the same
way that, whenever players are homogeneous with respect to their coefficients
of altruism, we may implement the first class of simulations to detect absorbing
and transient states of the process with altruism.
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We study two cases with players having homogeneous coefficients of altruism,
and one case with players whose coefficients of altruism are distributed according
to distribution (6.10). The three processes are characterized by:
Al 7J = 1 for each player i,
A2 ji =0.453 for each player i, or
A3 for each player i, 7$ is independently drawn from (6.10).
We assume T{=r and q± = q for each i. We consider all the stage game constellations given by Table 6.2 to achieve consistency with parameters considered
in the basic process.
We want to study the process with altruism both with realistic coefficients
of altruism, as in A3, and with those that give the best chance of cooperation.
We conjecture that players with high coefficients of altruism are more likely
to achieve cooperation than those with low coefficients of altruism. With this
reason we consider the highest feasible coefficient of altruism in Al and the
highest coefficient of altruism allowed by (6.10) in A2.
Processes Al and A2 consider homogeneous coefficients of altruism and may
be studied via simulations of the first, non-perturbed, class or the second, perturbed, class. Process A3 considers heterogeneous coefficients of altruism and
may be studied only via the simulations of the second class. Moreover, (6.10)
induces a distribution over possible allocations of coefficients in the group. To
study the asymptotic behavior of process A3 we repeat 50 runs of the following
procedure. In each run we independently draw from (6.10) a coefficient of altruism for each player, and simulate 1.000.000 periods of the perturbed process
using simulations of the second class. We assume that coefficients of altruism
are common knowledge. To report the results of these simulations we aggregate
the frequencies observed across all 50 runs.
Low outside option
Let o = 0. For each value of r the dynamics of Al is shown in the left column
and the dynamics of A2 in the right column of Figure 6.3. In Table 6.5 we report
the results of long run simulations of perturbed processes Al, A2 and A3. For
each of the processes we note the frequencies of the most frequent states and
the frequency distribution across different types.
By looking at Figure 6.3 we may conclude that cooperation is likely only
among sufficiently altruistic players. This seems certainly true when players are
altruistic at the extreme, as in the process Al. However, players with high,
but not extreme, coefficients of altruism also need to be sufficiently forward
looking to achieve cooperation. As is evident from Figure 6.3(b) players whose
coefficients of altruism are maximal among those suggested by (6.10) fail to
attain cooperation when r = 1, that is, if they behave according to the myopic
best response.
These observations are confirmed by the second class of simulations, see Table
6.5. On the long run cooperation is sustained only in the process Al with players
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Figure 6.3: PROCESSES WITH ALTRUISM WITH O=0. Non-perturbed processes
Al and A2.
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Al
states
6 coop.
5 coop.

r :

A2
states
6 coop.
(5,0,0, 1)

r :

SDA

{sDA-

1}

A3
states
6 coop.

r :

SDA

{sDA-

1}

1

2

4

type

.69
.25

.70
.24

.69
.24

CA
CE
DA
DE

1
.01
.01
.65
.29

2
.06
.13
.32
.17

4
.06
.13
.32
.17

type
CA
CE
DA
DE

r:

1
.01
.65
.29

2
.01
.64
.29

4
.01
.63
.29

type
CA
CE
DA
DE

r:

r :

1
.78
.16
.03
.03

2
.79
.15
.03
.03

4
.79
.15
.03
.03

1

2

4

.02
.02
.93
.03

.33
.04
.58
.05

.33
.04
.58
.05

1
.02
.02
.93
.03

2
.02
.02
.93
.03

4
.03
.02
.92
.03

Table 6.5: PROCESSES WITH ALTRUISM WITH O=0. Perturbed processes Al,
A2 and A3.
that have extremely high coefficients of altruism, e.g. if 7* = 1 for all players.
Consider now the process A2 with players whose coefficients of altruism are
the highest among those suggested by the theory. Cooperation can be achieved
among such players with positive probability only if they are sufficiently forward
looking, that is, if r > 2. If r = 1 then the state sDA, in which all players defect,
seems to be the unique stochastically stable state and DA is the most frequently
observed type. The results for the process A3 show that cooperation cannot be
sustained if coefficients of altruism are distributed as suggested by the model of
altruism. The process A3 spends around 65 percent of periods in state sDA and
around 29 percent of periods in states {sDA — 1}. The state sDA seems to be
the unique stochastically stable state and DA is the most frequently observed
type for all values of r.
High outside option
Let o = 40. For each value of r the dynamics of Al is shown in the left column
and the dynamics of A2 in the right column of Figure 6.4. In Table 6.6 we report
the results of the long run simulations of processes Al, A2 and A3, respectively.
For each of the processes we note the frequencies of the most frequent states
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A3
states

r:

SCE

SDE,{S DE + 1}
other: 3 excl.

Table 6.6:

1

2

4

type

.65
.26

.68
.24

.68
.24

CA
CE
DA
DE

type

1

2

4

.01
.78
.02

.68
.01
.08

.69
.01
.08

CA
CE
DA
DE

1

2

4

type

.01
.78
.01

.01
.20
.34

.05
.16
.36

CA
CE
DA
DE

PROCESSES WITH ALTRUISM WITH

i- :

":

r:

1

2

4

.46
.46
.04
.04

.47
.47
.03
.03

.47
.47
.03
.03

1

2

4

.02
.11
.12
.75

.15
.79
.03
.03

.15
.79
.03
.03

1

2

4

.02
.11
.12
.75

.03
.37
.06
.54

.04
.48
.06
.12

0 = 4 0 . Al, A2 and A3.

and the frequency distribution across different types.
Again, by looking at Figure 6.4 and at the frequencies given in Table 6.6, we
may conclude that cooperation is likely only among sufficiently altruistic or sufficiently forward looking players. In the process Al with players with extremely
high coefficients of altruism cooperation always prevails. In the process A2 with
players whose coefficients of altruism are the highest among those suggested by
Levine's model complete cooperation can be sustained if r > 2 but not if r = 1.
Finally, in the process A3 where coefficients of altruism are distributed as suggested by the model of altruism, cooperation increases with forward looking. If
r = 4 then 52 percent of observed types are cooperative.

6.5.2

Process with inequity aversion

Experiments with finitely repeated public goods games by Fehr and Gachter
(2000) have shown that contribution rates increase by a large magnitude if
the possibility for costly individual punishment is provided. 10 At odds with
10
That punishment may increase cooperation in social dilemma type games was already
observed in earlier experiments. Ostrom et al. (1992), for example, report that possibility
for punishment significantly increased yield in the repeated common-pool resource games if
the number of periods is unknown to players. The experiment of Fehr and Gachter (2000),
however, was the first in which punishment possibility was shown to increase cooperation in
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experimental evidence, the standard theory assuming selfish players predicts no
punishment in the last period, if punishment is costly. To better account for this
evidence Fehr and Schmidt (1999) propose a model of inequity aversion, which
assumes that players dislike uneven payoffs. The model assumes that people
loose utility from being payoff advantaged or disadvantaged, with the loss from
an advantage being smaller than the loss from a disadvantage.
Each player is associated with a coefficient of aversion to disadvantageous
inequality cti > 0 and a coefficient of aversion to advantageous inequality fa >
0 satisfying fa < min{aj,l}. If payoffs of players are given by the vector
(xi, ...,xn), player i receives the (adjusted) utility

uf

Xi

— 2_]maxfij

— Xi, 0}

— V"]maxjxj — Xj,0}

Players in the basic process are assumed to be selfish and can be described by
having trivial coefficients CÜJ = fa = 0. However, in Fehr and Schmidt (1999)
the distribution of coefficients of inequality aversion is estimated as

OLi

0 ; pr = 0.3
0.5 ; pr = 0.3
1 ; pr = 0.3
4 ; pr = 0.1

fa = I 0.25

; pr = 0.3 .

(6.14)

This distribution is shown to be consistent with the data from the experimental
public goods game with punishment reported in Fehr and Gachter (2000). In
the repeated basic game the exclusion of a defector can be viewed as a form
of punishment. In the following we therefore consider an adaptation of the
basic process by assuming players whose coefficients of inequity aversion are
non-trivial.
We consider a group of n other-regarding players with a uniform scope of
forward looking r repeatedly playing the basic game. At each time t each player
i plays one of the strategies {sfA, sfE, sfA, sf } . As in the basic process, at
each time t > 2, before making her move, player i with some fixed probability
9, £ (0,1) updates her own strategy, by observing the vector s[t — 1] of strategies
at time t — 1. Player updates to a strategy maximizing her utility across the
next Ti periods, under the assumption that the strategies of the other players
do not change in those periods.
Formally, let s= {s\,..., sn)eS be the vector of strategies at time t — 1, and
let s' = (si, ...,Si-i,s'i,Si+i,...,sn)
be the vector of strategies at time t. Player
i changes her strategy from s, to s^ at t and assumes no other updates in the
group during [t — l,t + r j . Let x^s^ \s), defined as in (6.1), be the payoff of
player i across the rt periods following her update, and let i y ( s j \s), defined
as in (6.11), be the payoff to player j across the same periods. The utility of
the one-shot and finitely repeated public goods games among strangers.
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player i for changing her strategy $t to strategy s^ is then given by
ufis'i | s) = Xiis'i | s) - ——-^max{a;ij(s-1 s) - ^ ( s - | s),0}

~ ^ Y ^

m a X

^

S

' ^ ^ ~Xlj(sils)'°}'

(615)

If player i is updating at the start of period t she chooses a strategy Sj [£] such
that
Si[t] G
argmax
uf (s^ | s[i - 1]),
s'ie{sCA,sDA,sCE,sDE}

If this payoff is maximized by the current strategy of the player, the player keeps
her current strategy. If not, she randomly selects one of the optimal strategies.
The updating rule outlined above generates a Markov chain with the finite
state space S and transition matrix MF. We refer to this Markov chain the
process with inequity aversion. The basic process can be seen as a special case
of the process with inequity aversion when all coefficients of inequality aversion
are trivial. Using the same argument that proved Proposition 6.1 it can be
shown that in the process with inequity aversion a state s is absorbing if and
only if
Si e
argmax
uf(^|s),
(6.16)
s'te{saA,sDA,sCE,sDE}

for each player i. Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 hold for any Markov chain and thus
for the process with inequity aversion. The proof of the following generalization
of Proposition 6.2 for the process with altruism is given in the appendix to this
chapter.
P r o p o s i t i o n 6.7 Consider the process with inequity aversion and let there be
a and (3 such that on = a and Pi = f3 for each player i. Let z e Z be a type
distribution. State sG Sz is absorbing if and only if each of the states in Sz is
absorbing. State s£ Sz is transient if and only if each of the states in Sz is
transient.
Consequently, whenever players are homogeneous with respect to their coefficients of inequality aversion, we may implement the first class of simulations
to detect absorbing and transient states of the process with inequity aversion.
We study two cases with players having homogeneous coefficients of inequality aversion, and one case with players whose coefficients of inequality aversion
are distributed according to distribution (6.14). The three processes are characterized by:
F l Oj = 40 and /% = 1 for each player i,
F2 ojj = 4 and /3j = 0.6 for each player i, or
F3 for each player i, on and /3j are randomly and independently drawn from
(6.14).
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Figure 6.5: PROCESSES WITH INEQUITY AVERSION WITH O = 0 . Non-perturbed
processes F l and F2.
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Fl
states
6 coop.

r :

SDA

{sDA - 1}
F2
states
6 coop.

r :

SDA

{sDA - 1}
F3
states
6 coop.

r :

SDA

{sDA - 1}

1

2

4

.01
.65
.29

.01
.65
.29

.01
.64
.29

type
CA
CE
DA
DE

1
.01
.65
.28

2
.01
.65
.29

4
.01
.65
.29

type
CA
CE
DA
DE

-:

1
.01
.65
.28

2
.01
.65
.29

4
.01
.64
.29

type

r :

CA
CE
DA
DE

1

2

4

.02
.02
.93
.03

.02
.02
.93
.03

.02
.02
.93
.03

1
.02
.02
.93
.03

2
.02
.02
.93
.03

4
.02
.02
.93
.03

1

2
.02
.02
.93
.03

4
.02
.02
.93
.03

.02
.02
.93
.03

Table 6.7: PROCESSES WITH INEQUITY AVERSION WITH O=0. Perturbed processes Fl, F2 and F3.
We assume r* = r and Qi = q for all i. We consider all the stage game constellations given by Table 6.2 to achieve consistency with parameters considered in
the basic process.
As in the model with altruism we conjecture that players with high coefficients
of inequality aversion are more likely to achieve cooperation than those with low
ones. With this reason we consider the highest feasible coefficients of inequality
aversion in F l , and the highest coefficients suggested by (6.14) in F2. Because Fl
and F2 consider homogeneous coefficients they may be studied via simulations
of first or second class. To study the asymptotic behavior of process F3 we
follow the same procedure as outlined in section 6.5.1 for the process A3.
Low outside option
Let o = 0. For each value of r the dynamics of F l is shown in the left column
and the dynamics of F2 in the right column of Figure 6.5. In Table 6.7 we
report the results of the long run simulations of perturbed processes F l , F2 and
F3, respectively. For each of the processes we note the frequencies of the most
frequent states and the frequency distribution across different types.
Comparing the dynamics in processes with inequity aversion F l and F2,
shown in the Figure 6.5, with that of the basic process for o = 0, we can see
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Fl
states

r :

6 coop.
sDB,(0,0,l,5)
other: 6 excl.
other: 5 excl.
F2
states

r :

6 coop.
sDE,(0,0,l,5),
other: 6 excl.
other: 5 excl.
F3
states

r :

6 coop.
s^,(0,0,l,5),
other: 6 excl.
other: 5 excl.

1

2

4

type

.01
.10
.27
.50

.55
.02
.13
.18

.60
.03
.11
.14

CA
CE
DA
DE

1

2

4

type

.01
.29
.34
.20

.46
.06
.19
.20

.59
.03
.11
.15

CA
CE
DA
DE

1

2

4

type

.01
.28
.20
.37

.04
.13
.48
.28

.37
.05
.20
.24

CA
CE
DA
DE

r :

r :

r :

1

2

4

.02
.32
.12
.54

.10
.78
.04
.08

.12
.76
.04
.08

1

2

4

.02
.11
.12
.75

.07
.69
.05
.19

.11
.75
.04
.10

1

2

4

.02
.11
.12
.75

.03
.47
.06
.44

.05
.71
.06
.18

Table 6.8: PROCESSES WITH INEQUITY AVERSION WITH O = 4 0 . F l , F2 and F 3 .
a surprising similarity. T h e absorbing state sDA seems to be t h e unique stable
s t a t e for every r considered in both F l and F2, just as it is in t h e basic process,
even though for the process F l all fully cooperative states are absorbing. These
observations are confirmed by comparing the asymptotic behavior of processes
F l , F2 and F 3 , given in Table 6.7, with t h a t given by Table 6.3 for t h e basic
process. T h e long-run behavior statistics are virtually identical for all these
processes, suggesting t h a t state sDA is the unique stochastically stable state for
any distribution of coefficients of inequality aversion in the group. In this sense,
we may say t h a t , for o = 0, t h e model of inequality aversion gives t h e same
prediction as t h e model with selfish players.
High outside option
Let o = 40. For each value of r the dynamics of F l is shown in t h e left column
and the dynamics of F2 in t h e right column of Figure 6.6. In Table 6.8 we
report the results of the long run simulations of perturbed processes F l , F2 and
F 3 , respectively. For each of t h e processes we note the frequencies of t h e most
frequent states and the frequency distribution across different types.
We can compare t h e results of the simulations of perturbed processes with
and without inequity aversion by looking at Tables 6.4 and 6.8. By comparing
t h e frequencies observed in F l , F2, F 3 and in the basic process with the high
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outside option we conclude that cooperation increases with inequity aversion
and with r. However, in F2 and F3 cooperation is increased only marginally,
and only if players are sufficiently forward looking, that is, if r > 2.

6.6

Discussion

6.6.1

Results of our simulation study

Wc review and discuss in this section the main results of the chapter. Many
conclusions may be drawn simply by examination of the dynamics of the processes, illustrated in figures 6.1 - 6.6. Inference about the long-run behavior of
the perturbed processes and about the stability of absorbing states solely on
the basis of the figures may, however, be misleading. We therefore analyze and
compare the statistics of the long-run behavior of the processes, given by tables
6.3 - 6.8, but refer to corresponding figures for explanation.
Recall that the process is said to be in equilibrium if it reaches an absorbing
state. For reference below we call an absorbing state cooperative if at least one
link is established with at least one cooperative player. An absorbing state is
called defective if all cooperative players are isolated. The process is in a longrun equilibrium if it reaches a stochastically stable state. When r = 1, that is,
when players update their strategies according to the myopic best response, we
say that their scope of forward looking is trivial.
Result 6.1 OUTSIDE OPTION

A high outside option induces more cooperation than a low outside option.
This is intuitively plausible. When the outside option is o = 40 players
earn more by excluding defectors than by linking to them. In contrast, with
low outside option o = 0 exclusion yields no earning, while establishing a link
always yields a positive earning, regardless of the actions of linked players. In
this sense, exclusion is costly when the outside option is low and cheap when
the outside option is high. Since more exclusion, as a form of retribution, yields
more cooperation, more cooperation should be observed with a high outside
option.
The above result may be verified by comparing the long-run cooperation levels, for each of the processes considered, between the low and high outside
options. Long-run cooperation levels are computed by summing the frequencies
of types CA and CE, and are given in Table 6.9. For each particular process
and fixed scope of forward looking r the long-run cooperation under o = 40 is
at least as high as the long-run cooperation under o = 0, with the exception of
the process Al with r = 1 where the difference is negligible.
Result 6.2 FORWARD LOOKING

Non-trivial forward looking is necessary and sufficient for the existence of cooperative equilibria in the basic process. In particular, under myopic best response
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r =1
o=0
o = 40

Al

A2

A3

Fl

F2

F3

B

.94
.92

.04
.13

.04
.13

.04
.34

.04
.13

.04
.13

.04
.13

Al

A2

A3

Fl

F2

F3

B

.94
.94

.37
.94

.04
.40

.04
.88

.04
.76

.04
.50

.04
.36

Al

A2

A3

Fl

F2

F3

B

.94
.94

.37
.94

.05
.52

.04
.88

.04
.86

.04
.76

.04
.69

r =2
o= 0
o = 40
r= 4
o=0
o = 40

T a b l e 6.9: COOPERATION IN PERTURBED PROCESSES.

no cooperative absorbing states exist. The same is true for processes with altruism or with inequity aversion unless extreme altruism or inequality aversion is
assumed.
For the basic process with o = 0 the above result is implied by Proposition 6.5.
It follows from Figure 6.2 that, for the basic processes with o = 40, there exists
a fully cooperative absorbing state when r = 4, while all (if any) cooperative
players are isolated in any absorbing state when r = 1. The absorbing states
of the process with altruism A2 are given in the right-hand columns of Figures
6.3 and 6.4. The absorbing states of the process with inequity aversion F2 are
given in the right-hand columns of Figures 6.5 and 6.6. For both processes A2
and F2 and both outside option values considered cooperative absorbing states
exist for r > 2, but not for r = 1.
Cooperative equilibria under myopic best response do, however, exist if we
assume that the coefficients of altruism or inequity aversion are higher than
those estimated from the empirical data. The absorbing states of processes Al
and Fl are shown in the left-hand columns of Figures 6.3 - 6.6. For both outside
option values and all scopes of forward looking considered all fully cooperative
states are absorbing.
This suggests that high coefficients of altruism or inequity aversion induce
more cooperative equilibria than low ones. Further support for this may be
found by comparing the sets of absorbing states between the basic process and
the processes with altruism A2 and Al, or between the basic process and the
processes with inequity aversion F2 and Fl, for fixed o and r. If we do this for
all fixed pairs of o and r we may conclude:
Result 6.3 EQUILIBRIA INDUCED BY SOCIAL PREFERENCES
The set of cooperative equilibria of the process with altruism increases with the
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altruism of players. The set of cooperative equilibria of the process with the
inequity aversion increases with inequity aversion of players.
Support for this result is given in Figures 6.3-6.6. The set of cooperative
equilibria of the basic process is contained in that of process A2, which is further
contained in that of process Al. Similarly, the set of cooperative equilibria of
the basic process is contained in that of process F2, which is further contained
in that of process F l .
A large set of cooperative absorbing states, however, does not imply that the
updating dynamics are likely to direct the process toward these states. A case in
point is given by Figure 6.1 which illustrates the dynamics of the basic process
with o = 0. It is evident from the figure that while increasing the scope of forward
looking r increases the set of cooperative absorbing states the dynamics remain
mostly unaffected and direct the basic process toward the defective absorbing
state sDA for all considered r. Table 6.3 confirms that the perturbed basic
process with o = 0 spends most of the time in the state sDA. This indicates
that sDA is the unique stochastically stable state of this process.
In contrast, even if all equilibria are defective, cooperation may be substantial
in the presence of persistent errors. The basic process with o = 40 and r = 2
is one such example. It is evident from Figure 6.2(b) and Table 6.4 that no
cooperative absorbing states of the non-perturbed process exist, but yet the
slight perturbation of the process leads to a substantial level of cooperation.
The following two results summarize the outcomes of the long-run simulations
of perturbed processes.
R e s u l t 6.4 LONG-RUN EQUILIBRIA, LOW OUTSIDE OPTION
Consider o = 0. State sDA, in which all players defect and form a complete
network, is the unique stochastically stable state of the basic process, as well as of
the process with inequity aversion, for any distribution of inequity aversion and
for all considered r. It is also the unique stochastically stable state of the process
with altruism when, as suggested by the model of altruism, the distribution of
altruism is given by (6.10). Cooperative absorbing states may be stochastically
stable only when all players have (extremely) high coefficients of altruism, such
as in processes with altruism Al and A2.
R e s u l t 6.5 LONG-RUN EQUILIBRIA, HIGH OUTSIDE OPTION
Consider o = 40. When r < 2 there are no cooperative stochastically stable states
of the basic process. When r = 2, however, a small perturbation of the basic
process may lead the dynamics away from defective states and, consequently,
medium levels of cooperation may be achieved. When r = 4 the state sCE, in
which all players cooperate and exclude defectors, is the unique stochastically
stable state of the basic process. If, as suggested by the corresponding theories,
coefficients of altruism or inequity aversion are drawn randomly from the distributions (6.10) or (6.14) the processes with altruism and inequity aversion exhibit
the same dynamics as the basic process. Cooperation, however, increases when
these coefficients are (extremely) high, such as in processes Al, A2, Fl, or F2.
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The stochastically stable states and the long-run behavior of each process
may be inferred from the frequencies of visits of different absorbing states by
the process, given in the left-hand columns of Tables 6.3 - 6.8. The final result
summarizes the comparison of the basic process with processes with altruism
and inequity aversion from the discussion above.
Result 6.6 COOPERATION INDUCED BY SOCIAL PREFERENCES
If coefficients of altruism are distributed by (6.10), as suggested by the model of
altruism, the process of altruism exhibits qualitatively the same behavior as the
basic process assuming selfish players. Similarly, if coefficients of inequity aversion are distributed by (6.14), as suggested by the model of inequality aversion,
the process of inequity aversion exhibits qualitatively the same behavior as the
basic process. For o = 0 the process of inequity aversion exhibits qualitatively the
same behavior as the basic process for any distribution of coefficients of inequity
aversion.
In chapter 5 we discuss the dynamics of behavior of human subjects playing
the finitely repeated basic game in a laboratory experiment. The game was
repeated for 60 periods. The behavior in the experiment differed significantly
between the last 5 periods and the periods 1-55, which is in accordance with the
assumption, made in this chapter, that people look only a few periods ahead.
With both low and high outside options high average levels of cooperation were
observed during most of the periods 1-55, while a strong tendency toward defection was evident in the final 5 periods, the effect known in experimental repeated
games as the "end-game effect".
To see that this is consistent with the limited forward looking assumption,
consider players whose scope of forward looking r is sufficiently long to induce
cooperation during initial periods. When the play approaches the final periods
of the repeated game players adjust their behavior to the shorter scope of the
future. A player, for example, who realizes that there are only T < r periods left
may behave as if having a shorter scope of forward looking r. For sufficiently
short r players may thus defect, which would lead to the last period decline in
cooperation.
Among the processes considered in this chapter only the process with altruism
A2 reaches substantial cooperation with r > 2 and low cooperation with r = 1,
for both outside options considered. This suggests both (the possibility of) high
altruism as well as the non-trivial forward looking as determinants of behavior
in our experiments.

6.6.2

Discussion of t h e model assumptions

Some caution may be in order in the interpretation of our results. Firstly, our
set of strategies was restricted by assumptions of limited memory and consistency. Enlarging the set of strategies may affect the results. However, it is
not obvious which set of strategies would best represent those used in real life.
One way to circumvent this problem would be to allow for all feasible strategies via the methodology of genetic algorithms (this approach is endorsed by
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Ashlock et al., 1996). The nature of this approach, however, means that the
evolution of strategies is not easily tractable and the interpretation of (success
of) the complex surviving strategies is left to speculation (see Smucker et al.,
1994). Redundant sophistication yielded by genetic algorithms may sometimes
be eliminated by adding the cost of complexity, e.g. as in Abreu and Rubinstein
(1988). The manner in which cost is related to complexity may, however, bias
the evolution. See, for example, the debate between Binmore and Samuelson
(1992) and Cooper (1996).
Another approach is to consider relaxed assumptions about the memory
length and consistency of strategies. However, the relaxed bounds are just
as artificial as any other, while the resulting set of all possible strategies soon
becomes too large to permit straightforward analysis or interpretation. An occasional compromise is to consider a large set of intuitive strategies inferred
from real life or experimental evidence (Hauk, 2001 advocates this approach).
A set of strategies obtained in this way is, however, far from complete within
the considered boundaries, as well as restricted by a subjective judgment.
Best response and imitation models usually assume that players know the
strategies played by the other players. This, however, becomes a strong assumption if players use relatively complex strategies. It may be reasonable to
assume that actions are perfectly observable, but they need not reveal the strategies that yield these actions. In a world of complex strategies the dynamics of
players' beliefs about strategies of the other players could therefore be better
described by a model of learning from observed actions such as Bayesian learning (see e.g. Kalai and Lehrer, 1993 and Nachbar, 1997, Cheung and Friedman,
1997, or Fudenberg and Levine, 1998 for overviews and tests of the models of
learning in games).
A model of adaptive play that may allow for complex strategies without such
strong assumptions is that of reinforcement learning, suggested by Roth and
Erev (1995). In the future we may complement our results with a reinforcement
learning model that allows limited forward looking. In this chapter, however,
we opt for a best response model within a small but complete set of strategies
within clearly defined and intuitive restrictions. The resulting dynamics appears
complex yet sufficiently tractable to allow straightforward interpretation.
The second caution, common to all simulation studies, concerns the sensitivity
of results to the specific choice of parameters in the simulations. In particular,
we considered a single set of prisoner's dilemma game parameters, group size
n = 6, updating probability q = 0.2, and error probability e = 0.1. We next
discuss how changing these parameters may affect our results.
The error probability does affect the process dynamics, and its impact was
described in section 6.3.2. In particular, Theorem 6.1 describes how the asymptotic behavior of the process changes as e decreases toward zero. It states that
for sufficiently small e the process is most likely to be observed in one of its
stochastically stable states. We, however, have shown that if perturbation is
small but not negligible the long-run behavior of the process may differ greatly
from this limiting prediction. One such example is given by Result 6.5 for our
basic process with o = 40 and r = 2.
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Figure 6.7: Average cooperation in simulations of the basic process, the process
with altruism A3, and the process with fairness F3, for different values of ƒ, with
r = 2 and (a) low outside option o = 0, and (b) high outside option o = 40.
Note that ƒ = 70 is chosen in all simulation in this chapter.

The impact of the prisoner's dilemma game parameters for the process dynamics requires more thorough elaboration. For this we perform a test of the
robustness of our main results to a change in the value of ƒ = v(D, C), the prisoner's dilemma game payoff when defecting on a cooperator. This value may
be seen as a proxy for the incentive to defect. We use the simulations of the
second class to detect the asymptotic behavior of the basic process, the process
with altruism A3, and the process with inequity aversion F3, for 26 different
values of ƒ, equidistantly taken from the interval [50,100]. We assume r = 2 in
all these simulations. For each value of ƒ and each of the two outside options
considered we register the average numbers of cooperative players in each of the
three processes. Figure 6.7 shows the graphs of average cooperation depending
on the value of ƒ, for each of the processes and outside option values. For low
outside option cooperation levels remain negligible for all processes and values
of ƒ. For high outside option, however, the value of ƒ does have an effect on
cooperation. It is interesting to note that for low ƒ, close to c = 50, cooperation is lower in the process with altruism A3 than in the basic process. This is
most likely due to the presence of spiteful players with negative coefficients of
altruism, which gain utility by decreasing the payoff of other players.
Finally, our definition of forward looking is a relatively simple way of modeling
the relation between one's own present behavior and the future behavior of the
others. We assume that players believe, when they are updating their own
strategy, that no other players will update in the periods covered by their scope
of forward looking. This assumption seems a fair approximation of the (short
span) future behavior if, as is the case in our model, the possibilities for updates
are rare, and it is correct once the play reaches a long-run equilibrium. It would
nevertheless be worthwhile to relax it in a model that allows for players who
understand that (and how) other players may revise their strategies in the future.
Such players might, for example, strictly prefer exclusion from non-exclusion,
even when it is costly to exclude, because they realize that threatening with
exclusion induces other players to abandon defective strategies.
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Jehiel (1995) suggested such a model when introducing the concept of limited
foresight. Players with limited foresight in each period choose an action which
maximizes their payoff across a finite number of coming periods, believing that
play is going to follow a particular sequence of action profiles. The game is
said to be in a limited foresight equilibrium if, at each period, beliefs of all
players coincide with the actual path of play. Jehiel (1998) describes a model
of learning about the strategy used by the opponent, that leads to a limited
forecast equilibrium in two-player games. Such an equilibrium considers players
who at each period use the truncated history of play to update their belief about
the future paths of play. In Jehiel (2001) cooperation in repeated two-player
prisoner's dilemma game is shown to be sustainable in such an equilibrium.
Adjusting this concept to the setting of our n-player stage game may, however,
prove difficult, among other things due to the large number of possible action
paths.
A simpler approach, arising from our model of limited forward looking, may
be to consider players that know the transition matrix of the basic process
and assume that their opponents behave according to the underlying updating
process. We may call such players level-3 players, as opposed to level-2 players
which understand the strategies of their opponents but assume that they never
update. When updating, a level-3 player chooses a strategy that maximizes her
expected payoff across several coming periods, under the assumption that other
players change strategies according to the basic process. We may similarly define
level-4 players, or indeed, level-n players for any n. Finally, we may consider
the dynamics of the process that emerges as n goes to infinity. Players in such
a process would correctly predict the behavior of their opponents, as opposed
to finite-level players. It would be interesting to compare the model of players
with such extreme comprehension to the existing models of rational players
with perfect foresight (Selten, 1965, van Damme, 1989). For a similar iterative
definition of the levels of reasoning see Stahl (1993) and Nagel (1995).

6.7

Conclusions

In this chapter we study the dynamics of social exclusion and cooperation among
boundedly rational players that to a limited extent understand the consequences
of their own actions and take them into account when adapting their behavior.
We show that the assumption of limited forward looking induces cooperative
equilibria even if players are best responding to their neighborhood. These
equilibria, however, are often not stable with respect to occasional deviations
from the best response behavior that we assume players make. In particular,
when exclusion is costly cooperation remains low. It turns out that limited
forward looking increases cooperation only when exclusion is sufficiently cheap.
Assuming that players are other-regarding, rather than selfish, does not substantially change these results. We consider in this chapter two theories of
social preferences: the model of altruism and the model of inequality aversion.
Assuming altruistic or inequity averse players further increases the set of co197

operative equilibria. However, if altruism or inequity aversion is distributed
according to the distributions proposed by the corresponding models the dynamics of behavior among other-regarding players does qualitatively not differ
from that among selfish players. This suggests that, at least in the setting of the
repeated prisoner's dilemma game played on an endogenous network, a limited
comprehension of the reactions to one's own actions may be as important for
sustaining cooperation as is a concern for others.

6.8

Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 6.2. We begin by characterizing the payoff (6.1) of
player i in terms of the distribution of types. Let z(s) = (nCA(s),
nCE(s),
DA
DE
n (s), n (s)) be the distribution of types in state s. For each j let Tj be
the type of player j in state s. Consider a player i that is updating her current
strategy Sj = sTi with a new strategy sj = sTi of type T[. For each player i, let
of (s) = 1 if her type in state s is T, and Sf(s) = 0 otherwise. The four-tuple
z(S)-5i(s)

(nCA(s)-ofA(S),nCE(S)-6?E(S),nDA(S)~5°A(S),nDE(S)-5°E(s))

=

gives the distribution of types among the players N/i in state s.
The definition of the stage game payoff (6.2) may be rewritten as
•Ki(ai,Pi,a-i,P-i)=

^2

•"(ai,aj)-pij-pji

(6.17)

jEN/i

for the case that the outside option value is o = 0, and as
•Ki(ai,Pi,a-i,p-i)

= ^2

lv(auaj)

'Pij 'Pa + (! -Pij -Pji) • o]

(6.18)

jEN/i

for general o. Let pTT be 1 if players of type T propose links to players that
were of type T' in the previous period, and 0 otherwise. Let aT be the action
chosen by strategy sT. Combine the definition of payoff (6.1) with the definition
of the stage game payoffs (6.17) to obtain
Xi{s'i\s)

=

J2

v(ai(s^,aJ(s:j))-plj(s'l\a(s))-pjl{sj\a(s))

jEN/i

+ (r~1)

V

^(S'i)^aJ(-Sj))-P^(S't\a(S'))-PdS3\a(S'))

!C
j€N/i

Y:

(nT(s)-8T(s))-v(aV,aT).

Te{CA,CE,DA,DE}
.pT[T,[pTT,+{r_1)pTTl]
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( 6 1 9 )

for the case o = 0. One can show in the similar fashion that for general o,

xM\s)=

(n r (s)-<Jf(s)).

£
Te{CA,CE,DA,DE}

'v(aT^aT)

• pT>T • [pTT* + (r - l)pTT'}

+ O • ( l - p T - T • [pTT' + (r - l)p T T -])'
(6.20)

Let

v[Tun\T\

v(aT^aT).pT^-{pTT'+(r-l)p^}

=

+o • ( l - p T - T • [prT* + (r - l)p T T / ])

(6.21)

be the r-period payoff to any player i that changed her type from TÏ to T[ from
the interaction with any player j ^ i oi type T. This payoff is independent of
the identities i and j . The equation (6.20) rewrites as
x^|s)=

(nT(s)-öT(s)).v{TzX\T]

Yl
Te{CA,CE,DA,DE}

The best response of each player thus depends on her own previous type
and on the distribution of types among the remaining players. Consequently,
players who were playing the same strategy in the previous period have the
same set of best responses, which depends only on the distribution of the types
in the previous state. If state s= («j, ...,Sn) is absorbing, than the state s* =
(S</>(1)> •••is4>(n))> f° r a n y permutation of the player indices <f> : N —• N, is also
absorbing. To conclude the proof, note that Sz consists exactly of all states s*
that can be obtained by permuting the player indices via any permutation (f>,
from any state sESz. •
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 6.5. Several observations can be made on the basis
of (6.19). First, non-exclusive strategy always earns at least as much as its
exclusive counterpart: for all s,
A

Xi(sf

| s) > xt(sfE

I s) and *«(«? A \ s) > Xl{sfE \ s).

(6.22)

This is because pCA'T
> pCE<T and pDA'T
> pDE'T for all T, with strict inequalities for T = DA, DE. The equality is attained only in the border cases:
Xi(sfA\s)
= Xi(sfE\s)
implies that nDA = nDE = 0. Similarly, xl(sf)A \s) =
E
DA
Xi(sP \s) implies n = 0 .
[1] Strategy sDE may thus be a part of an absorbing state only when nDA =
CE
n
= 0. Consider a state with type distribution (n — p, 0,0,p). If r = 1 cooperation is not a best response, implying p = n. For r > 2 exclusion is not best
response in presence of another defector, implying p < 1. For p = 1 cooperation
is a best response if and only if condition (6.7) holds.
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[2] When there are no exclusive players, that is when nCE = nDE = 0, the
utility (6.19) rewrites as
xi(s'i\s)

=

nT • v(aTi ,aT) • pTiT

Y^

•r

Te{CA,DA}

in which case the strategy sDA is the best response. To see this note that
v(D,a ) > v(C,aT) for any T, which in case that in s there are no exclusive
players implies Xi(sfA \s) > Xi(sfA \s). Combine this with (6.19) to conclude
that sDA maximizes the utility.
[3] When nCB > 1, there are no defective players, nDA = nDE = 0. A
state with type distribution (p,n — p, 0,0) is absorbing whenever players playing
strategy sCA do not receive higher utility (6.19) by updating to strategy sDA. A
straightforward calculation yields that for a player i with s$ = sCA, Xi(sfA | s) >
Xi(sfA | s) if and only if condition (6.8) holds.
Absorbing states may therefore have only one of the following type distributions: (0,0,0, n) only for r = 1, (n — 1,0,0,1) whenever (6.7), (0,0, n, 0), and
(p,n -p, 0,0) whenever (6.8). Constraint ƒ > c > d> e implies that conditions
(6.7) and (6.8) do not hold for r = 1.
Finally, note that for p = 0 condition (6.8) rewrites to (6.6). •
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n s 6.6 a n d 6.7.
Let v[Ti,Tl | T] be defined as in (6.21) and let
v[T\ThT!\

v(aT,aTi)-pT^-[pTT^{r-l)pTT>]

=

be the r-period payoff to any player j of type T from interaction with player
i T^ j that changed her type from Tt to T[. When o = 0, the r-period utility of
player j , Xij(s'i | s), defined as in (6.11), can be rewritten as
x

ij(si\s)

=

r

^2

v a s

( j( j)'ak(sk))

-Pjk(sj | ffl(s)) -Pkj(sk | a(s))

k€N/{i,j}

+v(aj(sj),al{s'l))

-Pjiisj | a(s)) -pi;,(s-1 a(s))

+(r - l)v(aj(aj),ai(8'i))-pji(sj
\ o(s')) • plj{s'i \ o(s'))
s
Y,
K ( ) - Sj(s) - 5j(s)) r • W (a r ^, aT) • pT>T • pTT>
Te{CA,CE,DA,DE]

+v(aT',aT')

-pT^

• [pT^ + (r -

l)pT^}

again using the definition of the stage game payoffs (6.17), which further implies
XiM | s) =

Y

( n T ( s ) " 5J& ~ ^(s))-vlTj | T,Tj+vlTj

TS{Cyl,CE,DA,DB}
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| Ttl T/]

and
xi(s'i\S)-xij(s'i\s)

=

(nT(s)-Sf(s)).v[Ti,T^\T]

E
T€{CA,DA,CE,DE}

{nT(s)-^(s))-v[Tj\T,T\

J2
Te{CA,DA,CE,DE}

+v\TJ\Tj,TJ]-v[Tj\Ti,Tl}.
One can show in the similar fashion that the above equality holds for general o.
It is important to note that players, distinct from i, of the same type have the
same utility: if Tj = Tfc for some j,k ^ i, then Xij(s'i | s) = ^ ( s ^ | s), and
x,(s-1 s) - Xijis'i | s) = Xi(s'i | s) - Xij(8i | s).

(6.23)

This motivates the use of notation
xiT(^|s)=

£

p ( s ) - # ( s ) -<f(s))-iJ[T| T,T]+ïï[T| T^T/]

Te{CA,DA,CE,DE}

for each type T. Clearly, Xij(s'i \ s) = x^ (s^ \ s).
[1] Assume the model of altruism of section 6.5.1 and let ji = 7 for each
player i. In this case the definition of utility (6.12) reduces to
u?(s'i I s) = Xiis'i I s) +l^xij{s'i
= xM

I s) +

J2

7

("»

" *?»)

so-W

I s)
i s)

TS{CA,CÊ,i3A,DB}

The value of uf (s^ | s) therefore depends on the previous and the updated strategies of player i, and on the distribution of types among the remaining players.
In particular, it does not depend on the identities of players of particular type.
This means that if two players were of the same type in the previous period,
the sets of their best responses coincide. Following the final steps outlined in
the proof of Proposition 6.2 we prove the claim of Proposition 6.6.
[2] Assume the model of inequity aversion of section 6.5.2 and let cti = a and
Pi = (3 for each player i. The definition of utility (6.15) reduces to
uf(a'i|s)=xi(^|s)
- £ l

E

C " 3 » - 6?&)

m a x f e W I s) - xM

I s), 0}

T€{CA,CE,DA,DE}

"^37

{nT(s)-8f(S))m^{xl(s't\s)-xiT(s'i\s),0}.

E
Te{CA,CE,DA,DE}

Again, the value of uf(s^ | s) depends on the previous and the updated strategies
of player i, and on the distribution of types among the remaining players. In
particular, it does not depend on the identities of players of particular type and
the claim of Proposition 6.7 follows in the similar steps as above. •
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Samenvatting
In sociale en economische situaties stuiten groepen van mensen of bedrijven vaak
op een conflict tussen hun eigenbelang en het groepsbelang. Dergelijke situaties,
sociale dilemma's genaamd, zijn sinds lang onderwerp van studie binnen de sociale wetenschappen. Als de beslissing van het individu bijdraagt aan de gezamenlijke opbrengst van zijn referentiegroep "coöpereert" hij; als hij daarentegen
alleen zijn eigenbelang nastreeft en tegengesteld aan het groepsbelang handelt,
is hij een "freerider" of "profiteur". Veel voorbeelden van sociale dilemma's
zijn interessant voor economen, zoals wapenwedlopen of handelsovereenkomsten tussen landen, vervuiling binnen steden, kennis- en innovatiedeling tussen
bedrijven, het vrijelijk beschikbaar stellen van wetenschappelijke kennis en het
gebruik van openbare voorzieningen zoals bossen of visgronden. Een gebrek aan
samenwerking in zulke dilemma's wordt vaak in verband gebracht met een verlies aan welvaart; binnen de economie worden dan ook voorbeelden gezocht van
succesvolle samenwerking en van mechanismes die bijdragen aan samenwerking.
Het economische standaardmodel voorspelt dat individuen altijd hun eigenbelang zullen nastreven en daardoor binnen sociale dilemma's niet zullen samenwerken (Dawes, 1980). Uit empirisch onderzoek en terloopse observaties blijkt vaak het tegenovergestelde. In de praktijk van alledag bevinden we ons
voortdurend in sociale dilemma's. Het uitwisselen van informatie, de organisatie van sociale activiteiten en het verlenen van financiële of andere hulp zijn
voorbeelden van samenwerking in sociale dilemma's binnen netwerken van sociale relaties, ofwel sociale netwerken. De meeste mensen gaan met hun vrienden vrijwillig interacties aan die het karakter van een sociaal dilemma hebben.
Hierbij gedragen velen zich coöperatief, door advies te geven, waardevolle informatie te verspreiden of door tijd te investeren. Vooral in samenlevingen
met weinig formele instituties wordt samenwerking in netwerken waargenomen
(Lomnitz, 1977, Healey, 1990, Fafchamps and Lund, 2003). Het verband tussen
sociale netwerken en samenwerking is zo sterk, dat sociale wetenschappers zulke
netwerken beschouwen als een soort kapitaal van individuen en groepen, een
sociaal kapitaal (Coleman, 1988, Putnam, 2000). Nu ligt het voor de hand de
vraag te stellen: wat drijft deze samenwerking in sociale netwerken?
In dit proefschrift onderzoeken we de rol die het uitsluiten van freeriders
speelt in het handhaven van samenwerking in netwerken. We bestuderen endogene netwerken, die ontstaan als gevolg van een vrije keuze van partners voor de
interactie, en onderzoeken de simultane evolutie van samenwerking en netwerk-

structuur in sociale dilemma's. We beginnen met een evenwichtsanalyse van ons
speltheoretisch model. Vervolgens bestuderen we het daadwerkelijke gedrag in
datzelfde spel door middel van laboratoriumexperimenten. Uiteindelijk onderzoeken we de dynamiek van adaptief gedrag met behulp van computersimulaties,
onder de aanname dat het spel door "begrensd rationele" individuen gespeeld
wordt. Elk van de drie invalshoeken wordt in een afzonderlijk hoofdstuk gemotiveerd, gepresenteerd en bediscussieerd.
De hoofdstukken zijn als volgt ingedeeld: na een kort overzicht van de verschillende hoofdstukken en de belangrijkste conclusies wordt in hoofdstuk 1 de
onderzoeksvraag geïntroduceerd en de structuur van het proefschrift beschreven.
De grondslagen van de niet-coöperatieve speltheorie, de wiskundige basis van
netwerktheorie en de theorie over Markovkettingen worden in hoofdstuk 2 beschreven.
In hoofdstuk 3 introduceren we het model van een sociaal dilemma dat op
endogene netwerken wordt gespeeld. Dit is het model dat in het proefschrift
bestudeerd wordt: het "netwerk-dilemmaspel". Het netwerk-dilemmaspel is een
Prisonersdilemma met meerdere spelers, waarin het interactienetwerk afhankelijk is van de partnerkeuzes van de spelers. Iedere speler maakt tegelijkertijd
twee beslissingen:
1. de keuze van partners: elke speler kan een verbinding tussen haar en iedere
andere speler in haar groep voorstellen. Het maken van een verbinding is
kosteloos. Elke speler kan meerdere verbindingen voorstellen. Het voorstellen
is niet altijd voldoende om de verbinding te krijgen: of de verbinding vastgelegd wordt hangt af van het "verbindingsmodel" (zie hieronder). Als er een
verbinding bestaat tussen twee spelers zeggen we dat de spelers "partners"
zijn.
2. de actiekeuze: elke speler bepaalt zijn strategie binnen het Prisoners dilemma.
Dit kan "samenwerken" of "defecteren" (niet samenwerken). Ieder stel partners speelt het spel. Spelers kunnen hun strategieën niet differentiëren: ze
kunnen ofwel samenwerken met al hun partners ofwel in alle gevallen defecteren. Een speler krijgt een compensatie voor iedere speler met wie ze
niet verbonden is.
De opbrengst voor een speler is de som over de inkomsten van het Prisoners
dilemma dat ze met hun partners gespeeld hebben en de compensaties die ze
kregen voor het niet spelen met de overigen. We beschouwen twee manieren
om verbindingen te leggen. In het "wederzijdse verbindingsmodel" wordt een
verbinding tussen twee spelers vastgelegd dan en slechts dan als die verbinding door beide spelers is voorgesteld. In het "eenzijdige verbindingsmodel"
wordt een verbinding vastgelegd als die door ten minste één van beide spelers
voorgesteld is. We maken bovendien onderscheid tussen hoge en lage compensatie. De compensatie is hoog als het meer oplevert dan wederzijds overlopen en
laag als deze minder is dan voor wederzijds defecteren. Het netwerk-dilemmaspel
is een simpel, abstract maar fundamenteel model van de situatie waarin individuen zelf hun partners mogen kiezen om een sociaal dilemma mee aan te gaan.
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In hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we subgame-perfecte evenwichten van verschillende
eindig herhaalde netwerk-dilemmaspellen. We beginnen met een standaard
voorbeeld van een eindig herhaald prisonersdilemmaspel zonder mogelijkheid
tot partnerselectie. Als dit spel door rationele en perfect geïnformeerde spelers wordt gespeeld, heeft het een uniek evenwicht waarin geen samenwerking
voorkomt - in elke periode defecteren alle spelers. In tegenstelling tot dit resultaat kan samenwerking onder zulke spelers toch bereikt worden in netwerkdilemmaspelen, als er endogene partnerkeus mogelijk is. In het bijzonder bestuderen we spelen waarin spelers slechts een beperkt aantal interactiepartners kunnen kiezen, en spelen waarin verbindingen kostbaar zijn. Onze conclusie is dat
voor veel van zulke spelen subgame-perfecte evenwichten bestaan, waarin alle
spelers samenwerken tijdens alle ronden behalve de laatste paar, als tenminste de compensatie laag is en het aantal rondes groot genoeg. De gedachte
achter dit resultaat is dat spelers ontmoedigd kunnen worden te defecteren als
ze bang zijn te worden gestraft door middel van uitsluiting van het netwerk.
Dreigen met uitsluiting kan geloofwaardig zijn als spelers slechts een beperkt
aantal verbindingen kunnen vormen, of als het voorstellen van verbindingen
kostbaar is. Opvallend is dat het introduceren van endogene netwerkvorming
alleen nog niet voldoende is voor samenwerking, maar dat de aanname van een
beperking in het aantal verbindingen of de introductie van (minimale) kosten
voor het maken van verbindingen voldoende kan zijn. Deze aanname is in veel
situaties gerechtvaardigd, bijvoorbeeld in sociale netwerken waar mensen slechts
een beperkt aantal kennissen hebben.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een experimenteel onderzoek beschreven van de dynamiek van gedrag in eindig herhaalde netwerkdilemma's. We bekijken spelen
met wederzijdse vorming van verbindingen, zonder beperking van het aantal
verbindingen en zonder verbindingskosten. De vier experimentele opzetten verschillen van elkaar in de waarde van de compensatie en in de informatiestroom
tussen de individuen (informatie over het gedrag in vorige ronden wordt alleen
verspreid via het netwerk of aan iedereen). We vergelijken de dynamiek van het
gedrag in de experimentele opzet met het gedrag in een controleopzet, waar de
netwerkstructuur van bovenaf opgelegd is. De theoretische evenwichtsanalyse
in hoofdstuk 4 voorspelt dat er bij alle vijf opzetten samenwerking zal optreden, dat er geen uitsluiting zal zijn als de compensatie laag is en dat er geen
verbindingen worden gevormd als de compensatie hoog is. De analyse voorspelt bovendien geen effect van de informatieconditie. In tegenstelling tot deze
voorspellingen zien we een hoge en zelfs stijgende graad van samenwerking, in
alle behalve de laatste paar periodes in alle experimentele opzetten. We zien
een daling in samenwerking in de controleopzet. De belangrijkste conclusies
zijn de volgende: (i) Vrije keuze van sociale verbindingen verhoogt de samenwerking aanzienlijk, (ii) Veel proefpersonen sluiten degenen die geneigd zijn
tot defecteren uit, ook al is dat kostbaar, (iii) Samenwerking blijkt beïnvloed
te worden door zowel de kosten van uitsluiting als de informatiestroom. Als
uitsluiting duur is, bereiken de proefpersonen een hoge maar zelden perfecte
graad van samenwerking, onafhankelijk van de informatiestroom. Als uitsluiting daarentegen goedkoop is, blijkt beschikbare informatie over het gedrag in
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vorige ronden een goede voorspeller van gedrag te zijn. In de opzet met ongelimiteerde informatie was het percentage coöperatieve handelingen 93 procent,
terwijl in de opzet waar informatiestroom beperkt is tot het netwerk 'slechts'
66 procent van de acties coöperatief was. (iv) Als uitsluiting goedkoop is, blijkt
informatie over vorig gedrag bovendien van invloed op de netwerkstructuur: de
groep waar informatie volledig was vormt een groot netwerk, terwijl groepen
onder beperkte informatie desintegreren tot samenwerkende losse netwerken en
geïsoleerde defecteurs. Dit effect werd niet geobserveerd in de opzet met kostbare uitsluiting, (v) Het gedrag in de laatste periode van onze experimenten
kan niet worden uitgelegd met behulp van altruïsme (Levine, 1998) of ongelijkheidaversie (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999) van onze proefpersonen.
In hoofdstuk 6 onderzoeken we de dynamiek van samenwerking aan de hand
van computersimulaties, en de uitsluiting van freeriders in groepen met een
"beperkt vooruitziende blik". De groepen spelen een herhaald netwerk-dilemmaspel zonder interactiekosten of beperkingen. We nemen aan dat begrensd rationele spelers tot een bepaalde graad de consequenties van hun eigen acties begrijpen en die in overweging nemen als ze hun gedrag aanpassen. De aanname
van een beperkte vooruitziende blik heeft coöperatieve evenwichten tot gevolg,
zelfs als spelers de beste respons op hun omgeving geven. Deze evenwichten zijn
daarentegen niet altijd stabiel met betrekking tot toevallige afwijkingen van het
"beste responsgedrag" dat we aannamen. In het bijzonder blijkt samenwerking
laag als de compensatie laag is. We tonen aan dat de beperkte vooruitziende
blik samenwerking alleen verhoogt als de compensatie hoog genoeg is. Vervolgens nemen we aan dat spelers altruïstisch zijn of ongelijkheidavers. We zien dat
samenwerking wordt vergemakkelijkt als spelers in hoge mate altruïstisch zijn,
maar alleen als de spelers ook vooruitzien. Dit suggereert dat, in de setting van
het herhaalde prisoners dilemma dat op een endogeen netwerk wordt gespeeld,
een beperkt begrip van de reacties van anderen op iemands eigen daden net zo
belangrijk kan zijn om samenwerking te behouden als de zorg om anderen.
Samenvattend, in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 tonen we aan dat de vrijheid om
partners voor een interactie te kunnen kiezen de samenwerking aanzienlijk doet
stijgen. In alle onderzoeksopzetten wordt samengewerkt door de dreiging dat
eventuele freeriders worden uitgesloten van het netwerk. Voortbouwend op
onze experimentele resultaten suggereren we in hoofdstuk 6 dat het modelleren
van spelers met een beperkt vooruitziende blik tot een realistischer model van
menselijk beslisgedrag zou kunnen leiden.
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In this thesis the methods of game theory and experimental economics
are used to investigate the dynamics of cooperation in endogenously
formed networks. The traditional game theoretic models of social
dilemmas assume that agents have no other option but to participate.
These models fail to capture an important element of human interaction:
that in general people are free to select their partners for interaction.
A social dilemma with partner selection is introduced in the thesis, which
allows exploration of simultaneous evolutions of the network structure
and cooperative behavior on this structure. The results show that free
partner choice leads to networks where free-riders are likely to be excluded
and strongly facilitates cooperation.
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